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This	process	is	automatic.	Your	browser	will	redirect	to	your	requested	content	shortly.Please	wait	a	few	seconds.	Kerala,	a	state	in	the	south-west	region	of	the	country,	is	a	lush	paradise	of	pretty	mountains	and	valleys.	It	shares	border	with	Karnataka	to	the	north,	north-east	and	Tamil	Nadu	to	the	south	and	south-east.	To	the	west,	200-300	km	away
from	its	pristine	coastline,	are	the	Lakshadweep	islands.	Nature's	bounty,	vibrant	culture	and	an	exotic	cuisine	bespeak	the	land's	tourist	slogan	"God's	Own	Country".	The	Kerala	State	was	formed	on	November	1,	1956	after	the	reorganisation	of	states	on	a	linguistic	basis.	An	eventful	history	and	a	rich	heritage	of	arts	and	science	make	the	state
unique.	The	cultural	...	Thrikkadavoor	Temple	Festival	Thrikkadavoor	is	a	small	town	located	on	the	banks	of	the	Ashtamudi	backwater	in	Kollam	district.	It	is	about	5	km	from	Kollam	town.	The	Sree	Mahadeva	temple	is	an	ancient	temple	situated	in	the	village	of	Thrikkadavoor	and	is	the	most	prominent	of	Shiva	temples	in	the	district.	The	annual	ten-
day	festival	of	the	temple	is	a	splendid	celebration	attended	by	thousands	of	people.	The	highly	devotional	Thiruvathira	festival	and	the	resplendent	kettukazha	add	to	the	charm	of	the	festival.	There	is	an	interesting	legend	attributed	to	the	origin	of	the	temple,	which	is	now	administered	by	the	Travancore	Devaswom.	...	History	Have	you	ever
wondered	how	Kerala	got	her	name?	The	answer	lies	in	the	very	soil	of	this	land.	According	to	historians,	the	name	Keralam	(what	Kerala	is	called	in	the	native	language	of	Malayalam),	originated	from	the	word	Cheralam.	Cheralam,	which	over	the	years	metamorphosed	into	Keralam,	is	a	combination	of	the	two	words	–	cher	and	alam.	Cher	means
bank	or	mud	and	alam	is	a	word	for	area	or	place.	Malabar	was	an	alternative	name	used	by	travelers	to	Kerala,	during	ancient	times.	To	trace	Kerala’s	history,	we	have	to	begin	our	journey	from	a	long	way	back,	...	Palaces	Palaces	in	different	lands	symbolize	a	glorious	past.	These	palaces	reflect	the	life	style	of	the	people	of	yore.	If	palaces
elsewhere	had	been	signs	of	opulence,	in	Kerala	they	exemplify	our	architectural	skills.	We	can	see	beautiful	blending	of	the	ancient	and	modern,	and	simplicity	in	them.	It	can	be	emphatically	mentioned	that	these	palaces	are	part	of	our	rich	heritage	thanks	to	their	artistic	beauty.	Forts	Traditionally	built	forts	can	be	seen	across	the	length	and
breadth	of	Kerala.	These	forts	depict	the	glory	of	a	bygone	era.	Though	less	prominent	when	compared	to	the	forts	of	Rajasthan,	the	Kerala	forts	are	particularly	known	for	their	simplicity,	expertise,	nobility	and	greatness.	Kerala’s	many	natural	harbours	helped	attract	foreigners	here.	So,	it	is	no	wonder	that	we	notice	marvelous	influence	of	foreign
styles	on	Kerala’s	architecture.	Keralam	Museum	of	History	and	Heritage	KERALAM	is	truly,	Kerala.	It	is	your	passage	to	the	land,	spurred	on	by	remnants	and	memoirs-sometimes	as	simple	as	a	piece	of	wood	and	sometimes	as	mysterious	as	a	burial	urn.	Housed	in	a	Heritage	Building	'Park	View	Bungalow'	-one	that	saw	history	in	the	making-
KERALAM	captures	the	quintessence	of	the	land	in	an	enchanting	7,000	sq.	ft	of	space.	Here,	quaint	hallways,	majestic	pillars	and	wooden	staircases	built	in	a	mix	of	traditional	and	colonial	style,	will	lead	you	across	different	time	zones	and	spaces,	to	reveal	the	soul	of	Kerala.	Keralam	Museum	of	History	&	Heritage	is	...	Krishnapuram	Palace	Palaces
are	living	legacies	left	behind	by	departed	kings.	They	tell	us	many	stories	and	let	us	have	glimpses	of	a	past	when	palaces	were	glorious	power	centers.	Krishnapuram	Palace	too	has	its	own	tales	to	tell	and	things	to	show.	Located	in	the	district	of	Alappuzha	in	Kerala,	near	the	town	of	Kayamkulam,	Krishnapuram	Palace	was	built	in	the	18th	century
by	Anizham	Thirunal	Marthanda	Varma,	the	ruler	of	the	former	princely	state	of	Travancore.	He	built	it	after	Kayamkulam	was	conquered	and	made	a	part	of	Travancore.	The	palace	is	situated	near	the	Sree	Krishnaswamy	Temple	in	the	village	...	P.	K.	Kalan	Smaraka	Award	1.				M.	V.	Kalan				Ghadhika				2007	2.				Nalleppilly	Narayanan				Porattu
Natakam				2007	Shakthan	Thampuran	Palace	Museum	Shakthan	Thampuran	was	a	ruler	of	the	erstwhile	Kingdom	of	Cochin.	The	word	shakthan	means	powerful,	and	the	king,	whose	actual	name	was	Rama	Varma	Thampuran,	was	called	so	because	he	was	a	powerful	ruler.	The	palace	he	left	behind	in	the	town	of	Thrissur	evokes	many	memories,
questions,	and	curiosities	in	the	minds	of	the	viewers.	The	curtain	has	forever	fallen	on	the	dynastic	rule	by	royal	families	but	historians	have	a	lot	to	study	from	palaces	that	were	erstwhile	power	centers.	Shakthan	Thampuran	Palace	can	be	especially	interesting	for	those	who	are	interested	in	the	history	and	strategies	of	...	Kuthira	Malika	Palace	The
words	Kuthira	Malika	means	‘mansion	of	horses’	and	the	uninitiated	may	think	that	the	palace	is	a	grand	stable	built	to	house	horses.	In	reality,	the	building	gets	the	name	from	the	row	of	horses	that	are	sculpted	into	the	brackets	that	support	the	roof.	The	palace,	also	known	as	Puthen	Malika	Palace,	is	adjacent	to	the	Sree	Padmanabhaswamy
Temple	in	Thiruvananthapuram.	It	was	built	by	Swathi	Thirunal	Balarama	Varma,	the	ruler	of	the	former	Kingdom	of	Travancore	who	was	a	social	reformer	and	poet	and	musician.	It	was	built	in	the	traditional	Kerala	style	in	the	1840s,	with	...	Bekal	Fort	Bekal	Fort	stands	at	the	confluence	of	land	and	sea.	Located	in	the	district	of	Kasaragod,	the
northernmost	district	of	Kerala,	it	is	an	impressive	edifice	spread	over	40	acres.	The	fort	is	believed	to	have	been	in	existence	from	the	beginning	of	the	rule	of	Chirakkal	Rajas,	the	rulers	of	the	Kolathiri	Kingdom	of	North	Malabar,	the	northernmost	part	of	the	state	of	Kerala.	The	fort’s	construction	is	attributed	to	the	beginning	of	Kolathiri	rule
because	it	was	the	tradition	in	those	days	to	built	large	forts	for	defense	purposes.	The	eminent	historian	K.	P.	Padmanabha	Menon	suggests	in	his	...	The	Era	of	New	Sensitiveness	The	second	half	of	the	1960s	was	a	period	during	which	a	group	of	devoted	youngsters	were	very	active	in	the	world	of	Malayalam	cinema.	These	young	men	had	got	the
opportunity	to	see	highly-acclaimed	international	films,	participate	in	international	film	festivals	and	study	in	film	institutes.	‘Chitralekha	Film	Society’,	the	first	of	its	kind	in	Kerala,	was	established	in	1965	under	the	leadership	of	Adoor	Gopalakrishnan.	Soon,	more	film	societies	were	set	up	in	different	towns	of	Kerala	as	a	venue	for	exhibiting	good
movies	and	for	facilitating	enthusiastic	discussions	about	movies.	It	was	in	the	background	of	this	awakening	...	The	Golden	Age	of	Malayalam	Cinema	(1980	–	1990)	The	fresh	path	opened	for	Malayalam	cinema	in	the	1970s	and	the	strength	imbued	through	the	depth	and	excellence	of	the	new	genre	of	movies,	helped	experienced	artists	like	Adoor
Gopalakrishnan,	G.	Aravindan,	M.	T.	Vasudevan	Nair	and	K.	G.	George	to	continue	with	the	making	of	delicately	nuanced	movies	through	the	1980s.	Along	with	them,	directors	Bharathan	and	Padmarajan	and	cinematographer	Shaji	N	Karun	who	did	the	camera	work	for	Aravindan’s	movies,	made	the	period	one	of	total	fulfillment	for	moviegoers.
Padmarajan	entered	the	movie	world	by	writing	scripts	for	Bharathan’s	movies	Rathinirvedam	(Sexual	Disenchantment,	1978),	Thakara	(1980),	and	Lorry	...	The	Era	of	Action	Heroes	(1990	to	present)	As	long	as	they	were	active	in	the	Malayalam	tinsel	world,	Prem	Nazir	and	Sathyan	had	virtually	no	challengers.	Nevertheless,	in	those	days,
superstars	were	not	the	fulcrum	on	which	Malayalam	film	industry	turned.	Since	1990	commercial	cinema	became	completely	dependent	on	superstars.	Both	these	stars	are	gifted	actors	as	well,	and	most	of	the	time	they	are	able	to	produce	films	that	satisfy	the	eager	audience.	The	latest	phenomenon	in	Malayalam	cinema	is	that	of	creating	films
with	fresh	faces	in	almost	all	aspects	of	film	making,	widely	reckoned	as	a	new	generation	trend.				All	the	directors	who	have	entered	the	...	Kerala-Style	Feast	A	typical	Kerala-style	meal	which	is	served	during	festivals,	birthdays	etc.	is	called	sadya.	The	food	is	served	in	large	banana	leaves,	and	consists	basically	of	rice,	a	variety	of	curries,	pickles,
fries,	yogurt,	banana,	and	one	or	more	sweet	dishes.	Most	of	these	preparations	are	coconut-based,	and	non-vegetarian	foods	are	not	used	in	any	of	the	preparations.	The	banana	leaf	should	be	placed	with	its	pointed	end	towards	the	left	side	of	the	person	having	the	meal.	Before	serving	rice,	a	series	of	dishes	like	upperi	(gravy-less	vegetable),	thoran
(gravy-less	vegetable	with	grated	coconut),	aviyal	(mixed	vegetable	curry	cooked	in	...	Museums	Kerala	is	bestowed	with	nature’s	bounty	on	the	one	hand	and	creative	art	on	the	other.	So,	it	is	little	wonder	that	Kerala	is	full	of	such	wonderful	heritages.	The	Malayali	who	is	proud	of	his/her	heritage	sites	and	take	special	interest	in	preserving	the
historical	significance	of	the	many	museums	that	adorn	the	state.	C.	Ammalu	Amma	Endowment	Price	1.				K.Sunilkumar				Ganabhooshanam				1993				1000/-	2.				R.	Shyamakrishnan				Ganabhooshanam				1994				1000/-	3.				S.	Vijayalalitha				Ganabhooshanam				1996				1000/-	4.				C.	K.	Suresh	Kumar				Ganabhooshanam				1997				1000/-	5.				M.	D.
Manjula				Veena				1998				1000/-	6.				Jayalakshmi				Ganabhooshanam				1999				1000/-	7.				M.	Lohithakshan				Ganabhooshanam				2000				1000/-	8.				B.Yogesh	Sharma				Ganabhooshanam				2001				1000/-	9.				E.Vrindavarma				Ganabhooshanam				2003				1000/-	10.		Savithri	N.	V.				Ganabhooshanam				2004				1000/-	Kottaram	Sankunni	Nair	Memorial
Award	1.				Kilimanur	R.Thyagarajan			Vayola				2001	2.				Ratnakaran	Bhagavathar				2001	Politics	The	history	of	modern	Kerala	includes	agitations	for	social	renaissance	and	political	modernisation.	Modern	Kerala	is	the	result	of	the	efforts	of	social	and	political	organisations,	peoples'	agitations,	culture	and	literature.	The	renaissance	efforts	started
in	the	last	few	decades	of	the	19th	century	helped	Kerala	to	enter	a	new	era.	The	popularisation	of	education	and	educational	institutions,	printing	technology,	newspapers	and	magazines,	social	organisations	and	law	reforms	too	played	a	major	role	in	the	state's	transition.	Chattampi	Swamikal,	Sree	Narayana	Guru,	Alathur	Brahmananda	Sivayogi,
Vagbhatananda	Guru	and	Vaikunda	Swamikal	spread	messages	on	equality	in	the	Kerala	society	which	was	mired	in	...	Ochira	Kalakettu	Ochira	Kalakettu	is	a	ritual	related	to	irupathi	ettaam	Onam	(28th	Onam	day)	at	Ochira	Parabrahma	temple.	Gigantic	effigies	of	bulls	in	pairs	called	kettu	kaalakal	are	made	and	displayed	in	the	temple	premises.
Each	bull	effigy	is	a	contribution	of	52	divisions	of	Onattukara	region.	Each	kara	(land	subdivision)	decorates	their	bull	to	excel	that	of	others	and	takes	them	in	procession	to	the	accompaniment	of	percussion	ensemble	to	the	temple	premise.	The	best	bull	effigy	is	also	given	a	prize.	Ochirakkali	Ochirakkali	is	unique	to	Ochira,	also	known	as	Dakshina
Kaashi.	Two	centuries	ago,	many	battles	were	fought	between	the	kings	of	...	Language	/	Literature	Language	and	literature	stamp	the	sui	generis	cultural	identity	of	a	place.	What	marks	out	the	Kerala	identity	of	‘Malayanma’	is	the	Malayalam	language	and	literature	born	out	of.	Taking	roots	in	the	oral	tradition,	it	moved	to	inscriptions	and
manuscript,	print	and	finally	has	made	its	foray	into	the	cyber	world.	The	Malayalam	language	and	literature	has	a	vast	and	profound	history.			Philosophy	To	preserve	the	strong	edifice	and	rich	values	that	helped	shape	the	Kerala	society,	to	coordinate	the	lessons	of	the	past	for	a	future	society,	creation	of	a	new	generation	equipped	with	information
on	the	past	and	present	of	Kerala	and	on	the	need	to	preserve	archival	materials.	Objectives	To	acquire	and	preserve	all	non	–current	records	of	permanent	value	of	the	State	Government	Secretariat;	various	departments	of	State	Government;	all	commissions	set	up	by	the	Government;	the	State	Public	Service	Commission;	and	records	and	papers	of
historical	value	with	private	individuals	and	institutions.	Major	activities	Apart	from	the	scientific	preservation	of	the	records	...	Administration	The	State	Archives	Department	has	a	centralized	directorate	and	three	zonal	offices.	The	directorate	is	located	at	Nalanda	in	Thiruvananthapuram	district.	Besides,	the	Central	Archives	situated	at
Kottakakam	in	Thiruvananthapuram,	Archives	-	Ernakulam	that	functions	near	Maharaja’s	College,	Ernakulam	and	Archives-	Kozhikode	that	functions	at	the	civil	station	are	regional/zonal	offices.	A	Superintendent	heads	two	offices.	In	addition	to	the	above	mentioned	zonal	offices,	there	are	heritage	centers	at	Kollam,	Idukki,	Thrissur,	Wayanad	and
Kannur.	State	Archives	Department	–	Headquarters	What	makes	the	State	Archives	Department	in	Thiruvananthapuram	unique	is	its	repository	that	throws	light	on	modern	Kerala’s	social,	cultural	and	political	...	Microfilm	Records	The	Microfilm	Records	on	India’s	freedom	struggle	received	from	the	India	Office	Library	in	London	has	been
documented	as	a	project	titled	‘Towards	Freedom	Project’.	Regional	Offices	In	order	to	preserve	and	protect	archival	materials	there	are	three	large	repositories	under	the	State	Archival	Departments.	Central	Archives,	Thiruvananthapuram	The	main	repository	of	the	erstwhile	Travancore	State	was	the	‘Husoor	Central	Vernacular	Records’
established	in	1887	in	a	double-storied	building.	Today’s	State	Archival	Department	is	a	continuation	of	the	age-old	repository.	Most	of	the	materials	are	in	the	form	of	palm	leaves.	These	materials	on	palm	leaves	throw	light	on	the	erstwhile	Travancore	history,	boundary	disputes,	High	Court	writs,	harbour	-	related	notes,	books,	Fort	St.	George
Gazette,	Proceedings	of	the	Sree	Moolam	Praja	Sabha,	showcase	exhibits	etc,	are	also	...	Variety	in	Records	Variety	is	the	spice	of	life.	True	is	it	in	the	case	of	the	Archives	Department.	Going	by	the	language,	contents	and	numbers,	one	is	wonderstruck	at	the	amazing	and	rich	cultural	diversity	of	the	period.	Stored	and	recorded	in	microfilms,	besides
palm	leaves	and	copper	plate	inscriptions,	these	rich	and	diverse	materials	spanning	over	six	decades,	that	too	in	different	languages,	open	up	before	the	enthusiast	and	scholar	an	exotic	world	of	knowledge.	Kudos	to	the	State	Archives	Department	for	the	yeoman	service!	Publications	The	multi-faced	and	diverse	activities	of	the	Archives	Department
include	the	publishing	of	historical	materials.	These	materials	get	destroyed	in	the	course	of	time.	So,	it	is	important	to	publish	them	for	posterity.	There	are	many	publications	that	are	of	use	to	not	only	researchers	on	Kerala’s	history	and	society	but	to	the	common	man	as	well.	Currently,	Dr.	S.	Raymon	as	Chairman,	department	head	as	convener	and
four	members	constitute	an	editorial	committee	on	the	basis	of	which	instructions	are	given	to	the	publications	division	from	time	to	time.	Napier	Museum,	Thiruvananthapuram			The	Museum	in	its	current	form	was	started	in	the	year	1857.	It	owes	its	origin	to	the	joint	efforts	of	J.A.	Brown,	then	Director	of	the	Trivandrum	Observatory	and	General
William	Cullen,	then	British	Resident.	The	Government	approved	of	Brown's	idea	of	starting	a	Museum	in	a	part	of	his	Bungalow.	In	order	to	place	the	Museum	on	stronger	and	more	satisfactory	basis	a	society	was	organized	in	1855	with	Sri	Uthram	Thirunal	the	Maharaja	of	Travancore	as	Patron,	the	British	Resident	General	Cullen	as	President,	the
Elaya	Raja	as	Vice-President	and	Mr.	Brown	as	Secretary	of	the	Society	and	...	Sri	Chitra	Art	Gallery	The	Sri	Chitralayam,	popularly	known	as	Sri	Chitra	Art	Gallery,	was	opened	to	the	public	by	the	erstwhile	Maharaja	of	Travancore	Sri	Chitra	Thirunal	on	the	25th	of	September	1935	for	the	enjoyment,	education	and	development	of	artistic	taste	of	the
people.	It	has	a	collection	of	paintings	representing	the	various	genres	of	paintings	in	India,	along	with	a	few	from	other	parts	of	Asia	with	a	distinct	stamp	of	Indian	culture.	The	Gallery	was	reconstructed	out	of	two	bungalows	side	by	side	in	the	museum	Gardens.	The	Construction,	furnishing	of	exhibits	and	hanging	was	done	under	the	direction	of
Dr.	...	Classical	Language	Status	for	Malayalam	Among	the	Dravidian	languages,	Tamil,	Kannada	and	Telugu	received	classical	language	status	before	Malayalam,	though	Malayalam	happens	to	be	the	oldest.	For	being	conferred	with	a	classical	status,	the	Government	of	India	stipulates	certain	conditions/criteria.	The	language	has	to	be	more	than
1500	years	old.	Tamil,	Kannada,	Telugu	and	Malayalam	have	satisfied	all	these	conditions.	In	terms	of	literary	output,		achievement	and	glory,	Malayalam	stands	third	among	Indian	languages.	And,	coming	to	modern	literature,	the	most	coveted	and	rich	languages	in	India	are	Malayalam,	Kannada	and	Bengali.	On	the	basis	of	population	it	is	found
that	Malayalam	ranks	fourth.	As	per	...	Landscape	With	the	Western	Ghats	at	an	elevation	of	2700m	from	sea	level	on	its	east	and	the	Arabian	Sea	on	its	west	and	south,	Kerala	has	44	rivers	which	give	this	land	a	beautiful	diversified	landscape		It	is	no	exaggeration	to	call	this	beautiful	part	of	the	world	as	‘God’s	Own	Country’.	Mountains,	valleys,
backwaters	and	beaches	fill	the	beautiful	landscape	of	Kerala	making	the	epithet	‘God’s	Own	Country’	not	an	exaggerated	one.	Blessed	with	hot	summers,	long	monsoon,	water	&	jungle	based	resources,	verdant	landscapes	and	long	beaches,			legends	say	that	‘Parasu	Rama’,	the	temperamental	figure	in	Hindu	mythology	...	Kerala	Culture	Kerala,	a
land	of	cultural	diversity,	is	a	complete	whole	made	up	of	a	blending	of	various	religions,	communities,	regional	cultures	and	language	variations.	Kerala	culture	can	be	compared	to	a	chain	made	of	different	coloured	beads	and	the	thread	through	which	the	beads	are	strung	is	the	Malayalam	language.	The	cultural	variety	of	Kerala	was	created	by	its
unique	geographic	features	as	it	lies	between	the	Arabian	Sea	and	the	Western	Ghats.	Rich	in	rain	forests,	its	ancient	trade	relations	with	foreign	lands,	entry	of	immigrant	communities	during	different	periods,	agricultural	tradition,	cuisine	and	its	tradition	of	art	–	literature	–science	...	Zoological	Garden,	Thiruvananthapuram	The
Thiruvananthapuram	Zoo	is	the	oldest	zoo	in	India	continuing	to	exist	in	its	original	location	in	the	heart	of	the	temple	city	Thiruvananthapuram.	Similarly	the	Museum	and	Botanical	Gardens	are	also	the	oldest	of	their	kind	in	the	country.	Swathi	Thirunal	Maharaja	(1816-1846),	illustrious	King	and	Music	composer	who	had	ruled	Travancore	during
1830-1846	is	said	to	be	the	visionary	behind	the	establishment	of	the	Thiruvananthapuram	Museum	and	Zoo.	He	had	a	good	collection	of	animals	including	elephants	in	his	horse	breeding	centre.	To	the	Trivandrum	stables	he	incorporated	a	menagerie	and	kept	tigers,	panthers	cheetahs,	deer,	bears	and	...	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs	Kerala	has	a
rich	heritage	of	Art	&	Culture.	There	are	many	institutions	set	apart	for	the	promotion	and	encouragement	of	art	forms.	Major	implementing	departments	coming	under	the	sector	Cultural	Affairs	Department	are	-	Department	of	Archaeology,	Department	of	Museums	and	Zoos,	Department	of	Archives		etc.	Administrators	Shri.	Saji	Cherian	Hon'ble
Minister	for	Culture,	Government	of	Kerala			Smt.	Rani	George	IAS	Principal	Secretary,	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs					Cultural	Institutions	‘Cultural	institutions’	is	the	term	used	to	collectively	denote	all	the	institutions	functioning	under	the	aegis	of	the	State	Department	of	Culture.	These	include	various	academies,	institutes,	‘bhavans’,
departments	and	memorial	building	or	institutions,	which	carry	out	their	activities	with	the	financial	aid	of	the	Government	and	in	particular,	the	Department	of	Culture.	Kerala	Folklore	Academy	A	cultural	institute	functioning	under	the	State	Department	of	Culture.	The	academy	was	set	up	in	1996	to	impart	training	in	folk	arts	and	to	ensure	ongoing
efforts	in	their	development,	promotion	and	perpetuation.		The	academy	envisions	its	main	objectives	as	the	identification	and	categorization	of	the	various	folk	arts	of	Kerala	and	ensuring	the	growth	of	its	reach	and	influence	on	the	masses.	G.	Bhargavan	Pillai	was	the	first	chairman	of	the	Academy.	M.V.	Kannan,	Dr.	M.	V.	Vishnunamboodiri,	Prof	B.
Mohammed	Ahmed,	P.	K.	Kaalan	and	C.	J.	Kuttappan	were	the	others	who	held	the	post	of	chair.	...	The	Feast	of	St.	Mary's	Forane	Church,	Kuruvilangad	Martha	Mariam	Church,	Kuravilangad,	is	one	among	the	famous	Christian	pilgrim	centres	located	in	Kottayam	District,	Kerala.	The	St.	Mary’s	Forane	church	is	famous	for	its	Global	Mariam	(Virgin
Mary)	pilgrimage	and	the	kappal	pradakshinam	(moving	an	old	ship	around	the	church)	during	the	three-	day	moonnu	noyambu	feast.	The	main	feasts	celebrated	here	are	the	moonnu	noyambu	(three-day	fast	known	also	as	the	Rogation	of	Ninevites),	ettu	noyampu	(eight-day	fast)	and	St.	Sebastian’s	Feast.	The	moonnu	noyambu	is	the	most	famous	of
the	three	and	is	celebrated	18	days	prior	to	the	beginning	of	the	Lent	period.	Kappalottam	(a	sailing	...	Beema	Palli	Urus	Beemapalli	Dargah	Shareef	is	one	among	the	ancient	places	of	worship	for	Muslims	in	Kerala.	The	Dargah	is	dedicated	to	Beema	Umma	who	belonged	to	the	family	of	Prophet	Mohammed.	Centuries	ago,	Beema	Umma	and	her	son
were	believed	to	have	come	here	from	Arabia,	to	preach	the	religion	of	Islam.	The	annual	Urus	Chandanakkudam	festival	at	Beemappalli	is	held	in	memory	of	Beema	Umma	and	her	son	Sayyidussaheed	Maheen	Aboobaker,	who	were	laid	to	rest	here.	It	is	believed	that	the	medicated	water	from	the	wells	of	Beema	Palli	is	capable	of	curing	any	disease.
Among	the	two	wells	...	Kerala	Lalitha	Kala	Akademi	An	autonomous	institute	of	culture	functioning	under	the	State	Department	of	Culture.	The	academy	was	set	up	in	the	year	1962,	at	Thrissur	district,	for	the	preservation	and	development	of	Kerala’s	fine	arts.	The	first	chairman	of	the	academy	was	M	Raja	Varma	Raja,	son	of	internationally
acclaimed	painter	Raja	Ravi	Varma.	The	academy	aims	to	promote	fine	arts	such	as	painting,	sculpture,	photography,	graphics,	and	cartooning.	The	head	quarters	at	Thrissur	was	designed	by	well-known	architect,	Laurie	Baker.	The	academy	has	art	galleries	in	various	places	around	the	State	including	Thiruvananthapuram,	Kottayam,	Alappuzha,
Ernakulam,	Kodungalloor,	Nedumbassery,	Malampuzha,	Malappuram,	Calicut,	Thalassery,	Kanjangadu	...	Kerala	Sangeetha	Nataka	Akademi	A	cultural	institute	functioning	under	the	State	Department	of	Culture.	The	Akademi	was	set	up	in	Thrissur	district,	on	26th	April	1958,	to	support	and	promote	dance,	music,	dramatics,	temple	arts,	ritual	arts,
magic	and	Kathaaprasangam	(story	recital).	The	Akademi,	formed	under	the	leadership	of	Kerala’s	first	chief	minister,	E.	M.	S.	Namboodirippadu,	and	critic	and	education	minister	Joseph	Mundassery,	was	dedicated	by	the	then	Prime	Minister	Jawaharlal	Nehru.	Initially,	the	Akademi	functioned	in	conjunction	with	the	academi	for	literature	but	was
granted	a	building	of	its	own	in	1982.	In	1998,	an	Artistes’	Cottage	was	built	for	visiting	artistes	to	stay	in	Thrissur,	...	Cinema	Malayalam	cinema	is	a	force	to	reckon	with	in	the	domain	of	Indian	cinema.	Though	our	cinema	industry	caters	to	the	population	of	a	small	geographical	area,	it	produces	an	average	of	70	films	a	year	and	boasts	of
internationally	acclaimed	directors,	script	writers,	technicians	as	well	as	actors	of	superior	calibre.	Over	the	years,	outstanding	directors	like	Adoor	Gopalakrishnan,	G.	Aravindan,	M.	T.	Vasudevan	Nair	and	Shaji	N.	Karun	won	acclaim	for	their	films	at	various	international	film	festivals,	taking	Malayalam	cinema	to	new	heights.	It	has	been	among	the
frontrunners	at	the	annual	national	film	awards	for	many	decades	...	Kerala	State	Chalachithra	Akademy	A	cultural	body	functioning	under	the	aegis	of	Kerala’s	State	Department	of	Culture.	When	the	State	Film	Academy	was	set	up	in	1998,	Kerala	became	the	first	State	in	the	country	to	start	a	film	academy.	The	academy	was	set	up	with	the
intention	of	serving	as	an	intermediary	between	the	government	and	the	film	industry	as	well	as	to	ensure	that	the	trajectory	of	films,	a	major	influence	in	the	socio-cultural	milieu	of	the	new	generation,	would	be	in	guided	in	the	right	direction	through	timely	interventions.	The	Academy	also	takes	the	leadership	role	in	organizing	the	national	and
international	film	...	Light	Music	K.	Raghavan				1981	Kathakali	1.				Guru	Changannur	Raman	Pillai				1975	2.				Kalamandalam	Krishnan	Nair				1977	3.				Chambakkulam	Pachupillai				1982	4.				Kottakkal	Kuttan	Marar				1983	5.				Kalamandalam	Krishnankutty	Poduval	(Chenda)				1986	6.				Kizhpadam	Kumaran	Nair				1996	7.				Chemancheri
Kunjiraman	Nair				1999	8.				Kalamandalam	Sankaran	Embrandiri				2002	9.				Kavungal	Chathunni	Panicker				2003	10.				Kalamandalam	Gopi				2006	11.				Kottakkal	Sivaraman				2008	Koothu	-	Koodiyattam					1.				Padmasree	Mani	Madhava	Chakyar				1975	2.				Guru	Ammannur	Madhava	Chakyar				1990	Keraleeya	Vadyangal	1.				Pallassana
Padmanabhan	Marar				1981	2.				Peruvanam	Kuttanmarar	(Melam)				2009	3.				Annamanada	Parameswaramarar	(Panchavadyam)				2010	Kathaprasangam					1.				V.	Sambasivan				1980	2.				Kedamangalam	Sadanandan				1981	3.				Prof.	M.	P.	Manmadhan				1983	4.				Joseph	Kaimaparamban				1985	5.				Thevarthottam	Sukumaran				2000	6.		
	Kadakkode	Viswambaran				2008	Classical	Music	1.				M.	A.	Kalyanakrishna	Bhagavathar				1962	2.				K.	S.	Narayana	Swamy	(Veena)				1962	3.				Ambalapuzha	Sankaranarayana	Panicker				1964	4.				Ambalapuzha	Gopalakrishna	Panicker				1964	5.				M.	D.	Ramanathan				1966	6.				Kottaram	Sankunny	Nair	(Harmonium)				1969	7.				Palakkad	K.	V.
Narayana	Swamy				1971	8.				Mavelikkara	Krishnankutty	Nair	(Mruthangam)				1971	9.				C.S.Krishna	Iyer				1972	10.				Paravoor	Sundaram	Iyer	(Violin)				1972	11.				Thiruvizha	Raghavan	Pillair	(Nagaswaram)				1972	12.				Vaikam	Vasudevan	Nair				1973	13.				Chunangad	Appu	Iyer	(Mruthangam)				1973	14.				Puthukkode	Krishnamoorthy				1974	15.		
	Dr.C.K.Revamma				1975	16.				Cherthala	Gopalan	Nair				1976	17.				Chittoor	Sankara	Panicker	(Nagaswaram)				1976	18.				Parassala	B.Ponnammal				1977	19.				L.P.R.Varma				1978	20.				K.R.Kedaranathan				1979	21.				Neyyattinkara	Vasudevan				1981	22.				Mavelikkara	Velukutty	Nair	(Mruthangam)				1981	23.				R.Venkittaraman	(Veena)				1982
24.				Kamala	Kailasanathan				1982	25.				Mavelikkara	Sankarankutty	Nair	...	Art	Forms	of	Kerala	Kerala	has	a	rich	tradition	of	diverse	art	forms.	Most	of	the	art	forms	are	unique	and	related	to	religion,	their	worship	and	rituals.	Folk	arts	The	traditional	folk	art	forms	evolved	since	the	history	of	mankind	are	related	to	every	phase	of	human	life.	Arjuna
Nritham	(The	dance	of	Arjuna)	The	Arjuna	Nirtham	also	known	as	Mayilpeeli	Thookam,	is	a	ritual	art	of	Kerala	performed	in	the	Bhagavati	temples	of	south	Kerala,	mainly	at	Kollam,	Alappuzha	and	Kottayam.	Arjuna	Nritham	or	the	‘dance	of	Arjuna’	is	supposed	to	have	evolved	from	Arya	–	Dravidian	culture.	The	belief	is	that	soon	after	the
Kurukshetra	war,	Arjuna	danced	before	Bhadrakaali	in	order	to	appease	her.	This	ritual	art	form	is	performed	by	men	of	Vilkurup	and	Ezhava	communities.	It	is	staged	at	night.	The	dance	is	performed	in	front	of	a	lighted	traditional	lamp.	The	characters	wear	special	garments.	The	face	is	painted	green	...	Ayappan	Theeyattu	or	Ayappan	Koothu
Ayappan	Theeyattu,	a	ritual	art	form	popular	in	Central	Travancore	and	is	dedicated	to	Lord	Ayyappa.	A	temple	art	form	performed	mainly	by	Thiyadi	Nambiar	community,	the	instruments	used	for	Ayyappan	Theeyattu	are	Para	(a	smaller	version	of	the	Chenda)	and	Chenda.	The	ritual	for	Theeyattu	starts	by	noon	with	the	performance	of	Parawill
extend	to	the	night.	The	‘kalam’	or	floral	drawing	symbolizes	Ayappan	going	on	a	hunt.	Besides	the	Nambiar	who	organizes	it,	the	Velichappadu	(oracle)	and	his	assistants	will	be	on	stage.	Sitting	close	to	the	Kalam	the	Thiyadi	Nambiar	sings	songs	encomiums	of	Ayappan.			Once	the	song	is	...	Kanyarkali	Kanyarkali	is	a	folk	dance	ritual	performed	in
Bhagavati	temples	and	Vettakorumakan	Temple	of	Palakkad	district.	The	kali	(play)	is	presented	by	members	of	the	Nair	community	to	propitiate	Bhagavati.	The	dance	is	performed	at	night	for	four	consecutive	nights.	The	dance	ends	at	dawn.	The	dances	begin	with	the	men	of	the	community	gathering	in	the	temples	and	performing	a	rhythmic
circular	dance	called	Vattakali.	Vattakali	is	a	ritual,	it	is	followed	by	Purattukali,	an	entertainment.	Purattu	literally	means	farce.	Just	before	the	kali,	kelikottu	is	done	heralding	the	beginning	of	the	main	play.	In	most	places,	the	play	begins	...	Festivals	at	Sree	Padmanabha	Swami	Temple	This	famous	Vishnu	temple	in	Thiruvananthapuram	city	has
Lord	Vishnu	as	its	principal	deity,	seen	reclining	on	Anantha,	the	serpent.		The	two	major	festivals	here	are	in	March	/	April	(the	Malayalam	month	Meenam).	The	festival	flag	is	hoisted	on	the	day	of	the	Rohini	asterism	and	concludes	with	the	holy	bath	(aaratt)	ceremony	of	the	idol	on	the	Atham	asterism.	For	the	festival	in	October	/	November	(the
Malayalam	month	Thulam)	the	festival	flag	is	hoisted	on	the	day	of	the	Atham	asterism	and	the	aaratt	is	conducted	on	the	day	of	the	Thiruvonam	asterism.	Both	the	festivals	culminate	with	...	Kolkali	Kolkali	is	a	folk	art	performed	in	north	Kerala.	Usually,	there	are	about	16	performers	on	stage	who	move	about	in	a	circle,	striking	small	sticks	and
keeping	rhythm	with	special	steps.	The	circle	expands	and	contracts	as	the	dance	progresses.	Here,	one	can	see	two	groups	of	players,	one	inside	and	the	other	outside.	As	they	keep	changing	positions,	this	is	termed	as	‘Kolkali’.	Even	then,	the	players	come	back	to	their	original	positions.	The	pitch	of	the	music	rises	and	the	dance	reaches	its	climax.
Akin	to	Poorakali,	Kolkali	has	also	drawn	elements	from	Kalaripayattu.	The	body	postures,	choreography	...	Puppetry	Puppetry	is	a	popular	theatre	art	form	which	has	its	own	unique	styles	in	all	over	the	world.	An	art	form	in	which	the	performance	is	carried	over	by	puppets	or	inanimate	objects,	often	resembling	human	or	animal	figure,	that	are
manipulated	by	an	artist	called	as	puppeteer.	In	Kerala	puppetries	are	of	different	kinds,	such	as	puppets	controlled	either	by	threads	or	hands.	In	some	areas	sticks	are	also	used	for	the	same	and	such	puppets	are	known	as	Rad	Puppets.		The	most	popular	puppetry	form	in	Kerala	is	the	shadow	puppetry	or	Tholpavakoothu	(nizhalpaavakoothu),	in
which	shadow	of	puppets	...	Vaikom	Ashtami	(Vaikkathashtami)	Vaikkathashtami	is	one	of	the	main	festivals	of	Vaikom	temple	in	Kottayam	district,	which	starts	on	the	day	of	krishnapaksham	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Vrishchikam	(November	–	December).	This	12-day	festival	ends	on	ashtami	day,	giving	it	the	name	-	Vaikkathashtami.	On	ashtami,
late	in	the	evening,	Lord	Mahadeva,	the	principal	deity	of	the	temple	is	taken	out	in	procession,	which	is	joined	by	processions	from	the	neighboring	temples	also.	The	ritual	immersion	of	the	the	principal	deity	(aaratt)	is	held	at	Udayanapuram	Subrahmanya	temple.	Kummattikkali	Kummattikkali,	prevalent	in	the	districts	of	Palakkad,	Trichur	and
Wayanad,	is	a	folk	art	form	performed	during	the	malayalam	months	of	Makaram	and	Kumbham.	In	some	places	it	is	considered	as	entertainment	program,	especially	during	the	Onam	season.			There	is	also	a	popular	belief	that	the	ritual	Kummatti	resembles	the	dance	of	Bhoothas	of	Lord	Shiva	to	his	command.	Sopana	Sangeetham	1.				Njeralath
Rama	Poduval	(Sopana	Sangeetham)				1981	2.				Mankombu	Viswanatha	Kurup	(Ashtapathi)				1985	3.				Janardhanan	Nedungadi	(Sopana	Sangeetham)				1993	Keraleeya	Kalakal													1.				Chanduperuvannan	(Theyyam)				1969					2.				Chirukanda	Panicker	(Poorakkali)				1974					3.				Narthakaratnam	Kannaperuvannan	(Theyyam)				1975					4.		
	Pazhoor	Kunjan	Marar	(Mudiyettu)				1976					5.				Kadamanitta	Raman	Nair	(Padayani)				1977					6.				Ahammad	Musaliyar	(Daffmuttikkali)				1978					7.				Palanthoni	Velayudhanasan	(Porattu	Natakam)				1979					8.				Madathil	Sivasankan	Nair	(Kanniyarkali)				1980					9.				Kunjambu	Panicker	Karivellur	(Poorakkali)				1981					10.				Athiyadam	P.P.
Kannaperuvannan	(Theyyam)				1981					11.				P.K.Madhavan	Pillai	(Padayani)				1982					12.				P.P.Koru	(Thira)								1982					13.				A.V.Kunhirama	Panicker	(Theyyam)				1983					14.				Marangattil	Thomman	Lookka	(Margamkali)				1983					15.				Guru	Kalliassery	Gopal	Pillai	(Padayani)				1985					16.				Kannan	Perumalayan	(Theyyam)				1986					17.		
	M.Krishna	Panicker	(Poorakkali)				1987					18.				P.P.Madhava	Panicker	(Poorakkali)				1988			...	Kakkarissi	Natakam	Kakkarissi	Natakam	is	a	folk	art	form	popular	in	Central	Travancore.	This	muscial	dance	drama	has	a	peculiar	structure.	The	protagonist	in	most	of	the	plays	is	known	as	Sundara	Kakaan.	Besides	there	are	other	characters	like
Kakkathis,	Vedan	etc.	The	handsome	Sundara	Kakaan	is	the	representative	of	the	Kakkala	community	(a	nomadic	tribe	of	fortune-tellers).	With	dance	steps	and	songs,	they	perform	on	stage.	Scenes	are	enacted	with	dialogues,	music	and	songs	as	in	the	erstwhile	musical	plays.	The	instruments	used	are	Harmonium,	Mrudangam,	Ganchira	and
Kaimani.	The	play	opens	with	a	welcome	song.	Then	enters	the	Kakkalan.	He	comes	...	Keraleeya	Vadyangal			1.				Annamanada	Achutha	Marar	(Panchavadyam)				1969	2.				Thiruvegappura	Rama	Marar				1972	3.				T.S.Ramaswamy	Iyer	(Chenda)				1974	4.				Chithali	Rama	Marar	(Chenda)				1979	5.				Neetiyath	Govindan	Nair	(Panchavadyam)				1981
6.				Annamanada	Parameswara	Marar	(Thimila)				1983	7.				Kadavallur	Aravindakshan	(Maddalam)				1983	8.				Pallavoor	Appu	Marar	(Edakka)				1983	9.				Kombathu	Kuttan	Marar	(Kurumkuzhal)				1986	10.				Nireechan	Kanjan	Poojari	(Thudivadyam)				1986	11.				Chottanikkara	Narayana	Marar	(Thimila)				1987	12.				Kuzhur	Kuttappa	Marar
(Panchavadyam)				1988	13.				Aliparambu	Sivarama	Poduval	(Chenda)				1989	14.				Othikunnath	Kuttykrishnan	Nair	(Kurumkuzhal)				1990	15.				Kuzhur	Narayana	Marar	(Panchavadyam)				1991	16.				Pallavoor	Maniyan	Marar	(Thimila)				1995	17.				Mattannur	Sankarankutty	(Chenda-Thayambaka)				1996	18.				Thrippekulam	Achutha	Marar	(Melam)		
	1997	19.				Thrithala	Kunjikrishnapoduval	(Thayambaka)				1999	20.				Edappal	Appunni	(Maddalam)				1999	21.				Chakkumkulam	Appumarar	(Melam)				2000	22.				Cherplasseri	...	Chavittu	Natakam	Chavittu	Natakam,	a	colourful	and	vigorous	theatre	form,	is	considered	to	be	a	folk	art	form	noted	for	its	attractive	make-up	of	characters,	their
elaborate	costumes,	detailed	gesture,	and	well-defined	body	movements.	It	is	believed	that	the	art	form	flourished	at	Kodungalloor	in	Kerala	with	the	spread	of	Christianity.	The	Portuguese	are	supposed	to	have	introduced	this	art	form	in	Kerala.	Chinna	Thampi	Pilla	and	Vedanayakan	Pilla	are	considered	to	be	the	originators	of	this	art	form.	The
influence	of	the	western	visual	art	opera	can	be	discerned	in	Chavittu	Natakam.	Art	forms	like	Kathakali	and	Kalaripayattu	have	also	influenced	Chavittu	Natakam.			The	...	Bharatiya	Janapith	Award	Bharatiya	Janapith	Award	is	a	liteary	award	in	India	institued	by	Santhiprasad	Jain	on	14th	February	1964.	First	awarded	in	the	year	1965	and	from	1965
to	1981	the	award	were	given	for	a	single	work		by	a	writer.	And	from	1982,	the	award	has	been	given	for	a	lifetime	contribution.			Year	Awardees	Language		1965			G.	Sankarakurup			Malayalam		1966					Tarasankar	Bandyopadhyay		Bengali			1967				K.	V.	Puttappa		Kannada				Umashankar	Joshi		Gujarati		1968			Sumitrananthan	Pant			Hindi		1969				
Firaq	Gorakhpuri		Urdu		1970					Dr.	V.	Satyanarayana		Telugu		1971			Bishnu	Dey		Bengali		1972					Ramdhari	Singh	Dinkar		Hindi		1973			D.	R.	Bendre		Kannada		1974			V.S	Khandekar			Marathi			1975			P.V.	Akhilan		Tamil		1976			Ashapoorna	Devi		Bengali			1977		K.	Sivaram	Karanth		Kannada			1978			S.H.	Vatsyayan		Hindi		1979				B.K.	Bhattacharya
	Assamese		1980				S.K.	Pottekkatt		Malayalam		1981				Amrita	Pritam		Punjabi		1982				Mahadevi	Varma		Hindi		1983			Dr.	Masti	Venkatesha	Iyengar		Kannada			1984				Thakazhi	Sivasankara	Pillai		Malayalam			1985				Pannalal	Patel		Gujarati		1986				Sachidananda	Routray		Oriya		1987			V.V	Shirwadkar		Marathi			1988				Dr.	C.	...	Parichamuttukali
Parichamuttukali	is	a	group	performance	in	which	men	carrying	swords	and	shields	dance	in	a	circle.	They	follow	the	steps	and	movements	of	Kalaripayattu,	the	martial	art	form	of	Kerala.	The	"paricha"	or	shield	used	for	the	performance	is	made	of	copper,	iron,	cane	or	the	wood	of	the	Indian	Coral	tree.	Parichamuttu	kali	is	popular	in	central	and
south	Kerala.	Musical	accompaniment	is	not	mandatory	and	members	belonging	to	different	communities	take	part	in	the	performance.	On	occasions	such	as	marriages	and	church	festivals,	Christians	in	Kerala	perform	Parichamuttukali.	The	stories	of	St.	Thomas	and	other	similar	religious	stories	are	...	Koothu	-	Kooditattam	-	Krishnanattam	Koothu	-
Kooditattam	1.				Ammannur	Chachu	Chakyar				1964	2.				Painkulam	Narayana	Chakyar				1971	3.				Painkulam	Rama	Chakyar				1972	4.				Subhadra	Nangiyaramma				1979	5.				Irinjalakuda	Narayanan	Nambiar	(Padakam)				1981	6.				Haripad	Achuthadas	(Padakam)				1982	7.				Ammannur	Parameswara	Chakyar				1983	8.				C.K.Krishnan	Nambiar
(Mizhavu)				1985	9.				Puthiyedath	Mani	Neelakanda	Chakyar				1986	10.				K.K.Rajendran				1992	11.				P.K.Narayanan	Nambiar	(Mizhavu)				1993	12.				Kalamandalam	Sivan	Namboodiri	(Koodiyattam)				1998	13.				Mani	Damodara	Chakyar	(Chakyarkoothu)				2001	14.				P.K.G.Nambiar	(Koodiyattam)				2001	15.				Kalamandalam	Girija	(Koodiyattam)		
	2001	16.				P.S.Sathidevi	(Margi	Sathi)	(Koodiyattam)				2002	17.				Ammannur	Kuttan	Chakyar	(Koodiyattam)				2003	18.				Venu.G.				2005	19.				Paimkulam	Damodara	Chakyar				2006	20.				Kalamandalam	Ramachakyar	(Koodiyattam)				2008	21.				Paikulam	Narayana	Chakyar	(Koodiyattam)				2009					(K.S.Narayanan)					22.				Margi	Madhu				2011
23.				Mani	Vasudeva	Chakyar				2013	24.				Usha	Nangiar	&	...	Paana	Paana	is	a	ritualistic	art	form	performed	to	propitiate	the	goddess	Bhadrakaali	in	Kerala.	Paana	is	of	two	types	Kalipaana	–	last	for	a	day	and	the	other	Kallipaana	–	last	for	a	day	and	night.	This	ritual	art	form	is	popular	in	the	regions	of	Ponnani,	Ernadu,	Kochi,	Thrissur	and
Palakkad.	A	temporary	thatched	hut	or	canopy	(Panthal)	is	supported	by	64	posts	of	cut	out	from	the	Paala	tree	(	Alstonia	scholaris).	Later	the	panthal	will	be	adorned	with	tender	palm	fronds	and	plantain	tree	with	bunch	of	fruits	(kulavazha).	After	the	purification	of	panthal,	a	stump	of	Paala	...	Mangalam	Kali	Mangalam	Kali	is	a	folk	dance
performing	as	entertainment	mainly	performed	during	marriage	functions.	As	it	was	related	to	Mangalam	or	auspicious	functions,	it	came	to	be	known	as	Mangalam	kali.	Common	among	Pulaya,	Kurava,	Malaya	and	Theeya	communities	in	Kerala	and	Mangalam	Kali	is	still	prevalent	among	Mavila	community	in	its	purest	form.	Mavilar	has	different
types	of	songs	for	Mangalm	Kali	related	to	the	occasions.	They	have	this	art	form	for	Thalikettu	(Marriage)	Mangalam,	Thirandu	(announcement	and	celebration	of	puberty)	Mangalam	and	Kathu	Kuthu	(ear	piercing	ritual)	Mangalam	and	so	on.				Different	communities	have	their	own	style	of	performance	and	...	Parichamuttukali	Parichamuttukali	is	a
martial	art	form	performed	in	many	parts	of	Kerala.	A	group	dance	performed	mainly	by	men	bearing	swords	and	shields,	this	art	form	is	popular	among	Christians,	Muslims	and	Hindus	in	Kerala.	The	group	consists	of	ten	persons	is	headed	by	a	leader	called	Asan	around	whom	the	rest	of	the	dancers	perform.	The	dancers	are	usually	dressed	in	a
white	loin	cloth	with	red	wrist-bands	and	sing	in	chorus	as	they	dance.	The	Asan	sing	songs	to	the	chimes	of	a	bell.	Musical	accompaniment	is	restricted	to	ilathalam	and	the	din	made	by	the	rhythmic	clapping	of	swords	...	Oppana	Oppana	is	a	song	and	dance	performance	popular	among	the	Muslims	of	Malabar.	It	is	commonly	seen	at	their	various
festive	occasions	like	weddings,	ceremonies	held	to	herald	puberty	and	so	on.	Apart	from	being	a	component	of	all	Muslim	weddings	-	what	it	is	most	well-known	for	-	the	Oppana	is	also	performed	on	the	occasion	of	a	Maarkkakalyanam,	a	Vayassariyikkal,	and	a	Naalppathukali.	The	Arabic	word	Afna	is	the	root	word	for	Oppana.	According	to	some,	the
origins	of	Oppana	can	be	traced	back	to	Ishal,	a	musical	element	of	the	Mappilapaattu,	another	art	form	of	the	Malabari	Muslims.	...	Monthly	Programme	September	2016	Alamikali	Alamikali	was	a	popular	regional	art	form	in	Kasaragod,	performed	by	‘Alamis’,	soldiers	of	Tipu’s	army.	Alamikali	was	celebrated	to	commemorate	the	Karbala	war,	an
important	event	in	the	history	of	Islam.	The	Alami	players	dressed	and	painted	by	black	with	charcoal	and	white	dots	in	between.	They	will	wear	garlands	of	fruits	and	leaves	and	long	hats	on	the	head	decorated	with	red	chrysanthemum	flowers.	Costume	of	alamikali	is	dhotis,	reaching	upto	the	knee	and	carrying	wield	small	sticks	with	bells	attached
they	visit	houses	andance	in	squares	drawn	on	the	ground	and	receive	alms.	Being	wanderers,	the	Alamis	go	...	Adivedan	and	Vedan	‘Vedanpaattu’	is	a	traditional	folk	art	form	performed	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Karkidakam	(June/July)	in	remote	parts	of	Kerala.	Known	by	different	names	Vedanattom,	Vedantheyyam	and	Karkadothi,	the	art	form
performed	by	the	Malayan	community	is	called	Vedan,	and	those	performed	by	the	Vannan	community,	Aadivedan.	There	are	a	few	changes	in	dress,	instruments	and	songs	in	the	performance	by	two	communities.	Children	act	the	role	of	Vedan	with	simple	facial	make-up.	The	eye	brows	are	painted	in	black		and	ornaments	smiliar	to	that	of	Theyyams
are	worn	on	the	chest	and	the	hand.	The	‘uduthukettu’	is	red	in	colour	...	Sarpam	Pattu	A	ritual	art	form	performed	at	Sarpa	Kavu	(Serpent	Grove),	temples	dedicated	to	Naga	(Snake	God)	and	rarely	in	households.	Performed	and	supervised	by	the	people	belonging	to	Pulluva	Community,	Sarpam	Pattu	is	also	known	as	Pambu	Thullal,	Pambin	Kalam,
Nagam	Pattu	and	Sarpolsavam.		This	art	form	is	performed	by	women	artists	after	observing	the	required	austerities.	Held	on	the	aayilam	asterism	of	the	Malayalam	months	Kanni	(September-October),	Thulam	(October-November)	and	Kumbham	(February-March),	the	performance	will	be	accompanied	by	percussion	instruments	such	as	Pulluva
Vena	and	Kudam.	Sarpakkalam	(ritual	powder	drawing)	will	be	drawn	in	the	temporary	thatched	hut	(Pandal)	made	...	Eruthukali	Mavilar,	a	tribal	community	belongs	to	northern	Malabar	in	Kerala,	is	known	for	their	unique	lifestyle,	customs	and	art	forms.	One	o	f	the	popular	art	forms	of	them	is	Eruthukali,	performed	on	the	tenth	day	of	Malayalam
month	of	Thulam	(November)	and	will	lasts	for	any	number	of	days.		Eruthukali,	usually	played	for	entertainment,	the	main	feature	of	this	art	form	is	the	Eduppukala	(Huge	idols	of	bulls	made	of	bamboo,	cloth	and	hay)	decorated	with	wooden	head	of	bulls.	The	instruments	commonly	used	for	eruthukali	are	Chenda	and	Ilathalam.	Once	the	eduppukala
is	ready,	with	the	accompaniment	of	dance	...	Classical	Art	forms	Though	every	art	form	is	a	abstraction	of	human	life,	the	classical	art	forms	are	unique	with	its	emphasis	on	rhythmic	movements.		The	basic	rules	are	to	be	strictly	followed	and	this	demands	a	detailed	and	systematic	practice.	Krishnanattam	The	art	form	Krishnanattam	(literally	knwon
as	Dance	of	Krishna)	was	composed	by	King	Manavedan	of	Kozhikode.	King	Manavedan	wrote	Krishnageethi	based	on	the	renowned	poet	Jayadeva's	Gitagovinda.	This	work	in	Sanskrit	presents	the	story	of	Lord	Krishna	and	the	art	form	Krishnanattam	originated	from	this.	Krishnanattam	combines	artistic	elements	of	Ashtapadiyattam,	a	dance	form
evolved	in	Kerala	based	on	Jayadeva's	Gitagovinda.		(However,	Ashtapadiyattam	ceased	to	exist	almost	a	century	ago.)	In	Krishnanaattam	the	story	of	Krishna	right	from	his	birth	to	his	ascent	to	heaven	is	presented	in	eight	parts.	In	the	olden	days,	it	was	performed	in	eight	days.	There	...	Chakyar	Koothu	Koothu	is	an	art	form	in	which	the	stories	of
Hindu	mythology	and	epics	are	orally	rendered	primarily	with	the	support	of	acting	and	hand	gestures.	In	the	olden	days,	it	was	confined	to	temple	premises.		Only	the	members	of	the	Chakyar	community	performed	this	art	form	and	hence	the	name	Chakyar	Koothu.	This	was	performed	in	temple	theatres	called	Koothambalam.	In	Chakyar	Koothu	the
entire	story	is	presented	by	a	single	performer.	The	costumes	are	that	of	a	court	jester.	Facial	make-up	is	done	with	rice	powder,	turmeric	powder	and	black	powder.	He	wears	an	ornament	in	one	ear	and	...	Kanjiramattom	Nercha	A	memorial	to	the	Sufi	saint,	Sheikh	Fariduddin	the	Kanjiramattom	mosque	is	well	known	for	the	Kodikuthu	festival.	The
main	attraction	of	the	festival	is	the	chandanakkudam	ritual.	During	this	ritual	at	night,	pilgrims	carrying	pots	smeared	with	sandalwood	paste	walk	in	a	procession	to	the	mosque.	About	six	caparisoned	elephants	and	folk	performances	accompany	the	procession.	The	festival	is	also	an	opportunity	for	people	to	watch	traditional	Muslim	art	forms	like
Oppana,	Mappilappattu.	Duffmuttu	and	Kolkali.	Pattambi	Nercha	Pattambi	Nercha,	the	annual	feast	at	Pattambi	mosque	is	a	spectacle	to	behold	with	its	riot	of	colours	and	sounds.	Held	in	the	memory	of	a	Muslim	saint	from	the	Malabar	region	-	Aloor	Valiya	Pookunjikoya	Thangal,	the	town	is	illuminated	brilliantly	and	a	pageant	with	traditional
musical	ensembles	like	panchavadyam	and	thayambaka	is	taken	out	at	night	during	the	festival.	About	70-80	tuskers	are	lined	up	for	the	festival.	Various	art	forms	are	also	performed	on	the	banks	of	the	River	Bharathappuzha.	Appa	Vanibham	Nercha	A	celebration	in	which	all	people	irrespective	of	caste	or	creed	join	in,	the	Appa	Vanibham	Nercha	of
the	Idiyangara	Sheikh	Masjid	in	Kozhikode	district	of	Kerala	is	one	in	which	people	from	across	the	State	partake.	Cultivated	crops,	new	clothes	are	given	as	offerings	to	the	mosque	by	devotees	during	the	festival	time.	Miniature	forms	of	the	human	body	and	limbs	are	also	given	as	offerings	to	the	mosque.	A	festival,	which	is	more	than	400	years	old,
Appa	Vanibha	Nercha	attracts	thousands	of	believers.	There	are	various	religious	institutions	and	charity	centres	functioning	under	the	administration	of	this	...	Feast	of	St.	Sebastian,	Athirampuzha	Church	Gleaming	in	historical	significance	and	exquisite	architecture,	the	Athirampuzha	St.	Mary’s	Forane	Church	in	Kottayam	district	was	blessed	on
15th	August	835	AD.	Dedicated	to	St.	Mary,	this	church	is	a	renowned	pilgrim	church	of	St.	Sebastian.	The	annual	feast	celebrated	in	honour	of	St.	Sebastian	attracts	thousands	of	devotees	to	the	church.	The	statue	of	St.	Sebastian	is	taken	out	for	public	veneration	during	the	festival	days.	The	dazzling	display	of	fireworks,	the	music	of	different	band
groups,	beaded	ornate	umbrellas,	different	types	of	crosses	made	of	gold,	silver,	bronze	and	wood	etc.	make	the	procession	an	event	much	admired	...	Nangyarkoothu	Nangyarkoothu,	a	classical	art	form	of	Kerala,	is	a	popular	temple	art	form	of	Kerala.	The	art	form	was	performed	by	Nangyars,	the	female	members	of	the	Nambiar	community	and
hence	this	name.	This	art	form	evolved	from	Kutiyattam,	is	performed	by	females	only	and	the	very	same	facial	make	up	and	costumes	of	the	female	characters	of	Kutiyattam	are	used	for	this	too.			Srikrishna	Charitham,	the	story	of	Lord	Krishna	is	the	story	often	presented	in	Nangyarkoothu	(Nangyar	Koothu).	It	takes	12	days	to	present	the	entire
story.	Mizhavu,	a	percussion	instrument	is	used	for	the	background	score.	There	is	...	Kutiyattam	The	ancient	Sanskrit	theatrical	art	form	of	the	state,	Kutiyattam	is	Kerala’s	distinctive	stage	interpretation	of	the	very	early	Sanskrit	drama	as	dance	drama.	Kutiyattam	(Koodiyattam),	which	is	around	2000	years	old,	has	been	accepted	as	one	of	the
'Masterpieces	of	Oral	and	Intangible	Heritage	of	Humanity'	by	the	UNESCO.	It	is	usually	performed	only	in	temple	theatres	known	as	Koothambalam	by	members	of	the	Chakyar	and	Nambyar	castes	till	the	first	half	of	the	20th	century.	Only	through	rigorous	training	lasting	many	years	one	can	aspire	to	master	the	craft	of	Kutiyattam.	The	word
Kutiyattam	literally	means	"acting	together".	There	...	Aranmula	Vallasadya	One	of	the	largest	vegetarian	feasts	in	India,	the	Aranmula	Vallasadhya	is	a	ritual	offering	to	the	deity	Lord	Parthasarathy.	In	this	ritual	the	oarsmen	of	the	snake	boats	are	offered	a	feast.	The	feast	has	over	70	dishes.	This	event	that	stretches	to	more	than	two	hours	combines
ritual	offerings,	sports	and	music.	The	feast	is	made	more	enjoyable,	amusing	and	interesting	with	the	oarsmen	performing	special	songs	for	the	feast	beginning	by	praising	Lord	Parthasarathy	of	Aranmula.	As	the	feast	progresses	their	songs	become	more	playful	and	include	demands	of	specific	dishes	that	they	wish	to	be	served.	Aaratt	Festival	of
Guruvayur	Temple	Temple	festivals	are	of	three	types:	1.		Ankuradi	-	where	the	ceremonial	flag	is	hoisted	on	a	new	bamboo	flag	post.	2.		Dwajadi	-	where	the	ceremonial	flag	is	hoisted	without	a	bamboo	flag	post.	3.		Padahadi	-	where	instead	of	flag	hoisting,	beating	of	drums	marks	the	beginning.	The	ten-day	long	Aaratt	festival	of	Guruvayur	temple	is
of	ankuradi	type.	The	festival	is	celebrated	in	the	month	of	Kumbham	(March)	according	to	the	Malayalam	calendar.		It	starts	with	the	elephant	race	and	the	ceremonial	flag	hoisted	on	the	day	of	the	pooyam	astersim.	The	festival	concludes	with	the	aaratt	or	the	ritual	immersion	...	Ashtapadi	Ashtapadi,	another	name	for	the	Sanskrit	work	Gita
Govindam	(13	A.D)	by	Jayadevan.	This	writer	was	a	member	of	the	royal	assembly	of	Lakshmanasenan,	a	Bengali	king.	Gita	Govindam	is	based	on	the	“rasakrida”	section	in	Bhagavatham,	and	describes	the	love	between	Radha	and	Lord	Krishna.	This	work	is	called	“ashtapadi”	because	it	has	eight	charanams.	This	poetic	composition	is	renowned	in
India	and	is	characterized	by	the	overpowering	presence	of	the	emotion	of	love.	There	are	12	Sargas	(cantos),	24	songs	and	92	slokas.	The	Ashtapadi	songs	that	abound	in	equal	amounts	of	devotion	(Bhakti)	and	love	are	popularly	sung	...	Kathakali	Kathakali	is	a	classical	dance	form	of	Kerala,	demanding	long	years	of	training.	Believed	to	have
evolved	from	Ramanattam,	another	classical	art	form	composed	by	Kottarakkara	Thampuran,	Kathakali	incorporates	the	techniques	of	some	of	the	major	ritual	art	forms	of	Kerala.	The	characters	of	Kathakali	do	not	speak	and	the	story	is	presented	through	songs	from	the	background.	This	makes	Kathakali	music	a	very	important	component	of	this	art
form.	The	text	of	Kathakali	songs	is	known	as	Attakkatha.	Chenda,	Maddalam,	Chengila	and	Elaththalam	are	the	instruments	used	with	Kathakali	music.	Like	most	other	classical	dance	forms	of	India,	Kathakali	is	also	...	Classical	Music	1.				Chembai	Vaidyanatha	Bhagavathar				1972	2.				Mankuthampuran				1972	3.				K.J.Yesudas				1979	4.		
	M.R.Sivaraman	Nair				1979	5.				Palakkad	Raghu	(Mruthangam)				1979	6.				Paravoor	G.Devarajan				1980	7.				Mavelikkara	Krishnankutty	Nair	(Mruthangam)				1980	8.				V.Dakshinamoorthy				1982	9.				Poomully	Raman	Namboodiripad				1983	10.				Dr.Chalakudy	N.S.Narayanaswamy	(Violin)				1987	11.				Dr.T.K.Moorthy	(Mruthangam)				1989	12.		
	Neyyattinkara	Vasudevan				1989	13.				Dr.Leela	Omchery				1990	14.				Padmabhooshan	K.S.Narayanaswamy	(Veena)				1991	15.				C.S.Krishna	Iyer				1994	16.				Guruvayur	S.Srikrishnan	(Pullamkuzhal)				1997	17.				Mavelikkara	Velukutty	Nair	(Mruthangam)				1998	18.				Mavelikkara	S.R.Raju	(Mruthangam)				1999	19.				Thiruvizha	Jayashanker		
	2000	20.				B.Sasikumar	(Violin)				2001	21.				Nellai	Krishnamurthi	(Vocal)				2001	22.				Mavelikkara	Sankarankutty	Nair				2001	23.				B.Ponnammal				2002	24.				K.P.Udayabhanu	(Vocal)				2003	25.				M.G.Radhakrishnan				2004	26.				Santha	P.Nair				2005	27.				T.V.Gopalakrishnan	(Mruthangam)				2006	28.				M.S.Gopalakrishnan				2007	29.		
	M.K.Arjunan				2008	30.				Pala	C.K.Ramachandran				2009	31.				Palkulangara	Ambikadevi				2010	32.			...	Navarasas	Rasa	is	the	philosophy	espoused	by	Sage	Bharatha,	author	of	the	Natyasastra,	the	ancient	Indian	treatise	on	performing	arts,	as	the	foundation	of	poetic	beauty.	Rasa	is	envisioned	as	the	soul	of	poetry.	The	rasas	can	be	said	to	be	the
major	emotions	distilled	from	the	myriad	human	emotions.	Bharata	mentions	a	whole	range	of	emotions	that	the	human	heart	is	capable	of	feeling	including	8	Sthayibhavas,	8	Sathvik	bhavas	and	33	Vyabhichaari	bhavas.	Out	of	these	are	born	the	nine	rasas	–	Shringara,	Veera,	Karuna,	Hasya,	Athbhutha,	Bhayanaka,	Sweebhanda,	Aadra	and	Shantha.
According	to	Bharata,	a	dancer	should	be	...	Shringara	Shringara	is	the	one	of	the	nine	rasas	of	the	Navarasas.	Shringara	is	the	rasa	used	to	portray	on	stage	romantic	love	between	a	man	and	woman.	Desire	is	the	primary	emotion	expressed	through	shringara	rasa.	Shringara	is	of	two	types	–	Sambhoga	shringara	and	Vipralambha	shringara.
Sambhoga	is	the	state	when	the	hero	and	the	heroine	are	together	or	united.	The	state	when	they	are	apart	is	Vipralambha.	While	the	heartache	and	pain	of	separation	from	the	loved	one	is	conveyed	through	Vipralambha,	the	intense	desire	for	the	lover	is	conveyed	through	Sambhoga.	While	acting	out	Shringara	rasa,	the	performer	sports	a	...	Veera
One	of	the	Navarasas.	Veera	is	the	passion	and	eagerness	evoked	in	the	heart	while	the	person	engages	in	fighting	for	good	over	evil,	protecting	a	just	cause	and	safeguarding	the	interests	of	the	helpless	and	have-nots.	Veera	rasa	is	of	four	types:	Dharma	veera,	Daya	veera,	Daana	veera,	Yudha	veera.	When	reacting	proactively	to	the	urgings	of	the
conscience	or	the	call	of	duty,	one	feels	Dharma	veera;	Daya	veera	rasa	is	the	feeling	evoked	when	responding	to	a	call	for	protection;	Daana	veera	is	the	eagerness	to	help	a	person	reaching	out	to	you	in	his	need;	Yudha	veera	...	Karuna	One	of	the	Navarasas.	This	rasa	is	the	manifestation	of	sorrow,	pain,	sadness	and	bitterness	that	the	character
experiences	as	a	result	of	the	departure	of	or	parting	from	loved	ones,	death,	thwarting	of	desires	or	an	undesirable	event.	In	order	to	portray	this	rasa,	the	actor	contracts	his	pupils	and	looks	downward,	keeps	his	nostrils	still,	pulls	his	cheeks	in	slightly	and	turns	his	neck	slowly	from	side	to	side,	all	the	while	maintaining	a	look	of	dejection	on	his
face.	Haasya	One	of	the	Navarasas.	This	rasa	is	the	manifestation	of	amusement	and	delight.	This	emotion	is	expressed	when	witnessing	objects	or	events	that	evoke	amusement.	Haasam	(laughter)	is	the	predominant	emotion	of	this	rasa.	When	the	actor	portrays	the	Haasya	rasa,	he	lifts	one	eyebrow,	pulls	the	pupils	of	his	eyes	inward,	tightens	his
nostrils	slightly	to	make	the	nose	smaller,	pulls	his	eye-lids	down	half-way	and	takes	on	an	expression	of	happiness	and	pleasure.	Athbhutha	One	of	the	Navarasas.	Athbhutha	is	the	manifestation	of	the	wonder	and	amazement	felt	at	witnessing	unusual	or	incomparable	objects	and	events.	When	the	eyebrows	are	raised,	the	gaze	is	slowly	directed
outwards,	the	eyelids	are	stretched	to	the	sides,	the	chin	and	neck	are	lightly	thrust	forward	and	the	face	displays	an	expression	of	delight,	you	have	athbhuta	rasa.			Bhayanaka	One	of	the	Navarasas.	Bhayanaka	is	the	feeling	of	panic	and	dread	brought	on	by	the	anticipation	of	danger.	It	denotes	a	weakness	of	heart	and	a	want	of	strength	in
character.	Fear	is	the	base	emotion	of	the	Bhayanaka	rasa.	To	portray	Bhayanaka,	the	actor	widens	his	pupils	and	pushes	them	forcefully	outwards.	With	eyes	quivering,	he	raises	his	eyebrows	one	at	a	time	and	then	together,	pulls	his	lips	inward,	flares	his	nostrils,	and	looks	from	side	to	side	like	a	deer	that	has	caught	the	scent	of	danger.		The	darkly
reddened	face	conveys	the	adrenaline	rush	of	extreme	fear	...	Beebhalsa	One	of	the	Navarasas.	This	rasa	represents	the	revulsion	that	the	character	feels,	on	seeing	unpleasant	sights	or	things.	Jugassa	or	disgust	is	the	basic	emotion	here.	While	portraying	this	rasa,	the	character	stoops	his	neck	forward	slightly,	pulls	his	eyes	inward	to	make	them
smaller,	lowers	his	eyebrows,	blinks	his	eyes,	and	pushes	his	cheeks	and	lips	downward,	all	in	a	highly	exaggerated	fashion.	Raudra	One	of	the	Navarasas.	The	rasa	that	is	evoked	when	one	is	greatly	wronged	or	humiliated.	The	base	emotion	is	rage,	and	is	manifested	through	a	readiness	to	protest	and	resist,	through	verbal	aggression,	and	through
violence	and	war.	To	portray	this	rasa,	the	actor	keeps	his	eyes	wide	open,	his	eyelids	aflutter	and	his	eyebrows	lifted	up.	Flared	nostrils,	quivering	lips	and	clenched	teeth	also	add	to	the	intensity	of	the	emotion	on	his	face	reddened	by	rage.	Shantha	One	of	the	Navarasas.	Shantha	is	the	emotion	experience	by	a	content	mind	filled	with	peace	and
with	an	absence	of	desire	for	material	comforts.	Detachment	is	the	emotion	that	best	expresses	this	rasa.	The	state	of	Shantha	is	brought	about	by	liberation	from	desires	and	detachment	from	the	material	world	in	combination	with	strong	faith	in	God.	To	portray	Shantha,	the	actor	focuses	his	eyes	on	the	tip	of	his	nose,	keeps	his	eyelids	still	and	half
closed	and	maintains	an	expression	of	realistic	calm.	Kathakali	Music	Kathakali	music	is	the	music	used	during	the	performance	to	convey	the	story	line	or	the	dialogues	between	the	actors.	The	dancers	dance	to	the	Aattakatha,	the	story,	that	unravels	through	a	musical	delivery	by	the	playback	singers.	Of	the	two	singers,	one	is	the	lead	singer	–	the
Ponnani	–	and	the	other	repeats	the	verses	sung	by	the	lead.	He	is	known	as	the	Shingidi.	The	verses	are	sung	repetitively	to	allow	the	actor	to	convey	an	idea	or	express	an	emotion	to	his	complete	satisfaction.	The	distinctive	music	of	Kathakali	was	born	out	of	Sopana	Sangeetham	or	Sopana	...	Purappadu	Purappadu	is	one	of	the	ritualistic	elements
of	the	play	that	signal	the	beginning	of	a	Kathakali	performance.	The	Purappadu	comes	after	the	Thodayam	and	the	Vandana	sloka.	The	main	elements	of	this	ritual	include	a	sloka	as	a	preface	or	introduction	which	is	the	purappadu	sloka	in	Raag	Bhairavi,	and	a	padam	that	describes	the	heroic	qualities	of	the	main	character.	During	the	rendering	of
the	sloka	and	the	pallavi,	a	pacha	or	heroic	character	and	a	female	character	enters	the	stage	from	behind	the	half-curtain	that	is	held	up	by	two	people	standing	on	both	sides	of	the	...	Ekalochanam	Ekalochanam	is	one	of	the	extraordinary	feats	mastered	by	very	few	Kathakali	artistes,	wherein	the	artiste	portrays	anger	in	one	eye	and	sadness	in	the
other.	In	Iriyyimman	Thampi’s	Attakatha	(Kathakali	play)	by	the	name	of	Utthara	Swayamvara,	Ekalochanam	is	required	of	the	performer	on	one	occasion	to	express	the	mixed	feelings	of	one	of	the	main	characters.	“Koki,	nin	mukham	kandu	chandranennu	chinthichu	Ekantham	virahatthe	shankichitha	Ekalochanam	kondu	kopamodu	ninneyum
Shokamodaparena	nokkunnu	pathiyeyum”	The	superhuman	feat	of	Ekalochanam	is	said	to	have	been	accomplished	by	just	one	or	two	maestros	in	the	history	of	Kathakali.		The	commonly	used	alternative	by	performers	is	to	shift	...	Thiranottam	This	is	a	ritual	performed	as	part	of	the	performance	when	kathi,	kari	and	thaadi	characters	enter	the	stage.
Before	they	start	acting,	these	characters,	when	standing	behind	the	half-curtain,	hold	the	curtain	on	the	top	with	fingers	spread	out	and	look	out	at	the	audience.	In	actuality,	they	are	looking	at	the	flame	of	the	lit	lamp	kept	on	the	stage.	This	is	followed	by	the	actor	looking	to	both	sides	of	the	stage,	after	which	the	ritual	is	complete	and	the	curtain
removed.	During	the	thiranottam	of	the	kurumkathi	characters	who	enact	romantic	scenes,	a	head	ornament	is	held	...	Aattavilakku	Aattavilakku	(vilakku	means	lamp)	is	the	traditional	bell	metal	lamp	that	is	kept	lit	on	the	stage	during	the	entire	Kathakali	performance.	The	lamp	chosen	for	this	is	required	to	be	no	less	than	four	feet	tall.		Having	a
lamp	of	this	height	ensures	that	the	actor’s	face,	made	up	with	manayola	(the	base	component	used	in	all	types	of	Kathakali	makeup),	will	get	enough	light	to	accentuate	and	enliven	the	various	expressions	that	he	displays.	The	top	part	of	the	lamp	that	will	hold	the	wick	or	wicks	should	be	around	one	and	a	half	feet	in	diameter.	The	flame	...
Arangukeli	The	Arangukeli	comprise	the	initiatory	rituals	associated	with	a	Kathakali	performance.	These	include	the	Keli	and	the	Arangukeli.	Keli	is	the	ritual	to	publicise	an	upcoming	performance	whereas	the	Arangukeli	is	the	introductory	ritual	of	the	actual	performance.	As	soon	as	the	lamp	kept	on	the	stage	is	lit,	the	Arangukeli	begins.	Other
descriptive	names	given	to	the	Arangukeli	include	Shuddhamaddalam,	Kelikkai	and	Ganapathikkyu	Koduka.	The	only	two	instruments	used	are	the	maddalam	and	the	ilathaalam.	The	Arangukeli	starts	with	the	performers	facing	the	audience.	After	a	few	minutes	of	playing	on	the	maddalam,	the	artiste	moves	to	one	side	and	...	Hasthamudrakal	One	of
the	techniques	employed	in	the	Indian	acting	tradition.	In	this	method	of	acting	known	as	Angikaabhinayam,	hand	gestures	are	used	to	convey	ideas	and	emotions.	To	convey	a	single	idea,	sometimes	a	variety	of	hand	and	finger	positions	are	used.	Every	mudra	or	hand	gesture	has	a	particular	meaning.	In	Kathakali,	hasthamudrakal	form	the	most
important	part	of	Angikaabhinayam.	Various	hand	gestures	and	their	meanings	have	been	listed	out	in	ancient	treatises	like	Bharata’s	Natyasastra	and	Nandikeswara’s	Abhinyadarpana.	However,	Hasthalakshanadeepika,	the	Sanskrit	work	of	unknown	authorship,	is	the	foundation	for	Kathakali’s	repertoire	of	hand	gestures.	The	hand	gestures
mentioned	...	Uthralikkavu	Pooram	Uthralikkavu	Pooram	is	held	at	Sree	Ruthira	Mahakalikavu	temple	is	dedicated	to	Goddess	Kali.	The	eight	day	celebration	is	marked	by	the	line-up	of	21	caparisoned	elephants.	Traditional	musical	ensembles	like	panchavadyam	and	pandimelam	add	more	charm	to	the	festivities.	Peruvanam	Pooram	Peruvanam
Pooram	is	noted	for	its	antiquity	and	is	held	at	the	Peruvanam	temple	dedicated	to	Lord	Shiva.	It	is	believed	that	the	sanctum	sanctorum	of	the	temple	was	built	at	the	spot	where	Lord	Shiva	is	believed	to	have	meditated	under	a	tree.	The	festival	in	the	beginning	here	was	different	from	what	it	is	now.	Due	to	unknown	reasons,	the	conduct	of	the
festival	changed	to	Peruvanam	and	Aarattupuzha	festivals.	The	version	of	Peruvanam	festival	as	we	witness	today	is	of	1400	years	old.	The	festival	takes	place	during	the	Malayalam	month	of	Meenam	(March-April).	Highlight	of	the	festival	...	Kelikottu	This	is	the	very	first	ritual	associated	with	a	Kathakali	performance	and	is	carried	out	to	publicise
an	event	that	is	to	take	place	shortly.	The	first	keli	is	usually	performed	in	a	crowded	place	so	that	the	people	of	places	in	and	around	the	venue,	are	made	aware	of	the	event;	as	such	it	need	not	take	place	on	the	stage.	The	instruments	used	for	the	kelikottu	are	the	chenda,	the	chengila,	the	maddalam	and	the	ilathaalam.	This	tradition	originated	at	a
time	when	there	was	no	other	medium	to	publicise	Kathakali	performances.	Today,	however,	it	is	a	mere	ritual.	...	Chinakkathoor	Pooram	A	festival	of	colours	and	tuskers	held	every	year,	the	Chinakkathoor	Pooram	is	held	at	Sree	Chinakkathoor	Bhagavathy	temple,	Palappuram	in	the	district	of	Palakkad	in	north	Kerala.	The	highlight	of	the	festivities
at	Chinakkathoor	Bhagavathy	temple	is	the	day-long	pooram.	The	pooram	day	is	marked	by	a	grand	procession	of	caparisoned	elephants	and	also	features	traditional	orchestra	like	the	panchavadyam	and	various	art	forms	like	vellattu,	theyyam,	poothanum	thirayum,	kaalavela,	kuthiravela,	aandi	vedan,	karivela	and	so	on.	Thodayam	Thodayam	is	the
ritual	that	comes	after	the	Arangukeli,	the	introductory	ritual,	where	the	Almighty’s	blessings	are	invoked	on	the	performance,	and	a	prayer	is	said	for	the	smooth	completion	of	the	enactment	of	the	play,	devoid	of	all	hitches	and	hindrances.	This	ritual,	in	meditation	of	Shiva	and	Parvathi,	focuses	on	dance,	and	involves	two	characters,	one	male	and
the	other	female.	Actors	who	enact	the	roles	of	younger	versions	of	the	characters,	dressed	in	pleated	dhotis,	dance	behind	the	half-curtain.	First	of	all,	the	actors	enter	the	stage,	bow,	and	then	move	towards	the	percussionists,	playing	on	the	chengila,	...	Machattu	Mamangam	The	festival	of	Machattu	Mamangam	is	associated	with	Machattu
Thiruvanikkavu	Bhagavathi	temple.	A	rare	confluence	of	different	cultures	of	modernity	and	traditional	can	be	witnessed	in	this	five-day	long	festival.	The	people	here	owe	their	prosperity	and	happiness	to	Kavil	Amma,	the	presiding	deity.	The	festival	days	bring	a	great	deal	of	joy	to	the	devotees.	The	highlight	of	the	festival	is	the	procession	on	the
concluding	day.	It	would	feature	richly	decorated	kuthira	kolams	(effigies	of	horses),	ceremoniously	brought	to	the	temple	by	the	devotees	as	offerings.	The	procession	is	accompanied	by	players	of	traditional	percussion	instruments	and	it	culminates	...	Vandanashlokam	Vandanashlokam	refers	to	the	verses	sung	in	praise	of	the	Goddess	and	comes
after	the	ritual	of	Thodayam.	One	example	of	a	vandanashlokam	is	that	written	by	the	famous	Kathakali	story	writer,	Kottayatthu	Thampuraan,	who,	after	finishing	four	stories	without	any	hitches,	composed	one	remembering	his	guru.	“Maathangaananamabju	vaasaramaneem	Govindamaadyam	gurum	Vyaasam	Panini	garga	narada	kanaadaadyaan
Muneendraan	Budhaan	Durgaam	chaapi	mrudangashaailanilayaam	Sree	porkaleemishtadaam	Bhakthyaanithyamupam	smahe	sapadina	Kurvyanthamee	mangalam”	Shlokas	composed	by	Kottarakkara	Thampuran	and	Karthika	Thirunaal	are	oftentimes	sung	for	the	vandana.	Kalladikkodan	Sampradayam	The	Kalladikkodam	Sampradayam	refers	to	a
reformation	that	took	place	in	Kathakali’s	presentation	style	during	the	18th	century.	The	rules	laid	down	by	Vellaattu	Chaathupanikkar,	who	was	a	guru	at	the	kalari	(Kathakali	school)	of	Kottayathu	Thampuraan,	form	the	foundation	of	this	change	in	format.	Panikkar’s	kalari	was	in	Pulaappatta,	near	Kalladikkodu,	in	Palakkad	district.	Panikkar
ushered	in	the	new	style	by	bringing	about	a	lot	of	changes	to	the	Vettatthu	tradition,	prevalent	at	the	time.	These	included	changes	in	various	components	of	the	art	form	like	the	costume,	the	use	of	the	stage,	make	up	and	the	dance	routines.	It	...	Champakkulam	Boat	Race	Champakkulam	Moolam	Vallam	Kali	(vallam	kali	means	boat	race)	is	held	at
Champakkulam	village	in	the	taluk	of	Kuttanad	in	Alappuzha	district.	It	is	held	on	the	Moolam	asterism	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Mithunam	(June	/	July).	The	race	is	held	on	the	Champakkulam	river,	a	tributary	of	River	Pamba.	The	race	has	various	categories	like	the	chundan	(snake	boat),	veppu,	iruttu	kuthi,	churulan	etc.	Cutting	across	religious
faiths,	people	take	part	in	this	event.	Kapplingadan	Sampradayam	The	Kapplingaadan	Sampradayam	refers	to	the	reformation	in	the	style	and	format	of	Kathakali	put	in	place	by	Kapplingaattu	Namboodiri,	with	the	patronage	of	the	erstwhile	Travancore	royal	family.	Kapplingaattu	Namboodiri	was	a	native	of	Nedumpura	village	in	Thallappalli	taluk	of
Thrissur	district.	The	elegant	and	unique	acting	style	that	Kathakali	is	known	for	today	was	brought	about	through	the	intervention	of	Kapplingaattu	Namboodiri	who	modified	and	improved	the	hand	gestures,	the	percussion	routine,	the	costume	and	props,	the	chutti		-	a	series	of	white	ridges	built	up	from	the	chin	to	either	cheeks,	make	up	and	so
on.		As	...	Kalluvazhichitta	This	is	a	stage	presentation	style	in	Kathakali,	the	famous	Indian	classical	dance	drama	form	from	the	state	of	Kerala.	There	are	three	basic	styles	in	Kathakali	called	sampradayams	(Vettathu	Sampradayam,	Kalladikkodan	Sampradyam	and	Kaplingadu	Sampradayam)	These	styles	differ	from	each	other	in	subtleties	like



choreographic	profile,	stress	on	dance	than	drama	and	position	of	hand	gestures..	The	kalluvazhichitta	adopts	its	style	by	mixing	two	basic	styles	called	Kalladikodan	and	kaplingadan.	This	style	is	propounded	by	Ittiraricha	Menon	who	belonged	to	the	village	Kalluvazhi	near	Vellinezhi	in	Palghat	district	and	hence	the	name.	This	style	is	mainly	seen	in
central	...	Monthly	Programme	December	2016	Kachakettu	Kachakettu	-	putting	on	of	the	costume	and	make	up	is	the	very	first	lesson	taught	in	as	part	of	training	in	Kathakali.	The	aspiring	pupil	who,	after	a	cleansing	bath,	arrives	at	the	kalari,	the	house	where	Kathakali	is	taught,	first	pays	his	fees	–	the	guru	dakshina	-	to	his	teacher.	He	offers	the
fees	to	his	guru	while	standing	and	facing	east,	in	front	of	a	lighted	lamp	-	symbolic	of	the	Divine	Light.	The	guru	accepts	the	dakshina	and	in	return,	hands	over	a	piece	of	cloth	that	is	worn	during	training	–	the	kacha	-	...	Melappadam	In	Kathakali	performances,	Melappadam	comes	between	the	Purappaadu	and	the	Kathaarambham.	Though	Geet
Manjuthara	is	used	in	the	Melappadam,	only	the	first	charanam	(verse)	is	sung.	For	adding	colour	and	variation	to	the	rendition,	the	charanas	are	sung	in	increasing	tempo,	from	the	first	to	the	fourth	kaalam.	The	first	charanam,	Manjuthara,	is	sung	in	Raag	Mohana,	and	the	last,	Vihithapadmavathi	sukhasamaaje	in	Raag	Madhyamavathi.	At	the
beginning	of	the	charanam,	there	is	a	round	of	percussion	with	the	Chenda,	and	the	pallavi	(the	thematic	line	of	a	song,	usually	one	cycle	long	and	repeated	twice)	is	rounded	off	with	a	...	Ashtapadi	Ashtapadi	or	Gitagovindam	is	a	famous	Sanskrit	poetic	work	by	Jayadeva.	Jayadeva	was	a	member	of	the	royal	assembly	of	Lakshmanasena,	a	Bengali
king.	Gitagovindam	is	based	on	the	“rasakrida”	section	in	Bhagavatham,	which	describes	the	love	and	devotion	between	Lord	Krishna	and	his	beloved	Radha.	These	are	hymns	with	each	composition	comprising	of	eight	lines	hence	the	name	ashtapadi	(ashta	means	eight	in	Sanskrit).	This	poetic	composition	is	renowned	in	India	and	is	characterized	by
the	overpowering	presence	of	the	emotion	of	love.	The	Ashtapadi	songs	that	are	abound	in	equal	amounts	of	devotion	and	love	are	popularly	sung	at	...	Vettatthu	sampradayam	Vettathu	sampradayam	(sampradayam	means	tradition)	is	the	innovation	in	performance	style	that	catalysed	the	metamorphosis	of	the	art	form	of	Ramanaattu	to	its	present-
day	form	of	Kathakali.	It	is	named	after	the	Vettathu	king	who	set	in	motion	the	process	of	change.	The	Vettathu	tradition	changed	various	aspects	of	Ramanaattu	including	the	method	or	style	of	acting,	the	background	music	and	so	on.	Many	trademark	elements	of	modern-day	Kathakali,	like	the	costumes	and	makeup,	styled	after	those	used	in
Koodiyattom,	the	tradition	of	actors	not	speaking	during	performances,	and	the	ritual	of	Purappaadu,	were	adopted	under	the	influence	of	the	...	Manjuthara	Manjuthara	is	the	ritual	that	follows	the	Melappadam	in	a	Kathakali	performance.	Manjuthara	starts	with	the	rendition	of	the	Geet	‘Manjuthara	Kunchathala	Kelisadane’,	the	21st	Ashtapadi	of
Jayadev’s	Geet	Govind.		(Ashtapadis	are	hymns	of	love	and	supreme	devotion,	where	the	music	has	eight	lines	(steps)	within	each	composition.)	The	song	puts	to	music	the	words	spoken	by	a	friend	to	a	decked	up	Radha	awaiting	the	arrival	of	her	lover	Krishna.	When	the	song’s	pallavi	is	sung,	in	Raag	Mohana,	the	actors	stamp	their	feet	three	times
on	the	ground,	to	Chambu	tala	(tala	means	beat),	bow	to	the	audience,	...	Manayola	Manayola	is	a	yellow	substance	used	as	a	base	material	to	make	the	facial	makeup	used	for	Kathakali.	It	is	ground	and	mixed	with	oil	to	make	a	paste	that	is	then	used	for	application	on	the	face,	and	is	considered	ideal	for	the	face.		Other	types	like	red	and	green
makeup	are	made	by	mixing	colours	with	the	manayola.	In	Kathakali,	the	face	is	made	up	in	a	vivid	and	eye-catching	style	to	add	to	the	beauty	of	the	facial	expressions	and	consequently,	the	interpretations	of	the	various	rasas.	Aattakatha	Aattakatha	is	the	literature	of	Kathakali.	Aattakatha	includes	the	three	elements	of	sloka	(presenting	the	story	on
stage),	padam	(conversation),	and	dandakam	(summary	of	events).	Aattakatha	is	written	in	Sanskrit	or	Manipravalam	(a	combination	of	Sanskrit	and	Malayalam)	and	used	on	those	occasions	when	the	script	requires	the	story	to	be	told	and	not	acted	out.	These	include	scenes	where	characters	are	introduced,	shlokas	recited,	the	time,	place	and
circumstances	of	an	event	are	to	be	communicated	and	so	on.	Padam	is	the	conversation	between	characters.	The	padam,	rendered	in	Malayalam,	has	three	parts	–	the	pallavi,	the	anupallavi	and	the	...	Chuvadu	Sadhakam	The	Kathakali	performer	needs	to	be	particularly	adept	with	his	foot	movements	and	as	such,	intensive	training	in	footwork
(chuvadu	sadhakam)	is	imparted	to	the	pupil.	The	training	begins	with	the	pupil	keeping	step	to	the	Chembada	tala	at	its	slowest	tempo	which	involves	eight	steps	taken	to	single	beats.	After	this,	the	lessons	progress	to	cover	six	different	types	of	foot	movements,	ascending	from	the	single-beat	rhythm	(the	first	tempo)	to	an	eight-beat	rhythm	(the
fourth	tempo)	and	then	descending	back	to	the	single	beat.	As	the	rhythm	increases	in	tempo,	the	beats	double	at	each	change	of	tempo.	...	Training	in	Kathakali	To	master	Kathakali,	training,	in	a	rigorous	and	scientific	format,	must	be	undertaken	from	a	very	young	age.	The	school	where	Kathakali	is	taught	is	called	kalari.	Kalari	is	also	the	name
given	to	the	place	where	martial	arts	are	taught.	There	are	various	stages	to	Kathakali	training	which	begins	with	the	giving	of	the	dakshina,	a	ritualistic	offering	of	the	fee,	to	the	guru	or	teacher.	The	Kathakali	student	has	to	go	through	physical	training,	training	in	dance	and	acting,	and	learn	the	associated	literature	of	stories,	songs	and	so	on.
Training	is	imparted	in	various	aspects	of	the	art	...	Ritual	arts	These	art	forms	are	based	on	the	rituals	followed	in	religious	or	social	beliefs.	Ritual	art	forms	are	performed	with	particular	motives	like	attaining	prosperity,	eliminating	evil	possessions	and	diseases	or	pleasing	a	deity.	Dance	and	songs	with	the	accompanying	traditional	musical
instruments,	colorful	ritual	paintings	called	'Kalam'	and	indigenous	decorations	are	the	specialties	of	many	of	these	art	forms.		Some	of	these	are	very	complex	tantric	rituals.	Ayappan	Pattu	and	Ayappan	Vilakku	Ayappan	Pattu	is	a	ritual	performed	by	devotees	of	Lord	Ayyappa.	Also	known	as	Sastha	Pattu	and	Udukupaattu,	the	pilgrims	embarking	on
a	journey	to	Sabarimala	perform	Ayappan	Pattu	in	their	houses	and	temples.	The	song	begins	after	striking	a	rhythmic	beat	called	Ganapati	talam	on	the	‘udukku’.	The	percussion	instrument	‘udukku’	is	a	small	bifacial	vessel	drum.	It	is	held	in	the	left	hand	and	struck	by	the	right	hand.	Ilathalam	(cymbal)	is	also	played.	The	songs	rendered	are	based
on	the	legends	of	the	Pandalam	king	and	Lord	Ayyappa,	besides	songs	of	Devasuram	war	and	Palazhi	Madhanam	are	also	...	Gurupooja	2002	1.				Nalleppilly	Brothers	2.				Ayamkudy	Kuttappa	Marar	3.				Mankathil	Balakrishnan	Nair	4.				Ramakrishnankunju	5.				Vidwan	Baburao	6.				Bakkar	Edakkazhiyoor	7.				T.H.Kunhiraman	Nambiar	8.				Kalan	Kani
9.				Kunhikkutty	10.				K.G.Sathar	11.				T.P.Mani	Iyer	2003	1.				Guruvayur	Kunjan	Marar	2.				Chemanchery	Narayanan	Nair	3.				Kaithavana	Madhavadas	4.				Thrikkoor	Rajan	5.				Punnakkal	Balakrishna	Marar	6.				KPAC	Johnson	7.				TIP	TOP	Azeez	8.				Korambu	Subramanian	Namboothiri	9.				Trippunithura	Malathi	Varma	10.				K.Annamala	Pulavar
11.				Kidangoor	Kuttappa	Chakyar	12.				Pallan	Joseph	13.				M.Ganapathi	Rao	14.				Kalaratnam	Pallippad	Kesavadev	15.				P.Sankara	Marar	(Puliyambally	Sankaramarar)	2004					1.				T.M.Abraham	Thiruvamkulam				(Actor)	2.				T.K.John				(Drama)	3.				M.K.Warrier				(Actor)	4.				Kanjoor	Mathai				(Actor)	5.				K.V.Kunhikannan				(Drama)	6.				Kannan
Palliyath				(Actor)	7.				Jose	Payammal				(Actor)	8.				M.K.Chandran	Master				(Drama)	9.				Parameswaran	Kuryathi				(Drama)	10.				Sarathchandra	R.Marate				(Hindustani	Music)	11.				Prof.G.Seethalakshmi	Ammal				(Carnatic	Music)	12.				Chavara	Parukutty				(Kathakali)	13.				Varkala	Sreenivasan				...	Kalamezhuthum	Pattum	Kalam,	a	unique
drawing	of	Kerala	is	a	ritual	art	form	as	old	as	the	Sanghom	Age.	Kalams	occupy	an	important	place	in	Kerala’s	rituals	and	figures	of	favourite	Goddesses	are	drawn	on	the	floor	using	powders.	Songs	are	rendered	to	appease	the	figures/deities.	Coloured	powders	are	used	for	preparing	the	kalam.	Primarly,	five	natural	colours	are	used	–	white,	black,
yellow,	green	and	red.	For	making	the	colours	various	natural	products	are	used.	White	colours	are	extracted	from	rice	flour,	charcoal	powder	for	black,	turmeric	powder	for	yellow,	powdered	green	leaves	for	green	and	a	mixture	of	turmeric	powder	and	...	J.	C.	Daniel	Award			Sl.No	Winner	Year	1.		T.	E.	Vasudevan	1992	2.			Thikkurissy	Sukumaran
Nair	1993	3.			P.	Bhaskaran	1994	4.			Abhayadev	(Ayyappan	Pillai)	1995	5.			A.	Vincent	1996	6.			K.	Raghavan	1997	7.			V.	Dekshinamoorthy	1998	8.			G.	Devarajan	1999	9.			M.	Krishnan	Nair	2000	10.			P.N.	Menon	2001	11.			Dr.	K.J.	Yesudas	2002	12.		Madhu	2004	13.		Aranmula	Ponnamma	2005	14.		Mankada	Ravi	Varma	2006	15.		Dr.	P.	Ramadas
2007	16.		D.	Raveendranathan	Nair	2008	17.		K.S.	Sethu	Madhavan	2009	18.		Navodaya	Appachan	(M.	C.	Punnose)	2010	19.			Jose	Prakash	2011	20.		Sasi	Kumar	2012	21.		M.T.	Vasudevan	Nair	2013			Poorakkali	Poorakkali	is	a	ritual	art	form	performed	in	the	Bhagavathi	temples	and	sacred	groves	across	North	Kerala.	Performed	during	the	nine	day
Pooram	festival	(mainly	held	during	the	Malayalam	month	of	Meenam)	in	Bhagavathy	temples,	this	art	form	focuses	mainly	on	rhythmic	foot	steps	resembling	the	movements	of	martial	artform.	The	name	Poorakkali	literally	means	play	on	Pooram	day.	Originally,	this	was	an	artform	of	the	women	folk	but	today	it	is	performed	by	men.	The	Poorakkali
performance	begins	after	a	series	of	ceremonies	and	has	many		ritual	components	such	as	Pooramala,	Ganapathy	Paattu,	and	hymns	in	praise	of	Goddess	Saraswathi,	...	Velakali	Velakali	is	a	ritualistic	martial	art	form	performed	by	men	in	some	of	the	temples	of	southern	Kerala.	Velakali	originated	in	Ambalappuzha	where	Mathoor	Panicker,	chief	of
the	Chempakasserri	army,	to	boost	the	martial	spirit	of	the	people.			Dancers	wear	colourful	and	attractive	costumes	similar	to	that	of	the	Nair	soldiers	of	the	olden	days.	The	dancers	carry	a	painted	shield	in	the	left	hand	and	a	stick	(Churikakkol)	in	their	right	hand	and	the	performance	resembles	the	actions	in	a	battle.	Percussion	instruments	like
Thakil,	Shudhamaddalam,	Ilathalam,	Kombu,	and	Kuzhal	are	used.	The	Velakali	is	performed		Ambalappuzha	Sree	Krishna	Swamy	...	Tholpavakoothu	Tholpavakoothu	or	shadow	puppetry	is	a	temple	art	form	which	is	prevalent	in	the	Bhagavathy	temples	(mother	Goddess)	in	Palakkad	district	and	nearby	regions	in	Kerala.			Tholppava	(Thol	means
leather,	Pava	means	puppet)	are	moved	with	the	help	of	strings,	and	their	shadows	are	depicted	on	a	screen	with	the	help	of	a	row	of	oil	lamps	in	the	background.	The	story	of	Tholppavakoothu	performance	is	from	the	Indian	epic,	Ramayana.	In	the	olden	days	it	was	performed	elaborately	over	a	period	of	forty-one	days.	The	narrative	used	for	the
performance	is	a	mixture	of	prose	and	poetry	called	Adalpattu.	Tholppavas	...	Theeyaattu	Theeyaattu		is	a	ritual	art	form	which	has	a	mention	in	the	ancient	Malayalam	texts	like	Keralolppathi	and	Sanghakkalippattu.	A	traditional	dance	form,	in	Theeyattu	the	performer	is	considered	to	be	the	icon	of	God.	Theeyattu	is	of	two	types	–	Ayyappan
Theeyaattu	and	Bhadrakali	Theeyaattu.	Ayyappan	theeyaattu	is	an	offering	to	Lord	Ayyappa	whereas	Bhadrakali	theeyaattu	is	an	offering	to	the	mother	Goddess	(Kali).	Colorful	ritual	drawing		(known	as	Kalamezhuthu)	of	the	deity	(Lord	Ayyappan	or	Bhadrakali)	on	the	floor	with	natural	powders	is	the	major	component	of	this	ritual.	Subsequently,	the
deity	is	invoked	through	traditional	songs	to	the	...	Kavadiyattam	A	ritual	art	related	to	Lord	Subrahmanian,	Kavadiyattam	is	mostly	conducated	an	offering	to	the	Lord.	Also	known	as	Subramanian	Thullal,	in	Kavadiyattam	the	performer	carries	on	his	shoulder	an	ornate	Kavadi	(a	huge	bow,	richly	decorated	with	peacock	feathers)	and	will	dance.
Kavadi	used	for	the	dance	is	of	different	sizes	and	shapes,	each	with	its	own	significance.	Background	music	of	Panchavadyam,	Nagaswarm	etc	is	an	added	attraction.	The	dancers	twist	and	spin	in	a	row.	They	gradually	move	in	a	frenzy,	in	step	with	the	rising	beats	of	percussion	music.	Some	of	the	dancers	even	pierce	parts	of	their	...	Margam	Kali
Margam	Kali	is	a	ritual	art	form	popular	among	certain	sects	of	the	Christian	community	of	Kerala.	Rhythmic	movements	and	songs	are	the	major	attractions.		The	participants	wear	traditional	costumes	and	jewellery.			The	movements	of	this	art	form	are	very	difficult	and	it	needs	rigorous	training	to	master	this	art	form.		The	songs	are	mostly
devotional.	Certain	songs	present	the	history	of	Christianity	in	Kerala.	The	word	"Margam"	means	path	or	way	or	solution	in	Malayalam.	In	the	religious	context	it	refers	to	the	path	to	attain	salvation.			Poothanum	Thirayum	Poothanum	Thirayum	is	a	ritual	art	performed	during	the	temple	festivals	of	Palakkad	and	Malappuram	districts.	The	“Thira”
represents	Goddess	Kali	and	the	“Pootham”	signifies	her	Bhoothagana	(consort	of	spirits).	Initially	Poothan	and	Thira	will	be	performing	in	the	temple	premises	and	then	will	go	from	house	to	house	and	perform.	Householders	respectfully	receive	the	Poothan	and	Thira	with	the	traditional	“Deepam”	(lighted	lamp).	They	are	also	gifted	paddy,	rice	and
money.	The	performance	is	rhythmical	and	appealing	along	with	the	musical	instruments	are	Thudi	and	Ezhupara.	Thudi	is	beaten	when	Poothan	enters,	whereas	Ezhupara	is	significant	for	Thira.	IFFK	Awards	12th	IFFK	AWARDS	-	2007	Suvarna	Chakoram	for	the	best	film	shared	by:	XXY	Directed	by	Lucia	Puenzo	and	10+4	Directed	by	Mania	Akbari
Rajatha	Chakoram	:	Best	Director:	Mania	Akbari	(Iran)	10+4	Rajatha	Chakoram	:	Best	Debut	Film:	Lucia	Puenzo	(Argentina)	for	XXY	Special	jury	prize	:	Abdullah	Oguz	(Turkey)	for	Bliss	FIPRESCI	Award	for	the	Best	Film	in	competition:	Sleepwalking	Land	FIPRESCI	Award	for	the	Best	Malayalam	Film:	Ore	Kadal	NETPAC	Award	for	the	Best	Asian
Film	in	competition:	Getting	Home	NETPAC	Award	for	the	Best	Malayalam	Film:	Ore	Kadal	13th	IFFK	AWARDS	-	2008	Suvarna	Chakoram	Best	Film:	Parque	Via	(Dir:Enrique	Rivero)	Rajatha	Chakoram	Best	Director:	Mariana	Rondon	for	Postcards	from	Leningrad	Rajatha	Chakoram	Best	Debut	Film:	My	Marlon	and	Brando	...	Theyyam	and	Thira
Theyyam	and	Thira	are	two	popular	ritual	forms	of	worship	of	North	Kerala.	These	are	ritual	dance	forms	where	the	performers	act	the	role	of	deities.		Even	though	there	are	variations	like	Theyyam,	Thira	and	Kolam,	all	these	are	basically	the	same	ritual	form	with	slight	variations.	The	word	Theyyam	means	‘Daivam’,	Malayalam	word	for	God.	In	this
ritual	art	form,	the	dancer	“metamorphoses”	into	the	particular	deity	and	gives	his	blessings	to	the	crowd.	Normally	‘Theyyam	and	Thira’	are	performed	in	shrines	or	traditional	houses	and	these	places	are	called	‘Sthanam’.	Sometimes,	human	beings	lived	along	with	us	will	also	...	Theyyam	Theyyam	is	the	popular	ritual	art	form	of	Kolathunadu
(Kingdom	of	Cannanore).	The	Theyyam	dance	is	performed	in	front	of	the	village	shrine,	groves,	and	in	the	houses	as	ancestor	worship.	The	theyyam	period	is	from	the	10th	of	Malayalam	month	Thulam	(October/November)	and	comes	to	a	close	by	the	end	of	June.	Man	assumes	the	form	of	God	and	dances	propitiating	and	appeasing	them	and	in
return,	the	Gods	assure	prosperity	and	peace	to	society	and	is	the	belief	behind	the	Theyyam	performance.	The	performers	of	Theyyam	belong	to	communities	like	Vannan,	Malayan,	Mavilan,	Velan,	Munnoottan,	Anjunnoottan,	Pulayar,	Kopalar	and	...	Theyyam	Deities	It	is	said	that	the	prominent	characters	of	Theyyam	are	the	Grama	Devatha	(village
deities)	and	the	deities	worshipped	by	various	social	orders.	Some	are	ancestral	deities.	Both	male	deities	and	female	deities	are	worshipped	as	Theyyams.	The	main	Theyyams	are:		Muchilottu	Bhagavathy		Vishnumoorthy		Ankakulangara	Bhagavathy		Oorpazhachi		Andalloor	Daivam		Ali	Theyyam		Ayirathi	Bhagavathy		Vettakkorumakan		Orankara
Bhagavathy		Karuvannoor	Veeran		Kandanar	Kelan		Kannikkorumakan		Kayaran	Daivam		Karinkaali		Karinthiri	Nair		Anka	Daivam		Kaaran	Daivam		Asuraalan		Kaala	Raathri		Aryapponkanni		Korachan	Daivam		Kshethrapaalakan		Kurikkal	Theyyam		Thekkan	Kariyaaththan		Naaga	Kanni		Padaveeran		Nagakandan		Pulimaaruthan		Puliyooru	Kannan
	Perumpuzhayachan		Bali		Bhadrakali		Bhairavan		Makka	Bhagavathy		Maarappuli		Munnayareeshwaran		Kulavan		Visha	Kandan		Velutha	Bhootham		Vairajaathan		Kuttichathan		Pottan		Gulikan		Uchitta		Kurathi		Raktha	Chaamundi		Raktheswari		Panchuruli,		Kanda	Karnan		Malankkuraththi		Dhoomaa	Bhagavathy		Pullichaamundi		Bappiriyan
	Ayyappan		Poomaaruthan		Puthiya	Bhagavathy		Vasoori	Mala		Karuvaal		Naga	Kali		Malankaari		Poothaadi		Marppuliyan		Ankakkaaran		Theethara	Bhagavathy		Undayan		Pampoori	Karumakan		Chorakkalathil	Bhagavathi		Pethaalan		Kaattumadantha		Manthra	Moorthy		Karanor		Kammiyamma		Paraaliyamma		Veerampinaaru		Malliyodan		Nemam
Bhagavathy		Billara		Choottakkaali			Kalachaamundi		Theechamundi	The	performers	of	Theyyam	belong	to	communities	like	Vannan,	Malayan,	Paanan,	Cheravan,	Chinkaththan,	Koppaalan,	Pulayan,	Kalanaadi,	Perumannan,	Thuluvelan,	Anjoottaan	and	Munnoottaan.	The	Theyyam	performed	by	each	community	has	...	Perum	Kaliyaattam	Normally
Kaliyattam	(Theyyam	performance)	is	conducted	annually.	There	are	kaliyattams	which	are	conducted	in	intervals	of	2,	3,	4	and	5	years.	The	Theyyam	festival	conducted	once	in	12	years	are	known	as	Perum	Kaliyattam.	It	is	costly	with	many	rituals	and	Theyyam	performances.	The	formalities	in	Kaliyattam	The	first	ritual	in	Kaliyattam	is	called
‘Adayalam	Kodukkal’	in	which	each	Theyyam	is	assigned	to	a	particular	artist.	The	performers	arrive	at	the	sthanams	(the	sacred	places	where	Theyyam	is	conducted)	to	the	accompaniment	of	percussion	and	this	indicates	the	starting	of	rituals.	On	the	day	before	the	main	performance	of	Theyyam	and	Thira,	the	performer	will	conduct	a	sample
performance	with	all	the	costumes	and	percussion	music.	This	is	called	‘Thottam’	and	the	songs	sung	by	the	performer	are	called	‘ThottamPaattu’.	In	this	rehearsal	Theyyam,	there	is	no	face	makeup	for	the	performer.		For	some	Theyyam	/Thira	performances,	...	Uriyaattam	The	Theyyam	performer	“metamorphoses”	into	the	particular	deity	and	gives
his	blessings	to	the	crowd.	This	is	called	Uriyattu	Kelppikkal.	The	Theyyam	will	greet	each	community	separately	and	will	give	the	blessings	in	a	rhythmic	manner.	After	the	Theyyam	performance	is	over,	the	‘Kavu’	will	be	closed.	Duffumuttu	Duffmuttu	is	a	ritual	art	form	prevalent	among	Muslims	in	the	Malabar	region	of	Kerala.	Duff	is	a	percussion
instrument	made	of	wood	and	ox	skin.	Duffmuttu	is	performed	as	a	tribute	to	heroes	and	martyrs.	It	is	performed	as	social	entertainment	and	to	commemorate	festivals.	The	singers	sway	their	bodies	to	the	tempo	of	the	song	which	is	set	by	the	rhythmic	beats	of	the	duff.	In	the	beginning	the	songs	were	in	Arabic	language.	Over	the	years	it
transformed	and	songs	in	other	languages	are	sung	today.	Dapp	Ratheeb	is	a	Duffmuttu	religious	ritual.	Muslims	used	Dapp	Ratheeb	in	their	...	Ezhara	Ponnana	at	Ettumanoor	Mahadeva	Temple	The	annual	festival	–	Ezhara	Ponnana	-	at	the	Ettumanoor	Sree	Mahadeva	Temple	in	Kottayam	is	a	popular	and	historic	one.	The	Ezhara	Ponnana	procession
is	a	major	ritual.	The	story	of	Ezhara	Ponnana	is	linked	to	the	king’s	rule.	Ezhara	means	seven-and-a-half	and	Ponnana	means	golden	elephant.	Made	of	wood	and	covered	in	gold,	each	of	the	seven	elephants	is	two	feet	high	and	the	eighth	one	is	of	one	foot	only.	Hence	they	are	together	called	seven-and-a-half	elephants.	Witnessed	on	the	eighth	and
tenth	day	of	the	festival	at	Ettumanoor	is	the	Ezhara	Ponnana	procession,	which	is	grand	sight	...	Padayani	Padayani	is	a	ritual	art	form	performed	at	Bhadrakali	temples	located	on	the	banks	of	river	Pampa.	According	to	mythology,	this	ritualistic	dance	commemorates	the	dance	performed	by	Lord	Shiva	and	the	other	Gods	to	appease	Goddess	Durga,
whose	anger	could	not	be	quenched	even	after	annihilating	the	demon,	Darika.		Popular	places	where	Padayani	is	performed	are	Kadammanitta,	Kottangal,	Othara,	Kunnanthaanam	and	many	other	temples	in	south	Kerala.		Though	traditionally,	it	lasted	for	nearly	two	weeks,	now-a	days,	it	is	held	for	durations	that	are	as	short	as	a	single	day.	Kolam
thullal	is	the	major	portion	of	Padayani	performance.		Kolam	...	Mudiyettu	Mudiyettu	is	a	ritual	art	form	performed	to	appease	Goddess	Kali	(called	Durga,	in	many	other	places)	prevalent	in	South	Kerala	and	Kochi	and	rarely	in	central	Kerala.	It	is	also	known	as	Mudiyeduppu.	Mudi	refers	to	the	headgear	of	Kali,	with	her	terror-inspiring	face	and	her
wild	hair,	made	of	wood	or	metal.	The	instruments	played	during	the	ritual	includes	Veekku	chenda,	Uruttu	chenda,	Ilathaalam	and	Chengila.	The	mudi	is	put	on	the	actor	playing	the	role	of	Goddess	Kali	at	the	temple.	A	ritualistic	drawing	(Kalamezhuthu)	of	Goddess	Kali	is	made	with	powders	in	five	colours.	The	image	drawn	is	that	...
Chettikulangara	Bharani	The	Chettikulangara	temple	situated	in	Mavelikkara	taluk	of	Alappuzha	district	is	renowned	for	its	annual	Bharani	festival.	The	temple	is	dedicated	to	Goddess	Bhagavathy.	The	festival	begins	on	the	Bharani	asterism	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Kumbam).					The	main	rituals	of	the	festival	are	kuthiyottam	and	kettu	kazhcha.
Kuthiyottam	features	circumambulation	of	young	boys	who	have	observed	rigorous	ritual	penance.	Kettukazhcha	(kettu	means	‘put	together’	and	kazhcha	means	‘spectacle’).	Effigies	of	100	ft	high	bulls	are	built	and	are	brought	to	the	temple,	accompanied	by	musicians	playing	the	chenda	(traditional	percussion)	and	Ila	Thaalam	(cymbals).	The	bull
effigies	circumambulate	the	...	Kodungalloor	Bharani	The	annual	festival	at	the	Sree	Kurumba	Bhagavathy	temple	situated	at	Kodungallur	in	Thrissur	district	is	known	as	the	Kodungalloor	Bharani.	It	takes	place	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Meenam.	Majority	of	the	people	that	take	part	in	the	festival	are	from	the	northern	regions	of	Kerala,	collectively
called	as	Kadatha	Nadu.	The	rituals	at	the	temple	are	believed	to	have	originated	from	the	ancient	ties	between	Kodungallur	and	the	region	under	the	Chera	rule	that	also	had	their	second	capital	–	Thondi.	Specialities	Kaavu	Theendal	(defiling	of	the	sacred	grove),	hoisting	of	festival	flag	without	rituals,	kozhikkal	moodal	(covering	of	hen	stone),	...
Thiruvathirakkali	Thiruvathirakkali	gets	its	name	from	its	association	with	the	popular	dance	form,	the	Thiruvathira.	The	Athira	festival	is	religiously	observed	by	the	women	of	Kerala	during	the	full	moon	day	of	the	bright	lunar	fortnight	of	the	Malayalam	month	of	dhanu	–	a	day	which	falls	under	the	Thiruvathira	star.	It	is	believed	that	being	pleased
with	Parvathi’s	extraordinarily	austere	tapas	in	his	meditation,	Lord	Shiva	appeared	to	her	on	Thiruvathira	day	and	granted	her,	her	wish	to	be	his	consort.	The	first	Thiruvathirakkali	was	held	as	part	of	the	celebrations	to	mark	this	happy	occasion.	Today,	during	this	auspicious	day,	in	...	Performing	Arts	Performing	arts	occupy	a	distinct	place	in
Kerala’s	heritage.	The	various	art	forms	are	intertwined	with	the	culture	of	the	land	and	are	blended	with	the	lives	of	the	people;	the	art	forms	were	born	out	of	the	rich	culture	of	Kerala.	A	modest	attempt	is	made	to	introduce	the	varied	performing	arts	of	Kerala,	ranging	from	the	unique	Kutiyattam,	the	Kerala	version	of	the	Sanskrit	dance	–	drama
to	Kathakali,	Kerala	Natanam	and	other	classical	art	forms.	Kalamezhuthu,	Sarpam	thullal,	Theyyam	are	still	preserved	without	losing	their	essential	essence	and	charm.	Velakali	calls	to	mind	the	interest	in	warfare	of	...	Malanada	Kettukazcha	Unlike	all	other	temples,	the	deity	at	the	Poruvazhi	Malanada	Temple	is	Duryodhana,	the	antagonist	of	the
Indian	epic	Mahabharata.	Another	striking	feature	of	this	temple	is	the	fact	that	the	temple	doesn't	have	either	an	idol	or	a	sanctum	sanctorum.			A	spectacular	event	that	is	a	part	of	this	temple	is	called	Malanada	Kettukazcha.	It	is	a	one-day	festival	celebrated	in	the	month	of	March.	A	fascinating	sight	in	which	decorated	structures	are	taken	out	to
the	accompaniment	of	traditional	orchestra	of	drums,	the	procession	attracts	scores	of	people	every	year.	Some	of	these	decorated	structures	made	in	a	competitive	...	Kottiyoor	Festival	The	annual	Kottiyoor	festival	in	Kannur	district	is	a	festival	jointly	held	by	two	temples	viz.	Akkare	Kottiyoor	and	Ikkare	Kottiyoor,	located	on	either	side	of	the	Bavali
River	in	a	dense	forest.	This	28-day	festival	falls	during	the	months	of	May	and	June.	Beginning	with	the	neyyattam	ritual	on	the	first	day	and	the	thirukalasattu	ritual	on	the	concluding	day	are	the	highlights	of	this	festival.	Lord	Shiva,	the	deity	of	Akkare	Kottiyoor	temple	is	considered	as	a	swayambhoo	lingam	(self-created	idol).	There	is	no	formal
structure	of	a	temple	here	at	the	Akkare	Kottiyoor	temple.	Prayers	and	offerings	are	...	Neelamperoor	Patayani	Neelamperoor	Patayani	is	a	spectacular	event	that	takes	place	at	the	Neelamperoor	Palli	Bhagavathy	temple	in	the	district	of	Alappuzha.	Though	Patayani	is	performed	in	a	number	of	other	temples	in	Kerala,	the	one	held	at	Neelamperoor	is
entirely	different	from	others.	It	comes	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Chingam	(August	/	September).	The	word	patayani	literally	means	row	of	warriors.	The	event	is	a	riot	of	colours,	fervent	devotion	and	festivity.	Massive	effigies	of	swans	and	other	legendary	characters	are	brought	in	procession.	The	making	of	the	effigies	of	the	swans	is	locally	known
as	annamkettu.	Aanayoottu	at	Vadakkumnathan	Temple	Elephants	are	an	integral	part	of	Kerala	culture.	It	is	the	presence	of	richly	adorned	elephants	that	gives	a	majority	of	the	traditional	festivals	of	Kerala	a	touch	of	grandeur	and	glory.	Aanayoottu	at	the	Vadakkumnathan	Temple	in	Thrissur	district	is	a	ritualistic	feeding	ceremony	(locally	known
as	Aanayoottu)	that	takes	place	inside	the	premises	of	the	famous	temple,	dedicated	to	Lord	Shiva.	On	the	festival	day	the	elephants	are	brought	inside	the	premises	of	the	Vadakkumnathan	Temple	for	the	special	feast.	Here,	the	elephants	are	lined-up	in	a	single	row	and	facing	them	would	be	thousands	of	people	ready	with	offerings	...	Martial	Arts
Kalaripayattu	is	the	traditional	martial	art	form	of	Kerala.	But	there	are	many	art	forms	resembling	martial	arts.	Art	forms	with	aggressive	movements,	display	of	weaponry	skills,	ritual	offering	to	war	Gods,	and	art	forms	focusing	on	physical	fitness	can	come	under	this	category.	There	are	certain	art	forms	which	contain	movements	similar	to	martial
arts.	Kambadi	Kali,	Velakali,	Poorakkali,	Duffmuttu,	Sanghakkali,	Padayani,	Margam	Kali	etc.	come	under	this	category.	Kalaripayattu	Kalaripayattu	is	the	martial	art	form	of	Kerala.	Kalaripayattu’s	influence	can	be	seen	in	most	of	the	art	forms	of	Kerala.	In	the	past	kalaris	(combat	arena	or	battle	field)	formed	an	integral	part	of	the	lives	of	the
people.	Without	any	gender	discrimination	boys	and	girls	in	their	childhood	would	be	sent	to	the	Kalaris	for	practicing.	With	social	life	undergoing	changes,	the	position	of	Kalaris	and	their	influence	changed.	Today,	Kalaripayattu	is	staged	during	festivals	and	other	occasions	as	a	showpiece.	People	are	more	interested	in	kalari	treatment	(as	a	system
of	medicine)	and	Marmachikitsa	(treatment	of	vital	...	Tribal	art	forms	As	per	census	2011,	there	are	nearly	500,000	tribal	people	living	in	Kerala.	These	are	the	indigenous	people	and	majority	of	them	live	in	the	mountains	and	forests	of	the	Western	ghats.	There	are	48	tribal	communities	in	the	state.	They	possess	a	rich	cultural	heritage.		This
includes	a	fairly	long	list	of	tribal	art	forms.		Dance	and	song	are	the	main	components.	Many	of	them	are	ritualistic.	There	are	unique	musical	instruments	to	accompany	the	songs.	Some	of	the	major	tribal	art	forms	are	Gaddika,	Kambara	nritham,	Kadar	nrutham,	Chattu	paattu,	Mudiyattam	etc.	Fine	arts	While	there	are	similarities	in	the	art	forms
belonging	to	different	parts	of	India,	the	art	forms	of	Kerala	are	rich	with	its	remarkable	uniqueness	and	heritage.	Changes	in	the	personal	and	social	views	on	beauty	over	the	ages	impacted	the	definition	of	art	and	enriched	their	elegance.	A	look	into	the	unique	art	forms	of	Kerala	is	given	here.	Painting	The	ancient	paintings	of	Kerala	had	its	origins
in	cave	paintings	and	carvings.	The	ancient	wall	paintings	are	mainly	seen	in	places	of	worship	such	as	temples.	Kalamezhuthu,	a	ritual	art	in	which	the	pictures	of	Gods	and	Goddesses	are	drawn	on	the	floor	using	coloured	powders,	is	another	system	of	painting	prevalent	in	Kerala.	The	unique	features	of	folk	painting	techniques	can	be	seen	in	these
ritual	art	forms.	Modern	painting	styles	were	introduced	through	the	paintings	of	Raja	Ravi	Varma,	who	is	also	regarded	as	the	founder	of	modern	Indian	painting.	There	are	a	number	of	modern	artists	including	...	Cave	Paintings	The	Edakkal	cave	(or	Edakal)	which	is	famous	for	ancient	cave	pictures	is	in	Ambukuthimala	near	Ambalavayal	in
Wayanad.	The	cave	paintings	here	are	very	old	and	are	carved	on	the	walls.	Most	of	the	pictures	are	about	¾	to	1”	wide	and	1”	deep,	with	sharp	pointed	lines	at	both	ends.	The	pictures	feature	human	forms	performing	dance	of	a	ritualistic	nature.		All	human	forms	are	seen	wearing	a	kind	of	headgear	that	seems	to	be	made	of	woven	leaves.	Figures
of	elephants,	hounds	and	deer	are	also	seen.	Apart	from	these	are	geometrical	patterns	and	the	figures	of	...	Mappilapattu	Mappila	pattu	or	Mappila	songs	are	rhythmic	songs	popular	among	the	Muslim	community	of	northern	Kerala.	Malabar	Muslims	are	enriched	with	their	own	literary	tradition	written	in	‘Arabi-Malayalam’	language	and	Mappila
Pattu	is	the	poetic	genre	of	this	great	literary	tradition.			Mappilappattu	is	hence	a	song	which	depicts	the	cultural	tradition	of	Muslim	community	especially	from	north	Malabar.	These	songs	come	with	a	blend	of	Kerala’s	folk	songs	and	Arabic	musical	tradition	and	have	been	influenced	by	both	oral	and	written	tradition	of	the	region.	The	practice	of
Mappila	songs	happened	along	with	a	parallel	literary	tradition	prevalent	in	Malayalam	...	Wall	Paintings	The	history	of	visuals	art	in	Kerala	is	inextricably	entwined	with	all	other	kinds	of	art	forms	that	are	primarily	performative	and	ritualistic	in	nature.	Till	it	got	its	recognition	as	a	modern	‘discipline’	within	the	general	visual	culture,	in	Kerala	visual
art	remained	as	a	part	of	the	religious	and	social	fabric	of	the	society,	often	not	demanding	a	separate	status	for	itself.	Perhaps,	that	was	the	history	of	visual	art	in	general	anywhere	in	the	world.	Though	the	oldest	evidences	of	paintings	are	from	the	ancient	caves	and	even	if	caves	are	seen	in	Kerala’s	historical	sites,	paintings	...	Kalamezhuthu
Kalamezhuthu	is	a	ritual	art	form	of	Kerala	wherein	the	deity’s	form	is	drawn	on	the	floor	using	five	types	of	coloured	powders.	This	is	practiced	by	many	communities	in	Kerala	and	is	a	part	of	many	ritual	forms.	Kalamezhuthu	and	Pattu	is	conducted	to	propitiate	the	deities	and	to	avoid	untoward	happenings.	It	is	practiced	during	festivals	in
Bhadrakali	(Mother	Goddess)	temples,	and	on	special	occasions	in	SarppaKavu	(groves	sacred	to	snakes)	and	AyyappanKavu	(temples	dedicated	to	Lord	Ayyappa).	Various	deities	are	picturised	using	coloured	powders.	Kalamezhuthu	is	done	by	various	communities	such	as	Kaniyan,	Vannan,	Puluvar,	Malayan,	Pulayar,	...	Kolamezhuthu	Kolamezhuthu
or	Rangoli	is	prevalent	among	the	Tamil	Brahmins	of	Kerala.	Women	in	the	family	draw	“kolam”	using	rice	flour	in	the	front	yard	of	the	house	every	morning.	The	objective	of	the	“Kolam”	is	to	welcome	the	Goddess	of	wealth	and	prosperity.	The	more	important	among	the	Kolams	are	Sripothikkolam	and	Nalumoolakkolam.	It	is	surprising	that	women
untrained	in	the	art	of	painting	are	able	to	draw	beautiful	geometrical	forms	effortlessly	in	their	front	yards.	Mukhathezhuthu	Mukhathezhuthu	signifies	the	painting	of	the	artistes’	face	in	ritual	art	forms.	You	can	see	Kerala’s	folk	painting	tradition	clearly	reflected	in	Mukhathezhuthu	that	is	a	necessary	part	of	various	art	forms	such	as	Mudiyettu,
Theyyam,	Thira,	Kalikettu,	Kaliyoottu,	Thullal,	Kathakali,	Krishnanaattam,	Kudiyattam,	Koothu,	etc.	The	techniques	traditionally	followed	include	Pullittezhuthu,	Shankhittezhuthu,	Hanuman,	Kannittezhuthu,	MaanKannittezhuthu,	VattaKannittezhuthu	and	Anchupulliyittezhuthu	and	so	on.	Mukhathezhuthu	is	done	in	keeping	with	the	emotional
makeup	of	the	deity	the	artiste	represents.	Mukhaavaranangal	The	facial	masks	used	for	Padayani	(Padeni)	represent	another	form	of	folk	painting.	These	masks	are	made	by	painting	the	spathe	of	the	arecanut	tree	using	different	coloured	powders.	Folk	painting	styles	are	evident	also	in	the	dolls	made	for	Tholppavakoothu.	Padmangal	These	are
“Kalangal”	(drawings	made	on	the	floor)	to	perform	Tantrik	rituals	and	sorcery.	The	belief	is	that	the	deity	that	is	worshipped	dwells	within	these	Padmams	that	are	drawn	using	many	coloured	powders.	Padmams	can	vary	in	shape	from	circle,	triangle	and	square	to	straight	line.	The	Padmam	is	drawn	using	rice	flour	and	then	filled	in	with	multi-
coloured	powders.	The	padmams	according	to	Tantrik	rules	are	as	follows:	Swastikam,	Navakam,	Panchagavyam,	Chathussudhi,	Ashtadalam,	MulayidunnaPadmam,	AshtadalamDwadasanamam,	Vasthubali,	Sarppabali,	Navagraham,	Bhadrakam,	Shaktidandhakabhabhram,	Chakrabjam,	Sivakumbhaswastikabhadrapadmam,	swastika	bhadrakam,	shad
dalam,	shayyaveedhiswastikam,	kalasapadmangal.	Modern	Painting	The	establishment	of	the	British	art	schools	in	India	however	changed	the	scenario.	Madras	Art	College	was	started	in	1850	as	a	private	initiative	and	soon	it	became	a	British	undertaking.	It	was	the	first	British	art	school	in	India	where	the	father	of	Modern	Kerala	art,
K.C.S.Panicker	studied	under	the	illustrious	principal	and	sculptor,	Debi	Prasad	Roy	Chowdhury.	When	Panicker	became	the	Principal	of	the	Government	College	of	Arts	and	Crafts,	many	art	students	from	Kerala	went	there	to	pursue	their	education	in	fine	arts.	The	rich	crop	harvested	there	under	Panicker	were	names	like	M.	V.	Devan,	Namboothiri,
...	Raja	Ravi	Varma	(1848	–	1906)	Ravi	Varma	was	born	in	Kilimanoor	Palace,	Thiruvananthapuram	on	April	29,	1848.	His	first	Guru	(instructor)	was	his	uncle	Rajaraja	Varma.	In	those	days,	painting	instruction	was	given	to	students	by	making	them	draw	figures	on	the	flattened	ground	using	quicklime.	Only	after	that	were	they	taught	to	draw	on
paper	with	pencil.	In	those	days	it	was	not	easy	to	obtain	paints	from	the	market.	Painters	used	to	make	colours	from	plants	and	flowers.	The	child	prodigy	Ravi	Varma	who	began	training	in	the	traditional	style	came	to	Thiruvananthapuram	in	the	year	1862	along	with	his	uncle	Rajaraja	Varma	...	After	Raja	Ravi	Varma	C.	Rajaraja	Varma	and
Mangalabhai	Thampuratti,	siblings	of	Raja	Ravi	Varma	were	excellent	painters.	Mangalabhai	must	be	the	first	well-known	woman	painter	from	Kerala.	It	was	she	who	painted	the	famous	portrait	of	Raja	Ravi	Varma.	Rajaraja	Varma	was	skilled	in	landscape	paintings.	Achyuthan	Pillai	and	Kizhakkematham	Padmanabhan	Thampi,	who	were	artists	at	the
Travancore	Royal	Palace,	were	also	contemporaries	of	Raja	Ravi	Varma.	Ravi	Varma’s	son	Ramavarma	Raja,	P.J.	Cheriyan,	N.N.	Nambiar,	K.	Madhava	Menon,	P.	Gangadharan,	RamakrishnanAchari,	C.V.	Balan	Nair,	and	P.	I.	Ittoop	are	among	the	most	notable	personalities	in	the	generation	that	came	after	Raja	Ravi	Varma.	...	Exclusive	Stylistic
Features	As	the	paintings	in	these	frescos	and	murals,	which	are	commonly	called	‘chuvarchithra	kala’	or	wall	art	in	Kerala	are	filled	with	religious	narratives,	and	are	visualized	in	a	style	which	should	be	an	outcome	of	the	admixture	of	the	textual	and	visual	imaginations	of	the	invisible	writers	before	the	artists	who	had	worked	on	them	and	that	of
their	own.	The	forms	are	exaggerated	and	the	artists	never	use	a	naturalistic	form	for	the	human	and	divine	figures.	Interestingly,	the	ideal	figures	of	the	divine	and	human	beings	are	surrounded	by	creatures	that	are	rendered	very	naturalistically,	while	the	...	Evolutionary	History	Before	becoming	a	modern	state,	Kerala	had	a	very	long	history	of
social	unrest	that	lasted	several	centuries	due	to	the	constant	wars	and	bickering	between	local	fiefdoms	which	Kerala	was	till	the	19th	century.	Focusing	largely	on	wars	and	protection	of	territory,	the	chieftains	and	kings	of	Kerala	seem	not	to	have	found	enough	time	and	space	to	promote	visual	artists	that	needed	preservation	of	the	tangible
objects.	As	art	has	always	been	seen	as	a	part	of	the	religious	and	textual	realities	and	fantasies,	the	promotion	of	religious	spaces	as	temples,	later	in	churches	of	Kerala,	automatically	reserved	...	Porattu	and	Porattunadakam	Porattunatakam	is	a	rural	art	form	of	folk	theatre	popular	in	Palakkad	district.	An	interfusion	of	dance,	music	and	satire,	the
performance	of	this	folk	drama	is	a	blend	of	humourous	dialogues,	dance	steps	and	interesting	songs.	The	play	will	be	performed	specially	made	stage	either	in	temple	premises	or	in	paddy	fields.	Kelikottu,	a	special	orchestra	with	chenda	and	ilathalam,	is	conducted	prior	to	the	performance.	Dasi,	Mannan,	Mannathi,	Cheruman,	Cherumi,	Chakkiliyan,
Chakkilachi,	Kavara,	Kavarachi,	Thottiyan,	Thottichi,	Kuravan,	Kurathi,	Kushavan,	Pookkari,	Mappila,	Mappilachi	and	Mathoochi	are	the	major	characters	performed	in	Porattunatakam.	Characters	of	female	are	played	by	male	itself.	There	...	Monthly	Programme	January	2017	Pallathu	Raman	Just	as	Mahakavi	Kumaran	Asan	who	raised	his	voice
against	injustices	and	caste	discrimination,	Pallathu	Raman’s	was	a	powerful	voice	that	was	heard	all	throughout	Kerala.	Pallathu	Raman	was	born	on	07	October	1891	in	Thrissur.	His	father	was	Pallathu	Ikkoran	and	mother,	Lakshmi.	In	ME	950,	Sakthan	Thampuran	accorded	special	privileges	to	four	ezhava	families,	and	Pallathu	family	happened	to
be	one	among	them.	Pallathu	had	his	primary	education	at	the	St.	Thomas	School,	Thrissur.		While	undergoing	his	matriculation,	at	the	age	of	19	(ME	1086)	he	got	married.	The	bride	was	Devaki,	daughter	of	Padeeril	Makkunni	Adhikari	of	Ponnan	Taluk.	Pallathu	...	Contemporary	Art	In	1980s,	Kerala	artists	who	had	migrated	to	Baroda	for	higher
education	in	Fine	Arts,	had	organized	themselves	under	a	common	anti-retrogressive	aesthetical	platform,	calling	themselves	as	Indian	Radical	Painters	and	Sculptors	Association.	Though	the	name	suggested	a	pan	national	presence,	the	non-Malayali	presence	in	the	group	was	almost	insignificant	and	these	artists	were	generally	called	‘Radicals’	who
have	been	instrumental	in	setting	up	an	artistic	model	for	many	generations	to	follow,	if	not	in	their	works,	at	least	in	their	lives	and	attitude.	A	major	shift	happened	in	the	Kerala	art	scene,	when	the	Indian	economy	boomed	by	the	...	List	of	Protected	Monuments	List	of	protected	monuments	of	Archaeology	Survey	of	Kerala	and	Archaeology	Survey
of	India.	Department	of	Archaeology	-	Government	of	Kerala	Archaeological	Survey	of	India			Mobile	Art	Gallery,	Kerala	Lalitha	Kala	Akademi	The	Mobile	Art	Gallery	of	Kerala’s	Lalitha	Kala	Akademi	is	without	any	comparison.	This	novel	project	intends	to	take	art	to	places	where	there	are	no	art	galleries	and	to	popularize	art	exhibitions	on	a	wide
scale.	The	Mobile	Art	Gallery	is	a	huge	vehicle	with	modern	lighting	and	display	facilities.	It	is	fully	air	-	conditioned.	Paintings,	sculpture	and	books	are	exhibited	inside	the	vehicle.	This	provides	art	lovers	a	new	experience.	The	first	journey	of	the	mobile	gallery	was	from	Thiruvananthapuram	to	Kasaragod	showcasing	Kerala’s	rich	art	history.	It
portrayed	the	growth	and	evolution	of	Kerala’s	art	and	culture.	The	...	K.C.S.	Panikker	K.C.S.	Panikker	(Kizhakke	Chirambath	Sankara	Panikker	(1911	–	1977))	was	the	artist	who	introduced	the	light	of	modernism	into	Indian	painting.	He	led	the	Madras	School	of	painting	and	presented	modernism	freed	from	western	influence.	It	was	he	who	created
Cholamandalam,	the	famous	artists’	village.	Panikker	is	one	of	the	most	illustrious	personalities	in	the	post	Independence	Indian	painting	scenario.	He	began	painting	at	a	time	when	there	was	supremacy	of	the	Bengal	school	of	painting.	Alongside,	there	was	also	the	strong	influence	of	the	western	style	of	painting.	Panikker	achieved	a	breakaway
from	both	these	dominating	styles.	Living	outside	...	After	Panikker	A	number	of	painters	came	up	in	the	modernist	movement.		K.G.	Subramanyan,	C.	K.	Ra	(C.	K.	Ramakrishnan	Nair),	Appukuttan	Achari,	M.	V.	Devan,	A.C.K.	Raja,	Rukmini	Varma,	T.	K.	Padmini,	H.	Geetha,	Chirayinkil	Srikantan	Nair,	Kattoor	Narayana	Pillai,	Nampoothiri,	Sanathan,	A.
Ramachandran,	M.	R.	D.	Dathan,	Yusuf	Arakkal,	P.	S.	Puninchithaya,	K.	Damodaran,	Paris	Viswanathan,	Mohan	Kumar,	Akkitham	Narayanan,	Muthukkoya,	Balan	Nambiar,	C.	N.	Karunakaran,		B.	D.	Dathan,	K	A.	Francis,	Kaladharan	and	Jayapala	Panikker	among	others.	T.	K.	Padmini,K.G.	Subramanyan,	A	Ramachandran,	Viswanathan	and	Yusuf
Arakkaldeserve	special	mention.	T.	K.	Padmini	who	passed	away	when	she	was	just	29	...	Post	Modernity	Among	the	painters	who	made	an	entry	in	the	1980s,	prominent	names	are	T.	Kaladharan,	Alex	Mathew,	Valsan	Koleri,	N.N.	Mohandas,	Ajaya	kumar,	Babu	Xavier,	Gopikrishnan,	Jyothibasu,	Sajitha	Sankar,	George,	Pushkin	and	A.	Sajith.	Towards
the	end	of	1980s	a	group	of	young	artists	under	the	name	Radical	Painters	tried	to	bring	about	a	change	in	painting	and	sculpture.	Today	this	group,	wherein	post	modern	aesthetics	is	prominent,	is	very	active.	Music	Kerala’s	music	tradition	comprises	the	Margi	and	Desi	styles.	The	Margi	style	follows	the	classical	tradition	based	on	set	principles
while	Desi	is	evolved	out	of	regional	traditions	with	a	more	relaxed	set	of	rules.	The	state	has	a	rich	tradition	in	vocal	and	percussion	music.	It	is	related	to	the	customs	of	various	religions,	rituals	in	temples	and	sacred	groves	and	classical	art	forms	such	as	Kathakali.	The	contemporary	music	is	influenced	by	western	music	too.	Sopana	Sangeetham	is
considered	a	traditional	genre,	ethnic	to	Kerala.	It	has	had	a	definite	influence	on	Kathakali	music.	The	state	has	made	tremendous	contributions	to	...	Monthly	Programme	August	2016	Professor	M.	Krishnan	Nair	Professor	M.	Krishnan	Nair	was	a	famous	Malayalam	litterateur	and	literary	critic.	His	style	of	reviews	was	different	from	the	traditional
method.	People	recall	him	as	one	who	opened	the	doors	of	world	literature	before	Keralites.	He	reviewed	Malayalam	works	comparing	them	with	classics	of	the	Western	world.	While	reviewing	Thakazhi’s	Chemmeen	he	would	opine	thus	“Chemmeen	may	be	a	good	love	story	but	The	Sound	of	Waves	by	the	Japanese	writer	Yukiyo	Mishima	is	on	a
higher	plane.”	The	great	Kesari	Balakrishna	Pillai	had	claimed	that	he	was	a	link	in	introducing	the	‘New	World’	to	Keralites	in	the	initial	phase	of	the	...	Mahakavi	Kunhikuttan	Thampuran	Venmani	Prastanam	was	a	literary	movement/school	that	attempted	to	salvage	the	Malayalam	language	from	the	intricacies	of	Sanskrit	and	sought	to	retain	the
purity	of	Malayalam.	The	poets	who	lived	during	the	mid-19th	century	and	early	20th	century	are	considered	to	be	part	of	this	movement.	Mahakavi	Kunhikuttan	Thampuran	was	a	leading	light	of	Malayalam	poetry.	His	father	Venmani	Achan	Nabudiripad	was	a	prominent	figure	of	the	Venmani	Prastanam.	His	mother	was	Kunhippilla	Thampuratty	of
Kodugalloor	Kovilakom.	Kunhikuttan	Thampuran	was	born	in	the	Malayalam	Era	1040	Kanni	04	(18	March	1868).	He	was	initially	called	Rama	Varma.	His	first	teacher	was	Valappil	...	Musical	instruments	The	four	classifications	of	musical		instruments	as	per	the	Natysa	Shastra	are	Thantri,	Avanadham,	Ghanam	and	Sushiram.	Thala	Vaadhyangal
(Percussion	Instruments)	They	are	also	called	Vithatham	which	means	"tied"	or	animal	skin-tied".	Around	30	varieties	of	Thala	Vadya	(percussion	instruments)	were	popular	in	Kerala	in	the	past.	Some	of	them	are	not	in	vogue	today.	Percussion	Instruments	of	Kerala	include	Chenda,	Maddalam,	Edakka,	Mridangam,	Chengila,	Thavil	(Takil),	Timila,
Mizhavu,	Udukku,	Paani	(maram),	Idudiviranam,	Edamanam,	Thudi,	Kadumthudi,	Ganjira,	Thappu,	Panchavadyam,	Panchamukhavadyam,	Velathavil,	Tabla,	Dolak,	Kudukudupandi	and	Thamber.	Chenda	Chenda	is	a	majestic	instrument	widely	used	in	Kerala.	There	is	an	ancient	saying	that	all	other	18	vadayas	(instruments)	come	under	Chenda.	The
loud	and	rigid	sound	of	chenda	makes	it	one	of	the	rare	instruments	in	this	world.	Chendamelam	or	the	chenda	percussion	ensemble	has	an	important	place	among	the	various	percussion	art	forms	of	Kerala	like	Pandi,	Panchari,	Dhruvam,	Adantha,	Anjadantha,	Chemba,	Chembada	and	Tripuda.	Of	them,	Pandi	and	Panchari	are	the	most	popular.
Thayambaka	is	played	on	both	Chenda	and	Mizhavu.	Chenda	is	used	in	art	forms	like	Kathakali,	Keli	and	Melam	and	for	temple	rituals.	At	...	Veekan	Chenda	The	drum	Veekan	Chenda,	used	as	an	accompanying	instrument	for	temple	rituals,	is	a	percussion	instrument.	It	is	usually	played	during	the	temple	rituals	like	abhishekam,	sreebhoothabali	and
ulsavabali.	Unlike	a	normal	chenda,	wide-ranging	sounds	are	not	produced	on	a	Veekan	Chenda.	But	it	can	add	to	the	splendour	of	an	ensemble	when	played	along	with	thimila	or	chengila.	A	grand	ensemble	can	be	made	with	a	performance	comprising	three	Veekan	Chendas,	three	timilas,	two	elathalams	and	a	chengila.	The	Veekan	Chenda	is	not
played	with	both	hands.	Its	name	is	derived	from	the	style	of	playing	with	hard	beats	using	...	String	Instruments	These	instruments	are	made	based	on	the	vibrations	produced.	The	string	instruments	popular	in	Kerala	are	Veena,	Narayanaveena,	Nanthuni,	Pullonveena,	Pulluvakudam	and	Thamburu.	Violin	which	is	of	European	origin	is	a	main
accompanying	instrument	in	Carnatic	music	concerts.	Veena	Veena,	a	stringed	instrument,	finds	extensive	coverage	in	the	ancient	texts	and	Vedas	of	the	Hindus.	More	than	a	hundred	types	of	Veenas	are	mentioned.	Siva’s	`analambi’,	Saraswati’s	‘poet’,	Narada`s	`mahati’	(lute),	sound’s	`prabhavati`,	Vishwavasu`s	`brahati’	(Narada’s	Veena)	are
some	of	them.	There	are	veenas	ranging	from	one	string	to	hundred	strings.	The	most	popular	is	the	‘saptathantri’	or	Seven	-	stringed	veena	which	produces	the	seven	notes.	Keralites	have	also	modeled	many	stringed	instruments	on	the	veena	like	Nanthunni,	Narayana	veena,	Pullon	veena	and	Pulluvakudam,	which	are	important	veenas	of	Kerala.
Though	a	sound	instrument,	the	tampura,	to	an	extent,	...	Nanthuni	Nanthuni,	a	stringed	instrument,	is	unique	to	Kerala.	It	is	also	referred	to	as	nanduni,	nanthunni.	It	is	a	musical	instrument	used	in	`Kalamezhuthu	pattu’.		About	4	feet	in	length	and	¼	feet	in	breadth,	little	strings	are	fixed	to	a	hard	plank	of	wood.	One	end	of	the	string	is	fixed	to
castanets	on	the	wooden	plank.	When	hit	on	the	strings	softly	with	a	twig,	a	sound	is	produced.	Nanthuni	has	been	popular	in	Kerala	since	ancient	times.	In	Kerala	when	floors	are	decorated	with	figures	of	deities	in	powders	of	various	colour	(Kalamezhuthu)	and	songs	sung	to	propitiate	...	Pullonveena	Pullonveena	is	an	instrument	used	for	serpent-
worship.	It	is	also	refered	to	as	`Pulluva	veena’.	The	instrument	has	two	parts	–	kinnam	(bronze	plate)	and	thanttu	(stalk).	The	‘thandu’	is	made	of	jackwood	or	rosewood.	There	is	a	round	portion	at	its	end,	which	is	fixed	on	top	of	the	‘kinnam’.	The	‘Kinnam	is	made	of	the	root	of	‘kumkumam.	The	face	of	the	‘kinnam’	is	covered	with	hide.	The
pullonveena	is	played	by	a	stick	made	of	arecanut	tree.	Thread	is	used	in	the	place	of	string.	The	kinnam	is	rested	on	the	shoulder	holding	the	head	of	the	instrument	with	...	Pulluvakudam	Pulluvakudam	is	a	string	instrument	with	a	percussion	sound.	It	is	used	by	women	belonging	to	the	`Pulluvar’	caste,	for	propitiating	serpent-gods,	that	is	why	it
came	to	be	knonn	as	‘Pulluvakudam’.	An	earthern-pot	is	halved	and	one-half	is	covered	with	leather	and	the	leather	is	fixed	to	the	port	firmly	with	a	strong	string	and	the	veena	is	made.	A	smoothened	stone	is	rubbed	against	the	strings	on	the	bottom	of	the	pot	thereby	producing	a	sound.	Together	with	the	fingers	of	the	left	hand	rubbing	against	the
strings	at	the	foot,	music	is	further	produced.	Tampura	Tampura	is	akin	to	the	veena	in	shape.	It	is	a	stringed	chordophonic	instrument.	It	has	four	strings	referred	to	as	panchamom,	sarana,	anusarana	and	manthram.	In	order	to	increase	the	sound,	cotton	thread	is	interlaced	around	on	the	strings.	To	change	the	sruti,	the	strings	are	fastened	to	its
kudam	and	crystal	castanets	(kattas)	are	fixed	here.	When	their	positions	change,	sruti	also	changes.	The	tampura	is	placed	in	a	perpendicular	position	and	fingering	of	the	four	strings	brings	out	the	right	sruti.	Tampura	is	used	in	Carnatic	music	concerts	and	other	musical	concerts	for	producing	the	sruti.	Idophonic	Instruments	These	are	musical
instruments	which	are	made	of	metals.	They	are	also	known	as	loha	vaadyangal	(loham	means	metal).	These	instruments	are	mainly	used	to	give	rhythm	to	the	symphony.	The	main	purpose	of	these	instruments	is	to	impart	rhythm	to	the	instrumental	music.	Ilathalam,	Kuzhithalam,	Chengila,	Chaplakatta	and	Haribol	are	some	of	the	major	Idophonic
instruments	used	in	Kerala.	These	instruments	are	mainly	used	to	give	continuing	rhythmic	effect	for	traditional	orchestras	like	Thayambaka,	Panchavadyam,	and	Chendamelam	in	Kathakali	Sangeetham	(Kathakali	Music).	By	State	Archaeology	Department	List	of	Protected	Mouments	by	State	Archaeology	Department,	Kerala		District		Name	of	the
Monument		Thiruvananthapuram				Madavoorpara	Rock	Cut	Temple		Thirunarayanapuram	Vishnu	Temple		Trivikramangalam	Temple	(Thamalam)		Neeramankara	Temple		East	Fort,	Vettimurichkotta,	Pazhavangadikotta,	West	Fort,	Sreevarahamkotta		Vizhinjam	Bhagavathi	Temple		Vishnu	Temple,	Aruvikkara		Ammachi	Plavu,	Neyyattinkara		Koyikkal
Kottaram,	Nedumangadu		Pandavanpara		The	Fort	walls	around	SreePadmanabha	swami	Temple,	the	Fort	gates	and	the	sites	in	which	they	stand.		Ayyippilla	Asan	&	Ayyini	Pillai		Asan	Smaraka	Mandapam	(Kovalam)		Birth	place	of	Sri.Vidhyadhi	Raja	Chattampi	Swamikal	at	Kannamoola		Travancore	Military	HQ.Palayam		Iornvilla,	Vanchiyoor		Vadkke
Nambi	Madam		Pushpanjali	Swamiyar	Madam		Nityachelavu	Bungalow,	Rangavilasam	Palace,	Rangavailasam	Palace	Out	house		Rangavilasam	Palace	Annex	Thevarapura		Koppupura		Sundara	Vilasam	Palace		Chokkathal	Mandapam		Chellamvaka		Utsavamadam		Ramanamadam		Navarathry	mandapam		Krishnavilasom	Palace		Peshkar	Office
	Kuzhimalika		Bhajanapura	Malika		Ananthavilasom	Palace		Kuthira	Malika		Anandavilasom	Palace	Out	house	Moodathu	Madam		Sreepadam	Palace		Kilimanoor	Palace		Saraswathy	Vilasom	Palace		Kawdiar	Palace		Perattil	...	Ilathalam	Yet	another	idophonic	instrument,	it	is	in	the	shape	of	a	round	leaf.	When	too	round	tiles	collide	thanks	to	a	hole	in
the	middle	through	which	a	rope	is	inserted	and	pulled,	the	two	hit	each	other	and	sound	is	produced.	Ilathalam	is	used	in	Chendamelam	and	Koottiyattom	for	talam.	Kuzhithalam	An	idophonic	instrument	kuzhithalam	though	similar	to	ilathalam	in	shape,	it	is	smaller	in	size.	Flat	copper/brass	plates	round	in	shape	are	connected	together	by	a	string
through	holes	in	the	middle.	Used	in	nagaswaram,	Chakyarkoothu,	Bhajana	and	Ottanthullal	along	with	other	dance	instruments	for	talas.	Chengila	Chengila,	an	idophonic	instrument,	is	used	for	temple	rituals	and	kathakali	music.	The	sound	emanating	from	it	is	considered	so	holy	that	its	music	is	used	for	temple	rituals	and	poojas	to	create	an
atmosphere	of	serenity.	Chengila	is	usually	used	for	keeping	time	in	an	ensemble.	It	has	a	circular	disc	made	of	bell	metal	and	is	thick	in	the	middle	and	struck	with	a	wooden	stick.	A	hole	is	provided	on	the	upper	part	of	the	disc.	The	instrument	is	held	by	loops	passing	through	the	hole.	The	size	of	the	chengila	is	six	inches	to	nine	inches	diameter.
Chengila	...	Chaplankatta	Chaplankatta,	an	idophonic	instrument	is	the	main	instrument	of	the	Harikatha	singer.	Two	wooden	pieces	with	anklets,	'Chapla’	is	a	Marathi	word	which	means	'that	which	makes	noise’.	In	the	past	the	instrument	was	used	in	Kathaprasangam.	Haribol	A	metal	instrument	used	for	bhajans.	Chilankamanikal	or	jalaras	are
fixed	to	metal	pieces	and	when	they	are	shaken	all	the	jalaras	together	produce	sound.	This	instrument	is	similar	to	the	`koker’	used	by	the	tribal	people.	Wood	wind	instruments	These	are	musical	instruments	where	the	music	is	produced	by	blowing	air	through	the	holes	on	the	instrument.	The	flow	of	air	is	controlled	by	the	finger	movements	of	the
player.	Holes	are	made	on	bamboo,	wood	and	metal	and	air	is	allowed	to	pass	through	them	smoothly.	The	air	that	emanates	is	controlled	with	the	fingers	to	produce	melodious	music.	And	some	of	the	major	wood/wind	instruments	of	Kerala	are	Sanku,	Kuramkuzhal,	Kombu,	Nagaswaram	and	Odakkuzhal.	Sanku	(Conch)	The	first	sound	that	was	heard
at	the	time	of	evolution	was	omkaram.	Omkaram	is	the	source	of	all	sounds	in	the	universe.	Sanku	or	Sankham	produces	the	omkaram	sound.	This	instrument	produces	only	one	sound	-	Omkaram.	Sanku	(conch)	is	a	must	for	all	temple	rituals	and	instrumental	music.	The	conch	and	the	sound	that	the	conch	produces	are	considered	holy	and
extraordinary.	From	ancient	times	during	wars	and	temple	conflicts,	the	conch	has	played	an	important	role.	The	conch	is	necessary	to	wake	the	God,	and	thereby	create	a	serene	ambience.	Instruments	played	during	rituals	begin	and	end	...	Kombu	Kombu	is	a	temple	–	based	instrument	of	Kerala.	Literally	meaning	horn,	this	instrument	is	a	C-	shaped
wind	instrument	made	of	brass	or	copper.	As	it	is	in	the	shape	of	the	horns	of	animals,	the	instrument	came	to	be	known	as	Kombu.	The	shrill	blare	of	the	kombu	help	in	subduing	the	pitch	of	the	other	instruments,	thereby	elevating	it	to	a	grand	position	among	other	instruments.	Starting	with	a	small	hole	at	one	end,	the	width	increases	and	gives	it
the	shape	of	a	loud	speaker.	The	Kombu	comprises	three	parts	and	all	the	three	parts	are	tightly	...	Kurumkuzhal	Kurumkuzhal	is	another	wind	instrument	of	Kerala.	It	is	also	known	as	‘mukha	veena’.	It	is	akin	to	the	nagaswaram.	The	difference	is	only	in	the	length.	This	instrument	is	made	from	the	wood	of	certain	trees.	A	hollow	pipe	or	tube,	it	is
blown	in	accompaniment	to	the	chenda	during	festivals	or	ritual	processions.	Kurumkuzhal	is	used	in	Pandi	Panchari	(chenda	melams),	pancha	vadya	ensemble,	Kutiyattam	etc.	In	chenda	ensemble,	the	kurumkuzhal	artiste	faces	the	chenda	player.	The	‘srutikuzhal’	of	Kurumkuzhal	will	not	have	holes.	The	‘muradu’	used	for	blowing	and	‘Kalam’	is	tied
with	bell	metal/bronze.	A	special	...	Odakuzhal	(Flute)	Popular	as	the	favourite	instrument	of	Sree	Krishna,	Odakuzhal	(flute)	plays	a	prominent	role	in	Indian	minds.	Also	known	as	venu,	murali	and	pullamkuzhal,	Odakuzhal	is	a	wind	instrument	made	of	bamboo.	A	simple	wind	instrument,	the	flute	can	evoke	emotions	of	love	and	bhakti	(devotion).	
Flute	has	been	popular	in	China,	Japan	and	Western	countries	from	ancient	times.	A	cylindrical	tube	shaped	instrument	made	of	a	kind	of	bamboo	with	uniform	bore	which	is	closed	at	one	end.	The	length	and	number	of	holes	vary	from	one	flute	to	the	other.	Every	flute	consists	of	a	mouth	hole	(main	hole)	...	Nagaswaram	Nagaswaram	is	an
instrument	that	provides	musical	background	to	poojas	and	functions	like	weddings.	The	instrument	is	also	known	as	‘nakaswaram’,	but	scholars	refute	this	word.	Legends	tell	us	that	Lord	Shiva	gifted	this	instrument	to	the	demon,	Nagasuran.	Further,	it	has	the	shape	of	a	snake.	Also	nagas	used	this	instrument	hence	it	came	to	be	known	as
nagaswaram.	It	is	similar	to	Kerala’s	Kurumkuzhal.	Nagaswaram,	however,	is	quite	longer.		While	Kurumkuzhal	can	be	used	only	as	a	tala	instrument,	nagaswaram	has	no	such	limitation.	It	can	be	used	as	a	gana	(song)	instrument	as	well.	Made	out	of	wood,	...	Eighteen	Instruments	The	saying	“eighteen	instruments	stand	below	the	chenda”	only
highlights	the	greatness	of	chenda.	The	reference	is	to	the	eighteen	instruments	(including	the	chenda)	used	in	Kerala’s	temples	(Ashtadasha	instruments).	These	include	chenda,	mrudangam,	mizhavu,	maddalam,	perumbara,	edakka,	kuzhal,	kadumthudi,	ilathalam,	kuzhithalam,	thoppimaddalam,	idumudi	viranam	udukku,	thamber,	veekanchenda,
thimila,	chankidikuzhal,	killari,	ankyam,	and	an	instrument	perched	high	and	played.	Sanku,	chengila,	veekanchenda,	edakka,	thimila,	maram	(pani),	shuddhamaddalam,	chenda,	kurumkuzhal,	kombu,	ilathalam,	kuzhithalam,	thoppimaddalam,	Idumudi	vriraanam,	nanthuni,	karadika	and	padaham	are	mentioned	as	the	18	instruments	in	some	texts.
Talavadya	Kalakal	Art	forms	based	on	musical	rhythm.	Kerala’s	art	forms	based	on	tala	(musical	rhythm)	are	very	rich.	Doubtlessly,	it	can	be	said	that	they	are	100	percent	Kerala’s.	These	art	forms	originated	in	Kerala	largely	as	a	result	of	religious	rituals	(Hindu	religion	in	particular).	Gradually	they	began	to	accompany	Krishnanattom,	Kathakali,
Ottanthulall	etc.	With	the	passage	of	time	most	of	these	tala-based	art	forms	began	to	occupy	a	place	of	prominence	independently.	Just	as	Kathakali	music	became	a	separate	entity	divorced	from	Kathakali	and	began	to	be	performed	at	kutcheris	(concerts),	these	tala-based	art	forms	too,	began	to	be	performed	solo	...	Thayambaka	Thayambaka	is	a
renowned	orchestra	of	Kerala.	It	features	a	unique	symphony	of	chendas	beaten	in	a	rousing	rhythm.	Just	as	Panchavadya	ensemble,	thayambaka	in	every	sense	is	of	Kerala’s	music.	Only	ilathalam	of	panchavadya	ensemble	is	used	in	thayambaka	and	many	chendas	are	used.	Different	from	chenda	ensemble,	in	thayambaka	only	one	hand	has	a	stick,
the	other	hand	is	used	without	any	sticks.	When	different	instrumentalists	produce	different	sounds	and	thereby	create	a	rhythmic	pattern,	that	experience	is	panchavadya	ensemble.	But	thayambaka	is	totally	different.	Thayambaka	is	presented	by	a	single	individual.	Based	on	certain	rules,	there	is	ample	...	Panchavadyam	Panchavadyam	is	an
orchestra	typical	of	Kerala.	It	consists	of	five	instruments:	kombu,	edakka,	thimila,	ilathalam	and	maddalam	(pancha	–	five,	vadyam	-	orchestra)	Panchavadyam	is	played	during	temple	festivals	like	pooram,	vela	etc.	Thatham	Cha	Vithatham	Chaiva	Ghanam	Sushira	Meva	Cha	Gaanamaananda	Nritham	Cha	Panchavadya	Praveenitha			The	four	lines
define	Panchavadyam.	The	basic	rule	is	to	use	instruments	in	the	category	of	thatham,	vithatham,	ghnanam	(non-drum)	amd	sushiram	(wind	instrument).	Traditionally,	five	instruments	like	chenda,	kurumkuzhal,	thimila,	edakka,	damanam	were	played.	Besides,	it	is	seen	that	some	texts	include	veena,	venu,	mridangam,	sanku,	padahang	also	in	the
definition	of	Panchavadyam.	Today,	more	than	five	...	Chenda	ensemble	Most	popular	among	Kerala’s	instrumental	music	forms	is	chenda.	In	chenda,	there	is	no	difference	between	south	and	north	chendas.		Chenda	ensemble	is	appreciated	throughout	the	length	and	breadth	of	Kerala.	For	hours	together	artistes	play	chenda	faultlessly	and	without
compromising	on	the	laid	down	rules.	Chenda	playing	is	a	thrill	to	watch	during	festivals	and	other	celebrations.	The	panchari	and	pandi	forms	are	very	popular.	(Thayambaka	is	presented	with	chenda,	so	in	a	sense	it	can	be	referred	to	as	chenda	ensemble).		Chembada,	Anchadatta,	Chamba,	Adantha,	Dhruvam	are	some	other	chendamelas.	The
expert	of	chenda	leads	the	ensemble.	His	...	Pancharimelam	Panchari	has	a	place	of	pride	in	the	chendamelams	(traditional	orchestra)	of	Kerala.	If	one	can	grasp	the	intricacies	of	Panchari	then	all	other	melas	(except	pandi)	can	be	learnt	easily.	But	what	makes	panchari	different	is	that	only	one	hand	is	used.	(Thayambaka	also	has	such	a
characteristic	feature).	In	some	places,	there	is	a	practice	of	having	sticks	/	twigs	in	both	hands,	and	panchari	is	played.	But	this	is	rare.	This	is	found	mostly	in	the	northern	region.	In	Panchari,	chemada	tala’s	complete	or	partial	form	is	played	in	five	kalas.	Each	kala	(time	sequence)	has	a	particular	...	Pandimelam	In	Kerala’s	Chendamelam	(chenda
ensemble)	Pandimelam	occupies	an	important	position	as	Pancharimelam.	Though	the	name	is	suggestive	of	Tamil,	this	mela	has	nothing	to	do	with	Tamil	Nadu.	The	instruments	used	in	other	chenda	ensembles	are	played	here.	Starting	on	a	subdued	note	subsequently	it	gains	tempo	and	moves	to	drutha	tala,	together	with	the	standing	posture	of	the
player.	Only	towards	the	end	the	tala’s	full	force	is	unfolded.	Otherwise,	it	is	similar	to	other	chendamelas.	But	differences	make	Pandi	stand	out.			Other	melas	from	the	beginning	are	presented	as	chembadavatta	perukangal.	But	Pandi	begins	with	adantha.	That	is	why	the	...	Kerala	State	Film	Development	Corporation	The	Kerala	State	Film
Development	Corporation	(KSFDC)	was	established	with	the	prime	objective	of	facilitating	the	production	and	promotion	of	Malayalam	cinema	besides	developing	a	cinema	culture.	The	KSFDC	was	registered	under	the	Company’s	Act	on	23	July	1975.	A	public	sector	corporation	KSFDC	has	since	been	functioning	in	the	state.	In	order	to	have	a	studio
complex	of	its	own,	the	Chitranjali	Studio	was	established.	The	studio	complex	comprises	a	recording	theatre	and	editing,	dubbing	facility,	outdoor	unit,	laboratory	unit,	film	archives,	shooting	floors,	sets,	and	gardens.	KSFDC	hosts	international	film	festivals,	national	film	festivals.	Kerala	State	Film	Awards,	Indian	Panorama,	ever	...	Kerala	Book
Marketing	Society	The	Kerala	Book	Marketing	Society	also	known	as	Book	Mark	was	set	up		in	1995.	The	governing	council	of	the	Society	has	the	Minister	for	Culture	as	Chairman	and	Principal	Secretary	(Culture)	as	Vice	Chairman.	The	others	include	a	secretary,	an	expert	and	other	members,	all	appointed	by	the	Government.	Representatives	of	all
the	cultural	institutions	of	the	government	are	also	members	of	the	governing	council.	Book	Mark	receives	for	distribution	books	brought	out	by	Government	Institutions.	Also,	books	by	small	scale	publishers	and	individuals	are	accepted	for	distribution	depending	on	the	merit	of	the	work.	Books	are	selected	after	it	...	Thunchan	Memorial	Trust	and
Research	Centre	Thunchan	Smarakam	(Memorial)	has	been	set	up	in	memory	of	the	father	of	Malayalam	language,	Thunchathu	Ezhuthachan.	The	Memorial,	established	in1964	endeavours	to	propagate	the	ideals	of	Thunchathu	Ezhuthachan.	A	cultural	institute,	the	memorial	is	situated	at	Thunchan	Parambu,	Tirur	in	Malappuram	district.	In	1906,	a
meeting	chaired	by	Maharaja	Manavikramayettan	Thampuran	was	convened	to	construct	a	memorial	for	the	Acharya	at	Thunchan	Parambu.	About	one	thousand	people	took	part	in	the	meeting.	Again	in	1954	a	meeting	was	convened	chaired	by	K.	P.	Kesava	Menon	to	deliberate	seriously	on	the	construction	of	the	memorial.	Literary	buffs	took	part	in
the	...	Sahodaran	Ayyappan	Memorial,	Cherayi	The	Department	of	Culture	took	over	the	Sahodaran	Ayyappan	Memorial	at	Cherayi	in	1985.The	Sahodaran	Memorial	comprises	the	house	where	Sahodaran	was	born	(¼	kms	from	Vypeen-Munnambam	state	roadway	east,	by	the	side	of	the	river),	a	three-storeyed	library,	and	an	ancient	madom.
Sahodaran’s	brother	Achuthan	Vaidyar	was	a	famous	physician	and	a	scholar	in	Vedas	and	Itihasas.	He	received	guests	at	the	madom.	The	luminaries	who	stayed	there	include	Sree	Narayana	Guru,	Mahakavi	Kumaranasan,	E.V.	Ramaswamy	Naicker	and	many	others.	The	library	was	built	in	2001.	The	late	M.K.	Kumaran	donated	his	private	collection
of	books	to	the	library.	Working	...	Shudha	Madhalam	Shudha	Madhalam	is	an	anavadha	vadya	used	for	artforms	like	Keli,	Panchavadyam,	Kathakali	and	Krishnanattam.	Madhalam	resembles	a	Mridangam	in	shape	except	the	projection	in	the	middle	portion.	The	name	Madhalam	is	a	corrupt	form	of	mardhalam	meaning	one	which	receives	pressure.
In	Sanskrit	it	is	called	Mardhalam.	Bullock	skin	is	used	for	making	the	rounds	and	buffalo	bull	skin	for	the	strings.	The	skin	on	the	heads	is	fixed	with	a	paste	made	of	boiled	broken	rice	and	charcoal.	The	process	is	called	"choriduka".	The	instrument	is	played	by	suspending	it	from	the	player's	hip.	In	ancient	times	it	was	played	by	...	Toppi	Madhalam
Toppi	Madhalam	is	a	small	version	of	Shudha	Madhalam.	It	can	produce	a	wide	range	of	sounds.	The	sounds	on	the	left	and	right	heads	do	not	have	much	difference.	Paste	of	boiled	broken	rice	and	charcoal	(applying	of	which	is	known	as	‘choriduka’)	is	not	applied	on	the	right	head.	Toppi	Madhalam	was	once	used	for	Kathakali,	Kutiyattam	and
Thullal.	Now	it	is	used	only	for	Krishnanattam	which	is	rarely	staged.	Para	The	para	resembles	a	veekan	chenda,	but	is	larger	in	size.	Some	claim	that	the	Parayar	community	derived	its	name	as	they	play	para.	Members	of	the	Paraya	community	used	to	perform	the	rituals	parathattiyothuka	and	parakkeezhu	cholluka.	The	instrument	is	also	called
veeravadyam	or	veera	madhalam.	It	is	played	by	using	sticks	on	both	sides.	The	perumbara	used	for	royal	proclamations	is	another	version	of	the	para.	Timila	The	Timila	is	an	important	instrument	which	sets	the	rhythm	of	the	panchavadyam	ensemble.	It	resembles	the	shape	of	"ural",	a	kind	of	pounding	stone	and	is	made	out	of	a	hollow	trunk	with	a
shrunk	middle	portion.	The	trunk	is	carved	out	from	jack	wood.	The	rounds	are	made	using	cow	and	buffalo	skins.	Timila	is	played	by	using	both	palms	on	one	side.	It	is	considered	as	a	divine	instrument	and	is	used	for	temple	rituals.	Idakka	Idakka	is	an	instrument	used	for	Panchavadyam	and	Sopana	Sangeetham	performances.	It	is	more	musical
than	rhythmical	and	is	believed	that	it	has	been	sent	to	the	Earth	by	Lord	Nataraja	(Lord	Shiva).	Idakka	is	made	of	a	trunk	one-and-a-half	feet	in	length,	four	inches	in	circumference	in	the	middle	portion	and	six	inches	on	sides.	The	right	and	left	heads	fixed	on	the	trunk	are	larger	in	diameter.	Lacing	is	used	to	hold	the	heads	to	the	trunk.	Soft	skin	is
used	for	the	heads	which	can	be	played	similarly,	however	only	one	head	is	used	for	playing.	The	instrument	can	...	Arakkal	Palace	and	Museum	Arakkal	Palace,	in	Azhikkal,	2	km	from	Kannur	city,	was	once	the	seat	of	power	and	splendour	of	Kerala's	only	Muslim	royal	family.	The	Durbar	Hall,	once	the	official	gathering	place	of	the	king	and	nobles,	of
the	Palace,	now	holds	a	Museum	managed	by	the	Arakkal	Family	Trust.	The	palace	complex	called	Kettu	is	an	interconnected	long	block	around	a	large	open	ground	used	for	offering	prayers	or	namaz.		Built	predominantly	of	laterite	and	wood	exhibiting	traits	of	local	architecture	the	Palace	has	four	mosques	around	the	main	palace	block.	
Structurally,	the	upper	floor	of	the	palace	has	large	halls	with	...	Dutch	Palace	Though	known	as	the	Dutch	Palace,	it	was	actually	built	by	the	Portuguese.	The	Dutch	only	made	modifications	to	it.	The	Portuguese	who	looted	and	plundered	most	of	the	region	at	the	beginning	of	the	16th	century,	in	a	bid	to	establish	commercial	ties	with	the	royal
dynasty,	built	a	palace	and	gifted	it	to	the	King	Veera	Kerala	Varma.	Though	the	Dutch	made	improvements	to	it,	like	the	Portuguese,	they	too	did	not	stay	in	it.	This	later	became	the	official	residence	of	the	Kochi	dynasty.	Important	functions	of	the	Kochi	dynasty	were	held	in	the	Dutch	Palace.			The	Palace	...	Thalassery	Fort	The	Thalassery	Fort	built
in	1703	is	a	testimony	to	the	Malabar	region.	The	Fort	is	situated	in	the	small	town	of	Thalassery	of	Kannur	district	which	is	famous	for	Theyyams.	Squares,	carvings	on	small	windows,	secret	tunnels	leading	to	the	sea	in	the	Fort	all	occupy	an	important	place	in	the	pages	of	regional	history.	Edakkal	Caves	Those	who	would	like	to	know	about	our
forefathers	and	their	lifestyle	should	visit	the	Edakkal	Caves	situated	on	Ambukutty	Hill,	which	is	ten	kilometers	from	Sultan	Bathery	in	North	Kerala.	Considered	one	of	the	earliest	settlements	of	man,	the	Edakkal	caves	are	full	of	stone	edicts,	figures	of	men	and	animals	depicted	on	stone,	stone	age	writing	(petroglyphs),	coins,	arrows,	knives,
pictures	of	trecs,	and	yet	to	be	deciphered	symbols.	These	cave	carvings	are	believed	to	be	seven	thousand	years	old.	Such	type	of	carvings	is	found	otherwise	only	in	the	European	Alps	of	Syria	and	in	the	stone-decked	...	Folk	Songs	Folk	songs	sung	orally	speak	of	the	stories	behind	different	regions	of	Kerala.	The	lyrics	sung	based	on	the	regions	are
transmitted	to	the	next	generation	orally.	The	origins	of	folk	songs	can	be	traced	to	the	vocation	of	the	people.	The	music	of	the	songs	is	in	consonance	with	the	jobs	performed	by	the	people.	Simple,	ordinary	words	are	used.	As	each	region	was	identified	with	a	particular	vocation,	the	songs	differed	from	region	to	region.	The	songs	were	sung	not
only	to	ease	stress	but	it	also	told	the	way	in	which	a	job	is	to	be	performed	...	Chandragiri	Fort	The	Chandragiri	village	near	the	confluence	of	the	Payaswini	River	and	Arabian	Sea	became	famous	thanks	to	the	Chandragiri	Fort.	The	Fort	was	built	by	Sivappa	Naidu	of	Karnataka	in	the	17th	century.	It	was	one	among	the	many	forts	that	he	built.	Only
the	remains	of	the	Chandragiri	Fort	exists	today.	The	sight	from	the	Fort	of	the	confluence	of	the	river	and	sea	and	the	sunset	is	enchanting.	St.Angelo	Fort	Triangular	in	shape,	the	St.	Angelo	Fort	is	also	known	as	the	Kannur	Fort.	This	was	built	by	the	Portuguese	Viceroy	Don	Francesco	de	Almada.	Built	in	1505,	the	Fort	was	captured	by	the	Dutch	in
1663	and	later	sold	to	the	Ali	Raja	of	the	Arakkal	dynasty.	The	Fort	was	taken	over	by	the	British	in	1790	and	turned	it	into	its	main	army	centre	in	the	Malabar	region.	Now,	it	is	under	the	Central	Archaeology	Department.	From	the	Fort,	we	can	see	the	Moppilla	Bay,	and	hundred	meters	from	the	seashore,	the	picturesque	Dharmadom	Island	in	the
Arabian	...	Hill	Palace	Museum	Built	around	1865	C.E,	the	Trippunithura	Palace	of	royal	heritage	is	the	first	museum	in	Kerala.	It	covers	an	area	of	fifty	acres	and	houses	forty-nine	buildings,	all	built	in	Kerala’s	architectural	style.	Rare	medicinal	plants,	space	for	deer	to	move	about,	beautiful	physiographic	and	horse	riding	are	some	of	the	unique
features	of	the	museum.	Exhibits	include	personal	oil	paintings	of	Kochi	rulers,	mural	paintings,	sculpture,	stone	edicts,	coins,	manuscripts,	traditional	throne	and	implements,	iron	frying	pan,	pottery	of	200	years	brought	from	China	and	Japan,	kudakallu,	thoppikallu,	stone	implements	believed	to	belonging	to	the	Stone	Age,	temple	models	...	Mizhavu
Mizhavu	is	the	main	accompanying	percussion	instrument	for	the	art	forms	Koothu	and	Kutiyattam.	This	anavadhya	vadya	resembles	a	large	pot.	Earlier,	the	instrument	was	made	of	clay	which	was	later	replaced	by	copper.	The	Mizhavu	is	basically	a	large	copper	pot	which	has	wet	calf	skin	tightened	around	its	mouth.	The	tone	of	the	instrument
increases	as	the	skin	dries	up.	It	is	played	with	the	palm	and	fingers.	Mizhavu	is	referred	to	in	the	classical	text	Cilappatikaram.	It	is	considered	as	the	idol	in	a	Koothambalam	and	is	regarded	as	Brahminic	and	the	important	rituals	in	the	life	of	a	...	Mani	Madhava	Chakyar	Koothu	and	Kutiyattam	are	very	ancient	acting	styles	(art	forms)	of	Kerala.
These	are	handled	by	the	Chakyar	community.	In	the	past,	these	ritualistic	art	forms	would	be	performed	within	the	temple	in	a	koothambalam	(traditional	theatre).	If	Koothu	is	all	about	a	vidhushaka	(clown/buffoon)	coming	on	stage	and	telling	a	story	interlaced	with	humour	and	satire,	Kutiyattam	is	a	Sanskrit	dance	drama.	The	UNESCO	has
declared	Kutiyattam	as	a	heritage	of	humanity.	Only	a	handful	of	artistes	with	rare	talents	like	Mani	Madhava	Chakyar	know	about	this	very	ancient	art	form	(Kutiyattam)	of	Kerala.	Described	variously	as	Koothu/Kutiyattam	artiste,	exponent	...	Udukku	Udukku,	a	percussion	instrument	in	the	shape	of	an	hour	glass,	has	skin	surfaces	on	both	ends.	It	is
used	for	Ayyappan	Pattu	and	Mariyamman	Nritham	performances.	Udukku	is	a	smaller	version	of	Timila.	It	is	played	with	the	fingers	of	one	hand	while	the	other	hand	is	used	to	adjust	the	sound	with	the	help	of	the	strings	at	the	middle	portion.	Udukku	is	used	both	for	adjusting	sruti	and	melam.	Paani	(Maram)	Paani	is	an	accompanying	percussion
instrument	for	temple	rituals.	It	is	mainly	used	for	the	Sreebhootabali	ritual.	The	cylindrical	cone	of	Paani	resembles	Mridangam.	Only	experts	perform	paanikottu.	Idudiviranam	(Iduthadi	-	Veeragranam)	The	Idudiviranam	is	used	as	a	mangala	vadya	(auspicious	instrument)	and	accompanying	percussion	instrument	during	the	ritualistic
circumambulation	of	the	temple	after	a	melam	and	during	the	deeparadhana	ritual.	A	smaller	version	of	Tabla,	the	Idudiviranam	is	used	to	create	a	divine	mood.	It	is	also	called	Kidupidi.	A	larger	version	called	damanam	(idamanam)	is	also	used	on	the	same	occasions.	Idamanam	Idamanam,	a	larger	version	of	the	Idudiviranam,	is	also	known	by	the
name	Samaanam.	Mridangam	Mridangam	is	an	important	percussion	instrument	in	the	Carnatic	music	genre.	It	has	a	unique	ability	to	devise	the	rhythmic	structure	with	perfection.	The	diversity	and	continuity	of	sound	give	Mridangam	a	special	place	among	other	percussion	instruments.	It	is	used	as	an	accompanying	instrument	for	Carnatic	vocal



concerts,	Ottan	Thullal,	Bhajan,	Harikatha	and	various	dance	forms.	Mridangam	is	also	used	as	an	accompaniment	for	temple	rituals.	Mridangam	can	be	used	for	grand	solo	performances.	Mridangam	solos	are	staged	during	music	concerts.	The	mridangam	is	made	of	the	wood	of	teak	or	jackfruit	tree	and	is	two	feet	long.	The	two	...	Sopana
Sangeetham	Kerala’s	own	and	unique	music	form,	the	beginnings	of	Sopana	Sangeetham	(music)	can	be	traced	to	the	temples	of	Kerala.	The	music	is	based	on	ragas.	The	method	of	singing	is	however,	different	from	Carnatic	Music.	The	word	‘Sopanam’	refers	to	the	steps	leading	to	the	sanctum	sanctorum.	So,	the	Sopanam	music	also	means	singing
from	the	side	of	the	temple	steps.	There	is	another	interpretation	also.	Sopanam	sangeetham	is	similar	to	the	ascending	and	descending	order	of	raga.	Accepting	some	‘swaras’	(notes)	as	permanent	and	avoiding	others	completely,	the	music	starts	in	Vilambitkal	(slow	tempo)	and	progresses	to	its	acme	...	Kerala	State	Film	Awards	1969	-	2012	Film
Awards	1969	-	2012.	Twenty	First	Century	Economic	boom	was	not	ever	lasting	but	it	could	testify	the	enduring	aesthetics	of	the	Malayali	artists.	For	artists	who	lived	in	Kerala	and	worked	as	well	as,	the	Kerala	artists	who	lived	and	worked	elsewhere	(called	Malayali	or	Mallu	artists),	the	economic	boom	became	an	occasion	to	exercise	and	display
their	very	special	aesthetics	informed	of	socio-political	realities	and	also	polished	by	the	global	aesthetics.	Binoy	Verghese,	Sumedh	Rajendran,	Gigi	Scaria,	George	Martin,	Shijo	Jacob,	Josh	PS,	Sukeshan	Kanka	and	so	on	belong	to	this	crowd.	Artists	namely	Abhimanue	V.	G.,	Prabhakaran,	Madhusoodhanan,	Reghunathan,	Murali	Cheeroth,	Vivek
Vilasini,	Rajan	...	Development	Individualism	had	become	a	hallmark	of	Kerala	art	scene	by	the	beginning	of	1970s.	Driven	by	existential	angst	majorly	caused	by	the	political	imbalance	which	existed	largely	in	the	Indian	society	then,	and	also	driven	by	progressive	left	wing	ideas,	students	at	the	School	of	Art	in	Trivandrum	led	a	historical	struggle	to
convert	into	the	College	of	Fine	Arts	as	we	know	it	today.	The	presence	of	artists	like	Jeevan	Thomas,	N.N.Rimzon,	K.P.Krishnakumar,	Alex	Mathew,	Surendran	Nair	and	so	on	enriched	that	year	and	each	of	them	became	important	beacons	in	the	Indian	modern	and	contemporary	art.	Before,	they	...	Thudi	Thudi	stands	between	Udukku	and	Idakka	in
terms	of	size.	Though	not	a	"kshetravadya"	(percussion	instrument	used	in	temple),	it	is	used	as	accompaniment	for	"aandi	nritham",	a	ritualistic	dance	performed	in	Devi	temples.	In	the	past,	members	of	the	Panar	community	used	it	for	the	"thuyilunarthupattu"	during	the	Onam	festival	season.	The	two	membranes	on	either	sides	are	large	in	size
while	the	middle	portion	of	the	trunk	is	slim.	Skins	are	stretched	over	the	metal	rings	fitted	to	either	sides.	They	are	fastened	with	laces	that	are	inserted	through	the	holes	on	the	rings.	The	instrument	is	played	on	...	Kadumthudi	Mythology	says	Kadumthudi,	which	is	in	the	shape	of	Udukku,	is	used	by	Lord	Siva.	It	is	also	known	as	"dakka",	"damaru"
or	"podunthudi".	Arabana	Arabana,	an	instrument	popular	among	the	Muslim	community,	is	larger	than	Thappu.	It	is	played	with	bare	hands.			Thappitta,	Nakari	Thappitta	and	Nakari	are	instruments	popular	in	the	border	areas	of	the	Palakkad	district.	Thappitta	is	in	the	shape	of	‘thappu’.	The	instrument	is	basically	a	skin	stretched	over	a	shell	made
of	clay.	It	is	played	during	ritualistic	occasions	like	a	funeral	ceremony,	vela	and	of	late,	for	street	advertisement	campaigns.	Nakari	is	in	the	shape	of	banana	chips.	The	kutti	(pointed	piece)	is	made	of	mud.	Only	the	mouth	is	tightly	covered.	Pambavadyam	Pambavadyam	is	an	instrument	used	mainly	for	the	Kavadiyattam	festival.	The	instrument	is
two	timila-shaped	drums	tied	together.	Brass	shell	is	used	for	the	high-pitch	side	and	the	low-pitch	membrane	will	be	stretched	over	a	wood	shell.	It	is	played	with	a	stick.	Panchamukhavadyam	The	panchamukhavadyam	is	a	drum	like	the	Mizhavu	which	has	five	drumheads.	It	is	rarely	used	nowadays.	Velathavil	The	velathavil	is	played	for	the
Padayani	festival	popular	in	central	Kerala.	A	larger	version	of	Idakka,	the	velathavil	is	played	with	palm	and	stick.	Tabla	The	tabla	is	a	percussion	instrument	used	in	the	Hindustani	classical	music.	It	consists	of	a	pair	of	hand	drums	of	different	sizes	and	timbres.	The	smaller	drum	known	as	‘karna’	is	made	by	stretching	skin	over	a	conical	piece	of
wood	(teak	or	rosewood).	For	the	larger	drum	known	as	‘dakka’,	the	skin	is	stretched	over	brass	or	copper	shells.	Cylindrical	wooden	pieces	are	inserted	between	the	strap	and	the	shell	of	the	drums	to	adjust	the	tension.	Goat	or	cow	skin	is	used	for	the	membranes	of	both	the	shells.	Though	originated	as	an	accompanying	percussion	instrument,	solo
concerts	on	...	Thavil	The	Thavil	is	a	percussion	drum	played	along	with	Nadaswaram,	a	double	reed	wind	instrument.	Thavil	consists	of	a	cylindrical	shell	hollowed	out	of	the	trunk	of	jackwood.	Skin	is	stretched	over	both	the	sides.	The	left	head	is	smaller	in	size	than	the	right	head.	The	left	head	is	played	by	fingers	with	metal	caps	and	the	right	head
with	a	stick.	Regarded	as	a	"mangalavadya"	(auspicious	instrument),	the	thavil	is	believed	to	have	originated	in	Tamil	Nadu.	In	Kerala,	it	is	used	for	marriage	ceremonies	and	some	temple	rituals.	Dholak	The	dholak	is	a	north-Indian	drum	longer	than	the	Mridangam.	It	is	popular	among	pilgrims	and	bhajan	artists.	Kudukudupandi	Kudukudupandi
resembles	an	Udukku	in	shape.	It	is	used	by	sages	to	announce	their	arrival.	This	small	hand	drum	has	beads	suspended	on	both	sides	which	strike	the	drumhead	when	twisted.	Thamber	Thamber,	also	known	as	Thamukku,	is	a	larger	version	of	the	Thappu.	This	is	a	military	instrument	used	during	royal	proclamations.	Two	persons	are	required	to
play	the	drum.	While	one	holds	the	drum,	the	other	one	beats	the	drumheads.	Library	The	library	at	Kerala	Kalamandalam	is	a	treasure-trove	with	more	than	25,000	titles.	About	10,000	books	are	on	Indian	art	and	culture.	More	than	8000	books	deal	with	philosophy,	arts	and	aesthetics.	The	founder	of	Margi	-	Kathakali	and	Kutiyattam	school,	D.
Appukuttan	Nair,	has	contributed	his	rare	collection	of	books	to	the	library.	Besides	Appukuttan	Nair’s	scholarly	writings	the	collection	includes	more	than	175	writings	on	palm	leaves.	The	library	also	subscribes	journals,	magazines	and	other	periodicals.	Video	clippings	of	eminent	personalities	and	their	performances	are	kept	in	the	library	for
reference.	International	artistes	visiting	India	on	cultural	exchange	...	Vallathol	Museum	Vallathol	Narayana	Menon’s	house	has	been	converted	into	a	Museum	portraying	the	great	poet’s	life,	achievements	and	contributions.	The	museum	contains	the	poet’s	manuscripts.	It	also	houses	important	moments	in	the	life	of	Vallathol,	including	the	meeting
he	had	with	renowned	leaders	like	Jawaharlal	Nehru.		Mementos	and	awards	received	by	Vallathol	are	also	on	display.	The	South	Indian	Rangakala	Museum	The	South	Indian	Rangakala	Museum	has	been	established	to	get	a	feel	of	the	audio	and	visual	prominence	of	stage	decoration.	The	foundation	stone	was	laid	by	the	former	Prime	Minister	of
India,	Dr.	Manmohan	Singh	in	2012.	It	has	been	decided	to	hold	art	exhibitions,	presentations	and	workshops	in	the	Museum.	In	a	bid	to	assist	researchers	on	various	topics,	the	Museum	comprises	an	audio-	visual	library,	archives,	manuscripts	library,	reference	wing	etc.	Contact	us	Directorate	of	Culture	Ananthavilasam	Palace	Fort	P.	O
Thiruvananthapuram	-	695	023	Phone:	+91	471	2478193,	2478351	Email:	info@keralaculture.org	Website:	www.keralaculture.org		Edasseri	Award	An	award	instituted	by	Ponnani	Edasseri	Smaraka	Samithi.	Award	winners	from	1982	to	2015.			Year		Work(s)		Awardees		1982		Ullekham		N.K.	Desam		1983		Suryahridyam		S.	Rameshan	Nair		1984
	Rekhayillatha	Oral		S.	V.	Venugopalan	Nair		1985		Purappad		Nellikkal	Muralidharan		1986		Vismaya	Chhihnangal		Ashitha		1987		Muchilottamma			Nalini	Bekal			1988		Puzhayum	Poovum		N.P.	Fasis	Muhammed			1989		Sufi	Paranja	Katha		K.P.	Ramanunni		1990		Aalparppillatha	Veedu			Paul	Kallanodu		1991		Venuganam		N.	V.	Sreekantapothuval
	1992		Shokakkacheri		Karimpuzha	Ramachandran		1993		Vazhi		Sreedharanunni		1994		Madhyadharnayazhi		Joy	Mathew		1995		Oru	Ratriku	Oru	Pakal		Asokan	Charuvil		1996		Akshara	Soundaryam		N.	Krishnan	Nampoothiri		1997		Adanja	Vaathil		P.	Udayabhanu		1998		Samadhanathinu	Vendiyulla	Yudhangal		K.	Reghunathan		1999		Rosemary
Parayanirunnathu		Satheesh	K.	Satheesh		2000		Commercial	Break		Ambikasuthan	Mangad				2001		Vadakaveetile	Sandhya		Prameela	Devi			2002		Chila	Visudhajanmangalude	Visheshangal		C.	Ashraf		2003		Puthiya	Niyamam		M.	Kamarudeen		2004		Jeevitham	Thudaikkan	Oru	Thoovala		Haridas	Karivelloor			2005		Jeevante	Button		Divakaran
Vishnumangalam		2006		Kuthirakarante	Makan		Budhanoor	Reghunath		2007		Neelakoduveliyude	Kaavalkari		B.	Sandhya		2008		Swarnamahal		Sushmesh	Chandroth		2009		Not	Awarded				2010		Amaratharakam		P.M.	Govindanunni		2011		Mahayatra		P.	Vijayakumar		2012		Munnootti	Ambathinaalilekku	Neengunna	Yatrakal		Rafeel	Thaikkattil		2013	
	Not	Awarded				2014		Not	Awarded				2015		Puthumazha	choorulla	Chumbanangal			Shahina	EK									Message	Message	from	Shri.	A.	K.	Balan,	Minister	for	Culture,	Kerala	The	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs,	Government	of	Kerala	does	a	pivotal	role	in	identifying,	sustaining	and	promoting	the	many	hues	of	the	State’s	cultural	fabric.	The	department
continues	to	be	the	vanguard	in	maintaining	the	cultural	vibes	of	the	State	appealing.	It	provides	opportunities	for	people	from	different	walks	of	life	to	join	hands	and	explore	possibilities	for	generating	new	thought-streams	and	transforming	them	into	lasting	cultural	signatures.	Today,	Kerala	has	emerged	as	a	unique	cultural	destination	among	the
States	of	India	that	offers	visitors	a	great	theatre	of	traditional	cultural	expressions	as	well	as	...	Art-Cultural	Tours	During	the	days	of	Vallathol,	the	troupes	of	Kalamandalam	visited	countries	like	Malaysia,	Singapore	performing	Kathakali	and	Mohiniyattom.	Post	1960s	Kalamandalam	troupes	toured	extensively.	Many	visits	and	performances	were
staged	in	Europe,	America,	Canada,	Australia,	Britain,	China,	Russia,	South	Africa,	Mexico,	Thailand	and	other	countries.	The	foreigners	were	taken	aback	by	the	performances	of	Kathaklai,	Kutiyattam	and	Kerala’s	instrumental	music.	They	even	expressed	their	desire	to	visit	Kalamandalam	and	Kerala.	The	famous	artistes	of	Kalamandalam	were
invited	to	perform	in	international	stage	programmes.	Thus	Kerala	and	Kalamandalam	became	a	strong	presence	and	emblematic	in	the	cultural	map	of	the	world.	Art	gallery	Sculptures	of	various	art	forms	made	of	fiber	are	exhibited	in	the	art	gallery.	The	famous	historian	Namboothiri	has	given	shape	and	expression	besides	hand	–	gestures	to	the
fiber	sculptures.	The	exquisitely	made	beautiful	sculptures	representing	Kathakali,	Kutiyattam,	Mohiniyattom	and	Thullal	greet	the	visitors.	Through	it	has	not	been	possible	to	showcase	all	the	forms	of	Kathakali	and	Kutiyattam	in	the	art	gallery,	facial	paintings	in	miniature	are	on	display.	Koothambalam	Koothambalam	is	a	specially	created	stage	as
laid	down	by	Sage	Bharatha’s	Natyasastra.	As	far	as	Kerala	is	concerned,	Koothu,	Kutiyattam,	Nangiarkoothu	are	performed	at	Koothambalams.	Koothambalams	on	traditional	lines	exist	at	Vadakunnatha	Temple	(Thrissur),	Koodalmanikyam	Temple	(Irinjalakkuda),	Lakshmana	Swami	Temple	(Moozhikulam)	and	Subrahmania	Swami	Temple
(Harippad).	Taking	a	cue	from	all	these	places	the	renowned	engineer	and	art	enthusiast	D.	Appukuttan	Nair	designed	the	Koothabalam	at	Kalamandalam.	The	Koothambalam	built	in	1976	is	so	captivating	that	performers	and	the	audience	are	awestruck	by	its	beauty.	On	the	pillars	erected	in	the	Koothabalam	there	are	108	dance	forms	engraved.
These	designs	...	Administration	By	1941,	Kalamandalam	moved	to	become	a	public	institution.	Being	under	the	Kochi	Government,	Kalamandalam	faced	a	lot	of	teething	problems.	With	the	Government	of	Kerala	assuming	power,	Kalamandalam	was	brought	under	the	direct	control	of	the	Department	of	Education.	In	1975,	Kalamandalam	was
registered	as	a	society	under	the	Charitable	Societies	Act.	With	the	formation	of	the	Department	of	Culture,	Kalamandalam	became	an	independent	body	with	administrative	powers	under	the	Department	of	Culture.	The	funds	received	from	the	Government,	both	plan	and	non-plan,	constitutes	the	assets	of	Kalamandalam.	The	amount	that
Kalamandalam	receives	from	its	performances	(Kathakali,	Mohiniyattom,	Thullal)	...	Sculpture	Sculptures	are	basically	made	by	carving	stones,	wood	or	by	clay	modeling.	Kerala	has	many	famous	sculptors.	M.	V.	Devan,	K.	S.	Radhakrishnan,	M.	R.	D.	Dathan,	Kanai	Kunjiraman	and	Balan	Nambiar	are	some	among	them..	Stone	tools	which	are	used	for
carving	sculptures	were	recovered	in	many	parts	of	Kerala.	These	along	with	the	cave	pictures	and	sculptures	are	the	visible	proof	of	the	ancient	civilization	and	culture	that	existed	here.	The	pictures	carved	and	drawn	on	rocks	using	stone	tools	can	be	considered	as	the	primitive	models	of	sculptures.	Literature	Malayalam	literature	has	a	rich
tradition	dating	back	to	centuries.	The	oldest	works	founded	so	far	in	poetry	and	prose	is	‘Vaishikathathantram’	and	‘Bhasha	Kautiliyam’	respectively.	And	is	a	known	fact	that	some	of	the	famous	ancient	works	of	Tamil	and	Sanskrit	were	written	by	Keralites.	In	ancient	times,	Kerala	was	considered	to	be	a	part	of	Tamil	Nadu.	Scholars	opine	that	the
development,	growth	and	transformation	of	the	Dravidian	Language	gave	way	to	the	birth	of	Malayalam	Language.	The	works	written	during	this	period	came	to	be	known	as	Sanghom	literature.	The	renowned	poet	Elangovadikal	composed	his	masterpiece,	‘Chilapathikaram’	an	...	Pottan	Theyyam	Pottan	Theyyam	is	a	lively	and	colourful	ritualistic
dance.	The	story	goes	that	Lord	Shiva	wanted	to	test	the	intelligence	of	Sree	Sankaracharya,	who	was	about	to	reach	the	Sarvanjapeetam	(the	zenith	of	wisdom).	The	Thottam	(introductory	part)	of	Pottan	Theyyam	describes	how	Lord	Shiva	dons	his	role	as	Chandalan.	The	Pottan	Theyyam	is	mainly	performed	by	people	belonging	to	the	Malayar	and
Pulayar	communities.	Communities	like	Mavilan,	Munnoottan,	Panan	and	others	too	have	Pottan	Theyyams	of	their	own.	Headgear	and	Facial	make-up	One	of	the	attractions	of	Theyyam	is	its	costume	and	make-up.	And	among	this	two	important	aspects	that	lend	credence	to	the	belief	of	Theyyam	are	headgear	(Mudi)	and	facial	make-up
(Mukhathezhuthu).	A	complex	yet	graceful	art	the	minute	expressions	and	emotions	of		Theyyam	is	in	its	face	and	is	creatively	expressed	through	facial	make-up.		Facial	art	is	done	in	keeping	with	the	emotions,	style	of	character	and	other	features	of	Gods.	Natural	ingredients	are	used	as	colours	and	in	Theyyam	the	colours	becomes	a	language.
Going	into	the	intricacies	of	Mukhathezhuthu	one	understands	that	the	colours	have	distinct	role	...	Contemporary	light	music	The	most	popular	branch	of	music	in	Malayalam	is	Light	Music.	Songs	form	an	integral	part	of	the	ordinary	Malayali’s	aesthetics.	Just	like	the	beauty	in	a	dew	drop,	song	reflects	the	graceful	life.	In	the	enjoyment	of	light
music	there	are	no	barriers	or	divisions	between	the	scholar	and	the	layman.	Light	music	captures	the	hearts	of	all	alike.	We	have	a	rich	tradition	of	music.	All	our	classic	–	folk	arts	are	deeply	interconnected	with	music.	Drama	and	film	songs	are	much	ahead	in	terms	of	popularity.	The	light	music	emanating	from	Akashavani	has	a	place	of	its	own.	...
P.	Kunhiraman	Nair	Award	An	award	instituted	by	P.	Kunhiraman	Nair	Trust	and	the	award	included	a	prize	money	of	Rs.	30,000,	a	citation	and	a	statue.			Year		Work(s)		Awardees		1997		Malayalam		Sachidanandan		1998		Chandanazhi		Prabhavarma		1999		Utsavabali		Puthussery	Ramachandran		2000		Maravi	Ezhuthunnathu		Deshamangalam
Ramakrishnan		2001		Mazhathan	Mattetho	Mugham		Vijayalakshmi		2002		E	Purathana	Kinnaram		O.N.V.	Kurup		2003		Samasthakeralam	P.O		D.	Vinayachandran		2004		Ottayal	Pattalam		Chemmanam	Chacko			2005		Poems	of	Attoor	Ravivarma-	Vol	II		Attoor	Ravivarma		2006		Poems	of	Ayyappa	Panicker			Ayyappa	Panicker			2007		Manalezhuthu
	Sugathakumari		2008		K.G.S.	Kavithakal		K.G.	Sankarapillai			2009			Utharayanam		Vishnunarayanan	Nampoothiri		2010		Sushamayude	Sangeetham		P.K.	Gopi		2011		Jalasamadhi		Prof.	Ettumanoor	Somadasan			2012		Poems	of	Kurippuzha	Sreekumar			Kurippuzha	Sreekumar					Katte	Kadale			P.P	Ramachandran		2013		Poems	of	Sebastain		Sebastain		
Architects	of	Malayalam	Poetry	Kannassan	Poets	Known	as	Niranam	poets,	the	Kannassan	poets	include	Madhava	Panikkar,	Sankara	Panikkar	and	Rama	Panikkar.	It	is	believed	that	all	of	them	hailed	from	Niranam,	a	hamlet	near	Thiruvalla	Taluk	at	Pathanamthitta	district.	Members	of	the	same	family,	they	lived	between	AD	1350	and	AD1450.
Madhava	Panikkar	and	Sankara	Panikkar	were	uncles	of	Rama	Panikkar.	Kannappa	Panikkar,	the	father	of	Madhava	Panikkar	and	Sankara	Panikkar,	was	known	as	Kannassan.	But	modern	day	-		researchers	dispute	that	Niranam	poets	are	of	the	same	family.	They	argue	that	the	Kannassan	poets	belonged	to	different	regions.	They	contend	that
Madhava	Panikkar	who	...	Vayalar	Award	An	award	given	for	best	literary	work	in	Malayalam	instituted	by	Vayalar	Ramavarma	Memorial	Trust	from	1977.	The	award	includes	a	prize	money	of	Rs.	25,000/-	and	a	citation.	Winners	of	Vayalar	Award	from	1977	to	2015.		Year	Awardees		Work(s)		1977		Lalithambika	Antarjanam		Agnisakshi		1978		P.K.
Balakrishnan		Ini	Njan	Urangatte		1979		Malayattoor	Ramakrishnan		Yantram		1980		Thakazhi	Sivasankara	Pillai		Kayar		1981		Vyloppilli	Sreedhara	Menon		Makarakoithu		1982		O.N.V.	Kurup		Uppu		1983			Vilasini		Avakashikal		1984		Sugathakumari			Ambalamani		1985		M.T.	Vasudevan	Nair		Randamoozham		1986		N.N.	Kakkad		Sabhalameeyatra
	1987			N.	Krishnapillai		Prithipatram	Bhashanabhetham		1988			Thirunelloor	Karunakaran		Poem's	of	Thirunelloor	Karunakaran		1989		Sukumar	Azhikode		Thatvamasi		1990			C.	Radhakrishnan		Munbe	Parakunna	Pakshikal		1991		O.V.	Vijayan		Gurusagaram		1992		M.K.	Sanu			Changampuzha:	Nakshatrangalude	Snehabhajanam		1993		Anand
	Marubhoomikal	Undakunnathu		1994		K.	Surendran		Guru		1995		Thikodiyan		Arangukaanatha	Nadan		1996		Perumbadavam	Sreedharan		Oru	Sankeerthanam	Pole		1997		Madhavikutty		Neermathalam	Poothakalam		1998		S.	Guptan	Nair			Sristiyum	Srestavum			1999			Kovilan		Thattakam		2000		M.V.	Devan			Devaspanthanam		2001		T.	Padmanabhan
	Puzhakadannu	Marangalude	Idayilekku		2002		K.	Ayyappa	Panicker			Works	of	Ayyappa	Panicker	1990-'99		2003		M.	Mukundan			Kesavante	Vilapangal			2004		Sara	Joseph			Alahayude	Penmakkal			2005		K.	Sachidananthan			Sakhshayngal			2006		Sethu			Adayalangal			2007		Dr.	M.	Leelavathy		Appuvinte	Anveshanam		2008		M.P.	Veerendra	Kumar
	Hymathabhoovil			2009		Prof.	M.	Thomas	Mathew			Marar:	Lavanyanubhavathinte		Yukhishilpam			2010		Vishnunarayanan	Nampoothiri		Charulatha		2011		K.P	...	Vallathol	Award	Award	institued	by	Vallathol	Sahitya	Samithi	with	a	prize	money	of	Rs.	1,11,111	and	a	citation.	Year	Awardees		1991		Pala	Narayanan	Nair		1992			Ponkunnam	Varkey		1993	
	Vaikom	Muhammed	Basheer		1994			Balamaniamma		1995		M.P.Appan		1996			Thakazhi	Sivasankara	Pillai		1997		Akitham	Achuthan	Nampoothiri		1998		Dr.	K.M.	George		1999		Prof.	S.	Guptan	Nair			2000		P.	Bhaskaran		2001		T.	Padmanabhan		2002			Dr.	M.	Leelavathy		2003		Sugathakumari		2004			Ayyappa	Panicker			2005		M.T.	Vasudevan	Nair
	2006		O.N.V.	Kurup		2007		Dr.	Sukumar	Azhikode		2008		Dr.	Puthussery	Ramachandran		2009		Kavalam	Narayana	Panicker		2010		Vishnunarayanan	Nampoothiri		2011		C.	Radhakrishnan		2012		Yusaf	Ali	Kechery		2013		Perumbadavam	Sreedharan		2014		P.	Narayana	Kurup		2015		Anand		2016		Sreekumaran	Thampi		2017		Prabha	Varma				Nobel
Laureate	in	Literature	Nobel	Laureates	from	1901	to	2015		Year	Laureate	Country		1901		Sully	Prudhomme		France		1902		Theodor	Mommsen		Germany		1903		Bjørnstjerne	Bjørnson			Norway		1904		Frédéric	Mistral			France				José	Echegaray		Spain			1905		Henryk	Sienkiewicz			Poland		1906		Giosuè	Carducci		Italy			1907		Rudyard	Kipling		United
Kingdom		1908		Rudolf	Christoph	Eucken		Germany			1909		Selma	Lagerlöf		Sweden		1910			Paul	von	Heyse		Germany		1911		Maurice	Maeterlinck		Belgium		1912		Gerhart	Hauptmann		Germany		1913			Rabindranath	Tagore		India		1914		Not	Awarded				1915		Romain	Rolland		France		1916		Verner	von	Heidenstam		Sweden		1917		Karl	Adolph	Gjellerup
	Denmark				Henrik	Pontoppidan		Denmark		1918		Not	Awarded				1919		Carl	Spitteler		Switzerland		1920		Knut	Hamsun		Norway			1921		Anatole	France		France		1922		Jacinto	Benavente		Spain		1923		William	Butler	Yeats		Ireland		1924		Władysław	Reymont		Poland		1925		George	Bernard	Shaw		Ireland		1926		Grazia	Deledda		Italy		1927		Henri
Bergson		France		1928		Sigrid	Undset			Norway		1929		Thomas	Mann		Germany		1930			Sinclair	Lewis		United	States		1931		Erik	Axel	Karlfeldt			Sweden		1932			John	Galsworthy			United	Kingdom		1933			Ivan	Bunin			Russia		1934		Luigi	Priandello			Italy		1935		Not	Awarded				1936		Eugene	O'Neill			United	States		1937		Roger	Martin	du	Gard		France
	1938		Pearl	S.	Buck			United	States		1939			Frans	Eemil	Sillanpää		Finland		1940			Not	Awarded				1941			Not	Awarded				1942		Not	Awarded				1943			Not	Awarded					1944		Johannes	Vilhelm	Jensen			Denmark		1945			Gabriela	Mistral		Chile		1946			Herman	Hesse			Switzerland		1947			Andre	Gide			France			1948			T.S.	Eliot			United	Kingdom		1949	
	William	Faulkner			United	States		1950			Bertrand	Russell			United	Kingdom		1951			Par	Lagerkvist			Sweden		1952		François	Mauriac		France		1953		Sir	Winston	Churchill			United	Kingdom		1954		Ernest	Hemingway			United	States			1955		Halldór	Laxness		Iceland		1956		Juan	Ramón	Jiménez		Puerto	Rico			1957			Albert	Camus		France		1958		Boris
Pasternak		Soviet	Union		1959		Salvatore	Quasimodo		Italy			1960		Saint	John	Perse			France		1961			Ivo	Andrić		Yugoslavia			1962		John	Steinbeck			United	States		1963		Giorgos	Seferis			Greece		1964			Jean	Paul	...	Odakkuzhal	Award	An	award	institued	in	1969	by	renowned	poet	G.	Sankara	Kurup	to	commemorate	the	Jnanpith	Award	he	had	won.	The
award	is	given	to	literary	works	in	Malayalam	and	the	prize	money	is	Rs.	10,000.		Winners	of	Odakkuzhal	Award	(1968-2014)		Year	Work(s)	Awardees		1968		Narayaneeyam	(Tamil	Translation)			Balakavi	Raman		1969		Tulasidaasaramayanam		Vennikulam	Gopalakurup		1970		Khasakhinte	Ithihasam		O.V.	Vijayan		1971		Vida			Vyloppilli	Sreedhara
Menon		1972		Theranjedutha	Prabhandangal			N.	Krishnapillai			1973		Nimishakshetram		Akkitham	Achuthan	Nampoothiri		1974		Maranam	Durbhalam		K.	Surendran		1975		Works	of	V.	K.	Govindan	Nair			V.	K	Govindan	Nair		1976		Krishnathulasi			Nalankal	Krishnapillai		1977		Agnisakshi		Lalithambika	Antarjanam			1978		Nadakeeyam		Kainikkara
	Kumarapillai		1979		Varnaraji		Dr.	M.	Leelavathy		1980		Ottakambiyulla	Tamburu			P.	Bhaskaran		1981		Avakashikal		Vilasini		1982		Ambalamani		Sugathakumari		1983		Mukahmevide?			Vishnunarayanan	Nampoothiri		1984		Saptaswaram		Prof.	G.	Kumarapillai			1985		Saphalameeyatra		N.N.	Kakkad		1986		Kalimuttam		Kadavanaadu	Kuttikrishnan
	1987		Kecherippuzha			Yusaf	Ali	Kechery			1988		Nizhalana		Olappamanna		1989		Chatravum	Chamaravum		M.P.	Sankunni	Nair		1990		Mrigaya		O.N.V.	Kurup		1991		Nishagandhi		P.	Narayana	Kurup		1992		Arangukanatha	Nadan			Thikoodiyan		1993			Vanaprastham		M.T.	Vasudevan	Nair		1994		Higuita		N.S.	Madhavan		1996		Govardanante	Yatrakal
	Anand		1997		Athmavileeku	Oru	Theerthayatra			M.P.	Veerendrakumar			1998		Paraga	Koshangal		Asha	Menon		1999		Raindeer			Chandramathi		2000		Selected	Poems			Sachidanandan		2001		Poems	of	Ayyappa	Panicker		Ayyappa	Panicker			2002		Enne	Veruthe	Vittalum		Mundoor	Krishnankutty		2003		Selected	Stories			Sakaria		2004		Chinese	...
Criticism	in	Malayalam	Literature	Literary	criticism	means	the	creative	and	practical	evaluation	of	the	internal	and	external	features	of	a	literary	work.	The	Malayalam	literature	can	also	claim	a	rich	legacy	in	this	regard.	Many	scholars,	eminent	persons	and	experts	have	proved	their	mettle	in	this	branch	of	literature.	Criticism	in	Malayalam	initially
took	cue	from	Sanskrit	literary	criticism,	but	that	did	not	last	long.	The	influence	of	western	and	oriental	ideologies	and	thought	can	be	discerned	in	Malayalam	criticism.	The	leading	light	of	Malayalam	criticism	was	the	magazine	Vidhyavinodini	and	its	editor	C.P.	Achutha	Menon	(1862-1937).	During	his	tenure	as	editor	(1890	–	1895),	Achutha	...
Language	Malayalam	started	to	develop	as	a	separate	language	from	the	13th	century	onwards.	It’s	the	major	language	of	Kerala	and	Lakshadweep.	While	‘Vattezhuthu	Script’	was	the	script	used	for	Malayalam	from	9th	century	onwards,	the	modern	script	of	Malayalam	Language	evolved	from	the	‘Grandha	Script’	which	came	into	existence	by	the
16th	century.	Malayalam,	one	among	the	Dravidian	languages,	most	likely	originated	as	a	split	from	Tamil	in	even	more	ancient	times	and	became	an	independent	language	by	AD	9th	century.	Today	Malayalam	is	spoken	by	almost	38	million	people.	Different	opinions	exist	on	the	script	of	Malayalam	language.	In	his	...	Cuisine	Food	habits	of	any	given
population	are	determined	by	the	geographical	features	of	the	land	they	occupy,	its	climatic	conditions,	and	the	people’s	aesthetic	sense.	For	example,	people	occupying	a	fertile	land	that	yields	rich	harvests	would	generally	be	able	to	cook	with	plenty	of	good	things	like	milk,	butter,	honey,	sugar	and	the	like.	And	people	who	are	artistically	inclined
would	delectably	garnish	and	decorate	their	food	before	serving.	The	food	that	we	cook	is	basically	divided	into	two	–	vegetarian	food	and	non-vegetarian	food.	Non-vegetarian	food	is	generally	cooked	with	plenty	of	spices	while	vegetarian	dishes	tend	to	be	...	��������	��������	Kerala	Sahitya	Akademi	On	12th	March,	1954	the	Sahitya	Academi
(National	Academy	of	Letters)	was	formed	in	New	Delhi	for	art	and	literature	enthusiasts	working	mostly	on	voluntary	basis.	To	achieve	the	lofty	aim	of	raising	the	national	standards	of	literature,	local	literature	must	be	nurtured	diligently,	enabling	its	steady	growth	or	continuing	prosperity.	Encouraged	by	the	support	given	by	the	Centre	to	the
States	to	accomplish	this,	the	Kerala	Sahitya	Academi	was	established	by	the	erstwhile	Travancore-Cochin	government,	on	August	15th	of	1956.	It	was	the	first	regional	literary	academy	in	the	country.	The	Academi	was	inaugurated	on	the	15th	of	October,	1956,	...	Kumaran	Asan	National	Institute	of	Culture	The	plan	to	build	an	appropriate	memorial
for	the	renowned	poet	Kumaran	Asan	was	announced			during	the	birth	anniversary	celebrations	of	Asan	held	in	the	year	1958.	In	Kerala,	it	was	the	very	first	event	of	government	taking	over	the	house	of	a	poet	to	build	a	memorial.	Asan	Museum	The	Asan	Museum	exhibits	manuscripts	of	almost	all	the	works	of	poet,	diaries	where	he	recorded	daily
thoughts	and	notes	in	English,	as	well	as	correspondence	with	various	people.		The	State	Archives	Department	took	the	necessary	steps	for	the	preservation	of	these	books.	There	is	also	a	precious	notebook	that	was	found	along	...	Prathal	or	Breakfast	Breakfast	is	the	meal	that	we	take	in	the	morning	after	the	system	takes	a	rest	from	eating
throughout	the	night.	The	conventional	rule	of	thumb	is	that	breakfast	dishes	should	be	easily	digestible.	Iddli	(steamed	dish	of	rice	and	black	gram	batter),	dosa	(tava-roasted	dish	of	rice	and	black	gram	batter),	puttu	(steamed	coconut	and	rice	dumplings)	etc.	are	some	of	the	popular	breakfast	dishes	of	Kerala.	����	���	���	��������������		�����.
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Curry	The	staple	food	of	Keralites	is	finely	boiled	rice	from	which	water	has	been	completely	drained.	This	is	consumed	with	dishes	made	of	vegetables,	spices,	ground	coconut	etc.	Such	a	dish	is	called	a	curry,	koottan,	or	upadamsam.	According	to	Ayurveda,	tastes	are	of	six	types,	namely,	sweet,	sour,	salty,	pungent,	bitter,	and	astringent.	Elements
that	produce	these	tastes	are	present	in	different	proportions	in	most	of	the	natural	foodstuffs.	The	human	body	needs	these	elements	in	different	amounts	for	proper	growth	and	maintenance	of	health.	Our	ancestors	designed	our	daily	menu	to	incorporate	all	these	nutrients	in	the	right	proportion.	...	Kerala	Bhasha	Institute	(State	Institute	of
Languages)	Kerala	Bhasha	Institute	was	established	on	September	16,	1968,	with	the	aim	of	developing	Malayalam	into	an	effective	medium	of	communication	for	modern	scientific	and	technological	knowledge,	for	preparing	Malayalam	text	books	for	higher	education	and	for	reinventing	the	language	so	as	to	enable	it	to	adapt	to	the	changing	needs
of	the	times.	Twelve	years	later,	on	November	1,	1980,	a	regional	centre	was	set	up	in	Kozhikode.	The	very	first	publications	of	the	Institute	included	16	glossaries	(shabdaavali)	including	a	Vijnaanashabdaavali	and	a	Maanavikashabdaavali.	Such	glossaries	were	made	in	keeping	with	the	guidelines	for	technical	terminology	put	in	place	...	Kerala	State
Institute	for	Children’s	Literature	The		Government	of	Kerala		set	up	the	Kerala	State	Institute	for	Children’s	Literature	in	the	year	1981.		The	institute,	functioning	within	the	premises	of	the	Sanskrit	College,	Thiruvananthapuram,	in	under	the	Department	of	Culture.	This	is	the	only	institute	of	its	kind	in	the	country.	The	institute	released	its	first
book,	Nambooryachanum	Manthravum,	by	a	well-known	writer		P.	Narendranath	in	1981.	Several	prominent	writers	also	write	books	specifically		for	children	too.	The	works	of	these	authors	like	T.	Padmanabhan,	Madhavikutty,	Zachariah,	N.	P.	Muhammed,	C.	V.	Sreeraman	and	Sethu	have	been	published	by	the	Institute.	The	Institute	also	takes	the
initiative	to	publish		...	Dance	Mohiniyattam	1.				P.Chinnammu	Amma				1972	2.				Kalamandalam	Kalyanikutty	Amma				1974	3.				Kalamandalam	Sathyabhama				1976	4.				Kalamandalam	Ambika				1983	5.				Kalamandalam	Sugandhi				1985	6.				Kalamandalam	Sumathi				1988	7.				Kalamandalam	Leelamma				1990	8.				Kalamandalam	Vimala	Menon		
	1991	9.				Kalamandalam	Lakshmi				1993	10.				Kalamandalam	Chandrika				1997	11.				Kala	Vijayan				1998	12.				Nirmala	Panicker				2003	13.				Kalamandalam	Radhika				2004	14.				Syamala	Surendran				2005	15.				Dr.Deepthi	Omcherry	Balla				2006	16.				Dr.Neena	Prasad				2007	17.				Gopikavarma				2008	18.				Pallavi	Krishnan				2008	19.		
	Vineetha	Nedungadi				2009	20.				Methil	Devika				2010	21.				Sunanda	Nair				2011	22.				Sreedevi	Rajan				2012	23.				Vijayalakshmi				2013	24.				Smitha	Rajan				2014	Bharathanatyam	1.				Kalamandalam	Kshemavathy				1975	2.				Kalamandalam	Saraswathy				1983	3.				Kalakshethra	Vilasini				1995	4.				Kalamandalam	Chandrika				1996	5.				Girija
Regatta				2011	6.				Dr.Rajasree	Warrier				2012	7.				Rema	Vaidyanathan				2013	Dance					1.				Guru	Gopinath				1966	2.				P.K.Poduval	...	State	Institute	of	Encyclopaedic	Publications	In	the	year	1961,	during	the	chief	ministerial	tenure	of	(late)	Pattom	Thanu	Pillai,	the	Government	of	Kerala	made	the	decision	to	bring	out	an	encyclopaedia	in
Malayalam	and	appointed	Prof.	N.	Gopala	Pillai	as	the	Chief	Editor.	Based	on	the	decision	of	the	Encyclopaedia	Committee	which	met	in	1969,	a	20-volume	series	was	chosen	as	the	format	for	the	encyclopaedia.	The	first	volume	was	published	in	1972.	Since	then,	14	more	volumes	have	been	completed	taking	the	total	number	to	15.	The	16th	volume
is	currently	under	preparation.	The	work	of	bringing	out	new	and	improved	versions	of	volumes	1	...	Idichakka	thoran	Idichakka	thoran	is	made	from	very	tender	jackfruit	or	idichakka	that	has	been	boiled.	Take	a	very	tender	jackfruit,	peel	it,	chop	it	into	small	pieces	and	cook	with	salt	and	turmeric	powder.	Pound	it	well.	Splutter	some	mustard	seeds
and	along	with	it,	fry	some	urad	dal.	Then	add	the	pounded	jackfruit,	saute	and	mix	in	the	customary	thoran	base	(grated	coconut,	cumin	seeds,	garlic,	turmeric	and	chilli	powder	or	green	chillies	pounded	together)	to	get	your	Idichakka	thoran.	Drumstick	thoran	This	thoran	is	made	from	drumstick	and	shallots.	Pick	drumsticks	that	have	not	become
too	ripe,	remove	the	outer	hard	skin	and	cut	lengthwise	into	finger-long	pieces.	Cut	peeled	shallots	into	thin	slices	and	saute	in	coconut	oil.	Add	the	drum	sticks	to	this	and	when	they	start	to	get	cooked,	mix	in	grated	coconut,	cumin	seeds,	garlic,	turmeric	powder	and	chilli	powder.	Remove	from	fire.	Ulli	thoran	or	Thoran	with	shallots	This	dish,	made
with	shallots,	is	not	only	very	tasty	but	also	highly	nutritious.	Skin	shallots	and	cut	them	lengthwise.	Saute	in	oil	in	a	wok.	Lightly	pound	together	grated	coconut,	chilli	powder,	turmeric	powder,	cumin	seeds,	and	garlic	and	then	add	curry	leaves	to	the	mixture.	Add	this	mixture	to	the	sautéd	shallots.	Stir	till	dry	and	remove	from	the	flame.	Sautéed
Vegetables	Vattal	is	a	preparation	of	vegetables	sautéed	in	oil	over	low	or	high	heat	till	they	are	fully	cooked	and	completely	moisture-free.	Vattal	can	be	made	of	many	vegetables	like	raw	bananas,	raw	jackfruit,	bitter	gourd,	yam	etc.	Banana	chips	Skin	semi-	ripe	bananas	and	cut	them	into	thin	circular	slices.	Put	them	into	heated	coconut	oil	in	a
wok.	When	they	are	partly	fried,	add	turmeric	powder	and	salt,	drop	by	drop.	When	they	take	on	a	golden	colour,	remove	from	the	flame.	These	banana	chips	are	also	known	as	Vaazhakkka	chips	and		Kaaya	fry.	Kerala	State	Jawahar	Balabhavan	Jawahar	Balbhavans	are	institutions	functioning	at	the	state	and	national	levels	with	the	aim	of	developing
and	encouraging	the	creative	talents	of	the	children	of	a	designated	region.	The	Kerala	State	Jawahar	Balabhavan	is	located	near	Kanakakunnu	Palace,	at	Thiruvananthapuram.	There	are	also	district	Balabhavans,	at	Kollam,	Alappuzha,	Kottayam	and	Thrissur.	The	State	Balabhavan,	under	the	aegis	of	the	Department	of	Culture,	Government	of	Kerala,
is	located	at	the	Vattiyoorkavu	assembly	Constituency,	and	managed	by	a	committee	chaired	by	the	Member	of	the	Legislative	Assembly	of	that	constituency.	Every	year,	regular	classes,	for	children	between	the	ages	of	four	and	16	...	Drama	1.				Mavelikkara	Ponnamma				1962	2.				Sebastian	Kunjukunju	Bhagavathar				1966	3.				Artist	P.J.Cheriyan		
	1969	4.				N.N.Pillai				1969	5.				Kodungallur	Ammini	Amma				1971	6.				Swamy	Brahmmavruthan				1972	7.				Prof.N.Krishna	Pillai				1973	8.				Ochira	P.K.Sankarankutty	Nair				1973	9.				Pariyanampatta	Divakaran				1974	10.				C.K.Rajam				1974	11.				T.R.Sukumaran	Nair				1975	12.				K.P.A.C.Sulochana				1975	13.				K.V.Neelakantan	Nair	(Green
Room)				1976	14.				Vijayakumari				1976	15.				M.Kunjandi				1977	16.				Omana				1977	17.				Kalakkal	Kumaran				1978	18.				Kozhikode	Santhadevi				1978	19.				Artist	Kesavan	(Rangasilpam)				1978	20.				Thoppil	Krishna	Pillai				1979	21.				Chachappan				1979	22.				Vasupradeep				1980	23.				Mavelikkara	Kamalamma				1980	24.				K.M.Raghavan
Nambiar				1981	25.				M.S.Namboothiri				1981	26.				Sudharma				1981	27.				Vaikom	Mani				1982	28.				N.S.Ittan				1982	29.				O.Madhavan				1982	30.				T.P.Gopalan				1982	31.				Adoor	Bhavani				1982	32.				Jagathi	N.K.Achari				1983	33.				Nellimoodu	K.Ramakrishna	Pillai	(Green	Room)				1983	34.				V.T.Vikraman	Nair				1985	35.			...	Lalithakala
Akademi	Awards	1999	-	2000	Cash	Award	Winners	-	Rs.	10,000/-	each	Shri.	K.	Prabhakaran	-	Painting	Shri.	M.	Sashidaran	-	Painting	Shri.	Gopikrishna	-	Painting	Shri.	M.K.	Johnson	-	Sculpture	Shri.	K.V.	Anil	-	Painting	Arpana	Kaur	Award	Smt.	Deepthi	P.	Vasu	-	Painting	Honourable	Mention	Award	-	Rs.	5,000/-	each	Shri.	Joseph	M.	Varghese	-	Painting
Shri.	Manoj	Vyloor	-	Painting	Shri.	V.	Satheesan	-	Sculpture	Shri.	Reji	Nellickappally	-	Painting	Shri.	Sunil	Vallarpadam	-	Painting	Art	Students	Award	Rs.	3,000/-	each	Shri.	Majison	Thomas	Lorance	-	Painting	Shri.	G.	Ashok	Kumar	-	Painting	Shri.	V.G.	Yesudas	-	Painting	Shri.	T.	Lenush	-	Sculpture	Shri.	A.S.	Shahanshah	-	Painting	Vellaykal	Sankara
Menon	Gold	Medal	Shri.	Thomas	Kurisingal	-	Painting	2001	Fellowship	Shri.	...	Cabbage	thoran	/	poriyal	This	thoran	is	made	from	cabbage	and	onion	that	has	been	chopped	into	small	pieces.	Chop	the	cabbage	into	really	small	pieces.	Chop	onion	and	green	chillies	also	into	small	pieces.	Heat	coconut	oil	in	a	wok.	When	the	oil	is	hot,	saute	the	chopped
onion-green	chilly	mixture.	Add	the	chopped	cabbage	and	saute.	Mix	in	your	base	–	grated	coconut,	turmeric	powder,	cumin	seeds	and	garlic,	lightly	pounded	together.	Remove	the	cabbage	from	the	fire	when	the	contents	turn	slightly	brown.	You	could	also	pound	together	only	the	turmeric,	cumin	seeds	and	garlic	and	add	the	coconut	in	its	grated
form.	Departments	There	are	mainly	four	departments	set	apart	for	the	promotion	and	encouragement	of	cultural	activities	in	the	state	and	they	are	Directorate	of	Cultural	Affairs,	Department	of	Archaeology,	Department	of	Archives	and	Department	of	Museums	and	Zoos.	Directorate	of	Culture	The	Department,	Directorate	of	Culture,	under	the
State	Government,	was	formed	to	preserve	and	promote	Kerala’s	unique	culture.	Over	the	years,	this	Department	has	taken	on	the	mantle	of	the	guardian	of	Kerala’s	cultural	heritage.	A	number	of	cultural	institutions	function	under	the	umbrella	of	this	department.	These	include	research	institutions,	institutes,	academies	including	those	named	after
luminaries	in	various	fields,	‘bhavans’,	and	the	Kerala	Kalamandalam.	The	Department	undertakes	and	successfully	implements	various	projects	to	carry	out	its	mission,	and	also	actively	recognizes	and	encourages	exceptional	work	done	by	other	institutions	and	individuals	through	a	number	of	awards	and	prizes.	The	...	Arabanamuttu	An	art	form
with	religious	content,	Arabanamuttu	is	very	popular	among	Muslims.	It	derives	its	name	from	Arabana,	a	hand	held,	one	sided	flat	tambourine	or	drum-like	musical	instrument	of	Arabia.	Arabana	muttu	is	performed	by	striking	the	Arabana	with	the	hand.	The	instrument	is	made	of	wood	and	animal	skin.			This	is	performed	swaying	to	the	right	and
left	according	to	the	tune	of	the	baith.	The	music	is	slow	at	first	and	gradually	picks	up	tempo.	Each	part	of	the	performance	is	called	Adakan.	The	asan	(leader)	recites	the	baith.	The	performers	follow	it	with	their	thumb,	nose	and	...	History	of	Printing	in	Kerala	Printing	started	in	Kerala	in	the	16th	century.	It	began	when	members	of	a	Roman
Catholic	sect	known	as	Jesuits,	who	were	engaged	in	spreading	Christianity	in	Kerala,	set	up	printing	presses	in	Kochi,	Kollam,	Ambazhakkad,	and	Vaippikkottu.	The	first	book	was	printed	in	1578	in	Ambazhakkad.	It	was	the	Tamil	translation	of	the	book	Doctrina	Christum,	the	original	of	which	was	written	by	the	missionary	St.	Francis	Xavier	in
Portuguese.	All	the	four	printing	presses	initially	printed	only	Tamil	books.	As	such,	though	printing	technology	was	introduced	in	Kerala	in	the	16th	century,	it	took	many	more	years	for	readers	...	Kaalavela	Known	as	Kalavela,	Kalakali	and	other	similar	names,	Kalakettu	is	performed	coinciding	with	the	Bhagavathy	Kavu	festivals,	a	festival	of	the
farming	community.There	are	many	rituals	throughout	Kerala	associated	with	farming	and	all	these	rituals	reflect	man’s	admiration	and	submission	to	nature	and	Earth.	Kaalavela,	associated	with	temple	festivals,	is	one	among	such	rituals	celebrated	in	Kerala.	Huge	idols	of	bulls	made	of	cloth	and	hay,	decorated	exquisitely	and	adorned	with
garlands	the	huge	bulls	are	supported	by	many	on	their	backs	and	taken	to	the	grove	(Kavu);	to	the	accompaniment	of	screams	of	joys	and	rhythm	the	bulls	are	taken	...	Kaanipattu	Kaanikar	is	one	of	the	tribal	settlements	in	Thiruvananthapuram	district	that	stands	out	to	be	an	important	place	in	the	history	of	Travancore.	In	history	it	is	said	that,	it
was	the	kaanikar	who	saved	Marthanda	Varma	from	the	attacks	of	Ettuveettil	Pillai	(Nobles	of	the	Eight	Houses	-	a	group	of	nobles	from	the	eight	Nair	houses	in	erstwhile	Venad).	Kaanikar	have	their	own	distinct	rituals	and	they	worship	Maladaivangal	and	Chamundi	as	their	deities.	They	possess	a	rich	repertoire	of	songs	for	their	cultural	tradition
and	rituals	and	are	commonly	referred	to	as	Kaanipattu.	The	songs	are	rendered	in	...	Breadfruit	thoran	Thoran	or	poriyal	made	from	sheemachakka	or	kadachakka	–	the	breadfruit.	To	make	this	thoran,	use	a	breadfruit	that	has	not	become	completely	ripe.	Skin	and	chop	into	very	small	pieces.	Pour	coconut	oil	into	a	wok,	splutter	some	mustard	seeds
and	then	add	the	pieces	of	breadfruit	along	with	a	bit	of	salt.	Cover	and	cook	without	water.	When	it	is	half	done,	add	in	a	paste	of	a	little	water	mixed	with	chilli,	coriander,	turmeric	and	garam	masala	powders.	Cover	and	cook.	Once	it	is	completely	done,	add	some	more	oil,	saute	well	and	then	remove	from	the	fire.	Site	Map	���	�����	�������
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Athachamayam	Atham	asterism	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Chingam	(August	/	September)	marks	the	beginning	of	the	ten-day	Onam	festivities	in	Kerala.	As	per	mythology,	Onam	festival	is	a	commemoration	of	the	prosperous	period	of	King	Mahabali’s	rule	in	Kerala	and	it	also	marks	his	visit	to	Kerala	for	seeing	his	subjects.	It	is	also	celebrated	as	a
harvest	festival.	Athachamayam	is	celebrated	on	the	Atham	day	at	the	historical	town	of	Tripunithura,	near	Kochi.	It	is	a	celebration	of	a	legendary	victory	of	the	Raja	of	Kochi.	Pomp	and	colour	mark	the	pageantry.	Caparisoned	elephants,	varieties	of	folk	art	forms,	...	Konganpada,	Chittoor	The	Konganpada	festival	of	Chittoor	is	one	that	combines
religious	beliefs	with	history.	It	commemorates	the	battle	between	the	people	of	Chittoor	and	king	Konga	of	Tamil	Nadu	and	is	held	on	the	first	Monday	that	succeeds	the	first	Wednesday	after	the	new	moon	in	the	month	of	Kumbham.	The	festival	is	an	offering	to	Chittoot	Amma	(Goddess),	who	helped	the	people	of	Chittoor	to	emerge	victorious	in	the
Konga	battle.	The	festival	is	also	attended	by	people	from	neighbouring	regions	of	Chittoor	like	Nalleppalli,	Pattanchery,	Perumatty	and	Thathamangalam.	Thrissur	Pooram	Known	as	the	festival	of	festivals,	Thrissur	Pooram	has	a	tradition	of	more	than	200	years.	This	spectacular	event	was	started	by	Sakthan	Thampuran,	the	erstwhile	ruler	of	Kochi.
Held	on	the	Moolam	asterism	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Medam	(April-May),	festival	related	events	take	place	at	the	Vadakkumnathan	temple	situated	in	the	heart	of	Thrissur	town	and	the	adjoining	Thekkinkadu	ground.	The	pooram	festival	mainly	happens	between	two	groups	representing	the	geographic	divisions	of	Paramekkavu	and
Thiruvambadi.	They	will	compete	in	their	respective	presentations	of	richly	caparisoned	elephants,	traditional	orchestra	called	panchavadyam,	the	swift	and	rhythmic	changing	of	brightly	coloured	and	sequined	...	Jackfruit	chips	Jackfruit	chips	are	a	delicious	and	an	easy-to-make	traditional	snack.	Cut	raw	jackfruit	that	has	been	peeled	into	thin	two-
inch	strips.	Heat	coconut	oil	in	a	traditional	Kerala	wok	and	put	the	slices	into	the	heated	oil.	When	they	are	half	fried,	add	salt	water	drop	by	drop	to	it.	Then	wait	for	it	to	fry	to	a	golden	colour	and	then	remove	from	the	fire.	Kuthiyottam	Kuthiyottam	is	a	ritual	art	performed	in	Bhadrakali	temples	of	Alappuzha,	Kollam,	and	Thiruvananthapuram
districts	and	is	conducted	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Kumbham	(February/March).	The	rituals	of	kuthiyottam	begin	with	the	raising	of	the	pandal	(temporary	thatched	shed)	and	Devi’s	position	(Devisthanam)	is	marked.	The	pandal	is	decorated	with	leaves	of	different	trees	like	banyan,	mango,	areca	and	coconut.	The	children	participating	in
Kuthiyottam	are	taught	the	dance	steps	in	this	pandal.	Once	the	Goddess’	position	is	marked,	nirapara	and	niranazhi	are	placed	on	a	plantain	leaf	in	front	of	Devisthanam.	The	offerings	include	coconut,	kadhali	pazham	(a	kind	of	...	Bittergourd	chips	These	tasty	chips	made	from	bittergourd	are	surprisingly,	not	bitter.	The	bittergourd	is	first	cut	into
thin	slices.	Then	they	are	boiled	after	making	sure	that	the	slices	are	arranged	in	the	vessel	in	such	a	way	that	they	are	not	on	top	of	each	other.	Marinate	the	boiled	slices	with	chilli	powder,	asafetida	and	salt	and	keep	aside	for	three	to	four	hours.	After	this,	sun-dry	them.	Now	they	are	ready	to	be	deep-fried	in	oil	to	get	delicious	bittergourd	chips.
Yam	fry	This	is	an	easy	yam	recipe.	First,	chop	yam	into	small	pieces	and	deep	fry	in	oil.	Sprinkle	chilli	powder,	asafetida	powder,	and	salt	on	the	fried	yam.	Once	cooled,	this	can	be	stored	in	an	air-tight	container	and	used	for	a	few	days.	Curries	with	Gravy	The	main	meal	of	Keralites	is	their	lunch	consumed	in	the	afternoon.	Rice	is	the	main
component	of	this	meal.	To	wolf	that	rice	down,	people	need	one	or	more	curries	which	have	a	lot	of	gravy.	Sambar	is	such	a	preparation	and	that	is	why	it	is	a	main	ingredient	in	all	feasts.	There	are	other	vegetable	preparations	like	aviyal,	which	contain	many	of	the	ingredients	of	sambar	but	they	are	prepared	without	much	gravy	and	so	is	deemed
unfit	to	be	the	primary	curry	that	goes	with	rice.	It	may	be	tasty	but	it	is	only	a	simple	...	Rasam	The	rasam	is	an	easy-to-make	South	Indian	curry	that	is	an	excellent	accompaniment	to	rice.	The	recipe	for	the	rasam	minus	a	few	ingredients	gives	you	the	curry	known	as	pulivellam	(literally,	tamarind	water).	Here’s	how	the	rasam	is	made:	First,	in
some	coconut	oil,	splutter	some	mustard	seeds	and	then	sauté	sliced	green	chillies,	garlic,	shallot	and	curry	leaves.	(In	some	places,	sliced	or	chopped	tomatoes	are	also	used.)	Into	this,	add	the	juice	of	a	goose-berry	sized	tamarind	piece	along	with	the	water	it	was	soaked	in.	(There	should	be	enough	water	for	your	curry.)	Add	turmeric	powder,	chilli
powder,	coriander	powder	...	Moru	(buttermilk)	kaachiyathu	This	is	one	of	the	favourites	of	the	people	of	the	Central	Travancore	region	of	Kerala.	It	is	an	easy	to	make	curry	for	rice	and	does	not	need	any	masala.	Take	curds	that	are	not	too	sour	and	add	some	water	to	dilute	it.	In	a	tava	or	wok,	splutter	some	mustard	seeds	and	then	saute	ginger,
green	chillies,	curry	leaves	and	garlic	in	the	same	oil.	Add	the	prepared	buttermilk	into	the	tava	along	with	salt	and	a	little	turmeric	powder.	Heat	and	take	off	the	fire	without	allowing	the	buttermilk	to	boil.	Moru	rasam	This	is	a	South	Indian	curry	used	with	rice.	Add	turmeric	to	some	toor	dal	and	cook	it	till	soft.	Boil	the	dal	with	water	and	a	pounded
mixture	of	dried	chillies,	dried	coriander,	cumin	seeds,	pepper,	garlic	and	shallots.	Strain	the	mixture.	Now,	put	the	strained	liquid	on	a	low	flame	and	mix	in	some	curds.	Make	sure	that	the	flame	is	low	so	as	to	ensure	that	the	curds	don’t	thicken	into	lumps.	With	this	step,	your	rasam	is	ready.	This	rasam	should	be	used	only	after	it	is	properly	cooled.
Kannokupattu	In	the	remote	parts	of	Kerala	there	existed	a	branch	of	music	called	Kannokupattu.	Initially,	it	was	a	song	sung	by	the	relatives	and	close	friends	of	a	deceased	person.	Gradually,	it	became	necessary	to	bring	people	from	outside	(coolies)	to	sing	‘Kannoku’.	The	songs	would	describe	the	good	qualities	of	the	dead	person.	The	‘singers’
would	present	Kannokupattu	screaming	poignantly.	Till	recently	this	was	in	practice	in	north	Kerala.	Even	today	in	tribal	hamlets	during	funeral	rites	songs	are	sung	and	dance	performed.	The	tribal	community	Malankudiyanmar	of	Kasaragod	district	will	sing	and	dance	for	the	eternal	peace	of	the	departed	...	Varutharacha	Ozhichukoottaan
‘Varutharachathu’	literally	means	that	which	has	been	fried	and	ground.	‘Ozhichukari’	is	a	curry	that	is	used	to	mix	with	the	rice.	This	particular	ozhichukari	does	not	have	vegetables	and	is	great	at	preventing	problems	due	to	the	formation	of	gas	in	the	stomach,	in	post-partum	women.	The	crucial	ingredient	is	pepper.	A	mixture	of	grated	coconut,
cumin	seeds,	pepper,	tamarind,	curry	leaves,	and	shallots	are	fried	to	a	nice,	brown	colour.	Then,	chilli,	turmeric	and	coriander	powders	are	also	added	to	it	and	heated.	The	entire	mixture	is	then	ground	to	a	fine	paste	without	adding	water.	After	grinding,	water	is	...	Kaalan	Kaalan	is	an	ozhichukari	(curry	for	rice)	and	is	one	of	the	most	important
dishes	of	the	traditional	Kerala	feast	known	as	the	sadya.	The	vegetables	used	are	banana	and	papaya	(or	mango)	that	is	just	starting	to	ripen,	and	plantain	of	the	Paalayan	kodan	variety.	These	are	chopped	into	small	pieces	and	cooked	with	slit	green	chillies,	chilli	powder,	turmeric	powder,	salt	and	curry	leaves.	When	the	vegetables	are	cooked	and
all	the	water	content	has	evaporated,	mix	in	well-set	curds	that	have	been	stirred,	salt	and	asafetida	powder.	Lower	the	flame	and	wait	for	the	curry	to	become	...	Erishery	Erishery	is	made	from	yam,	banana	and	brown	beans.	(The	brown	beans	can	be	substituted	with	green	gram.)	The	banana	should	be	in	the	‘starting	to	ripe’	stage.	Tapioca	and	air
potato	(also	a	type	of	yam)	are	also	sometimes	used.	Skin	the	yam	and	the	air	potato	and	chop	into	largish	pieces.	To	this,	add	the	properly	cleaned	brown	beans.	Cook	this	mixture	with	water.	The	water	used	should	be	just	enough	for	cooking.	When	the	vegetable	pieces	and	the	beans	are	cooked,	mix	the	vegetables	with	a	ladle	so	that	they	are
slightly	mashed,	add	salt	and	keep	aside.	Grind	...	Ivarkali	Ivarkali	is	a	traditional	folk	art	form	staged	in	different	parts	of	Kerala	especially	in	Thrissur	and	Palakkad	districts.	Also	known	by	the	names	Aivarnatakam,	Pandavarkali,	Thattinmelkali,	Kannilkuthikali	is	played	by	Ikkudikammalar	people	belonging	to	the	Vishwakarma	community.	The
Vishwakarmas	celebrate	the	play	in	eighteen	and	a	half	sacred	groves	(pathinettara	kaavu)	on	Bharani	asterism	during	the	Malayalam	month	of	Kumbham.	There	are	specially	made	grounds	/	floors	in	temples	for	presenting	Ivarkali.	In	some	other	places,	wooden	planks	are	laid	on	the	floor	for	the	performance.	A	pandal	(decorated	tent)	is	raised	and
is	decorated	with	tender	palm	leaves.	The	play	...	Maangapeera	vattichathu	Peera	vattikkyal	is	a	favourite	dish	of	Central	Travancore.	Peera	refers	to	thengapeera	or	grated	coconut.	Take	a	mango	that	is	not	too	sour,	remove	the	skin	and	then	cut	it	lengthwise	into	pieces.	Now,	grind	together	cumin	seeds	and	chilli	powder	and	keep	aside.	Add	this	to
some	grated	coconut	that	has	been	lightly	pounded	-	as	used	for	thoran.	Finally,	add	some	sliced	green	chillies,	onions	and	ginger	to	the	mango	and	cook	it	with	the	grated	coconut	and	masala.	When	the	water	content	has	evaporated,	your	peera	vattichathu	is	ready.		Mango	pachadi	This	is	an	ozhichukari	–	curry	for	mixing	with	rice	–	made	with	the
Indian	cucumber	and	mango.	Peel	the	cucumber	and	chop	it	into	small	pieces.	Now,	add	a	little	salt	and	water,	and	cook	it.	Take	a	sour	mango,	peel	it	and	chop	it	into	small	pieces.	Add	it	to	the	cooked	cucumber,	bring	to	boil,	and	then	lower	the	flame.	When	the	mango	is	cooked,	add	in	a	ground	mixture	of	grated	coconut,	chilli	powder,	and	shallots
and	some	pounded	mustard.	Heat	and	wait	for	the	bubbles	to	start.	Once	it	starts	to	bubble	up,	remove	from	the	...	Fish	Preparations	Since	Kerala	has	a	long	coastline,	fish	is	available	in	plenty.	Fish	is	rich	in	calcium	and	animal	proteins	and	it	is	eaten	with	rice,	fried	or	cooked	in	gravy.	There	is	an	abundance	of	fish	recipes	nowadays.	Karimeen
pollichathu	(in	a	new	method)	Karimeen	is	Pearlspot	fish	and	pollichathu	means	grilled	or	roasted.	Clean	the	fish	and	make	cuts	across	its	entire	length.	Apply	a	paste	of	pepper	powder,	turmeric	powder	and	salt,	and	fry	lightly.	Grind	together	to	a	smooth	paste,	coriander	powder,	chilli	powder,	turmeric	powder	and	pepper	powder.	Sauté	shallots,
ginger,	garlic,	green	chillies	and	curry	leaves	in	some	coconut	oil,	and	keep	aside.	Splutter	some	mustard	seeds	and	sauté	the	masala,	made	from	the	various	powders.	Now,	add	the	fish,	coconut	milk,	kodampuli	(gambodge	or	Malabar	tamarind	or	fish	tamarind)	and	salt;	cover	and	cook.	When	it	starts	to	boil,	remove	...	Prawn	mappas	A	tasty	dish
made	with	prawns.	Wash	and	de-vein	prawns.	Grind	together	to	a	smooth	paste,	roasted	coriander	and	chilli	powders	along	with	turmeric	powder,	pepper	powder,	cloves	of	garlic,	and	fenugreek.	Splutter	some	mustard	seeds	and	in	the	same	oil,	sauté	finely	chopped	onions,	garlic	and	pieces	of	ginger	cut	lengthwise.		Now	add	the	masala	and	sauté	for
some	time.	Then	add	salt	and	water,	and	when	the	water	starts	to	boil,	add	green	chillies,	curry	leaves	and	the	prawns.	Mix	everything	together	till	the	gravy	is	thick,	remove	from	the	flame	and	eat	while	still	hot.	Konchu	(prawn)	Ularthiyathu	A	prawn	dish	made	in	the	Central	Travancore	style.	Clean	and	de-vein	the	prawns.	Mix	chilli,	coriander,
turmeric,	and	pepper	powders,	sliced	shallots	,	pieces		of	ginger	that	have	been	cut	lengthwise,		cloves	of	garlic,	meenpuli		(also	known	as	Malabar	tamarind	or	fish	tamarind),	curry	leaves,	salt	and	dry	coconut	that	has	been	chopped	to	small	pieces,	with	the	prawn.	Add	some	water	and	then	cook	till	the	prawns	are	soft	but	not	breaking	into	pieces.
The	gravy	should	be	allowed	to	become	thick	so	that	the	prawns	are	covered	with	it.	Heat	one-fourth	cup	of	coconut	oil;	splutter	some	mustard	seeds	...	Fish	curry	Fish	curry	made	in	the	South	Travancore	style.	If	you	are	using	large	fish,	remove	the	skin,	cut	them	into	small	pieces	and	then	clean.	Make	a	paste	–	not	too	smooth	-	by	grinding	together
grated	coconut,	chilli	powder,	turmeric	powder,	tamarind	and	shallots.	Add	this	masala	to	the	fish	pieces	and	then	cook	with	salt	and	water.	When	it	starts	boiling	and	then	thickening,	sprinkle	some	fenugreek	powder	and	some	curry	leaves	and	allow	to	thicken	some	more.	In	some	places,	coriander	is	also	added.	Remove	from	the	fire.	Fish	molee
Curry	made	by	adding	coconut	milk	to	sautéed	fish.	Clean	the	fish	by	washing	well.	Heat	oil	and	sauté	some	onions.	Add	a	little	maida	and	heat	till	its	raw	or	uncooked	smell	is	gone.	Add	ginger,	garlic,	green	chillies,	spluttered	pepper	and	some	curry	leaves,	in	that	order,	and	sauté	without	allowing	them	to	change	colour.	Before	they	start	to	change
colour,	add	the	pieces	of	fish,	water,	vinegar,	turmeric	powder,	and	salt.	Cover	and	cook	and	when	the	other	ingredients	start	to	stick	to	the	fish,	add	coconut	milk	over	a	low	flame,	so	that	it	does	not	curdle.	...	Fish	fry	This	is	the	simple	method	of	frying	any	type	of	fish.	Wash	and	clean	the	fish	and	make	long,	shallow	cuts	at	intervals	along	its	length.
Grind	to	a	paste,	chilli	powder,	pepper	powder	and	shallots.	To	this	masala,	add	salt	and	marinate	the	fish	with	it.	Heat	oil	in	a	thick-bottommed	tawa	and	deep-fry	the	fish,	turning	them	alternatively	on	both	sides	to	ensure	that	it	is	properly	fried.	Information	Literature	Yet	another	significant	branch	of	literature	is	Information	Literature.	It	includes
all	branches	of	knowledge	under	the	sun.	Every	day,	changes	take	place	in	the	field	of	knowledge.	All	the	changes	are	keenly	observed	and	analyzed	with	a	research	bend	of	mind.	Diverse	subjects	like	history	of	literature,	linguistics,	grammar,	figures	of	speech,	art,	and	lexicography.	History,	culture,	proverbs,	legends,	education,	science,	films,
psychology,	religion,	philosophy,	political	science,	Sociology,	Law,	Comparative	literature,	Cultural	studies,	bhakti	literature,	Dalit	literature,	feminist	literature,	translation	etc.,	are	handled.	Information	literature	is	very	active	in	Malayalam	too.	The	changes	taking	place	in	the	universe	are	reflected	...	Sun-dried	shrimps	sauté	This	is	a	Central
Travancore	dish	that	combines	salted,	sun-dried	shrimp	and	green	gram.	Clean	the	green	gram	and	the	shrimp,	soak	it	in	a	little	water	and	then	pressure-cook	till	they	are	soft,	and	the	gravy	thick.	Grind	to	a	paste,	coriander	powder,	chilli	powder,	turmeric	powder,	pepper	powder,	mustard,	fenugreek,	garlic	and	ginger.	Add	this	masala	and	some	fish
tamarind,	salt	and	curry	leaves	to	the	cooked	shrimp.	Heat	on	a	low	flame	till	the	water	content	of	the	gravy	completely	dries	up.	Splutter	some	mustard	seeds	and	sauté	some	finely	chopped	onions.	Slowly	add	the	shrimp	to	it,	...	Unakkameen	thenga	chammanthi	or	Dried-fish	coconut	chutney	This	is	a	chutney	made	by	adding	coconut	to	sun-dried
fish	that	has	been	fried	and	ground.	Chop	coconut	into	small	pieces	and	roast	them	over	hot	coals.	In	the	same	way,	roast	dried	chilies	as	well.	Grind	together	shallots,	ginger,	curry	leaves	and	vaalanpuli	(a	type	of	tamarind)	and	mix	it	with	the	powdered	fish	to	get	your	unakkammeen	thenga	chutney.	Salt	need	not	be	added	as	the	dried	fish	is	usually
quite	salty.	Egg	Preparations	Eggs	of	duck	and	chicken	are	the	commonly	used	eggs	in	Kerala.	It	is	eaten	fried	or	boiled	together	with	the	main	meal,	and	is	also	used	in	the	preparation	of	snacks.	Fats,	proteins,	and	vitamin-B	are	the	main	nutrients	in	eggs.	It	is	prepared	in	many	ways	these	days,	with	vegetables,	with	meat,	with	milk,	in	coconut
gravy,	or	otherwise.	Egg	roast	This	egg	dish	is	prepared	on	a	dosa	tawa.	Chop	green	chillies	and	onion	into	very	small	pieces.	Into	egg	that	has	been	beaten	well,	add	the	chillies	and	onion,	along	with	salt	to	taste.	Spread	it	on	the	tawa	like	you	would	dosa	batter.	Remove	the	egg	once	it	becomes	crisp	like	a	dosa.	Egg	thoran	A	thoran	(poriyal)	made
with	egg.	Chop	one	or	two	onions	into	very	small	pieces.	If	you	like,	you	can	chop	some	green	chillies	along	with	the	onion.	Pound	some	grated	coconut,	garlic,	chilli	powder	and	turmeric	powder	and	keep	it	ready.	Now,	heat	oil	in	a	wok	and	sauté	the	onion.	Break	your	eggs	into	this	and	mix.	Then	add	the	coconut	mixture	and	a	little	bit	of	garam
masala,	if	you	like.	Mix	well	and	remove	from	the	fire.	Ezhamathu	Kali	Ezhamathukali,	a	folk	art	form	closely	related	with	the	ancient	Sanghakali,	is	also	known	as	Ezhamadukali,	Ezhamuthipurappad	etc.	Usually	played	in	staged		during	the	night,	at	first	the	performers	of	Ezhamathukali	sit	before	a	lighted	traditional	lamp.	The	teams	participating	in
the	play	will	as	questions	in	the	form	of	songs.	Chenda,	maddalam,	ilathalam	and	chengila	are	the	instruments	used	for	the	performance.	Along	with	the	songs,	different	characters	appear	on	stage	and	most	of	them	would	be	funny	characters	trying	to	amuse	the	spectators.	A	striking	feature	of	the	play	is	that	the	team	which	cannot	answer	the
questions	will	...	Egg	aviyal	Boil	and	shell	eggs.	Take	the	egg	yolk	out	and	slice	the	whites.	Keep	aside.	Grind	together	grated	coconut,	green	chillies,	shallots,	turmeric	powder	and	chilli	powder.	Add	this	paste	to	some	sliced	onions	–	raw	cashewnuts	that	have	been	peeled	and	sliced	can	also	be	added	to	the	onions	if	you	like	-	and	cook	with	water.
When	the	water	has	almost	completely	evaporated,	add	the	sliced	egg	whites	and	some	coconut	oil,	to	get	your	egg	aviyal.	Snacks	In	Malayalam,	the	language	of	Kerala,	snacks	are	known	as	palaharam.	This	is	probably	a	corruption	of	the	word	fala-aharam,	which	means	a	meal	of	fruits.	Fruits	are	typically	consumed	in	their	natural	form	without
cooking	or	processing.	However,	there	are	many	painstakingly	prepared	snacks	like	appam,	ada,	murukku	etc.	These	can	be	categorized	into	sweet	snacks	and	savories.	Sweets	are	prepared	with	sugar,	jaggery,	rock	sugar,	or	palm	sugar.	Appam	and	ada	are	sweet	preparations	but	the	former	is	fried	while	the	latter	is	steamed,	while	murukku	is	a
deep-fried	savory.		Savories	may	be	pungent,	salty,	or	sour	and	...	Ayani	The	‘Ayani’	refers	to	ritualistic	sweets	given	to	the	bride	and	bridegroom,	before	or	soon	after	a	wedding.	This	ritual	is	observed	by	the	Hindus	and	Christians	of	Kerala.	The	‘Ayaniyoonu’	–	the	Ayani	lunch	–	can	refer	to	either	the	feast	that	the	bride	and	her	brother	eat	together
before	the	day	of	the	wedding,	or	the	feast	prepared	by	the	bride’s	family	for	the	groom	and	his	relatives,	the	day	after	the	wedding.	Among	Brahmins,	the	Ayaniyoonu	refers	to	the	feasts	that	the	bride	and	the	groom	have	in	their	own	houses	-	at	the	same	time	-	on	the	...	Chakka	varattiyathu	The	delicious	‘Chakka	vararttiyathu’	is	made	by	cooking
ripe	jackfruit	with	jaggery	syrup	till	it	is	dry.	Deseed	Varikkya	chakka	(varikkya	is	a	variety	of	jackfruit),	chop	it	into	small	pieces,	cook	and	keep	aside.	Pour	ghee	into	an	uruli	(a	traditional	circular	cooking	vessel	made	of	bell	metal)	and	then	add	the	jackfruit	pieces	and	jaggery	syrup	of	‘one-thread	consistency’.	Mix	well	and	heat;	keep	mixing	over	the
flame	in	order	to	get	rid	of	the	water	content	while	making	sure	that	the	contents	don’t	stick	to	the	uruli.	When	the	water	content	has	completely	evaporated,	the	jackfruit-jaggery	mixture	will	start	...	Rabeendra	Music	Concert	by	Smt.	Abhradita	Banerjee	Chakkayappam	This	a	sweet	dish	made	with	ripe	jackfruit.	It	is	cooked	using	the	leaves	of	the
plant,	Vatta.	Deseed	ripe	jackfruit	and	grind	to	a	thick	paste	along	with	soaked	rice	and	jaggery.	Add	cardamom	powder	and	grated	coconut	to	the	paste.	Put	adequate	quantities	of	this	mixture	on	Vatta	leaves	(vattayila)	and	fold	them	closed.	Steam	them	using	idli	moulds.	Once	they	have	become	of	firm	consistency,	remove	them	from	the	flame	and
allow	to	cool.	Note:	To	make	the	Chakkayappam,	usually	the	koozhachakka	(jackfruit	of	the	Koozha	variety)	is	used,	though	the	varikkyachakka	–	of	varikkya	variety	may	also	be	used.	If	...	Sweet	Dishes	Payasam	is	a	liquid	sweet	preparation	that	is	a	perennial	favorite	of	the	people	of	Kerala.	It	is	so	called	because	it	is	made	of	sugar	and	milk	(payas).
However,	it	is	also	referred	to	as	pradhaman,	and	anyway	all	payasams	are	not	made	of	milk	and	sugar.	Many	are	made	of	jaggery	and	coconut	milk.	Thin	flakes	called	ada,	prepared	by	mincing	steamed	rice	cakes,	is	a	common	ingredient	of	payasams,	both	of	the	milk	variety	and	jaggery	variety.	A	sweet	dish	that	uses	ada,	whether	with	milk	or
jaggery,	is	referred	to	as	ada	payasam	or	ada	pradhaman.	...	Ada	pradhaman	Payasam	or	kheer	made	with	ada.	The	ada	is	made	by	adding	water	to	rice	flour,	rolling	the	flour	on	leaves	and	then	cooking	by	boiling	or	steaming.	Once	it	is	cooked,	the	ada	is	cut	into	pieces	of	any	preferred	size.	Nowadays,	readymade	ada	in	packets,	is	available.	Pour
ghee	into	an	uruli	(traditional	cookware),	add	the	ada	and	mix	well.	Then	add	jaggery	syrup	of	one-thread	consistency,	along	with	some	sago	and	continue	to	mix.	When	the	ada	and	the	jaggery	syrup	have	mixed	well,	continue	heating	till	the	water	content	has	completely	evaporated	and	then,	add	some	coconut	...	Paalada	pradhaman	A	pradhaman
(type	of	paayasam)	made	with	paalada	(ada	is	a	piece/pieces	of	a	dry	rice	cake).	The	ada	is	first	broken	into	small	pieces	and	fried	in	ghee,	in	an	uruli	(bell	metal	cookware)	to	a	golden	colour.	Then	it	is	cooked	in	cow’s	milk.	When	the	milk	has	reduced	to	one-third	of	its	original	volume,	the	ada	will	be	done.	Now,	mix	in	sugar	to	taste	and	garnish	with
roasted	cardamom,	cashew	nuts	and	raisins.	The	process	of	making	the	ada	soft	and	tasty	by	cooking	slowly	in	lots	of	milk	and	finally	sweetening,	makes	this	dish	a	delicious	one.	Pazhapradhaman	This	paayasam	or	kheer	is	made	with	ripe	bananas.	Remove	the	seeds	from	the	middle,	cook	and	mash.	Heat	ghee	into	an	uruli	(traditional	bell-metal
cookware)	and	add	the	mashed	banana,	jaggery	syrup	(made	by	heating	with	water)	and	some	sago.	Keep	mixing	till	all	the	ingredients	are	well	mixed	and	the	water	content	has	evaporated.	When	it	takes	on	a	brown	colour,	add	the	moonnaam	paalu	(literally,	third	milk,	referring	to	the	coconut	milk	that	was	procured	from	the	coconut	after	the	third
round	of	blending	and	straining).	Boil	well	and	once	the	sago	is	cooked	well,	add	the	randaam	...	Semiya	Paayasam	(vermicelli	kheer)	This	is	a	paayasam	or	kheer	–	a	dessert	–	made	with	vermicelli	(thin	form	of	rice	noodles).	Break	the	vermicelli	into	small	pieces.	Fry	in	ghee,	to	a	golden	colour.	Cook	the	fried	vermicelli	in	some	boiling	water.	When	it
is	cooked,	add	cow’s	milk	and	bring	to	boil	once	more.	Allow	to	boil	for	some	time	and	then	add	crushed	cardamom,	and	roasted	cashew	nuts	and	raisins.	Mix	well,	remove	from	the	flame	and	allow	to	cool	before	using.	Festivals	To	experience	the	festivals	of	Kerala	is	to	experience	her	joie	de	vivre,	her	energy,	her	vivacity	and	her	sparkle.	There	are
many	festivals	that	manifest	the	communal	and	social	unity	of	the	people.	Most	of	the	acclaimed	art	forms	of	the	land	have	developed,	evolved	and	grown	in	stature,	primarily	through	their	association	with	festivals	over	the	years.	While	many	of	the	festivals	are	associated	with	places	of	worship,	secular	festivals	also	abound.	Onam	is	the	State	festival
of	Kerala.	Among	the	religious	festivals,	Vishu,	Navaratri,	Deepavali,	Shivaratri,	and	Thiruvathira	are	the	main	Hindu	festivals.	Ramzan,	Bakrid,	Muharram	and	Milad-e-Sharief	...	Temple	Festivals	The	temples	in	Kerala	date	back	to	the	Renaissance	period	in	Hinduism.	The	State	houses	a	large	number	of	temples	-	from	those	dedicated	to	Triumvirate
viz.	Lord	Brahma,	Lord	Vishnu	and	Lord	Siva	to	those	without	an	idol	or	any	ritual,	dedicated	to	the	Universal	Consciousness.	In	the	past,	temples	were	not	mere	centres	of	worship	as	they	promoted	art	and	culture	as	well.	They	are	also	the	citadels	of	many	popular	fine	arts	of	Kerala.	The	architecture,	beautifully	sculpted	idols	and	ritual	art	forms	to
appease	the	deities,	illustrate	the	artistic	excellence	of	the	State.	A	pilgrimage	to	know	the	...	Awards	Information	on	the	recipients	of	awards	and	fellowships	given	by	various	institutions	under	the	Cultural	Affairs	Department.	Islamic	Celebrations	in	Kerala	For	the	Muslim	community	of	Kerala,	the	sacrifice	feast	of	Bakrid	(Eid-al-Adha),	Ramzan	(Eid-
ul-Fitr)	and	Muharam	are	grand	festive	celebrations.	Celebrations	include	prayers,	gatherings,	exchange	greetings	and	the	festivity	ends	at	homes	with	special	feasts	and	social	visits.	Besides	these	common	festivals,	in	certain	mosques	which	house	the	grave	of	Islamic	saints	celebrates	annual	memorial	festivals	like	Chandankudam	(sandal	pots),
Nercha	(offering)	and	so	on.	They	will	have	colorful	festival	processions	and	are	attended	by	people	of	all	faiths.			Malayalam	Language	Etymology	of	Malayalam	The	word	‘Malayalam’	may	have	been	a	local	dialect	in	the	beginning.	The	first	part	in	the	word	‘Malayalam’,	ie,	‘Mala’	may	refer	to	hill,	and	the	last	part	‘Alam’	to	the	depths	of	the	ocean
(‘Alam’	over	the	years	transformed	to	Azham’	meaning	‘depths’).	So	the	word	‘Malayalam’	may	refer	to	the	land	lying	between	the	Western	Ghats	and	the	Arabian	Sea.	Or,	‘Alam’	may	be	the	‘alam’	in	words	like	Kovalam,	Pandalam	etc,	meaning	‘place’.	If	that	be	so,	Malayalam	refers	to	a	hilly	region.	It	goes	with	words	like	‘Malanad’,	‘Malabar’	etc.	It
has	other	...	Prabandhakoothu	The	most	popular	type	of	Koothu,	in	the	Prabandhakoothu	the	Chakyar,	who	enacts	the	role	of	the	jester,	tells	stories	from	the	Purana-based	Chambu	treatises.	The	plot,	written	in	Chambu	Kavyam	form,	which	is	a	combination	of	prose	and	poetry,	unfolds	as	the	Chakyar	gets	into	his	act	and	launches	into	detailed
interpretations	of	the	lines	of	the	story.	Spontaneously	adding	sub-plots	of	his	own	making	and	coming	up	with	ideas	to	spice	up	the	story,	the	Chakyar,	through	his	story	telling,	pokes	fun	at	modern	society	as	well	as	at	its	representatives	in	the	audience.	During	the	performance,	the	Chakyar,	...	Christian	Feasts	Like	elsewhere,	Christmas,	Good
Friday	and	Easter	are	special	occasions	for	Christians	in	Kerala.	The	occasions	of	Saint	Thomas	Day	and	St.	Francis	Xavier	Day	are	also	marked	by	grand	celebrations.	Church	feasts	are	also	celebrated	in	a	grand	manner.	The	statues	of	apostles	are	kept	near	the	altar	in	churches	named	after	them.	The	annual	feasts	of	churches	are	attended	by
people	of	all	faiths.	Other	Festivals	and	Celebrations	Adoor	Gajamela;	Arthungal	Perunnaal;	International	Paragliding	Festival;	Aanayoottu;	Anandappalli	Maramadi;	Aranmula	Vallamkali;	Aattuvela	Maholsavam;	Edathua	Perunal;	Kalpathi	Radholsavam;	Kuttikkol	Thampuratti	Theyyam;	Kodungalloor	Bharani;	Kanjiramattam	Kodikutthu;	Kanathoor
Naalvar	Bhoothasthaanam;	Chambakkulam	Vallamkali;	Chinakkatthoor	Pooram;	Chettikulangara	Bharani;	Thirunakkara	Aaraattu;	Thaipooya	Maholsavam;	Koorkkancheri	Thaipooya	Maholsavam	(at	Harippad);	Thripoonithura	Athachamayam;	Pattambi	Nercha;	Pariyanampatta	Pooram;	Parumala	Perunnaal;	Payippad	Vallamkali;	Paarippalli	Gajamela;
Pulikkali;	Perunthitta	Tharavaad	Theyyam;	Valliyoorkkaavu	Ulsavam;	Vishu;	Vaikathashtami;	Nehru	Trophy	Vallamkali.	Curd	pachadi	This	pachadi	–	the	pachadi	is	a	bit	like	a	salad	-	is	similar	to	the	traditional	cucumber	and	mango	pachadi	but	uses	curd	instead	of	mango.	Take	all	the	ingredients	used	to	make	the	masala	added	to	cooked	cucumber
when	making	the	cucumber-mango	pachadi.	Add	this	masala	and	some	set	curd	to	the	cooked	cucumber	pieces.	Heat	the	mixture	making	sure	that	the	curd	doesn’t	start	to	boil.	Finally,	add	spluttered	mustard	seeds.	Aviyal	The	Aviyal	is	a	nutrient-packed	dish.	Any	vegetable	except	the	bittergourd	can	be	used	for	this	not	too	spicy	dish.	Pick
vegetables	that	you	like	and	chop	them	into	pieces	of	one-inch	width	and	finger	length.	Grind	together	coconut,	turmeric	powder,	chilli	powder,	cumin	seeds	and	green	chillies.	Add	this	paste	and	a	little	bit	of	water	to	the	vegetable	mixture.	Cover	your	cooking	vessel	with	a	lid	and	cook	the	vegetables	till	all	the	water	dries	up.	To	the	cooked



vegetables,	mix	in	coconut	oil	and	curd	or	tamarind.	With	that,	your	Aviyal	is	ready.	The	vegetables	most	commonly	used	for	...	Kaliyoottu	Kaliyoottu	is	a	ritual	art	form	associated	with	Goddess	Bhadrakali	belief	and	is	mainly	popular	in	the	temples	of	Thiruvananthapuram	district.	In	Thiruvananthapuram,	the	kali	temples	are	also	known	by	the	name
of	Mudipurakal,	as	its	believed	that	Bhadrakali’s	hair	is	retained	in	Mudipura.	There	is	a	legend	which	says	that	Goddess	Bhadrakali	was	born	from	the	hair	of	Lord	Shiva.	The	priest	of	Mudipura,	known	as	Vathis,	is	the	chief	priest	for	Kaliyoottu.	Donning	the	role	of	Bhadrakali,	the	Vathis	performs	a	ritual	known	as	kalamkaval.	After	kalamkaval	and
aniyarakettu	(preparations	for	the	performance),	a	ritual	drama	is	played	on	...	Tomato	aviyal	For	this	aviyal	made	of	raw	tomatoes,	the	onion	to	be	added	is	cut	lengthwise	into	thin	pieces.	The	tomatoes	are	also	cut	in	a	similar	manner	and	added	to	the	onion.	Grind	together	grated	coconut,	turmeric	powder,	chilli	powder,	cumin	seeds,	green	chillies
and	curry	leaves,	making	sure	that	the	coconut	does	not	become	a	smooth	paste.	Add	this	rough	paste	to	the	tomato-onion	mixture	and	cook	with	just	enough	water.	Once	the	water	has	boiled	and	evaporated,	take	off	the	fire.	Finally	add	some	coconut	oil	and	with	that	your	aviyal	is	ready.	Breadfruit	with	grated	coconut	This	dish	is	made	with
breadfruit	mixed	with	grated	coconut.	Skin	a	ripe	breadfruit	and	chop	it	into	small	pieces.	Make	coconut	milk	with	some	of	the	grated	coconut	by	mixing	with	water	and	squeezing	the	milk	out.	Keep	aside.	Cook	the	breadfruit	pieces	with	water.	When	it	is	done,	add	coconut	milk	and	the	rest	of	the	grated	coconut,	and	some	salt.	Keep	on	the	fire	till	the
mixture	is	dry.	Now,	add	some	coconut	oil,	mix	and	remove	from	the	fire.	Best	eaten	when	warm.	Ilimban	puli	(Bilimbi)	vattichathu	This	dish	is	made	with	bilimbi.	Cut	the	bilimbi	lengthwise	into	pieces.	Now	put	these	pieces	into	lukewarm	water.	If	the	bilimbi	tastes	too	sour,	some	of	the	sourness	can	be	squeezed	out.	Now,	mix	together	using	only
your	fingers,	some	coconut,	onion,	green	chillies,	ginger,	curry	leaves,	salt	and	oil.	Add	this	mixture	to	the	bilimbi	pieces	and	cook	in	a	covered	vessel,	stirring	occasionally.	Reduce	the	flame	to	the	simmer	position	on	the	stove	and	remove	from	the	flame	when	it	becomes	dry	(though	not	too	dry).	Best	used	when	cool.	Maricheeni	or	Tapioca	puzhukku
Peel	tapioca	and	chop	them	into	small	pieces.	Remove	the	twine-like	hard	part	in	the	middle	and	then	boil	the	pieces	with	some	water.	If	the	tapioca	is	of	a	hard	variety	and	has	a	bitter	taste,	it	should	be	boiled	in	water	and	the	water	removed	–	twice	-	before	it	is	ready	for	adding	the	other	ingredients.	Once	it	is	cooked,	mix	in	salt	to	taste.	Now	make
a	paste-	not	too	smooth	–	of	grated	coconut,	turmeric	powder,	chilli	powder,	cumin	seeds,	and	garlic	–	along	with	a	few	curry	leaves.	Add	some	water	to	the	paste	and	...	Bittergourd	ularthiyathu	(‘ularthiyathu’	means	sautéed	or	fried)	This	dish	is	made	with	bittergourd	and	onion.	Cut	the	bittergourd	into	circular	slices	and	cook	with	chilli	powder,
turmeric	powder	and	salt,	making	sure	that	it	is	not	overcooked.	Now,	deep	fry,	to	a	light-red	colour,	pieces	of	onion	that	have	been	sliced	lengthwise,	and	keep	aside.	In	the	oil	that	is	remaining,	deep-fry	the	cooked	bittergourd.	Mix	in	the	fried	onion	to	this,	and	your	dish	is	ready.	This	tasty	dish	retains	all	the	nutrients	of	the	bittergourd	while	doing
away	with	its	pungent	bitterness.	Kathaprasangam	Kathaprasangam	or	the	art	of	storytelling	performance	is	popular	art	form	which	blends	the	tradition	of	music	and	speech	together.	A	performing	art	of	Kerala,	Kathaprasangam	is	presented	by	Kaathikan	(Kathaprasangam	artiste)	who	will	be	a	talented	person	as	he/she	has	to	be	a	singer,	actor	and
an	orator	at	a	time.				Also	known	as	Harikatha,	Harikathakalakshepam,	Kathakalashepam	and	Sathakatha	Kalashepam,	similar	art	forms	can	be	seen	in	many	folk	and	cultural	traditions	in	different	languages	in	different	parts	of	India.	According	to	historians,	Mahabharata	and	Ramayana	were	initially	performed	orally	in	the	form	of
Harikatha.Kathaprasangam	in	Kerala	has	been	...	Drinks	Drinks,	hot	or	cold,	are	primarily	for	quenching	thirst.	But	that	does	not	mean	that	they	have	no	nutritive	value.	We	need	healthy	drinks	as	part	of	our	daily	menu	and	also	for	entertaining	guests.	Aerated	drinks	and	the	like,	which	are	in	circulation	nowadays,	have	undermined	the	value	of
conventional	drinks.	However,	there	are	many	conventional	drinks	that	are	nutritious	and	tasty	at	the	same	time.	Many	people	still	enjoy	these	drinks.	Gooseberry	Tonic	This	gooseberry	arishtam	–	arishtam	here	refers	to	a	type	of	herbal	tonic	-	is	made	with	an	easy	to	make	recipe	using	gooseberry	and	jaggery	in	a	2:1	ratio.	As	the	first	step,	wash	the
gooseberries	and	dry	them	manually.	Do	not	allow	them	to	dry	on	their	own	as	they	will	lose	their	moisture	and	become	hard	and	unusable.	Pound	together	nutmeg,	cloves	and	cinnamon.	Layer	the	gooseberries,	jaggery	and	the	pounded	mixture	in	a	bharani,	a	traditional	porcelain	bottle	used	for	storage.	Close	the	mouth	of	the	bharani	tightly	with	a
piece	of	cotton	cloth	and	leave	it	undisturbed	...	Kothamooriyattam	Kothamooriyattam	is	a	traditional	folk	art	form	popular	in	Kannur	and	Kasaragod	districts	of	Kerala.	It	is	believed	that	Godawari	is	a	holy	cow	of	devalokom	(god’s	place).	Godawariyattam	later	become	Kothamooriyattom.	Kothamoori	is	the	rustic	form	of	Godawari.	The	Malayan
community	prominently	enacts	the	role	of	Kothamoori.	In	some	places,	it	is	performed	by	the	Panan	community.	Kothamooriyattam	begins	after	the	tenth	day	of	the	Malayalam	month	of	Thulam	(October).	Kothamooritheyyam	and	paniyan	along	with	instrumentalist	visit	houses.	Boys	don	the	role	of	Kothamoori.	The	costumes	and	face	drawings	are
very	simple.	Chayilyam	is	applied	on	the	face.	Hair	is	...	Sharbat	made	from	Asparagus	racemosus	This	is	a	cooling	drink	made	from	the	extract	of	the	root	of	the	Asparagus	racemosus.	The	tuber	is	first	skinned,	washed	properly	and	then	pounded	with	a	little	bit	of	water	to	takeout	the	extract.	Lime	juice,	in	a	4:1	ratio,	is	also	kept	ready.	To	make	the
sharbat,	first	boil	together	a	few	one-inch	pieces	of	cinnamon,	two	and	a	half	kilos	of	sugar,	and	water.	Strain	the	mixture.	To	the	strained	mixture,	add	a	teaspoon	of	citric	acid	and	put	on	the	fire	once	more.	Bring	to	boil	and	wait	for	the	mixture	to	attain	a	thread-like	consistency	when	...	Salted	Buttermilk	Buttermilk	is	curds	from	which	butter	has
been	completely	removed	by	churning.	Sambharam	is	a	dish	made	by	adding	water	and	salt	and	crushed	curry	leaves	to	buttermilk.	It	is	a	very	cooling	drink	in	summer.	Some	people	call	it	thakram.	Uppum	puliyum	Uppum	puliyum	or	Saltiness	‘n	sourness.	This	curry	is	great	both	for	mixing	in	with	rice	and	also	for	having	on	its	own,	and	can	be
prepared	in	a	jiffy.	Chop	shallots	into	small	pieces.	Mix	into	it,	using	only	your	fingers,	green	chillies,	tamarind	and	salt.	Now	add	a	little	water	and	your	Uppum	puliyum	is	ready.	The	combination	of	spiciness,	sourness	and	saltiness	is	what	makes	this	dish	a	winner.	Onathar	and	Oneshwaran	Onathar	is	a	traditional	folk	art	form	performed	during
Onam	sesaon	in	Kannur	and	adjoining	areas.	Also	known	as	Onathappan,	Onatheyyam	the	head	of	the	Onatheyyam	will	be	from	the	Vannan	community.	Boys	would	don	the	role	of	Onatheyyam	and	along	with	instrumentalists	would	visit	houses	on	Uthradam	and	Thiruvonam	(zodiac	signs)	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Chingam	(August/September)
during	Onam	festival.	The	facial	make-up	would	be	simple	and	the	Theyyams	would	wear	special	costumes	and	headgears.	On	the	right	hand	they	will	carry	a	bell	and	on	the	left	hand,	an	Onavillu.	The	Onatheyyams	would	walk	jingling	the	bells.	The	Onapottan	...	Dravidian	language	family	The	Dravidian	language	family	comprises	of	languages	spoken
mainly	in	south	India	and	in	northeastern	Sri	Lanka.	There	are	almost	73	different	languages	that	belong	to	this	family	and	can	be	seen	in	use	in	Eastern	parts	of	central	India,	Pakistan,	Nepal,	Afghanistan,	Bangladesh	and	Iran.	It	was	Robert	Caldwell	who	first	established	the	group	as	one	among	the	major	language	groups	of	world	and	made	a
comparative	study	of	the	Dravidian	languages.	The	main	Dravidian	languages	in	use	are	Tamil,	Kannada,	Telugu,	Malayalam	and	Tulu.	Linguists	opine	that	there	existed	an	old	Dravidian	language	(‘Adi	Dravida	Bhasha‘)	common	to	all	...	‘Adi	Dravida	Bhasha'	(proto	Dravidian	language)	A	proto	language	is	a	language	reconstructed	by	linguists	based
on	certain	assumptions.	The	ancestor	language	or	original	form	of	Dravidian	Language	is	said	to	be	‘Adi	Dravidam’.		However,	there	is	no	proof	for	the	existence	of	this	language,	the	place	where	it	was	spoken	and	the	grammar	related	to	this	language.	According	to	famous	linguists	like	B.	Krishnamoorthi,		P.	S.	Subrahmanyan	and		Kamil	Zvelebil	the
Adi	Dravida	language	(Proto-Dravidian)	had	five	short	and	long	vowels:		*a,		*ā,		*i,		*ī,		*u,		*ū,		*e,		*ē,		*o,		*ō.	There	were	no	diphthongs;	ai	and	au	are	treated	as	*ay	and	*av	(or	...	Fellowship	list	of	Kerala	Sangeetha	Nataka	Academi	Winner	of	Kerala	Sangeetha	Nataka	Academy	Fellowship	in	various	catergories.	Drama		Year		Winners		2000
	Kavalam	Narayana	Panicker		2002		Prof.	S.	Ramanujan		2003		T.	Santhadevi		2004		C.P.	Pappukutti	Bhagavatar		2005		Vijayakumari		2006		K.P.A.C.	Khan		2007		Thilakan		2009		T.K.	John		2010		Vayala	Vasudevan	Pillai		2011		Artist	Sujathan		2012		C.L.	Jose		2013		Nelson	Fernandus		2014		K.P.A.C.	Lalitha	Classical	Music		Year		Winners		2000
	Tiruvizha	Jayasankar		2001		B.Sasikumar				Nellayi	Krishnamoorthi	(Vocal)				Mavelikkara	Sankarankutty	Nair		2002		B.	Ponnammal		2003		K.P.	Udayabhanu	(Vocal)		2004		M.G.	Radhakrishnan		2005		Santha	P.	Nair		2006		T.V.	Gopalakrishnan	(Mridangam)		2007		M.S.	Gopalakrishnan		2008		M.K.	Arjunan		2009		Pala	C.K.	Ramachandran		2010
	Palkulangara	Ambikadevi		2011		Ananthalakshmi	Venkitaraman		2012		Dr.	K.	Omanakutty		2013		Mangadu	Nadesan		2014		M.	Subrahmanya	Sharma	Kathakali		Year		Winners		2002		Kalamandalam	Sankaran	Embranthiri		2003		Kavungal	Chathunni	Panicker		2006		Kalamandalam	Gopi		2008		Kottakkal	Sivaraman	Keraleeya	Vadyangal		Year		Winner
	2000		Chakkumkulam	Appu	Marar	(Melam)		2001		Cherplasseri	Sivan	(Maddalam)		2002		Peruvanam	Kuttan	Marar	(Chenda)		2003		Kadanadu	V.K.	Gopi	(Mridangam)				Cherthala	A.K.	Ramachandran		2004		Chengamanad	Appu	Marar	(Kombu)		2005		Alipparambil	Sivarama	Poduval	(Chenda,	Edakka)		2006		Margi	Somadas	(Chenda)		2007
	Kalamandalam	Narayanan	Nambissan	(Maddalam)		2008		Thrikkoor	Rajan	(Panchavadyam	-	Maddalam)		2009		Kalapathi	Balakrishnan	(Thayambaka)		2010		Machadu	Ramakrishnan	Nair	(Kombu)				Cheruthazham	Chandran	(Thayambaka)		2011		Kelath	Aravindaksha	Marar	(Chenda)		2012		Kalanilayam	Babu	(Maddalam)				Elanjimel	...	Tamil	Tamil	is
the	Dravidian	Language	spoken	predominantly	by	people	of	Tamil	Nadu.	Besides	Tamil	Nadu,	Tamil	is	the	official	language	of	Pondicherry,	Andaman	Nicobar	Islands	and	foreign	countries	like	Sri	Lanka	and	Singapore.	It’s	the	first	language	which	was	declared	as	a	classical	language	by	Indian	Govt.	(June	6th,	2004).	There	are	almost	80	million	people
around	the	world	who	speak	Tamil.	It	is	believed	that	from	the	ancient	‘Brahmi’	script,	Tamil	Brahmi	script	came	into	existence.	By	9th	century	AD,	from	this	Tamil	Brahmi	script,	the	Vattazhuthu	script	came	into	existence	from	which	the	modern	Tamil	script	was	formed.	The	...	Kannada	Kannada,	one	amongst	the	Dravidian	Languages,	is	the	official
language	of	the	state	of	Karnataka,	India.	Linguists	have	opined	that	Kannada	is	the	first	language	to	have	separated	from	proto	Dravidian	language	to	form	an	independent	one.			Kannada	which	has	a	rich	heritage	of	almost	1600	years	is	divided	into	three	periods;	Old	Kannada	(halegannada)	from	450–1200	A.D.,	Middle	Kannada	(Nadugannada)
from	1200–1700	A.D.,	and	Modern	Kannada	(hosagannada)	from	19th	century		to	the	present.	There	are	about	20	dialects	of	Kannada.	Languages	like	Tulu,	Kodava	and	Konkani	has	adopted	many	words	from	Kannada.	Lalithakala	Akademi	Awards	List	of	Winners	2014				Honourable	Award	(Golden	Jubilee)	–	Rs.	25,000/-		Prof.	V.	Kesavankutti		P.C.
Maman		N.L.	Balakrishnan		Toms	(Cartoonist)		2014	-	2015		Fellowship		K.	Prabhakaran		Paul	Kallanodu		State	Award	of	Rs.	25,000/-		Balamurali	Krishnan	N		Jayesh.	K.K		Prajith	E		Sajikumar	V.P		Santhosh	Mitra	T		Vishnu	V	Nair	(Photography)		Rajendra	Kumar	(Cartoon)	Honourable	Mention	Award	of	Rs.	10,000/-		Anil	T.K		Mrs.	Baiju	P.K	(Baiju
Neendoor)		Harindran	Chaladu		Prasad	Kumar	K.S		Prasad	T.S		Damu	Sagam	(Photography)		Praveen	Shornur	(Photography)		T.V.	G	Menon	(Cartoon)		Suresh.	E	(Cartoon)	Vellikal	Sankara	Menon	Endowment	Gold	Medal		Vipaan	Rapheal	Vijaya	Raghavan		Endowment	Gold	Medal		Shajith	R.B		Special	Mention	Award	of	Rs.	5,000/-		Deepa	K		Johin
Thomas		Muhammed	Riyas	K.A		Sanoj	S.S		Sivaji	R		2013-2014		Fellowship		P.S.	Karunakaran		Youth	Forum		Saju	Thurathil		Zakir	Hussain		State	Award	of	Rs.	25,000/-		Avanavan	Narayanan		Jayamol.	P.S		Sajish	P.A		Sudhakaran	N.K		Rajeesh	Sarovar	Honourable	...	Monthly	Programme	April	2016	Thayattu	Award	for	literary	criticism	Abu	Dhabi	Sakthi
Awards,	instituted	by	Abu	Dhabi	Sakthi	Theatres,	an	organisation	of	the	Malayalees	working	in	Abu	Dhabi	every	year	acknowledges	writers	in	various	genres.	Started	in	1989	the	awards	for	literary	criticism	is	known	as	Thayattu	Awards.	Year	Awardees		1989		P.	Vijayan		1990		S.	Sudheesh		1991		Hariharan	Poonjar		1992		Dr.	S.	Rajashekaran		1993
	Dr.	Azad		1994		Prof.	M.	M.	Narayanan		1995		E.P	Rajagopalan		1996		Dr.	P.K.	Pokker		1997		Dr.	P.	Geetha		1998		Prayar	Prabhakaran		1999		Dr.	K.	S.	Ravikumar		2000		G.	Madhusudhanan		2001		Dr.	N.	Rajan		2002		Dr.	P.	Soman		2003		Dr.	Babu				Dr.	Jacob	Issac	Kalimadom		2004		Dr.	M.	Leelavathi		2005		Dr.	V.	Sukumaran		2006		Dr.	K.	H.
Subrahmanyan		2007		C.	R.	Prasad		2008		Dr.	K.	P.	Mohanan		2009		Sunil.	P.	Elayidom		2010		P.Appukuttan		2011		Dr.	P.S.	Radhakrishnan		2012		Dr.	V.	Lisy	Mathew		2013		Dr.	Pallipuram	Murali			Malayalam	Alphabets	Unlike	English,	in	the	Malayalam	language,	the	letters	and	script	are	related	to	each	other.	Different	grammar	books	state	different
opinions	on	the	number	of	letters	in	Malayalam.			It	is	quite	difficult	to	say	the	exact	number	of	letters	in	Malayalam.	Letters	are	the	smallest	aspect	of	pronunciation.	The	syllable	is	the	smallest	aspect	of	language.	But	if	someone	wants	to	know	how	many	letters	are	there	in	English,	they	are	referring	to	the	syllable.	Precisely,	in	English	there	are	26
syllables	and	26	scripts	to	denote	them.	In	Malayalam,	however,	the	difference	is	not	between	syllables	and	scripts.	Letter	...	Travelogue	/	Travel	writing	Travelogue	or	travel	writing	is	one	of	the	most	favourite	collections	readers	are	generally	fond	of.	People	are	always	interested	to	know	about	a	land,	its	inhabitants,	their	life	styles	and	social
circumstances.	And	is	one	of	the	reasons	why	travelogues	are	very	popular	among	readers.	Like	other	languages,	in	Malayalam	also	travelogues	occupy	a	prominent	place.	The	first	travelogue	written	in	Malayalam	is	Varthamana	Pustakam	or	Romayatra	by	Paremakkal	Thoma	Kathanar	(1736-99).	Supposed	to	have	been	written	between	1790	and
1799,	the	travelogue	was	published	in	1936.	But	the	first	printed	travelogue	book	is	that	of	Gee	Varghese	Mar	Gregorious’	...	V.K.N	The	second	half	of	20th	century	in	Kerala	witnessed	the	emergence	of	the	modern	period	in	Malayalam	Literature,	following	heated	debates	and	discussions’	that	made	modernity	stand	out.	It	was	the	pertinent	need	on
the	part	of	writers	to	employ	urban	life	experiences	in	their	works.	It	was	in	such	circumstances	that	V.K.N.	made	his	foray	into	the	world	of	literature.	Vadake	Koottala	Narayanankutty	Nair	popularly	known	as	V.K.N.	was	born	on	6th	April	1932	at	Thiruvilwamala	in	Thrissur	district.	After	completing	his	matriculation,	he	joined	the	Devaswom	Board
and	served	the	organization	for	nine	years.	In	between,	he	got	married	...	Biography	/	Autobiography	Biography	and	autobiography	reflects	the	historical	period	in	which	the	person	lived	and	both	contains	the	history	of	life.	Writing	about	someone	else’s	life	is	biography.	These	branches	of	literature	began	during	the	1870s.	It	is	believed	that	the	first
autobiography	was	an	account	of	the	details	of	the	lives	of	Appathadeeri	and	Vella.	Vaikkom	Pachumoothattu’s	life	story	published	in	1875	and	a	short	autobiography	written	in	English	by	Vishakam	Thirunal	Maharaja	in	1880	belong	to	this	category.	Swadheshabhimani	Ramakrishna	Pillai’s	Ente	Naadukadathal	(1911),	Sahitya	Panchananan’s
Smaranamandalam	(1938),	E.	V.	Krishna	Pillai’s	Jeevitha	Smaranakal	(1938,	1949),	C.	Sankaran	Nair’s	autobiography	...	Script	Language	is	recorded	using	its	script	which	evolves	over	time.	From	the	9th	century	onwards	the	script	used	for	writing	Malayalam	was	‘Vattezhuthu’.	The	alphabets	of	modern	Malayalam	are	taken	from	the	‘Grandha	Script’
which	came	into	existence	by	the	16th	century.	Kerala	Sahitya	Akademi	Fellowship	Distinguished	Fellows	of	the	Kerala	Sahitya	Akademi		Year		Winners		1970		K.	P	Kesava	Menon				G.	Sankara	Kurup		1971		Puthezhethu	Ramanmenon		1973		Prof.	Joseph	Mundasseri				Mathew.	M.	Kuzhiveli		1976		V.T.	Bhattathirippad				Sooranadu	Kunjanpillai		1979
	N.	Krishnapillai				N.	Balamani	Amma		1981		V.	Unnikrishnan	Nair				P.	Kesavdev				Vyloppilli	Sreedharamenon				Vaikkom	Muhammed	Basheer				N.	Lalithambika	Antherjanam		1983		Dr.	R.E	Asher		1985		Thakazhi	Sivasankara	Pillai				N.V.	Krishna	Warrier		1986		Kainikkara	Kumarapillai				Vidwan	T.	M.	Chummar		1989		Dr.	K.	M.	George				Ponkunnam
Varkey				M.P.	Appan				C.N.	Ahmmed	Moulavi		1991		Sukumar	Azhikode		1994		M.P.Sankunni	Nair		1995		K.	Surendran		1996		Prof.	S.	Guptan	Nair		1997		V.K.N				Kovilan		1998		P.	Bhaskaran		1999		Prof.	O.N.V.	Kurup				Dr.	M.	Leelavathi		2000		Thikodiyan		2001		O.V.	Vijayan		2002		Kamala	Suraiyya		2003		Dr.	K.	Ayyappa	Paniker		2004
	Sugathakumari		2005		M.T.	Vasudevan	Nair		2006		Akkitham	Achuthan	Nampoothiri				Pala	Narayanan	Nair		2007		Prof.	M.K.	Sanu				K.T	Muhammed		2008		P.	Govinda	Pillai				Kakkanadan		2009		Puthusseri	Ramachandran				Prof.	M.	Achuthan		2010		Prof.	Vishnunarayanan	Nampoothiri				Punathil	Kunjabdulla				C.	Radhakrishnan				K.	Satchidanandan
	2011		T.	Padmanabhan				Anand		2012		M.P	Veerendra	Kumar				Sakaria		2013		Yusafali	Kecheri				N.S	Madhavan			Malayalam	Script	It	is	believed	that	the	modern	Malayalam	script	evolved	from	‘Grandha’	script	which	is	also	known	as	‘Arya	ezhuthu’.	‘Vattezhuthu’	was	the	script	used	to	record	Malayalam	before	the	Grandha	script	was	adopted	for
the	purpose.	The	scripts	called	‘Kolezhuthu’	and	‘	Malayanma’	were	also	used	widely.	From	7th	century	AD	onwards,	‘Grandhaksharam’,	the	Grandha	script,	was	used	to	write	Sanskrit.	The	Pallava	kings,	who	ruled	from	the	city	at	Kanchipuram,	popularized	Grandha	script	since	the	Tamil	alphabets	were	not	sufficient	to	record	the	Sanskrit	language.
This	new	script	soon	spread	to	Kerala	too.	During	the	reign	of	Pandya	and	Vijayanagara	...	Vattezhuthu	Of	the	available	Malayalam	scripts,	Vattezhuthu	is	the	most	ancient	script.	Devoid	of	consonants,	this	script	is	transformed	from	Brahmi	Script,	the	most	ancient	script	of	India.	A.	R.	Raja	Raja	Varma,	in	his	famous	work	‘Kerala	Paanineeyam’,
mentions	that	“Vattezhuthu”	was	the	script	used	in	Malayalam	till	the	time	of	Thunchath	Ezhuthachan.	He	details	that	the	Vattezhuthu	script	was	suitable	to	write	Tamil	but	did	not	have	consonants	needed	to	transcribe	Sanskrit	words.		During	the	ancient	times,	the	official	language	as	well	as	the	trade	language	in	Kerala	was	Tamil	and	hence	the
Vattezhuthu	script	was	widely	used.	The	Vattezhuthu	...	Kolezhuthu	This	is	another	script	which	was	used	to	write	Malayalam	in	the	ancient	days.	Like	‘Vattezhuthu’,	Kolezhuthu	also	had	no	consonants.	The	script	was	recorded	using	sharp	writing	tools	like	‘kol’	or	“ezhuthani’	and	hence	the	name	‘Kolezhuthu’.	According	to	Dr.	K.	Goda	Varma	Raja,
Kolezhuthu	was	more	popular	in	the	Kochi	and	Malabar	areas.	Both	‘Vattezhuthu’	and	‘Kolezhuthu’	are	similar	script	systems.		A	number	of	documents	unearthed	show	that	these	scripts	had	been	widely	used	and	that	till	the	beginning	of	the	20th	century,	the	Muslims	of	Malabar	used	‘Kolezhuthu’	script.		The	absence	of	consonants	in	both	these
scripts	prove	...	Dala	Award	An	award	insituted	for	honouring	eminent	literary	persons	and	socially	working	institutions.			Year		Winners		1997		Dr.	Sukumar	Azhikode		1998		Kerala	Sastra	Sahitya	Parishid		1999		Dr.	P.K.R.	Warrier		2000		Kanjikuzhi	Panchayath		2001		K.	Mohanan		2002		Sabana	Azmi		2003		Purogama	Kalasahitya	Sangham		2004		Prof.
O.N.V.	Kurup		2005		P.K.	Kalan		2006		K.T.	Muhammed		2007		C.V.	Sreeraman		2008		Dr.	P.K.	Paniker			Malayanma	‘Malayanma’	is	an	ancient	script	used	to	write	Malayalam	language.	A	detailed	description	on	this	script	is	given	by	the	famous	linguist	L.	A.	Ravi	Varma.	The	Malayanma	script	developed	as	a	mixture	of	the	two	ancient	scripts
‘Vattezhuthu’	and	‘Kolezhuthu’.	Research	scholars	have	opined	that	this	script	is	not	related	to	the	famous	Grandha	script.	Though	Malayanma	script	also	has	no	consonants	like	the	‘Vattezhuthu’	and	‘Kolezhuthu’	scripts,	it	has	some	special	alphabets	which	are	suited	to	write	Dravidian	languages.	It	is	believed	that	the	three	scripts-	Vattezhuthu,
Kolezhuthu	and	Malayanma-	developed	from	the	same	family.	In	his	famous		Grammar	...	T.K.	Ramakrishnan	Award	An	award	in	memory	of	T.	K.	Ramakrishnan,		instituted	by	Abu	Dhabi	Sakthi	Theatres.			Year		Winners		2007		Dr.	P.K.R.	Warrier		2008		K.	Mohanan		2009		Dr.	P.K.	Warrier		2010		Dr.	K.K.N.	Kurup		2011		Kanayi	Kunhiraman		2012
	Paypappilli	Balan		2013		Prof.	K.	M.	Sanu			Padmaprabha	Literary	Award	Padmaprabha	Literary	Award	is	a	prestigious	literary	prize	in	Malayalam	instituted	in	memory	of	freedom	fighter	and	socialist,	who	is	considered	to	be	the	modern	founder	of	Wayanad	district,	M.K	Padmaprabha	Gowder.		The	awards	are	announced	every	year	by	Padmaprabha
Trust	formed	in	1996.		Year		Winners		1996		Unnikrishnan	Puroor		1997		Ponkunnam	Varkey		1998		Prof.	M.	Achuthan		1999		Dr.	M.	Leelavathi		2000		N.P.	Muhammed		2001		Kakkanadan		2002		Akitham	Achuthan	Nampoothiri		2003		K.T.	Muhammed		2004		Prof.	O.N.V.	Kurup		2005		P.	Valsala		2006		C.	Radhakrishnan		2007		U.A.	Khader		2008
	Sachitanandan		2009		N.S.	Madhavan		2010		Prof.	M.K.	Sanu		2011		Sara	Joseph		2012		Vijayalakshmi		2013		C.V.	Balakrishnan		2014		Benyamin			Mathrubhumi	Literary	Award	An	award	given	as	a	recognition	of	a	writer's	overall	contribution	to	the	Malayalam	literature,	Mathrubhumi	Literary	Award	instituted	in	2001		has	a	sum	of	Rs.	2	lakh,	a
plaque	and	citation	as	honour.		Year		Winners		2001		Thikodiyan		2002		M.V	Devan		2003		Pala	Narayanan	Nair		2004		O.V.	Vijayan		2005		M.T.	Vasudevan	Nair		2006		M.	Mukundan		2007		Akkitham	Achuthan	Nampoothiri		2008		Kovilan		2009		Prof.	Vishnunarayanan	Nampoothiri		2010		Dr.	Sukumar	Azhikode		2011		Dr.	M.	Leelavathi		2012		Dr.
Punathil	Kunjabdulla		2013		Sugathakumari		2014		T.	Padmanabhan			Short	Story	Malayalam	short	story	took	its	fledgling	steps	in	the	20th	century.	Though	the	literary	form	shaped	itself	towards	the	end	of	the	19th	century,	the	genre	grew	fast	only	after	the	1930s.	It	bloomed	so	beautifully	during	the	next	thirty	years	that	it	fastly	became	a	very
popular	form	of	literary	expression	and	was	readily	accepted	by	the	reading	public.	The	early	exponents	of	the	genre	were	writers	such	as	Moorkkothu	Kumaran,	Oduvil	Kunhikrishna	Menon,	Vengayil	Kunhiraman	Nayanar,	Ambadi	Narayana	Poduwal,	M.	R.	K.C.,	K.	Sukumaran,	and	E.V.	Krishna	Pillai.	The	era,	during	which	writers	like	Ponkunnam
Varkey,	P.	Kesavadev,	Thakazhi	Sivasankara	...	Shatkala	Govinda	Marar	There	is	not	much	literature	available	that	throws	light	on	the	life	of	one	of	the	most	outstanding	Malayali	musicians	in	the	field	of	Carnatic	music.	And	what	little	we	have	is	worth	its	weight	in	gold.	Marar	was	born	in	1798	at	Mamangalam	in	Ernakulam	district.	At	a	very	young
age,	he	mastered	chenda,	edakka,	thimila	etc.	It	is	believed	that	he	learnt	Carnatic	music	under	Harippad	Ramaswamy	Bhagavathar.	The	latent	talent	was	soon	ignited.	Marar	who	led	the	life	of	an	ascetic	soon	became	an	astan	vidwan	(eight	scholars)	in	Sree	Swathi	Tirunal’s	court.	A	notable	feature	of	Govinda	...	Short	Story:	First	Phase	The	first
published	Malayalam	short	story	was	Vasana	Vikruti	in	the	magazine,	Vidya	Vinodini,	in	1891.	It	was	written	by	journalist	Vengayil	Kunhiraman	Nayanar	but	the	publishers	did	not	reveal	his	name	in	the	publication	so	that	the	writer	remained	anonymous	to	the	readers.	The	increase	in	the	number	and	circulation	of	magazines	aided	the	growth	of
short	stories	because	there	was	an	increased	demand	for	short	fiction.	The	development	of	the	genre	and	the	evolution	of	newspapers	are	closely	linked.	The	leading	writers	of	those	days	were	Pandalam	Kerala	Varma,	Kodungallur	Kunhikuttan	Thampuran,	Appan	Thampuran,	Seevolli	Narayanan	Nampoothiri,	C.V.	Kunhiraman,	C.	...	Short	Story:
Second	Phase	By	the	mid-1920s,	there	were	many	social	changes	in	Kerala.	These	had	a	deep	impact	on	the	short	story	culture.	For	the	first	time,	writers	wanted	their	stories	to	be	a	reflection	of	the	upheavals	in	society.	Journalist	Kesari	Balakrishna	Pillai	critically	analysed	the	structure	and	entertainment	potential	of	short	stories	in	his	work
Roopamanjari.	This	led	to	a	strong	literary	consciousness	in	many	Malayalam	short	story	writers.	Balakrishna	Pillai	also	translated	many	European	short	stories	into	Malayalam.	This	too	helped	readers	and	writers	understand	the	fine	distinctions	in	structuring	different	types	of	short	stories.	Different	literary	movements	of	these	times,	...	Golden	Era
of	Short	Story	S.	K.	Pottekkatt,	Thakazhi	Sivasankara	Pillai,	P.	Kesavadev,	Ponkunnam	Varkey,	and	Vaikom	Muhammad	Basheer	were	writers	who	strongly	criticised	the	decay	of	society	as	they	perceived	it.	They	upheld	high	values	and	suggested,	through	their	stories,	the	ways	and	means	to	fight	the	degeneration	of	society.	K.	Saraswathi	Amma,
Lalithambika	Antharjanam,	P.C.	Kuttikrishnan	(Uroob),	and	Karoor	Neelakanta	Pillai	followed	soon	after	and	wrote	aesthetically	apealing	stories	with	powerful	messages.	Together,	these	writers	were	able	to	create	the	perfect	golden	era	of	Malayalam	short	story.	Many	stories	like	Thakazhi’s	Thahasildarude	Achan,	Vellappokkathil;	S.K.	Pottekkatt’s
Nisagandhi,	Ottakam;	Ponkunnam	Varkey’s	Anthoni	Neeyum	Achanayoda?,Sabdikkunna	Kalappa;	...	Mulloor	S.	Padmanabha	Panicker	Mulloor	S.	Padmanabha	Panicker,	who	belonged	to	Panayannar	Kavu	of	Mannar	town	in	central	Travancore,	was	born	in	1869.	He	contributed	much	to	the	renaissance	period	of	Malayalam	Literature.	His	father	was
Mulloor	Sankaran	Vaidyan	and	mother,	Velutha	Kunjamma.	Mulloor	began	his	poetic	career	at	the	age	of	twelve.	He	learnt	Sanskrit,	Ayurveda,	and	Kalari	(martial	arts)	at	a	young	age.	The	poem	‘Kiratam’	which	he	wrote	then	won	him	appreciation	of	many	poetry	lovers.	Mulloor	did	not	confine	himself	to	just	literary	activities.	He	showed	keen
interest	in	social	and	community-related	issues	and	took	an	active	part	in	them.	During	...	Monthly	Programme	February	2016	Monthly	Programme	March	2016	Novel	Malayalam	novel	both	in	its	novelty	and	modernism	is	comparable	with	the	works	in	world	literature.	The	Malayalam	novel	has	the	capacity	to	present	varied	themes	with	all	its
boldness	and	beauty.	Many	talented	persons	have	created	many	contributions	to	this	stream	of	literature.	The	publishing	and	the	sales	of	novels	are	a	proof	that,	the	novels	have	a	place	in	the	hearts	of	the	people.	Surprisingly	the	people	of	Kerala	on	an	average	are	an	avid	readers	of	novels.	Critics	also	evaluate	and	consider	novels	the	most.	No
doubt,	the	coming	of	novels	has	raised	the	reading	habits	of	...	Novel	as	a	literary	form	The	literary	form	called	novel,	which	is	a	sequential	fictional	narrative,	originated	in	Malayalam	in	the	beginning	of	the	19th	century.	The	first	Malayalam	novel,	which	can	be	described	as	the	prototype	of	the	modern	novel,	is	Indulekha,	published	in	1889.	Between
1847	and	1887,	12	narrative	works	appeared	in	Malayalam,	but	none	of	them	fully	fitted	the	definition	of	a	novel.	They	are	listed	below:	Paradeshi	Mokshayatra	–	A	translation	of	the	book	‘The	Pilgrim’s	Progress’	written	by	John	Bunyan.	Translated	into	Malayalam	by	Archdeacon	Koshy	(1847).	Sanchariyute	Prayanam	–	A	translation	of	the	book	‘The
Pilgrim’s	Progress’	written	by	John	...	Irayimman	Thampi	With	the	sweet	lullaby	Omana	Thingal	Kidavo…	Irayimman	Thampi	conquered	the	hearts	of	one	and	all.	Considering	his	literary	contributions,	we	are	amazed	to	find	that	he	was	not	only	a	song	writer	but	an	eminent	poet	and	writer	of	number	of	Attakatha(Kathakali	play)	as	well.	Irayimman
Thampi	was	born	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Thulam	in	1958	ME	Kottakkakom	Kizhake	Madom.	His	mother	was	Parvathy	Pillai	Thankachi	who	was	close	to	the	Travancore	royal	family.	His	father	was	Kerala	Varma	Thamban	of	Cherthala	Naduvil	Kovilakam	and	was	also	known	as	Sastri	Thamban.	Irayimman	Thampi's	original	name	was	Ravi	Varma
Thampi.	His	...	Monthly	Programme	January	2016	Important	Novels	Important	Novels	of	Thakazhi		Kayar	(Coir)		Thottiyude	Makan	(Scavenger’s	Son)		Randidangazhi	(Two	Measures)		Chemmeen	(Prawns)		Enippadikal	(Footsteps)		Pratiphalam	(Returns)		Paramarthangal		Avante	Smaranakal		Ouseppinte	Makkal	(The	Sons	of	Ouseph)		Oru
Erinhadangal	(An	Extinguishing)		Chukku		Thalayodu		Anubhavangal	Palichakkal		Perillakkatha		Pappiyammayum	Makkalum		Anju	Pennungal		Jeevitham	Sundaramanu	Pakshe		Nurayum	Pathayum		Akaththalam		Kotippoya	Mukhangal		Pathithapankajam		Vilpanakkari	Important	Novels	of	Basheer		Balyakalasakhi	(Childhood	Companion)
	Ntuppuppakkoranendarnnu	(My	Grandad	Had	an	Elephant)		Premalekhanam	(	The	Love	Letter)		Maranathinte	Nizhalil	(In	the	Shadow	of	Death)		Mathilukal	(Walls)		Shabdangal	(Voices)		Pathummayude	Aadu	(Pathumma’s	Goat)		Jeevithanizhalppadukal	(The	Shadows	of	Life)		Muchcheettukalikkarante	Makal	(The	Card	Sharper’s	Daughter)
	Aanavariyum	Ponkurisum	(Elephant	Scooper	and	Golden	Cross)		Manthrikappoocha	(The	Magic	Cat)	Sthalathe	Pradhana	Divyan	(The	Principal	Divine	of	the	Place)	Important	Novels	of	S.	K.	Pottekkatt	Visha-kanyaka	(The	Poisonous	Maiden)	Naatan	Premam	(Rural	Love)	Karamboo	Prema-siksha	(The	Punishment	of	Love)	Mootupatam	(The	Veil)	Oru
Theruvinte	Katha	(The	...	Dr.	K	Ayyappa	Paniker	A	leading	modern	poet	of	Malayalam	and	an	outstanding	English	teacher,	Dr.	K	Ayyappa	Paniker	was	born	on	12th	September	1930	at	Kavalam	village	of	Kuttanad	in	Kerala.	His	father	was	Narayanan	Namboothiri	and	mother	Meenakshi	Amma.	His	academic	qualifications	included	BA	(Hons)	from	the
University	of	Travancore,	Masters	Degree	from	the	University	of	Kerala,	M.A	and	Ph.D	from	Indiana	University	(USA).	He	served	as	professor	at	CMS	College,	Kottayam;	University	College,	Thiruvananthapuram	and	at	the	Institute	of	English	(University	of	Kerala).	He	was	professor	and	Head	of	the	Department,	Institute	of	English	from	1980	till	his
retirement	in	1990.	Dr.	...	Towards	Modernism	Malayalam	novels	written	in	the	first	ten	years	after	India	became	independent	lacked	the	radicalism	of	the	earlier	novels.	It	reflected	the	despondency	and	inward-looking	attitude	of	the	authors.	Sadness	became	a	recurrent	theme	in	the	writings	of	those	days	and	writers	seemed	to	see	things	in	an
entirely	new	perspective.	The	first	novel	that	espoused	this	new	style	of	writing	was	M.T.	Vasudevan	Nair’s	Nalukettu,	published	in	1958.	The	other	novels	that	he	wrote	during	his	long	literary	career	became	equally	popular.	M	T.’s	other	works	are	Asuravithu	(The	Demon	Seed),	Kaalam	(Time),	Manju	(Mist),	Randamoozham	(Second	Turn),	and
Varanasi.	...	Thycaud	Ayyaguru	The	19th	century	and	first	half	of	20th	century	witnessed	inequality,	discrimination	and	ostracization	in	Kerala	society.	The	upper	castes	looked	down	upon	the	low	caste	people	among	the	Hindus.	So	discriminated	was	society	that	people	had	to	keep	a	distance	from	one	another.	It	was	in	such	a	milieu	that	social
reformers	emerged	and	a	wave	of	renaissance	swept	across	Kerala.	The	prominent	social	reformers	of	the	period	included	Sree	Narayana	Guru,	Chatambi	Swami,	and	Ayyankali.	The	leading	light	that	influences	all	these	reformers	was	Thycaud	Ayya,	a	spiritualist.	Sree	Ayya	Guru’s	original	name	was	Subbarayan.	He	was	born	in	...	Postmodernism
Modernism	had	started	evolving	by	the	mid-1980s	so	that	writers	stopped	thinking	of	the	modernist	style	and	ideas	as	something	sacrosanct.	However,	postmodernism	took	some	time	to	get	entrenched,	even	though	literature	was	definitely	taking	the	route	to	postmodernism.	The	novelists	who	produced	works	during	this	period	are	the	following:	T.
V.	Kochubava's	Vridhasadanam,	Perumkaliyattam;	C.	V.	Balakrishnan's	Ayussinte	Pusthakam	(The	Book	of	Life),	Atmavinu	Sariyennu	Thonnunna	Karyangal,	Dhisa;	C.	R.	Parameswaran's	Prakrithi	Niyamam;	N.	Prabhakaran's	Bahuvachanam,Adrisya-vanangal;	N.	S.	Madhavan's	Lanthan	Batheriyile	Luthiniyaka;	V.	J.	James'	Chorasastram,
Dattapaharam;	G.	R.	Indugopan's	Manal	Jeevikal,	Ice	Minus	196	degree	Celsius;	Sarah	Joseph's	Aalahayude	...	O.V.Vijayan	The	most	famous	story	writer	in	modern	Malayalam	literature.	A	multifaceted	personality,	Vijayan	was	a	novelist,	cartoonist,	political	thinker,	journalist	and	many	more.	His	full	name	was	Ottupulakkal	Velukutty	Vijayan.	Born	on
02	July	1930	at	Vilayan	Chathanoor	village	in	Palakkad	district,	he	graduated	from	Victoria	College	Palakkad,	and	obtained	post	graduation	in	English	literature	from	Presidency	College,	Chennai.	His	first	story	was	published	in	1953	and	first	novel	‘Khasakhinte	Ithihasam’	in	1969.	With	the	publication	of	‘Khasakhinte	Ithihasam’	new	chapter	was
written	to	the	world	of	Malayalam	Literature.	His	famous	novels	are	‘Dharmapuranam’	published	in	1985,	‘Gurusagaram’	in	1987,	...	The	Malayalam	Mission	Kerala	has	a	history	of	many	centuries.	From	time	immemorial	one	can	discern	visible	peculiarities	in	Kerala	society,	politics	and	religions.	However,	it	is	a	historical	truth	that	at	the	bottom	of
these	diversities	there	exists	comfortably	a	culture	that	is	independent.	That	is	Kerala’s	unique	culture.	And,	that	is	reflected	in	Kerala’s	language,	Malayalam.	Malayalam	belongs	to	the	Dravidian	family	of	languages.	We	can	see	Malayalam	speaking	people	in	every	nook	and	cranny	of	the	world.	Though	it	is	true	that	Malayalam	is	the	language	of
Malayalees	it	is	spoken	only	by	a	limited	group	in	the	world.	In	a	...	Poem	Poetry	most	probably	took	its	first	steps	as	folk	songs	in	the	minds	of	ordinary	people	as	they	busied	themselves	with	their	daily	toils	and	household	chores.	However,	we	do	not	know	for	sure	when	this	happened	because	no	one	has	succeeded	till	date	in	calculating	the	exact
age	of	ancient	ballads	that	were	popular	in	Malayalam.	Such	folk	songs	were	passed	down	for	many	generations	in	the	oral	tradition	and	were	written	down	only	decades	or	centuries	after	they	were	composed.	As	such,	even	the	oldest	ballads	that	we	have	managed	to	salvage	may	not	be	representative	of	the	...	Padmarajan	Award	A	literary	prize	for
story	writers	in	Malayalam	instituted	by	Padmarajan	Trust,	Thiruvananthapuram.		Winners	from		1992	to	2014		Year	Work(s)		Awardees		1992		Pithru	Tharpanam		M.	Sukumaran		1993		Thiruthu		N.S.	Madhavan		1994		Uzharangalil		Sethu		1995		Makan		N.	Mohanan		1996		Puzha	Kadannu	Marangalude	Idayileku		T.	Padmanabhan		1997		Payyapayyine
Pidikkan		E.	Harikumar		1998		Kazhcha		M.T.	Vasudevan	Nair		1999		Jathi	Chodikkuka			K.P.	Ramanunni		2000		Thathagatha		Ashitha		2001		Valarunna	Varakal		M.	Mukunthan		2002		Drishthantham		K.A	Sebastain		2003		Bandanasthanaya	Anirudhan		S.V.	Venugopalan	Nair		2004		Roadil	Palikenda	Niyamangal		Santhosh	Echikanam		2005		Jaran	/
Avanoru	Poojyapathan		K.P.	Nirmal	Kumar		2006		Oru	Navavadhuvinte	Jeevithathil	Graham	Greeninte	Prasakthi		Chandramathi		2007		Taj	Mahalile	Ravukal		Shihabuddin	Poythumkadavu		2008		Guillotine		K.R.	Meera		2009		Alfonsammayude	Maranavum	Shavasamskaaravum		Zacharia		2010		Amazon		Ashokan	Charuvil		2011		Gowthama	Vishadayogam
	P.	Surendran		2012		Play	Station		E.K.	Sheeba		2013		Kathiripu		Anand		2014		Nyaayavidhi		Socrates.	K.	Valath			Early	Poetry	known	as	‘Pattu’	The	poems	that	come	under	the	category	‘pattu’	are	written	in	the	Tamil	script,	using	Dravidian	metres,	and	contain	the	metres	ethraka	and	mona.	Based	on	these	findings,	the	right	to	be	considered	the	first
poetry	work	in	Malayalam	goes	to	a	composition	named	Ramacharitham,	believed	to	have	been	written	in	the	13th	century.	The	author,	Cheeraman,	based	the	story	on	Yudha	Kanda	or	the	Book	of	War,	which	is	the	sixth	of	the	seven	kandas	(divisions)	of	Ramayana.	The	work,	on	the	whole,	has	164	stanzas	and	1814	couplets.	The	rule	of	using	the
Tamil	script	and	metres	like	...	Manipravala	Style	If	you	string	together	ruby	and	red	coral	stones	into	a	necklace,	it	may	not	be	easy	to	distinguish	one	stone	from	the	other.	Similarly,	the	blending	of	two	similar	but	different	objects	will	endow	the	product	a	unique	type	of	beauty.	Such	a	fusion	in	a	literary	background	can	be	seen	in	the	manipravala
poems	which	are	a	mixture	of	Sanskrit	and	Malayalam.	Most	of	the	early	manipravala	poems	were	descriptions	of	courtesans.	One	of	the	early	‘manipravala’	poets	were	Tholan,	who	is	believed	to	have	lived	between	the	9th	and	10th	centuries.	He	wrote	single	slokas	or	two	line	...	Asan	Prize	An	award	given	to	Malayalam	writers	by	Asan	Memorial
Association	in	Chennai.	Winners	list	from	1989	-	2014.			Year		Awardees		1989		N.N.	Kakkad		1990		Yusaf	Ali	Kechery		1991		Sugathakumari		1992		P.	Bhaskaran			1993		O.N.V.	Kurup		1994		Akitham	Achuthan	Nampoothiri		1995		Kadamanitta	Ramakrishnan		1996		Vishnunarayanan	Nampoothiri		1997		Attoor	Ravivarma		1998		Olapamanna
Subramaniyan	Nampoothiripadu		1999		Ayyappa	Panicker		2000		Prof.	K.	Sachidanandan		2001		Pala	Narayanan	Nair		2002		M.P.	Appan			2003		Madusoodanan	Nair		2004		Prof.	K.	G	Sankarapillai		2005		Kilimanoor	Ramakanthan		2006		D.	Vinayachandran		2007		Madhavan		Ayyapatthu		2008		Dr.	Puthussery	Ramachandran		2009		M.N.	Paloor		2010
	A.	Ayyappan			2011		S.	Rameshan	Nair		2012		Sreekumaran	Thampi		2013		N.K.	Desam		2014		Prabha	Varma				The	Northern	and	Southern	Ballards	Among	the	Malayalam	poems	that	were	passed	down	across	generations	through	the	powerful	oral	tradition	are	two	sets	of	folk-poetry	known	as	the	northern	ballads	and	the	southern	ballads
respectively	(Vadakkan	Pattukal	and	Thekkan	Pattukal).	Though	many	of	these,	especially	the	northern	ballads	mainly	focus	on	the	heroic	deeds	of	local	warriors	and	the	martial	art	traditions	of	the	area,	there	are	also	songs	in	the	group	that	are	totally	unconnected	with	battle	traditions.	These	songs	are	a	rich	source	of	information	on	Kerala’s	folk
tradition	and	literature.	Cherukad	Award	An	award	instituted	by	Cherukadu	Smaraka	Trust	at	Perinthalmanna.			Year		Awardees			Work(s)		1978		K.S.	Nampoothiri		Pathanam		1979		A.P.	Kalaikkadu		Sankranti			1980		K.M.	Raghava	Warrier		Usha	Sandhya		1981		A.	S.	Devadas		Marxist	Vimarshanam		1982		K.	Thayatt		Katha	Urangunna	Vazhikaliloode
	1983		C.V.	Sreeraman		Vasthuhara		1984		P.M.	Taj		Kudukka	Athava	Vishakunnavante	Vedantam		1985		N.N.	Kakkad		Kavitha		1986		M.K.	Gangadharan		Kooduvittavar	Kootam	Thettiyavar		1987		Asokan	Cheruvil		Suryakantikalude	Nagaram		1988		K.K.	Krishnakumar		Sastram	Jeevitham		1989		N.	Prabhakaran		Pulijanmam		1990		K.C.	Umesh	Babu
	Kavithakal		1991		P.V.K.	Panyal		Thalamurakalude	Bhaaram		1992		Vyshakan		Noolppalam	Kadakkunnavar		1993		M.	Vijayan		Kuttapoo		1994		Satheesh	K.	Satheesh		Karutha	Pakshiyude	Paat		1995		P.P.	Ramachandran		Mittayitheruv		1996		T.V.	Kochubhava		Vridhasadanam		1997		Prabhakaran	Pazhassi		Magic	Man		1998		N.	Sasidharan	&	E.P.
Rajagopalan		Kelu		1999		S.	Rameshan		Karutha	Kurippukal		2000		Sara	Joseph		Alahayude	Penmakkal		2001		Santhosh	Echikanam		Ottavathil			2002		M.S.	Kumar		Aanameesha		2003		K.C.	Sreeja				Ororo	Kalathilum		2004		Ambikasuthan	Mangad		Marakkappile	Theyyangal		2005		Manamboor	Rajanbabu		Kavithayude	Pettakam			2006		T.P.
Venugopalan			Anunasikam		2007		Dr.	P.K.	Variyar		Smritiparvam		2008		Dr.	K.	Sreekumar		Ozhivukalam		2009		P.	Gangadharan		Lifetime	Contribution	for	Malayalam	Drama		2010		Dr.	Khadeeja	Mumtaz		Barsa		2011		N.K.	Desam			Mudra		2012		Sushmesh	Chandroth		Barcode		2013		K.P.S.C	Lalitha		Katha	Thudarum		2014		U.K.	Kumaran			Thakshan
Kunnu	Swaroopam			S.K.	Pottekkatt	At	a	time	when	the	world	was	not	appeared	on	maps,	a	time	when	you	could	hardly	imagine	of	the	world	outside	and	that	was	before	the	television	entered	our	living	rooms.	A	man	from	the	land	of	the	Malayalis,	Kerala,	embarked	on	a	journey,	that	too	in	a	ship	to	see	the	world,	to	have	a	glimpse	of	the	diverse
humanity.	He	detailed	the	places	he	visited	and	the	unity	he	found	among	the	people.	And	that	Malayali	was	none	other	than	the	great	litterateur	and	travel	writer,	Mr.	S.K.	Pottekkatt.	Sankarankutty	Kunhiraman	Pottekkatt	aka	S.K.	Pottekkatt	was	born	to	...	Monthly	Programme	May	2016	A.	Ayyappan	A	modernist	to	the	core,	A.	Ayyappan	belonged
to	the	genre	of	the	poets	who	gave	expression	to	and	enriched	the	aesthetics	of	modern	poetry.	Born	on	27	October	1949	to	Arumugom	and	Mathammal,	Ayyappan	lost	his	father	when	he	was	just	one	-	year	old.	When	he	was	fifteen	his	mother	died,	and	he	was	left	with	only	a	sister,	Subhalakshmi.	Though	steeped	in	misery	and	destitution,	there	was
always	a	relentless	spirit	in	Ayyappan	that	molded	the	poet	in	him.	He	began	writing	poems	at	a	very	early	age.	At	21,	he	was	the	editor	and	publisher	of	‘Aksharam’	...	Thullal	and	Aattakkatha	In	the	17th	and	18th	centuries	Malayalam	literature	flourished	thanks	to	the	growth	of	performing	arts	in	Kerala.	Kathakali’s	literary	version	‘Attakkatha’	and	
Kunchan	Nambiar’s	‘Thullal’	paved	the	way	for	new	developments	in	the	field.		The	compositions	of	Unnayi	Warrier,	Kottayathu	Thampuran,	and	Irayimman	Thampi	are	some	of	the	famous	‘Attakatha’	compositions.	Nalacharitham	Aattakkatha	written	by	Unnayi	Warrier	is	an	all-time	classic.	Thullal	lyrics	enriched	Malayalam	poetry	because	Kunchan
Nambiar	rejected	the	strong	dependence	on	Sanskrit	that	earlier	poetry	had.	He	wrote	in	simple	Malayalam	of	the	common	man.	Ramapurathu	Warrier’s	Kuchela	Vritham,	written	in	the	vanchipattu	(boat	song)	metre,	is	...	The	Combat	Arena	in	Kodungallur	From	the	middle	of	the	19th	century	to	the	beginning	of	the	20th	century,	a	group	of	poets
functioned	with	the	Kodungallur	Kovilakam	as	their	centre.	Their	actions	were	instrumental	in	bringing	about	a	lot	of	positive	changes	in	the	world	of	Malayalam	poetry.	The	leaders	who	led	the	movement	were	Venmani	Achan	Namboothiri	(1817-1891),	Venmani	Mahan	Namboothiri	(1844-1893),	Kunhikkuttan	Thampuran	(1865-1913),	and	Kochunni
Thampuran	(1858-1926).	Poets	like	Naduvathu	Achan	Namboothiri	(1841-1913),	Oravankara	Neelakantan	Namboothiri	(1857-1916),	Seevolli	Narayanan	Namboothiri	(1869-1906),	Kathullil	Achutha	Menon	(1851-1910),	Kundoor	Narayana	Menon	(1862-1936),	and	Kottarathil	Sankunni	(1855-1937)	lent	active	support	to	the	movement.	Among	these	...
Samastha	Kerala	Sahitya	Parishad	Award			Year	Work(s)	Awardees		1988		Kalabhairavan		T.	Padmanabhan		1989		Kanyavanangal		Dr.	Punathil	Kunjabdulla		1990		Selected	Poems		Balamani	Amma		1991		Marubhoomikal	Undakunnathu		Anand		1992		Poems	of	Ayyappa	Panicker		Ayyappa	Panicker		1994		Daivathinte	Kannu		M.P	Muhammed		1995
	Arangukanatha	Nadan		Thikkodiyan		1996		Neermathalam	Poothakalam		Madhavikutty		1998		Thattakam		Kovilan		1999		Thalamurakhal			O.V.	Vijayan		2000		Sreeramante	Kathakal		C.V.	S	From	2004	the	award	has	been	given	for	the	overall	contribution	of	a	writer	in	Malayalam	literature.		Year		Awardees	Plantinum	Jubliee	Awards,	2004		M.T.
Vasudevan	Nair,	Dr.	Sukumar	Azhikode,	O.N.V.	Kurup,	Vaikkam	Chandrashekharan	Nair,	Kakkanadan		2008		Akhitham	Achuthan	Nampoothiri		2009		Dr.	M.	Leelavathy		2010		Vishnunarayanan	Nampoothiri		2011		Prof.	M.	K.	Sanu		2012		K.	Sachidanandan			2015		Sugathakumari				Lalithambika	Antharjanam	Smaraka	Sahitya	Award	An	award
instituted	by	Lalithambika	Antharjanam	Smaraka	Samithi	from	1992	and	the	is	given	in	two	categories	one	for	Lifetime	Contribution	to	Malayalam	Literature	and	the	other	for	Best	Young	Woman	Writer.			Year		Awardees		Best	Young	Woman	Writers		1992	Vaikkom	Muhammed	Basheer		B.M.	Suhara		1993		Balamaniamma			Vijayalakshmi		1994		Dr.
Sukumar	Azhikode		Ashitha		1995		Prof.	S.	Guptan	Nair		Gracy		1996		Akitham	Achuthan	Nampoothiri		Sobha	Warrier		1997		N.P.	Muhammed		K.P	Sudeera		1998		T.	Padmanabhan			S.	Lakshmi	Devi		1999		M.	Leelavathy		Rose	Mary		2000		K.T.	Muhammed		Geetha		2001		Sugathakumari		Prameela	Devi		2002		Ponkunnam	Varkey		Maya	Devi		2003
	M.T.	Vasudevan	Nair		A.S.	Priya		2004		C.	Radhakrishnan		K.R.	Meera		2012		O.N.	V.	Kurup					Thidambu	Nritham	A	ritual	dance	performed	by	carrying	the	thidambu	(replica	of	the	deity)	of	Gods	and	Goddesses	on	the	heads.	Prevalent	in	places	north	of	Korapuzha	(Kora	River)	in	Kozhikode,	thidambu	nritham	will	be	performed	by	Namboothiri
(priest).	While	dancing,	the	performer	will	carry	decorated	with	flowers	and	ornaments,	the	idols	are	placed	on	the	heads.	The	performer	has	to	undergoe	proper	training	which	will	begins	with	guruvandanam,	pulimutti	is	received	and	the	rhythm	is	practiced	and	then	the	dance	steps.	While	practicing	body	movements,	different	types	of	oil	and	ghee
are	applied	on	the	body	and	massaged.	Those	with	flexible	movements	...	Thekkan	Pattukal	Thekkanpattu	is	an	important	genre	belongs	to	Malayalam	folk	musical	tradition.	Rich	in	culture	and	language,	like	Vadakkan	pattukal,	Thekkan	pattukal	are	not	mere	exhibit.	Thekkan	pattukal	has	its	origin	from	the	art	form	of	Vilpattu	-	popular	in	the
erstwhile	Travancore,	and	adjoining	Kanyakumari	district.	The	songs	came	to	be	known	as	Thekkan	Pattukal	for	they	were	popular	in	the	southern	parts	of	Kerala.	‘Villu’	is	the	main	instrument	used.	So,	it	is	also	known	as	Villupattu,	Vilpattu	and	Villadichan	pattu.	The	origin	of	Thekkanpattu	can	be	traced	back	to	Nanchinadu	in	Kanyakumari	district.
Besides	villupattu,	the	other	Thekkanpattu	style	is	...	Singers	of	Spring	The	poets	who	set	foot	into	the	domain	of	poetry	with	spring	songs	of	romanticism	are	G.	Sankara	Kurup,	P.	Kunhiraman	Nair,	Balamani	Amma,	Changampuzha	Krishna	Pillai,	Edappally	Raghavan	Pillai,	Vailoppilli	Sreedhara	Menon,	Edasseri	Govindan	Nair,	Olappamanna
Subramanian	Namboothirippad,	Akkitham	Achuthan	Namboothiri,	Pala	Narayanan	Nair,	M.	P.	Appan,	N.	V.	Krishna	Warrier,	P.	Bhaskaran,	G.	Kumara	Pillai,	Nalankal	Krishna	Pillai,	O.	N.	V.	Kurup,	Sugatha	Kumari,	and	Vishnu	Narayanan	Namboothiri.	The	collection	of	poems	Odakkuzhal	(The	Bamboo	Flute)	by	G.	Sankara	Kurup	is	a	mixture	of
philosophy,	world	view,	and	deep	emotional	experiences.	However,	the	real	representatives	of	romanticism	were	Changampuzha	...	Adichuthurapattu	of	Christains	Adichuthura	is	a	function	lasting	for	4	days	held	as	part	of	wedding	of	Knanaya	Catholic	Community	in	Kerala	and	songs	sung	during	Adichuthura	function	are	known	as	Adichuthurapattu.
On	the	third	day	of	function	the	girlfriends	of	the	groom	request	the	permission	of	those	sitting	in	the	pandal	to	sit	in	the	bed	chamber.	The	bride’s	mother	places	a	lighted	traditional	lamp,	jug	of	water,	betel	leaves	and	spittoon	in	the	bed	chamber.	When	the	mother-in-law	takes	the	traditional	lamp	and	comes	to	the	door,	songs	fill	the	air.	One	part
details	those	who	are	knocking	at	the	door.	The	lyrics	...	Chozhikali	Chozhikali	is	an	entertainment	prevalent	in	central	Kerala.	Also	known	as	Chozikettu,	Chozhikali	are	of	two	types	-	Kudachozhi	and	Thiruvathirachozhi	and	among	this	kudachozhi	is	popular	in	Palakkad	region.	There	are	many	legends	about	Chozhikali.	It	is	believed	that	Chozhi	is	a
blessing	granted	by	Lord	Shiva	to	his	consort	Goddess	Parvathy.	In	some	areas	it	is	believed	that	Chozhi	means	Lord	Shiva’s	bhoothaganangal	(spirits	of	Lord	Shiva).	Children	don	the	garbs	of	Chozhi.	They	cover	their	bodies	with	plantain	leaves.	The	elders	also	don	the	costumes	of	other	characters.	Thiruvathirachozhi	is	celebrated	as	part	of
Thiruvathira.	The	Chozhi’s	come	out	early	...	Poetry	in	the	20th	century	The	poets	who	entered	the	Malayalam	poetry	firmament	with	themes	of	sensitiveness	are	Vallathol	Narayana	Menon,	Kumaran	Asan,	Ulloor	S.	Parameswara	Iyer,	C.	S.	Balasubramanian	Potti,	V.	C.	Balakrishna	Panicker	etc.	The	poem	Veena	Poovu	(The	Fallen	Flower)	by	Kumaran
Asan,	published	in	1907	is	the	beginning	of	sensitiveness	in	poetry.	The	important	poets	of	the	next	generation	are	Ayyappa	Panicker,	M.	Govindan,	R.	Ramachandran,	Madhavan	Ayyappath,	Kadammanitta	Ramakrishnan,	Sachidanandan,	N.	N.	Kakkad,	Attoor	Ravi	Varma,	K.	G.	Sankara	Pillai,	D.	Vinayachandran,	Desamangalam	Ramakrishnan,	A.
Ayyappan,	Balachandran	Chullikkadu	etc.	They	are	representatives	of	the	modernist	movement	in	poetry.	Kannassa	Memorial	Trust	Located	at	Kannassan	Parambu	at	Thiruvalla,	Kannassa	Memorial	Trust	has	been	constructed	in	memory	of	Kannassa	poets	(Niranam	poets)	who	hailed	from	the	Kannassa	family	at	Niranam	between	14th	and	17th
century	C.E.		Opened	on	30	August	1981,	the	trust	observes	a	memorial	day.	The	trust	manages	a	library	and	a	cultural	forum,	known	as	the	Kannassa	Kala	Vedi,	which	administers	the	annual	Kannassa	Puraskaram	for	notable	contributions	to	Malayalam	literature.		Contact	details:	Niranam,		Thiruvalla	Phone:	+	91	469	2602244	Cherukad	Memorial
Trust	Established	at	Thiruvananthapuram	in	1978,	the	Cherukad	Memorial	Trust	later	shifted	to	Perinthalmanna	in	Malappuram.	A	memorial	trust	developed	to	commemorate	the	great	novelist,	dramatist	and	short-story	writer,	Govinda	Pisharay,	who	is	better	known	as	Cherukad.	The	trust	observes	his	death	anniversary	on	October	29,	as	Cherukad
day	and	also	gives	away	an	annual	literary	award	(Cherukad	Puraskaram)	in	his	name	for	outstanding	works	either	in	drama,	novel,	short	story	or	children’s	literature.		Contact	details:	Perinthalmanna	Malappuram	–	679322	Phone:	+91	4933	225264			A.R	Rajaraja	Varma	Smarakam	The	A.R	Rajaraja	Varma	Smarakam,	established	in	1990,	is	situated
at	Mavelikkara	in	Alappuzha	district.	The	memorial	takes	care	of	the	house	of	the	great	artist,	A.R	Rajaraja	Varma	where	he	lived	and	his	tomb	with	inscription	on	it.	His	house	more	than	a	century	old	is	protected	to	this	day.	The	memorial	organises	lectures,	art	culture	workshops,	Malayalam	language-based	competitions	for	students	to	achieve	a
global	status.		The	memorial	is	located	behind	the	Sree	Krishna	Temple	in	Mavelikkara.		A.R.	Rajaraja	Varma	(1863-1918),	the	celebrated	poet,	critic	and	grammarian	and	populary	known	as	Kerala	Panini	is	noted	for	his	lasting	contributions	to	Malayalam	literature.			Contact	...	New	Romanticism	The	poets	of	the	new	rising	dawn	withdrew	into
romantic	poems	focusing	on	the	experiences	of	love	and	universal	spirit.	That	was	the	birth	of	the	New	Romanticism.	It	moved	forward	parallel	to	the	modernist	movement	in	poetry	that	arose	in	the	1960s.	It	is	in	the	poems	of	N.	V.	Krishna	Warrier,	O.	N.	V.	Kurup,	Sugatha	Kumari,	and	Vishnu	Narayanan	Namboothiri	that	we	can	hear	the	bells	of
New	Romanticism	ringing	loud	and	clear.	The	poems	of	R.	Ramachandran,	N.	N.	Kakkad,	and	Madhavan	Ayyappath	tilt	towards	modernism	even	if	they	are	not	fully	into	it.	Mahakavi	P.	Memorial	Art	&	Culture	Centre	An	art	and	culture	centre	set	up	in	memory	of	one	of	the	best-loved	poets	of	Kerala,	P.	Kunjiraman	Nair,	who	was	better	known	by	the
single	letter	P.	Managed	by	the	Government	of	Kerala	since	1981,	the	centre	maintains	an	excellent	library	and	runs	a	school	of	music	and	a	Kathakali	centre,	named	Kerala	Kalabhavan.	Kalabhavan	here	which	arranges	performances	not	only	in	Kathakali	but	also	in	the	rare	folk	art	forms	like	Kanyarkali	and	Porattukali.		P.	Kunjiraman	Nair,	though	a
native	of	Kasaragod,	poet	spent	a	greater	part	of	his	life	teaching	at	the	Raja’s	High	School	at	Kollengode,	...	Golden	Period	of	Malyalam	Poetry	The	golden	period	of	Malayalam	poetry	evolved	through	different	phases	with	big	and	small	contributions	of	several	poets.	Most	prominent	among	them	were	the	triumvirate	comprising	Kumaran	Asan,	Ulloor
S.	Parameswara	Iyer	and	Vallathol	Nrayana	Menon.	The	effervescence	of	Malayalam	poetry	culminated	with	G.	Sankara	Kurup	bagging	the	first	Jnanpeeth	Award	when	it	was	instituted	by	the	Government	of	India.	Changampuzha’s	‘Ramanan’	had	many	editions	and	struck	a	chord	with	Malayali	hearts.	From	time	to	time	different	poetic	forms
dominated	the	literary	scene.	Thus	Malayalam	poetry	undergoing	subtle	changes	in	its	evolutionary	process	imbibed	new	themes	and	styles	ranging	from	Bhakti,	romance	...	Unnayi	Warrier	Smaraka	Kalanilayam	The	Unnayi	Warrier	Samaraka	Kalanilayam,	located	at	Irinjalakkuda,	was	established	on	7th	December	1955,	in	memory	of	Unnayi	Warrier,
whose	name	is	noted	for	the	immense	contribution	and	efforts	shown	in	the	promotion	of	Kathakali.	This	Kathakali	training	institute	has	an	auditorium,	guest	house	and	a	hostel.		The	institute	will	train	students	in	Attaprakaram	(style	of	performance)	and	various	workshop	and	reviews	are	also	done	to	make	the	people	aware	of	‘mudras’	and	stage
performance.		Every	year	the	institute	gives	away	Unnayi	Warrier	prize	to	the	upcoming	artistes	of	Kathakali.	The	Kalanilayam	is	situated	very	near	to	the	Koodalmanickyam	Temple	in	Thrissur.		Contact	details:	Unnayi	...	Ulloor	Smarakam	Mahakavi	Ulloor	Memorial	Library	and	Research	Centre,	popularly	known	as	Ulloor	Smakaram	is	the	centre
developed	in	memory	of	great	Malayalam	poet	and	literary	historian,	Ulloor	S.	Parameswara	Iyer.	Started	in	1956	as	a	library,	later	relocated	to	the	two-storeyed	building	now	functions	at	Jagathi	in	Thiruvananthapuram	was	opened	in	July	1966	by	Dr	S	Radhakrishnan,	the	then	President	of	India.		With	the	acquisition	of	the	reference	material	used	by
Ulloor	for	his	monumental	historiography,	the	centre	has	become	a	research	haven	for	scholars.	The	centre	also	opened	Kerala’s	first	Open	University	Centre	for	non-formal	education	in	1978	and	it	offers	...	Postmodernism	Postmodernism	was	a	movement	that	evolved	in	the	1990s,	in	which	poets	moved	away	from	modernism	by	rejecting	many	of	its
interpretations.	Some	of	the	noted	postmodernist	poets	are	Anwar	Ali,	P.	P.	Ramachandran,	Vijayalakshmi,	K.	R.	Tony,	V.	M.	Girija,	Rafiq	Ahmed,	Manoj	Kuroor,	and	S.	Joseph.	Malayalam	Drama	The	field	of	Malayalam	theatre	and	drama	had	become	active	by	the	end	of	the	19th	century.	The	first	drama	in	Malayalam	was	Manipravala	Shakunthalam,
a	translation	of	Kalidasa’s	Abhijnana	Shakuntalam	by	Kerala	Varma	Valiya	Koi	Thampuran	in	1882.	This	was	soon	followed	by	other	Sanskrit	translations	and	also	new	dramas	written	in	Malayalam.	Tamil	drama	troupes	also	reached	in	theatres	during	this	period.	In	1884,	C.	V.	Raman	Pillai	wrote	a	farce	named	Chandramukhi	Vilasam,	which	was
heavily	influenced	by	western	drama	traditions.	He	continued	to	write	more	farces	like	Kuruppillakkalari,	Doctarkku	Kittiya	Micham,	and	many	others.	Other	Malayalam	dramas,	...	Mahakavi	Moyinkutty	Vaidyar	Smarakam	Mahakavi	Moyinkutty	Vaidyar	Smarakam,	established	in	memory	of	Mahakavi	Moyinkutty	Vaidyar	(1852-1892)	at	his	birthplace
in	Kondotty.		This	great	poet,	Mahakavi	Moyinkutty	Vaidyar	made	the	greatest	contribution	to	Mappilappattu.	The	centre	also	known	as	Mahakavi	Moyinkutty	Vaidyar	Mappila	Arts	Academy,	the	centre	runs	certificate	courses	in	‘Mappilappattu’	and	Mappila	Kali.	A	folklore	study	centre,	reference	library	and	a	historical	museum	are	the	other
attractions	here.	The	centre	also	conducts	Vaidyar	Mahotsavam.	Contact	details:	Kondotty	(PO),	Malappuram	–	673638	Phone:	+	91	483	2711432	Centre	for	Heritage	Studies	The	Centre	aims	to	study	the	cultural	heritage	of	Kerala.	This	is	a	research-	cum-study	centre	under	the	Department	of	Culture.	It	is	located	at	the	Hill	Palace,	Thripunithura	in
Eranakulam	District.	Workshops,	seminars	and	fairs	are	organized	here.	Post	–	graduate	and	diploma	courses	are	imparted	in	the	field	of	archaeology,	museum	–related	studios	and	conservation	of	archives.	Phone	:	+	91	484	2776374.	Socially	Relevant	Dramas	It	was	the	dramatist	V.	T.	Bhattathirippad	who	started	the	tradition	of	creating	dramas	with
deep	social	significance.	Through	his	dramas	he	spread	important	progressive	messages	on	subjects	like	women’s	liberation,	modern	education	etc.	His	drama	Adukkalayil	Ninnu	Arangathekku	was	enormously	helpful	in	exposing	the	decay	that	had	set	in	the	Namboothiri	community	and	bringing	about	radical	changes.	M.	P.	Bhattathiripad’s	drama
Rithumathi	(1939),	MRB's	Marakkudakkullile	Mahaanarakam,	K.	Damodaran’s	Pattabakki,	and	Edasseri	Govindan	Nair’s	Koottukrishi	(Joint	Farming)	were	powerful	dramas	capable	of	bringing	about	monumental	changes	in	the	society.	These	are	the	names	of	only	a	few	plays	in	the	long	...	The	Heyday	of	Malaylam	Drama	When	the	history	of
Malayalam	drama	literature	is	analysed,	it	can	be	clearly	seen	that	the	1940s	and	1950s	have	witnessed	the	birth	of	dramas	that	were	structurally	and	creatively	excellent.	Actually,	such	dramas	had	started	turning	up	by	the	end	of	the	1930s	itself.	Calvaryile	Kalpapadapam	written	by	Kainikkara	Padmanabha	Pillai	is	a	typical	example.	Influence	of
western	writing	is	quite	visible	in	the	dramas	of	the	1940s.	The	Swedish	playwright	Henrik	Ibsen,	whose	works	made	a	strong	impact	in	theatre	across	the	world,	influenced	Malayalam	drama	also	significantly.	It	was	an	era	of	change	across	the	world,	caused	by	...	Winners	of	the	J.C.	Daniel	Award	Sri.T.E.	Vasudevan				(1992)	Sri.Thikkurissy
Sukumaran	Nair				(1993)	Sri.P.	Bhaskaran				(1994)	Sri.Abhayadev	(Ayyappan	Pillai)				(1995)	Sri.A.	Vincent				(1996)	Sri.K.	Raghavan				(1997)	Sri.V.	Dekshinamoorthy				(1998)	Sri.G.	Devarajan				(1999)	Sri.M.	Krishnan	Nair			(2000)	Sri.P.N.	Menon				(2001)	Sri.Dr.	K.J.	Yesudas				(2002)	Sri.Madhu				(2004)	Sri.AaranmulaPonnamma				(2005)
Sri.MankadaRevivarmma				(2006)	Sri.Dr.	P.	Ramadas				(2007)	Sri.D.	Raveendranathan	Nair				(2008)	Sri.K.S.	SethuMadhavan				(2009)	Sri.NavodayaAppachan(M	C	Punnose)				(2010)	Sri.Jose	Prakash				(2011)	Sri.Sasikumar				(2012)	Sri.M.T.	Vasudevan	Nair				(2013)	Kerala	Chalachitra	Academy	Chairman	List	No.				Name				Year	Sri.	Shaji	N.	Karun			
(1998-2001)	Sri.	AdoorGopalakrishnan				(2001-2003)	Sri.	T.K.	Rajeev	Kumar				(2003-2006)	Sri.	K.R.	Mohanan				(2006-2011)	Sri.	S.	Priyadarshan				(2011-2014)	Sri.	T.	Rajeevnath				(2014-)	Kerala	Chalachitra	Academy	Executive	Members	(2014)					Sri.	Joshy	Mathew				(Vice	Chairman)	Sri.	AryadanShaukath				(Executive	Member)	Sri.	K.
Ramachandrababu				(Executive	Member)	Drama	during	the	1960s	In	the	context	of	the	history	of	drama,	the	period	from	1960	to	1970	was	the	period	of	commercial	theatre.	Organizations	like	Kerala	People’s	Arts	Club,	Kollam	Kalidasa	Kala	Kendram,	the	theatre	established	by	Kalanilayam	Krishnan	Nair	in	Thiruvananthapuram,	P.	J.	Theatres	of	P.	J.
Antony,	and	Kerala	Theatres	of	Kottayam	revolutionized	mainstream	theatre	in	Kerala	and	received	much	appreciation	from	the	public.	Kanchana	Sita,	the	first	drama	in	the	trilogy	written	by	C.	N.	Sreekantan	Nair	based	on	Ramayana,	was	staged	in	1965.	Thoppil	Bhasi	wrote	a	series	of	immensely	popular	plays	for	KPAC,	viz,	Aswamedham,
Sarasayya,	Yuddha	Kandam,	Koottu	...	Kerala	Folklore	Akademi	Awards	2013	Awards	No.				Name				Art	Form	1.				Reshan.K.D				Adivasi	Nirtham	2.				M.T	Lakshmi				Mudiyattam,	Parishamuttu	3.				Mavelikara	Sudarshanan				Kakkarishi	Nadakam	4.				Mikkel	Ravindran	Vidyar	(Charakan)				Parambarya	Nattu	Vaidhyar)	5.					Narayanan	Anditgiriyan			
	Poorakkali	6.				K.K	Chandrashekaran	Gurukkal				Kalarippayattu	7.				C.	Mani.				Kanyarkkali	8.				Saiman	(Kuttappan	Ashan)				Chavittu	Vadakkam	9.				Antoney	Puthur				Puthan	Pana	10				K.V	Narayanan				Pachaka	Kala	11.				Raja	Panakkal				Udukku	Pattu,	Kokkali	12.				Padmakumar	Mevada				Marggamkali	13.				Shanmughan.C.				Vilppattu	14.				K.V
Ramakrishnan				Porattu	Nadakam	15.				K.	Vishyanadha	Pulavar				Tholppavakoothu	16.				Shjargadharan	Unnithan				Padayani	17.				Ramachandra	Karannavar(R.C	Karannavar)				Velakali	18.				K.	Vasudevan				Mudiyattu,	Puthanthira	19.					T.	Lakshikanda	Agithaya				Thidambu	Nirtham	20.				Yogyan	Hamza	Master				Mappila	Pattu	21.				Appukuttan
Ashan				Parichamuttu	Kali,	Ivarkali	22.				M.	Sudhakaran	-				Nadanpattu	23.				Nanuperuvannan	.T				Theyyam	...	Modernist	Malayalam	Theatre	The	1970s	saw	the	rise	of	experimental	theatre.	The	main	aim	of	this	movement	was	to	provide	theoretical	and	practical	guidance	to	theatre	artistes	to	give	them	a	direction	for	development.	The	exponents	of
modernist	theatre	like	G.	Sankara	Pillai,	S.	Ramanujam,	C.	N.	Sreekantan	Nair,	P.	K.	Venukuttan	Nair,	G.	Aravindan,	Ayyappaa	Panicker,	and	M.	V.	Devan	were	active	in	this	movement.	The	plays	Poymukhangal,	Ola	Pambu	and	Kazhukanmar,	written	by	G.	Sankara	Pillai	were	published	during	this	period.	Towards	the	end	of	the	1960s,	there	was	the
emergence	of	a	new	style	of	theatre	called	Thanathu	Nataka	Vedi	(Indigenous	...	Kerala	Folklore	Akademi	Awards	2012	Fellowships		No				Name				Art	Form	1.				R.	Velu	Ashan				Kolam	Thullal.,	Vil	Pattu	2				V.	Subramanya	Sharmma				Brathrakali	Thiyattu	3.				K.K	Balan	Panikkar				Theyyam	4.					C.K		Gopalan	Panikkar				Marathu	Kali,	Purakkali
Awards	No				Name				Art	Form	1.				Pangajakshi	Amma				Nokku	Pavavidhya	2.				Kothakulangara	Mohanan				Mudiyettu	3.					P.Mukundha	Prasad				Velakali,	Garudan	Thukkam	4.				Krishnamurthi	Pulavar				Tholppavakkutthu	5.				C.K	Bhaskaran				Kurathiyattam	6.				Roy	Jeorge	Kutty				Chavittu	Nadakam	7.				N.	Narayanan(	Kumaranellur	Mani)		
	Mayoora	nirtham	8.				Pangodu	Murali				Kakkarashi	Nadakam	9.					Sudheer	Mullukkara				Pullavan	Pattu,	Thiriuzhichil	10.				Saji	Kumar	Othara				Padayani	11.				Padmanabhan	.T.R				Parichayamuttukali,	Pakkanar	Kali	12.				A.	Balakrishanan				Gadharvanpattu	13.				Omsha(P.	D.Sha)				Kuthiyottam	14.				K.J	John				Nadanpattu	15.				K.V	Paru			
	Mangalam	Kali	16.				Raman				Adivasi	Karakushalam	17.				Raghavan	Karimbil				...	Bharat	Bhavan	Developing	its	own	language,	culture	and	art	and	using	it	for	self-expression	is	a	basic	right	of	every	community	and	one	that	when	exercised,	endows	it	with	a	unique	identity.	A	democratic	society	consisting	of	cultured	citizens	should	constantly	strive
to	move	forward	by	mutual	exchange	of	the	ideas	birthed	by	these	channels	of	growth	and	expression.	The	Bharat	Bhavan	is	a	cultural	institution,	set	up	in	1984,	with	the	aim	of	leading	and	encouraging	such	a	symbiosis	between	communities	and	cultures.	The		Bharat	Bhavan	Administrative	Committee	is		chaired	by	the	incumbent	Minister	of	Culture
and	vice-chaired	by	the	Secretary	of	...	Kerala	State	Archives	Department	An	archive	opens	your	eyes	to	an	unknown	past,	a	past	shrouded	in	mystery;	a	rich	repository	of	yore	to	understand	the	present.	Introduction	Kerala	State	Archives	Department	is	an	independent	body	set	up	in	1962.	The	antecedents	of	the	Department	can	be	traced	to	the
Thiruvithancore	Husoor	Vernacular	Records	of	1887	and	Central	Records	formed	in	Cochin	in	1901.	At	the	34th	meeting	of	the	Indian	Historical	Records	Commission	held	in	Thiruvananthapuram	during	the	tenure	of	the	EMS	–	led	government	in	1958,	it	was	recommended	that	all	the	states	in	India	take	steps	to	establish	such	departments.	It	vests
with	the	...	Kerala	Sangeetha	Nataka	Academi	Awards	List	of	Award	winners	of	Kerala	Sangeetha	Nataka	Academi	in	various	categories.	Fellowship	Winners	Awards	Library	The	Archives	Library	is	located	in	the	premises	of	the	Archives	Directorate.	The	library	houses	nearly	10,000	books	and	functions	entirely	as	a	reference	library.	Records
Collection	of	the	Central	Archives	at	Thiruvananthapuram	Palm	leaf	records	(AD	1742	–	1873)	:	The	majority	of	the	records	in	the	collection	of	the	Central	Archives	are	hand	written	on	palm	leaves,	nearly	13,000	of	them,	in	churuna	form.	The	individual	records	themselves,	written	in	Malayanma,	Tamil,	Malayalam,	Vattezhuthu	and	Kolezhuthu	scripts,
number	more	than	a	crore.	The	Central	Archives	houses	the	entire	archival	legacy	of	the	State	and	includes	the:	Mathilakam	Records	(Kollam	Era	479	...	Kathakali	1.				Guru	Chengannur	Raman	Pillai				1962	2.				Guru	Kurichi	Kunjan	Panicker				1964	3.				Mancheri	Sankunni	Nair	(Maddalam)				1964	4.				Chambakulam	Pachupillai				1969	5.		
	Kalamandalam	Krishnan	Nair				1969	6.				Kalamandalam	Karunakaran	Nair				1969	7.				Kalamandalam	Neelakandan	Nambissan				1971	8.				Kalamandalam	Krishnankutty	Poduval	(Chenda)				1971	9.				Guru	Gopala	Panicker				1972	10.				Kadathanattu	Kochu	Govindanasan				1973	11.				Kottakkal	Kuttan	Marar	(Chenda)				1973	12.				Kalamandalam
Appukutty	Poduval	(Maddalam)				1973	13.				Kavungal	Sankarankutty	Panicker				1974	14.				Kizhpadam	Kumaran	Nair				1976	15.				Cherthala	Kuttappa	Kurup	(Music)				1977	16.				Pallippuram	Gopalan	Nair				1978	17.				Kottakkal	Vasu	Nedungadi	(Music)				1979	18.				Kalamandalam	Govinda	Warrier	(Make-up)				1980	19.				Thakazhi	Kuttan	Pillai
(Music)				1981	20.				Chalakudy	Narayanan	Nambeesan	(Maddalam)				1981	21.				Artist	K.P.Ramakrishna	Panicker	(Make-up)				1982	22.				Kalamandalam	Achunni	Poduval	(Chenda)			...	Vailoppilly	Samskrithi	Bhavan	Vailoppilly	Samskrithi	Bhavan	is	a	cultural	institution	that	serves	as	a	platform	for	the	presentation	and	preservation	of	Kerala’s	art
forms	and	cultural	traditions,	while	also	facilitating	research	and	record-keeping	related	to	them.	The	Multi-purpose	Cultural	Complex		is	situated		at	Nalanda,	in	Nanthancode	of	Thiruvananthapuram.	The	buildings	are	designed	in	accordance	with	the	traditional	architecture	of	Kerala.	One	can	see	the	traditional	gateway	(padippura)		and	temple
theatre	(koothambalam)	of	Kerala	here.	The	cultural	complex		including	open	air	auditorium,		art	gallery	and	museum	block	was	dedicated	to	the	nation	in	the	year	2001.	An	administrative	committee	consisting	of	20	members,	chaired	by	the	State	...	Drama	1.				Kainikkara	Kumara	Pillai								1975	2.				Premji								1977	3.				Thoppil	Bhasi								1981	4.		
	Thikkurussi	Sukumaran	Nair				1982	5.				T.N.Gopinathan	Nair								1982	6.				K.T.Muhammed								1982	7.				Thikkodiyan								1983	8.				Prof.G.Sankara	Pillai								1986	9.				Kalakkal	Kumaran								1987	10.				Eddy	Master								1988	11.				Jagathi	N.K.Acari								1991	12.				N.N.Pillai								1992	13.				V.T.Aravindaksha	Menon								1993	14.				Mavelikkara
Ponnamma								1993	15.				N.Krishnamoorthi								1993	16.				Bharath	Gopi								1994	17.				S.L.Puram	Sadanandan								1995	18.				Thankam	Vasudevan	Nair								1995	19.				O.Madhavan								1996	20.				K.P.A.C.Sulochana								1997	21.				P.K.Venukuttan	Nair								1998	22.				M.Kunjandi								1999	23.				Kavalam	Narayana	Panicker				2000	24.		
	Prof.S.Ramanujam								2002	25.				T.Santhadevi								2003	26.				C.M.Pappukutty	Bhagavathar				2004	27.				Vijayakumari								2005	28.				K.P.A.C.Khan			...	Dance	1.				Guru	Gopinath								1972	2.				Rajarathnam	Pillai								1980	3.				KalamandalamMadhavan				1983	4.				Anandasivaram								1985	5.				Mrunalini	Sarabhai								1988	6.				Kalamandalam
Kalyanikutty	Amma				1992	7.				V.P.Dhananjayan								1994	8.				Kalamandalam	Sumathi				2004	9.				Ennakkad	Narayanankutty				2005	10.				Kalamandalam	Sathyabhama				2007	11.				Kalamandalam	Sugandhi				2011	12.				N.V.Krishnan	Master				2012	13.				Sobhana												2013	14.				Kalamandalam	Vimala	Menon				2014	Monthly	Programme	October
2015	Monthly	Programme	at	Vailoppilly	Samskrithi	Bhavan	July	2016	June	2016	May	2016	December	2015	November	2015	October	2015	September	2015	August	2015	Monthly	Programme	August	2015	Monthly	Programme	November	2015	Decades	of	Teething	Troubles	(1928	–	1950)	Malayalam	cinema	came	into	being	through	the	pioneering	efforts
of	a	dentist,	who	hailed	from	the	village	of	Agastheeshwaran	in	Kanyakumari	district.	The	dentist,	J.	C.	Daniel,	sold	all	that	he	owned	and	used	up	his	life	savings	to	make	Vigathakumaran,	the	first	Malayalam	film,	which	was	a	silent	movie.	His	audacious	leap	of	faith	was	not	met	with	either	encouragement	or	support	from	the	artistic	community	or
the	general	public,	and	in	one	swoop,	the	fates	reduced	Daniel	from	a	wealthy	man	to	a	pauper.	J.	C.	Daniel	died	in	utter	poverty.	In	1933,	the	second	film,	Marthandavarma,	also	a	...	Romance	Between	Literature	and	Cinema	(1950-1970)	With	the	setting	up	of	Kunjacko’s	Udaya	Studio	in	Alleppey	and	Subrahmanyam’s	Maryland	Studio	at	Nemom	in
Thiruvananthapuram,	the	practice	of	producing	a	movie	in	a	year	changed.	1950	saw	the	production	of	six	films.	Most	of	the	films,	however,	took	the	safe	route	of	making	movies	themed	on	the	cruel	stepmother,	the	plot	of	Balan,	the	first	hit.	Attempts	were	made	to	make	Malayalam	versions	of	successful	Tamil	films	and	produce	films	based	on	the
puranas	(ancient	Hindu	texts	featuring	stories	of	various	gods).	This	period	also	saw	a	number	of	directors	and	technicians	moving	from	Tamil	to	the	...	Monthly	Programme	September	2015	Asan	Memorial	Association	in	Kayikkara	Renaissance	poetry	began	in	Malayalam	at	the	beginning	of	the	20th	century	and	with	Kumaran	Asan’s	‘Veenapoovu’	in
1907	renaissance	on	romanticism	began	in	Malayalam.	The	author	of	Veenapoovu,	Nalini,	Leela	Sree	Budhha	Charitham,	Chintavishtayaya	Seetha,	Karuna	and	many	other	immortal	pieces	were	penned	by	N.Kumaran	Asan	who	was	born	on	12	April	1873	at	Kayikkara	Village,	Chirayinkeezhu,	Thiruvananthapuram.	When	the	poet	died	in	a	boat
accident	at	Palana	River,	he	was	51	years	old.	The	Asan	Memorial	Association	was	registered	at	Kayikkara	in	1957	during	the	chief	ministership	of	R.Sankar.	An	auditorium	and	an	office	building	were	built	in	1971.	...	Pattikkanthodi	Ravunni	Menon	Pattikkanthodi	Ravunni	Menon’s	was	a	life	devoted	to	the	cause	of	Kathakali.	Born	at	Chenthallur,	near
Vellinezhi	in	Palakkad	district	in	September	1880,	his	father	was	Madhavan	Embrathiri,	a	temple	priest	at	the	Raman	Thrikovil	Temple	and	mother	Narayani.	He	lost	both	his	parents	at	a	very	young	age.	Though	he	was	under	the	care	of	his	maternal	uncle	and	aunt,	life	was	miserable	for	the	boy.	He	started	learning	the	alphabets	form	Madathil
Gopalan	Nair	at	the	age	of	five.	As	it	was	not	possible	to	continue	the	class	beyond	third,	he	had	to	abandon	his	studies.	From	the	age	...	Conceptualization	of	Malayalam	Script	The	original	Malayalam	script	had	undergone	many	changes	to	transform	itself	into	the	script	that	we	use	today.	These	changes	came	about	through	the	conceptualization	of
new	scripts	by	many	people	across	the	years.	The	people	who	visualized	the	new	scripts	were	those	entrusted	with	the	job	of	making	moulds	for	printing.	The	end	result	of	the	changes	was	that	the	square	Malayalam	script	became	a	round	one.	Malayalam	script	was	printed	for	the	first	time	in	the	book	Hortus	Malabaricus.	Though	it	is	a	Latin	book,
the	names	of	many	area-specific	plants	are	listed	in	it	in	local	languages	including	...	Early	Printing	Presses	Printing	presses	started	functioning	in	Kerala	in	the	17th	century.	They	were	set	up	in	places	like	Kochi,	Kollam,	Vaippikkotta,	and	Ambazhakkad,	a	place	near	Chalakudy.	The	matter	printed	in	all	these	presses	were	Christian	religious
literature.	In	1602,	Jesuits	established	a	Syrian	press	at	Vaippikkotta	located	near	Chendamangalam	in	Ernakulam	district.	It	is	said	that	Christian	religious	material	was	printed	there,	but	they	were	not	in	Malayalam.	However,	samples	of	none	of	those	books	have	survived.	It	is	the	same	story	with	the	printing	presses	of	Kochi,	Kollam,	and
Ambazhakkad.	C.	M.	S.	Press	in	Kottayam,	established	by	the	English	missionary	...	Printing	Presses	of	the	19th	century	Given	below	are	the	names	of	the	printing	presses	that	were	functioning	in	Kerala	during	the	19th	century.	The	list	is	taken	from	the	book	Aadi-mudranam	Bharathathilum	Malayalathilum	(Early	Printing	in	India	and	in	Malayalam)
by	K.	M.	Gopi,	published	in	1998.		Place	Press		Kunnamkulam	Vidyaratnaprabha		Koonammavu	Amalothbhavamathavinte	Press,	Methropolitha	Western	Star	(This	was	later	shifted	to	Thiruvananthapuram)		Kollam					Manomohanam,	Vidyabhivardhini,	Knanaya	Press,	C.	M.	S.	Sreebhadra	Press		Kozhikode		Kelappan	Achukkootam,	Bharathi,	Minerva,
Vidyavilasam,	Spectator	(Malabar	and	Travancore)		Thalassery	Mission	Press	(at	Illikkunnu),	Masar	al	Uloom	(lithography),	Mahani	al	Huda	(lithography),	Vidyarthisanthanam,	Vidyavilasam		Thiruvananthapuram	Keralaratnam,	Keralavilasam,	Keralodayam,	Kairaleevilasam,	Travancore	Printing	Company,	Thiruvithamkoor	Sarkar	Press,	Mudravilasam,



St.	Joseph’s,	Shanmukhavilasam		Thrissur			Keralakalpadrumam,	Keralachinthamani,	Vidyavinodini	(Sundarayyar	and	Sons)		Nadapuram			Janaranjini		Pattambi	Vijnanachinthamani		Palakkad	K.	...	Palakkad	Fort	Palakkad	fort,	situated	in	the	heart	of	Palakkadu	town	was	built	by	Hyder	Ali,	the	King	of	Mysore.		Mysore		was	part	of	the	state	of
Karnataka.		The	fort,	today	a	protected	monument	under	the	Archeological	Survey	of	India,	was	constructed	in	CE1766.	After	Hyder	Ali,	his	son	Tipu	Sulthan	became	the	King.		However,	Tipu	Sultan	(CE	1750-	1799)	fought	a	series	of	wars	with	the	British	colonial	rule	and	got	killed.		Later,	the	fort	came	to	be	known	in	his	name.	Kerala	Folklore
Academi	Awards	&	Fellowships	1999	-	2011	1999	Sl.No				Name				Art-form				Fellowship	/	award	/	Honour	1				Narthakarathnam	kodakkad	Kannaperuvannan				Theyyam				Fellowship	2				Mrs.	Mariyamama	John								Fellowship	3				Dr.M.V	Vishnu	Namboothiri				Folklorist				Award	4				T.S.	Sankaran	Nambiar				Theeyatt				Award	5				Kottangal
Ramakrishnan	Panickar				Padayani				Award	6				V.P	Raman				Thira				Award	7				V.Bhanu	Ashan				Charadupinnikkali				Award	8				k.	Vidhyasagar				Grandharachana				Award	9				K.P	Chandhu	panickar				Kothamooriyattam				Award	10				Gopalakrishna	Pillai				Kakkarashi	Nadakam				Award	11				Poonthala	Moyin				Mappilapattu				Award	12				K.K
Shamuvel				Marghamkali				Award	13				Mayicha.P.	Govindhan				Poorakali				Award	14				Dhwaraka	Krishnan				Kanyarkali				Award	15				Chundeli				Gadhika				Award	16				Ambalappuzha	Parameswarakurup				kalamezhuthumpattum				Award	17				Mygidiyen	Kannan	Gurikal								Award			2001	Sl.	No				Name				Art-form				Fellowship	/	award	/	Honour	1		
	Kottoth	Krishnan	Nair				kalamezhuthumpattum				Fellowship	2				Narayanapillai.P				Kaliyoot				Fellowship	3				K.K	...	Margi	An	abode	of	excellence	Margi	has	become	a	centre	of	excellence	in	classical	arts	over	the	years.	The	name	Margi	in	Sanskrit	means	pursuit	of	aesthetic	values,	which	are	universal	and	everlasting.		Founded	in	the	year	1970	by
the	eminent	theatre	personality	the	late	D.	Appukkuttan	Nair,	Margi,	from	its	very	beginning	is	at	the	forefront	in	preserving	and	propagating	classical	arts	in	Kerala.		Margi	is	specially	noted	for	its	training	in	the	major	performing	art	forms	like	Kutiyattam,	Nangiarkoothu	and	Kathakali.	Margi	has	its	activities	going	on	at	two	places	in
Thiruvananthapuram,	the	capital	city	of	Kerala.	The	one	at	...	O.N.V.Kurup	A	poet,	lyricist,	teacher	and	an	inspiration	for	all,	the	roles	donned	by	Prof.	O.	N.	V.	Kurup	is	varied.	He	has	held	generations	in	awe	with	his	imaginative	skills,	creativity	and	poetic	expressions	that	often	dealt	with	the	very	land	he	belonged	to;	its	events,	people	and	situations
that	he	experienced.	Prof.	O.	N.	V.	Kurup	was	born	on	May	27,	1931	at	Chavara,	in	Kollam	District,	where	he	completed	his	schooling.	His	first	major	effort	in	poetry	began	during	his	school	days,	which	also	saw	his	first	published	poem	Munnottu	(Forward)	in	1946,	penned	in	the	backdrop	of	his	...	Activities	/	Projects				a)				Pension	for	artistes	b)
Various	awards	(Ezhutthatchan	Puraskaaram,	Kathakali	Puraskaaram,	Pallaavoor	Appumaaraar	Puraskaaram,	Raja	Ravi	Varma	Puraskaaram,	Swati	Puraskaaram,	Chembai	Award.)	c)	Emergency	medical	fund	for	artistes	d)	Annual	endowment	for	memorials	of	outstanding	artistes	and	writers	e)	Financial	assistance	to	institutions	and	organizations
that	promote	dance,	drama	and	music	f)	Yearly	funds	for	the	Jawahar	Balbhavans	across	the	State	Light	Music	1.				Thoppil	Anto				1982	2.				M.S.Baburaj	(Postumous	Award)				1983	3.				Kamukara	Purushothaman				1983	4.				Thrissur	P.Radhakrishnan				1985	5.				K.P.Udhayabhanu								1986	6.				Santha	P.Nair								1987	7.				P.Gokulapalan								1990
8.				M.K.Arjunan								1992	9.				A.P.Gopalan								1993	10.				Perumbavoor	G.Ravindranath				1994	11.				M.G.Radhakrishnan								1995	12.				Kanhangad	Ramachandran								1996	13.				M.S.Nazeem								1997	14.				Sara	Gul	Muhammed	(Special	Award)				1997	15.				C.O.Anto	(Total	contribution	in	the	sphere)				1998	16.				Amachal	Ravi								1998	17.		
	Kalavoor	Balan	(Music	Directon)				1998	18.				A.K.Sukumaran								1999	19.				P.K.Medini	(Janakeeya	Sangeetham)				1999	20.				Kumarakam	Rajappan								2000	21.				Dharman	Ezhome								2000	22.				Kallara	Gopan								2000	23.				Jerry	Amaldev								2001	24.				K.P.Brahmanandan								2002	25.				Vadakara	Krishnadas								2003	26.				Darsan	Raman		
					2003	27.				Vidhyadharan			...	Heritage	Monuments	The	history	of	a	populace	is	the	history	of	the	place	that	they	belong	to.	This	includes	the	development	of	political,	social,	financial,	religious	and	cultural	aspects	of	that	place	across	the	ages.	Legends	and	myths	enhance	this	history.	Kerala	has	maintained	its	unique	identity	in	all	these	aspects
over	the	ages,	enriching	its	heritage.	Anything	that	stands	as	a	testimony	to	that	great	heritage	is	considered	as	monuments.	Protection	of	monuments	and	its	maintenance	is	one	of	the	aims	of	Kerala	State	Archaeology	Department.	The	department	has	170	protected	monuments	belongs	to	different	periods,	ranging	from	the	prehistoric	period	to	...
Padmanabhapuram	Palace	Far	from	the	madding	crowd,	in	a	pretty	little	place	named	Thuckalay	near	Kanyakumari,	is	situated	the	historic	marvel	Padmanabhapuram	Palace	as	a	reminder	of	a	bygone	era.	Located	64	kms	from	our	capital	city	this	historical	destination	will	haunt	you	forever	with	its	architectural	opulence	and	rustic	charm.
Padmanabhapuram	is	well-known	as	the	former	capital	of	the	Travancore	Kingdom.	It	is	believed	that	the	palace	was	built	by	the	ruler	of	Venad,	Iravi	Varma	Kulasekhara	Perumal,	around	1601	CE	and	was	later	rebuilt	by	King	Anizham	Thirunal	Marthanda	Varma.	Even	though	the	place	comes	under	the	State	premises	of	Tamil	Nadu,	...	Pulikali
Pulikali	(puli	means	leopard	and	kali	means	play)	is	a	dance	performed	by	men	adorning	the	costume	of	leopard.	It	is	performed	in	different	parts	of	Kerala	during	the	festival	of	Onam.	Yet,	the	one	that	is	performed	in	Thrissur	district	is	quite	old.	From	children	to	elderly	people	take	part	in	Pulikali.	The	performer	will	be	wearing	masks	of	leopard
face	and	body	painted	in	black	and	yellow.	Leopard	faces	are	also	drawn	on	bellies.			The	group	comprises	predominantly	male	leopards	with	few	female	and	child	leopards.	Since	wearing	masks,	there	is	no	significance	for	facial	expressions.	Men	with	...	Boat	Races	The	backwaters	and	rivers	of	Kerala	were	the	scene	of	vallam	kali	(vallam	means	boat
and	kali	means	play)	since	ancient	times.	They	attain	festive	proportions	during	Onam	season,	the	harvest	festival	of	Kerala.	Both	men	and	women	participate	in	the	vallam	kali.	The	different	types	of	boats	that	participate	in	races	are	chundan	vallam	(snake	boat),	iruttu	kuthi,	churulan	vallam,	cheru	vallam	etc.	Vanchipaattu	is	a	kind	of	poetry,	which
is	sung	during	vallam	kali.	These	songs	are	rooted	in	nathonnatha	vrutham,	a	pulsating	rhythm,	which	resembles	the	crest	and	trough	of	the	waves	in	the	water.	The	rhythmic	...	Nehru	Trophy	Boat	Race	The	backwaters	and	rivers	of	Kerala	were	the	scene	of	vallam	kali	(vallam	means	boat	and	kali	means	play)	since	ancient	times.	They	attain	festive
proportions	during	Onam	season,	the	harvest	festival	of	Kerala.	One	of	the	most	famous	boat	races	of	Kerala,	the	Nehru	Trophy	Boat	Race	is	held	on	the	Punnamada	backwaters	of	Alappuzha	district.	It	was	Jawaharlal	Nehru	the	then	prime	minister	of	India	who	was	the	chief	guest	at	the	first	competitive	race	in	1952.	Ever	since	that	event,	the
winner’s	trophy	came	to	be	known	as	Jawaharlal	Nehru	Trophy.	The	race	is	held	on	the	second	...	Payippad	Boat	Race	The	Subrahmanya	temple	at	Harippad	in	the	taluk	of	Karthikapally	in	Alappuzha	district	is	very	famous.	The	annually	held	Payippad	boat	race	on	River	Payippad	commemorates	the	legend	associated	with	the	installation	of	the	idol	at
the	Subrahmanya	Swamy	temple.	It	has	the	largest	participation	of	snake	boats	after	the	Nehru	Trophy	boat	race.	The	breathtaking	sight	of	the	racing	snakeboats,	trying	their	best	to	finish	first	is	an	exciting	sight	to	watch.	Aranmula	Boat	Race	More	of	a	ritual	than	a	race	the	Aranmula	Uthrittathi	boat	race	is	staged	each	year	in	the	scenic	village	of
Aranmula	in	the	Kozhencherry	taluk	of	Pathanamthitta	district.	Held	on	River	Pamba	and	on	the	Utrhittathi	asterism	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Chingam	(August	/	September)	which	is	also	the	day	of	installation	of	the	presiding	deity	of	Aranmula	Parthasarathy	temple.	The	majestic	snake-boats	that	take	part	in	the	event	dedicated	to	Lord
Parthasarathy	(Lord	Krishna)	are	known	as	palliyodams.	These	beautifully	decorated	boats	will	have	men	holding	sequined	parasols	and	they	reach	the	race	course	to	the	accompaniment	of	...	Pandavan	Para	The	Pandavan	Para	which	is	home	to	an	ancient	temple	is	situated	at	Chengannur	in	the	Pathanamthitta	district.	It	is	located	near	"Noottuvar	
Para"	named	after	the	Kauravas	depicted	in	the	epic	Mahabharata.	Legend	says	that	the	Pandavas,	during	their	exile,	resided	at	Pandavanpara	and	the	brothers	used	to	offer	worship	at	the	nearby	temples.	The	hillock	has	some	remnants	which	the	locals	associate	with	the	stay	of	Pandavas.	A	temple	at	the	hilltop	is	dedicated	to	the	Pandavas	and	has
Lord	Krishna	as	the	presiding	deity.	There	are	several	curious	rock	structures	like	those	shaped	like	a	frog	(called	'thavalapara'	in	...	Koyikkal	Palace	Koyikkal	Palace,	situated	at	a	distance	of	18km	from	Kerala’s	capital	city	of	Thiruvananthapuram,	is	an	important	tourist	attraction	where	history	slumbers	in	all	its	pristine	glory.	The	palace	is	a	double-
storey	building,	built	in	the	conventional	nalukettu	architectural	style	of	Kerala	with	sloping	gabled	roofs,	and	large	rooms	built	around	an	open	central	courtyard.	It	is	a	17th	century	building,	built	as	a	residential	palace	for	Umayamma	Rani,	the	regent	of	Venad	(Kingdom	of	Quilon),	who	ruled	from	the	year	1677	to	1684.	It	was	later	converted	into	a
museum	complex	housing	several	objects	of	historical	importance.				The	ground	floor	of	...	Vishu	If	Onam	is	the	number	one	festival	of	Keralites,	Vishu	takes	the	second	spot.	It	comes	on	the	first	day	of	the	Malayalam	month	Medam	(April),	which	is	also	the	Spring	Equinox,	when	the	duration	of	day	and	night	are	equal.	On	the	day	of	Vishu,	seeing	the
Vishukanni	(offerings	placed	in	prayers	rooms	at	homes	and	and	in	front	of	deities	in	temples)	as	the	first	thing	in	the	morning	is	believed	to	be	the	harbinger	of	the	year’s	prosperity	and	good	luck.	The	offerings	comprise	flowers	of	golden	shower	(kani	konna)	tree,	vegetables,	fruits,	traditional	lamp,	metal	mirrors,	coins,	...	Madavoorpara	Rock	Cut
Temple	Madavoorpara,	famous	for	the	rock-cut	cave	temple	dedicated	to	Lord	Shiva	located	here,	is	situated	at	Chenkottukonam	near	Chempazhanthy	in	Thiruvananthapuram.	Rock-cut	temples	are	a	rarity	in	Kerala	and	Madavoorpara	is	one	among	them.	Carved	out	on	its	steep	slope	are	thirteen	steps	that	lead	to	this	square-shaped	temple.	The
temple	is	nothing	more	than	a	cave	carved	out	on	the	surface	of	a	bare	rock,	which	has	now	been	protected	with	iron	doors.	It	is	believed	that	the	origin	of	this	temple	dates	back	to	the	8th	century	C.E.	and	was	built	by	a	Buddhist	monk	some	centuries	ago.	Some	believe	...	Onam	It	is	enough	for	one	to	try	and	understand	the	many	festive	occasions	in
Kerala	in	order	to	get	familiar	with	Kerala’s	history,	culture	and	heritage.	And	the	festival	of	Onam	is	a	grand	event	for	Keralites.	There	is	a	myth	behind	Onam.	Long	time	ago,	Kerala	was	ruled	by	a	demon	king	by	the	name	of	Mahabali,	who	had	conquered	all	the	three	worlds.	He	always	cared	for	the	welfare	of	his	subjects,	the	fame	of	which	envied
the	gods	and	lessened	their	significance.	The	gods	sought	the	help	of	Lord	Vishnu	for	regaining	their	glory	and	significance.	Lord	Vishnu	...	Thiruvananthapuram	Fort	The	works	of	the	fort	around	the	Sree	Padmanabhaswami	Temple	in	Thiruvananthapuram	was	started	in	1747	during	the	reign	of	King	Marthanda	Varma	of	the	erstwhile	Travancore
kingdom.	It	was	completed	during	the	reign	of	Karthika	Thirunal	Dharmaraja	in	1787.	The	fort,	built	as	per	the	design	of	vastuvidya	(traditional	architecture)	expert	Thycaud	Vishnuthrathan	Namboothiri,	is	15	feet	in	height	and	11,320	feet	in	length.	There	are	four	major	entrances	to	the	fort	namely	East	Fort,	West	Fort,	North	fort	and	South	Fort.
Besides,	there	are	small	entrances	at	Sreevaraham,	Sreekandeswaram	and	Vettimuricha	Kotta.			The	state	archaeology	department	took	over	the	structure	...	Vettukadu	Perunal	The	Madre	de	Deus	Church,	popularly	known	as	Vettukad	Church,	is	situated	about	7	km	from	Thiruvananthapuram.	This	church	is	said	to	be	over	500	years	old.	Every	year
the	region	comes	alive	to	celebrate	the	annual	‘Feast	of	Christ	the	King’.	The	image	of	Christ	the	King	is	taken	out	in	a	colourful	procession,	which	is	taken	part	by	thousands	of	believers.	Kottukal	cave	temple	Idols	of	Lord	Nandikeshwara	(the	vehicle	of	Lord	Shiva	in	Hindu	mythology)	and	a	Hanuman	idol	(resembling	the	Nandikeswara-Vanara	fight
in	the	epic	Ramayana)	are	seen	in	the	caves.	The	structure,	believed	to	be	built	between	eight	and	ninth	centuries,	was	took	over	by	the	state	archaeology	department	in	1966.	Punalur	Hanging	Bridge	The	thookupalam	(hanging	bridge)	across	the	Kallada	river	at	Punalur	in	Kollam	district	is	the	only	hanging	bridge	in	South	India.	The	400	m-long
bridge	was	built	during	1871-72	under	the	leadership	of	a	Scotland	national	named	Henry.	In	1877,	an	ordinary	bridge	was	built	in	parallel	to	the	old	bridge	to	accommodate	the	increase	in	traffic.	Archaeology	Archaeological	studies	provide	valuable	insights	into	the	history	of	Kerala.	Artefacts,	monuments,	inscriptions	(sasanam),	and	ancient	coins
have	an	important	role	in	Kerala’s	archaeological	studies.	Remnants	of	the	pre-megalithic	era,	megalithic	monuments,	remnants	of	Buddha	and	Jain	sects,	Hindu	temples,	Christian	churches,	mosques,	palaces	and	places	of	historic	importance	would	come	under	the	title	archaeological	monuments.	The	stone	inscriptions	found	in	Kerala	date	back	to
various	dynasties.	Ancient	foreign	coins	discovered	from	different	parts	of	the	State	throw	light	on	the	international	commercial	relations	of	the	past.	Megalithic	monuments		Rock-cut	Burial	Chambers	Dolmens,	Hood	stones	(kudakkallu),	Hat	stones	(thoppikkallu),	Dolmenoid	Burial	Chambers,	Burial	urns,	Menhirs,	Pulachikallu,	Nadukallu,	Padakallu,
Nannangadi,	...	Palayoor	Church	The	St.	Thomas	Church	at	Palayur	near	Chavakkad	in	Thrissur	District	is	one	of	the	seven	churches	established	by	St.	Thomas	in	52	AD	and	is	a	historic	one.	The	annual	pilgrimage	here	is	noted	for	the	participation	of	thousands	of	believers.	Events	like	pilgrim	processions,	public	meet,	holy	mass,	fasting	prayer,	Bible
convention	are	all	part	of	the	annual	pilgrimage.	Puthupalli	Perunal	-	St.	George	Orthodox	Church	Known	as	the	Georgian	Pilgrim	Centre	of	the	East,	the	St.	George	Orthodox	Church,	Puthuppally	is	well	renowned	for	the	Feast	of	St.	George.	The	erecting	of	flag	masts	takes	place	tend	days	prior	to	the	festival.	The	masts	are	brought	in	ceremonial
processions	from	Puthupalli	and	Erikkattu.	Virakideel	(bringing	of	firewood	to	the	church)	Vechoottu	(a	ceremonial	feast),	Adyachoroonu	(a	ritual	in	which	children	get	their	first	feed	of	rice	by	priests)	etc.	are	some	of	the	rituals	associated	with	the	festival	here.	Raza,	the	grand	festival	procession	will	be	taken	out	with	the	holy	golden	cross	from	the
church,	...	Megalithic	monuments	As	in	the	northern	parts	of	the	country,	the	megalithic	monuments	discovered	in	the	state	are	considered	to	be	remnants	of	the	Iron	Age.	Different	types	of	clay	utensils,	pots,	clay	plates,	cheppus	(cheppu	means	a	small	container),	iron	weapons	like	sword,	knife,	soolam	(trident),	nail,	choonda	(fishing	hook)	and
kozhunaaku	are	the	major	megalithic	remnants	found	in	Kerala.	Some	tools	made	of	brass	and	bronze,	stone	beads	in	red,	black	and	white	colours	are	also	among	the	remnants	retrieved.	They	provide	valuable	insights	for	the	commoners	into	the	Iron	Age.	The	megalithic	remnants	in	the	state	were	discovered	in	burial	sites.	...	Arthunkal	Perunnal
Arthunkal	Perunnal	(perunnal	means	feast)	is	the	ten-day	annual	feast	at	the	St.	Sebastian's	church	at	Arthunkal,	a	coastal	region	in	Alappuzha	District.	A	procession	carrying	the	statue	of	St.	Sebastian	from	the	church	to	the	beach	and	back	is	an	important	event	during	the	feast.	Devotees	express	their	gratitude	for	favours	received	by	crawling	on
their	knees	from	the	nearby	beach	to	the	church.	This	ritual	is	called	urulu	nercha.	Edathua	Perunnal	Situated	on	the	banks	of	the	Pamba	River,	this	massive	shrine	at	Edathua	23	km	south-east	of	Alappuzha,	resembles	the	churches	of	medieval	Europe.		Dedicated	to	St.	George,	the	church	was	established	in	1810.		The	annual	feast	here	starts	on	the
27th	of	April	with	the	hoisting	of	the	flag	and	concludes	on	the	7th	of	May.		During	the	feast,	the	statue	of	St.	George,	decked	in	gold	regalia,	is	carried	out	and	placed	on	the	dais	in	the	centre	of	the	basilica	for	the	devotees	to	see	and	worship.	Processions	and	cultural	performances	are	held	every	day	including	dazzling	...	Muniyara	(dolmen)
Muniyara	or	Munimada	is	a	megalithic	monument	found	in	the	midland	and	coastal	areas	of	Kerala.	The	caves	found	in	Kandanassery,	Kattakampal	and	Eyyal	in	Thrissur	district	and	Chathamparambu	near	Feroke	in	Kozhikode	have	multiple	cavities.	Bead	strings	with	valuable	gems	were	discovered	from	the	caves	at	Chathamparambu.	Some	experts
are	of	the	view	that	Buddhist	monks	attained	nirvana	in	these	caves.	The	caves	date	back	to	2	or	3	BC.	Historians	have	proved	that	many	of	such	caves	found	in	South	India	were	the	housings	of	Buddha	and	Jain	monks.	Some	other	historians	claim	by	that	these	caves	were	the	residences	of	...	Manarcaud	Perunnal	The	Manarcaud	Perunnal,	the	annual
feast	celebrated	at	the	St	Mary's	Church	at	Manarcaud	in	Kottayam	is	well	known	for	its	eight-day	ritual	fast	popularly	known	as	Ettu	Nompu	Perunnal.	The	main	event	of	the	annual	feast	that	is	held	from	the	1st	of	September	to	the	8th	is	the	observance	of	fast.	Thousands	of	devotees	come	here	seeking	blessings	for	conceiving,	relief	from	illnesses
and	for	other	needs	in	life.	Intervening	prayer	during	the	annual	feast	is	an	important	event.	Parumala	Perunnal	Parumala	is	a	village	in	the	taluk	of	Thiruvalla	in	Pathanamthitta	district.	River	Pamba	flows	by	Parumala.	The	famous	Christian	church	under	the	Jacobite	church	is	situated	here.	Saint	Mar	Gregorious	Geevarghese	is	the	one	who
established	the	church	and	this	is	also	his	final	resting	place.	The	magnificent	annual	feast	of	this	church	is	celebrated	on	the	1st	of	November	and	is	attended	by	thousands.	On	the	saint’s	orma	perunnal	(commemoration	feast),	special	prayers	are	offered	at	the	church.	The	festival	day	is	marked	by	special	services	and	a	well-attended	colourful
procession.	Kudakkallu	(umbrella	stones)	The	"kudakkallu"	is	a	kind	of	megalithic	monument	found	in	the	state.	The	"kudakallus"	are	burial	sites	in	which	the	corpse	is	buried	and	curvilinear	blocks	are	installed	on	the	ground	with	a	hollow	space	in	between.	An	umbrella-shaped	block	is	kept	atop.	In	the	case	of	"thoppikallu"	(hood	stone),	the	umbrella-
shaped	rock	is	placed	on	the	ground.	The	"kudakallu"	and	"thopikallu"	monuments	are	found	at	Chowannur,	Kandanassery,	Porkulam,	Eyyal,	Kattakampal	and	Ariyannur	in	Thrissur	district.	The	"kudakkallu"	is	mostly	found	in	regions	that	fall	under	the	erstwhile	Kochi	kingdom.	Muthumakkathazi	(nannangadi)	The	muthumakkathazhi	or	nannangadi	is
a	megalithic	burial	monument	in	which	the	corpse	is	buried	in	a	big	urn.	The	word	muthumakkathazhi	is	derived	from	muthumakkal	(predecessors	in	local	parlance)	and	thazhi	(big	urn).	Some	claim	that	the	pot	was	named	so	as	it	was	used	to	bury	the	corpses	of	prominent	persons	like	village	chieftains.	Ottakuthan,	the	author	of	the	ancient	text
‘Kulothungan	Chola	Ula’	says	that	Muthumakkathazhi	was	an	invention	of	the	twelfth	King	of	the	Chola	dynasty.	Another	ancient	text	‘Sankara	Cholan	Ula’	also	has	the	same	reference.	During	the	Sangha	era	these	burial	urns	were	called	Muthumakkachadi	(chadi	...	Menhirs	(Nadukkallu)	Nadukkallu	or	menhir	is	a	Stone	Age	monument	which	was
later	known	in	the	names	pulachikkallu,	masathikkallu	or	veerakallu.	These	are	single	rock	slabs	installed	atop	a	burial	site.	The	nadukallu	is	mentioned	in	ancient	texts	‘Purananooru,’	‘Akananooru,’	‘Malaipadukadam’	and	‘Tolkappiam.’	Inscriptions	of	10	and	11	centuries	too	have	references	on	nadukkallu.	Nadukallus	inscribed	with	the	name	of	the
dead	were	installed	at	the	burial	sites	of	heroic	warriors.	There	was	a	practice	in	some	regions	to	‘offer’	alcohol	to	the	nadukkallu	to	appease	the	"soul"	of	the	deceased.	According	to	the	ancient	text	"Purananooru"	penned	by	Mankudi	Kizhar	"nothing	is	worshipped	...	Pandavakkuzhi	The	Pandavakkuzhi,	an	ancient	burial	chamber	that	dates	back	to
the	Stone	Age,	was	discovered	in	several	places	in	Tamil	Nadu	and	the	hilly	regions	of	the	erstwhile	Travancore	kingdom.	They	are	also	known	in	the	names	"Pandukkuzhi"	or	"Panchapandavar	Padukai".	In	Devikulam,	Idukki	district,	these	structures	are	known	as	"Panchapandavar	Madangal).	The	most	common	type	of	pandukuzhi	is	a	structure	in
which	three	stone	slabs	are	erected	linear	and	covered	with	another	slab.	Some	other	structures	are	made	of	four	slabs	with	a	slab	with	a	hole	placed	atop.	A	stone	slab	is	also	laid	in	the	bottom.	Most	of	these	...	Edicts	The	edicts	discovered	in	Kerala	and	some	regions	falling	in	the	present-day	Tamil	Nadu	include	the	Edicts	of	Ashoka,	Mamballi	plates,
Madayipalli	inscription,	Chola	inscription,	Cholar	inscription,	Chitharal	inscription,	Thrikkodithanam	inscription,	Thirupottiyoor	inscription,	Rameswaram	inscription,	Vadakkumnatha	temple	inscription,	Vazhappally	inscription,	Chinnamanoor	inscription,	Tharisappalli	plates,	Manalikkara	inscription	and	pattayams.	Edicts	of	Ashoka	The	earliest	stone
inscription	with	a	reference	on	Kerala	is	the	Edicts	of	Ashoka	(BC	274-237).	Kerala	is	mentioned	as	"Keralaputho"	(meaning	Kerala	Puthra)	in	the	second	and	thirteenth	Ashoka	Sthambhas.	It	may	be	noted	that	Kerala	is	not	mentioned	as	"Cheram"	while	"Cholas"	and	the	"Pandyas"	are	named	as	such.	The	second	inscription	in	the	Edicts	of	Ashoka	says
charity	hospitals	for	humans	and	animals	were	established	in	the	neighbouring	regions	ruled	by	the	Cholas,	Pandyas,	Satyaputra,	Keralaputra	and	the	Thambapanni	(Sree	Lanka).	It	also	said	that	trees	were	grown	and	ponds	were	dug	on	the	pathways	for	the	sake	...	Naikkar	Kali	Naikkar	Kali	is	one	ritualistic	folk	art	forms	prevalent	among	the
Naikkar	tribes	of	Wayanad,	Kozhikode	and	Malappuram	districts.	It	is	mainly	performed	in	relation	to	their	Kula	Daivam	(ancestral	god).		There	are	many	ritualistic	elements	included	in	the	performance	and	it	is	performed	as	a	pooja	to	the	family	deities	during	marriages.		Performed	by	a	group	of	15	people,	Thappu	(percussion	instruments)	and
Kuzhal	(a	wind	instrument)	are	the	main	musical	instruments	used	in	Naikar	Kali.	The	performers	wear	jingling	anklets	and	move	rhythmically	clockwise	and	anticlockwise	in	tune	with	the	instruments.	They	also	shout	‘Hoy,	Hoy’	in	between	the	...	Paliya	Nritham	Paliya	Nritham	is	the	traditional	art	form	of	Paliya	tribe	in	Idukki	district,	Kerala.
	Though	‘Ezhamathu	Palichi’	is	their	ancestral	god,	Paliya	tribes	are	true	devotees	of	Mariyamma.	Paliya	Nritham	or	Paliya	dance	is	an	art	form	performed	during	the	festivals	held	at	Mariyamma	temple.			Performers	wear	colourful	dresses	made	of	the	bark	of	Acacia	Instia	(Soap	Bark)	and	other	naturally	made	costumes.		Mulam	Chenda	(a	percussion
instrument	made	of	bamboo),	Nagara,	Udukku,	Urumi,	Jara	and	Jalanka	are	the	musical	instruments	used	for	paliya	nritham.	Mamballi	Plates	The	earliest	inscriptions	to	refer	Kollavarsham	(the	Malayalam	era)	are	the	Mamballi	plates	discovered	from	the	Mamballi	Madhom	at	Keezhattingal	near	Attingal.	The	copper	plates	are	named	after	the
Mamballi	Madhom	from	where	they	were	discovered.	The	plates	have	the	earliest	reference	on	the	Panankavu	Palace	of	the	Venad	rulers.	The	Venad	kings	mentioned	in	all	the	inscriptions,	except	the	Tharisapalli	plates,	is	Sreevallabhan	Kotha.	Ayyanadikal	Thiruvadikal	is	the	Venad	ruler	mentioned	in	the	Tharisapalli	plates.	The	notable	portion	in	the
Mamballi	plates	is	one	describing	a	meeting	attended	by	Venad	ruler	Sreevallabhan	Kotha,	Adichan	Umayamma	of	Thirukkalayapuram,	members	of	the	Chengannur	temple	...	Madayipalli	inscription	The	Madayipalli	inscription	is	a	memorial	of	establishing	the	Pazhayangadi	Palli,	a	mosque,	at	Madayi	near	Kozhikode.	It	was	inscribed	in	Hijra	580	(AD
1124).	Legend	says	that	the	mosque	was	built	following	a	request	by	Cheraman	Perumal	to	Kolathiri	sent	through	Sheikh	Ibn	Dinar.	There	is	another	belief	that	the	mosque	was	built	by	Malik	Ibn	Habeeb.	Sheikh	Paiser	who	arrived	from	Arabia	renovated	the	mosque.	The	khabar	of	Payambayi	(Paikhasar)	Sheikh	is	situated	near	the	mosque.	Chola
Inscriptions	The	inscriptions	issued	by	the	Chola	kings	are	found	from	various	parts	of	the	old	Madras	state.	They	give	evidences	for	the	Cholas'	attack	on	Kerala.	Attacks	on	south	Kerala	regions	are	mentioned	in	the	inscriptions	discovered	from	the	temples	at	Cholapuram,	Kanyakumari,	Darsanam	Koppu,	Thirunanthikarai	and	Sucheendram.	The
Thirallaisthanam	inscription	reveals	the	friendship	between	Aditya	Cholan	and	Sthanuravi.	Rajendra	Chola's	(AD	1012-1044)	Thiruvalangad	inscription	has	mentioned	about	the	Chola	attack	on	Vizhinjam.	The	Cholapuram	inscription	is	about	the	retreat	of	Kulothunga	Cholan	to	Kottattu.	Kumbhapattu	Kurichya	tribe,	the	earliest	inhabitants	found	in
Kerala	is	one	of	prominent	tribal	community	lives	in	Wayanad	hills.	Primarily	farmers,	they	are	also	expert	archers	and	hunters.	Historical	record	says	that	they	played	decisive	role	in	the	Pazhassi	Raja’s	revolt.		Kurichiya	community	follows	a	matrilineal	system	and	lives	in	joint	families.		Kurichiyar’s	have	unique	rituals	for	female	initiation	ritual
called	the	pandal	pattu	which	is	part	of	thirandu	kalyanam	(announcing	a	girl’s	menarche),	thalikettu	kalyanam	(marriage).	Kurichiyar	mainly	celebrates	festivals	like	Uchal	–	the	celebration	held	during	Makara	Sankranthi,	Puthari	–	first	cooking	of	newly	harvested	rice	and	thiruvonam.			Kurichiyar	has	...	Chokkur	inscription	The	Chokkur	stone
inscription	is	at	the	Sree	Rama	temple,	Chokkur,	Kozhikode.	The	inscription	dates	back	to	AD	932,	the	fifteenth	anniversary	of	the	reign	of	Kulasekhara	king	Kotha	Ravivarma	(917-947).	It	has	the	earliest	reference	to	the	Devadasi	system	in	Kerala	and	a	temple	dancer	named	Nanga.	It	stands	proof	for	the	prevalence	of	Devadasi	system	during	the
reign	of	the	Kulasekhara	dynasty.	Historians	believe	that	some	inscriptions	in	the	temple	were	destroyed	in	the	attack	of	the	Mysore	kings.	The	available	inscriptions	also	mention	a	36-acre	land	donated	to	the	temple.	Some	historians	are	of	the	view	that	the	inscriptions	...	Chitharal	inscription	The	Chitharal	stone	inscription	is	at	the	Bhagavathi
temple	atop	the	Chitharal	Hills,	around	6	km	from	Kuzhithurai	in	Tamil	Nadu.	The	region	was	once	part	of	the	erstwhile	Travancore	kingdom.	The	inscription	is	believed	to	be	made	in	the	28th	year	of	the	reign	of	Ay	king	Vikramadithya	Varagunan.	The	inscription	on	a	rock	to	the	south	of	the	temple	speaks	of	a	donation	of	costly	gold	ornaments	to	the
Jain	temple	on	the	Thiruchanathu	hill	by	an	individual.	It	also	mentions	some	conditions	to	make	offerings	to	"Bhattiyar".	The	temple	was	of	the	Jain	monastery	till	mid-13th	century.	The	Chitharal	...	February	programme	-	Samskrithi	Thrikkodithanam	Inscriptions	The	Thrikkodithanam	stone	inscriptions	are	found	at	the	Thrikkodithanam	Lord	Vishnu
temple	at	Changanassery	in	Kottayam	district.	The	temple	is	one	of	the	108	Thiruppathis	which	are	important	shrines	to	the	Vaishnavites.	13	of	these	shrines	are	in	Kerala.	One	of	the	inscription	is	on	the	north-west	wall	of	the	sanctum	sanctorum.	It	was	inscribed	in	the	fourteenth	year	(AD	976)	of	the	reign	of	Kulasekhara	king	Bhaskara	Ravivarma.
The	inscription	in	the	vattezhuthu	alphabet	bans	the	appointment	of	priests,	Mahabharata	pattathanakkar	or	Ooralnmar	by	accepting	bribe.	Another	condition	in	the	inscription	is	to	provide	the	ghee	for	the	Karthikavilakku	festivities	(in	...	Thiruvottiyur	Inscription	The	Thiruvottiyur	inscription	is	found	at	the	Thiruvottiyur	temple	near	Chennai	(part	of
the	erstwhile	Madras	state).	The	period	of	the	inscription	is	AD	960.	The	inscription	says	about	Valluvanad	king	Vallabhan	who	was	the	friend	of	Chola	king	Rajadithyan	who	was	killed	by	Rashtrakooda	king	Krishnan-III.	The	depression	over	his	failure	to	join	his	friend	in	the	war	and	death	prompted	him	to	abandon	worldly	pleasures	and	to	adopt	the
name	Chathuranana	Pandithan	to	become	the	head	of	the	Thiruvottiyur	Madhom.	Kulasekhara	king	Vijaya	Ragadevan	is	mentioned	in	this	Chola	inscription.	Rameswaram	inscription	The	Rameswaram	inscription	is	found	at	the	Rameswaram	temple	in	Kollam.	It	says	that	Ramathiruvadi	started	residing	at	the	Panangavil	palace	in	the	Chingam	month
of	Kollavarsham	278	(AD	1102).	It	says	about	a	penalty	imposed	on	the	king	for	committing	some	sin	towards	the	Brahmins	associated	with	the	temple.	A	meeting	of	the	four	Thalis	and	Arya	Brahmins	directed	the	king	to	donate	land	to	the	temple	which	would	be	sufficient	for	the	temple	to	get	one	para	(a	measuring	vessel)	of	paddy	everyday.	This
inscription	shows	the	growth	of	Brahmin	supremacy	which	even	helped	them	to	impose	a	fine	on	...	E.	V.	Krishna	Pillai	Inchakattu	Velu	Pilla	Krishna	Pillai,	popularly	known	as	E.	V.	Krishna	Pillai,	is	considered	the	greatest	humorist	in	the	literary	scene	of	Kerala	since	Kunjan	Nambiar.	But	this	only	reflects	a	part	of	his	personality.	Most	of	E.V.	Krishna
Pillai’s	works	throw	light	on	his	serious	approach	to	life.	E.	V.	Krishna	Pillai	was	born	on	14	September	1894	at	Inchakattu	Puthen	Veettu	at	Kunnathur	taluk	in	the	erstwhile	central	Travancore.	His	parents	were	advocate	Kunnathur	Pappu	Pillai,	and	mother	Karthiyani	Amma.		E.V.	Krishna	Pillai	had	his	primary	education	at	Peringanattu,	about	an
hour,	west	of	Adoor.	He	developed	interest	in	...	Vadakkumnatha	temple	inscription	The	twelfth	century	inscription	at	Vadakkumnatha	temple,	Thrissur,	refers	to	the	"Kottuvayiravelikkacham".	The	Kottuvayiravelikkacham,	a	proof	for	the	Brahmin	dominance	over	the	society,	says	about	the	responsibilities	and	rights	of	the	temple	staff	and	tenants
under	the	temple.	This	is	the	lone	"kacham"	found	in	the	state	which	mentions	the	rules	governing	the	rights	of	tenants.	Best	Website	award	for	Cultural	Affairs	Department	The	e-governance	award	of	Kerala	government	in	the	'Best	website'	category	went	to	the	official	website	of	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs	-	www.keralaculture.org.	The	website
was	adjudged	the	best	in	the	category,	considering	its	huge	volume	of	content	related	to	Kerala's	rich	cultural	heritage.			Chief	Minister	Mr.	Pinarayi	Vijayan	gave	away	the	award	to	Mrs.	Rani	George	IAS,	Secretary,	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs,	at	a	function	held	in	Durbar	Hall,	Thiruvananthapuram.	Vazhappally	Inscription	The	Vazhappally
Sasanam	or	Vazhappally	inscription	is	said	to	be	the	oldest	rock	inscription	of	the	Chera	(Kulasekhara)	kings	(who	had	Mahodayapuram	as	their	capital)	discovered	in	the	state.	Some	historians	are	of	the	view	that	the	Thrikkakkara	inscription	is	the	oldest.	According	to	the	inscription,	the	first	Kulasekhara	king	was	Rajasekharan.	The	inscription	was
written	in	the	twelfth	year	(AD	830)	of	his	rule.	It	says	about	the	decision	taken	by	the	local	rulers	of	the	"nantuzhainadu"	in	the	presence	of	Rajasekhara	Perumal	that	those	responsible	for	the	failure	to	offer	the	nithyabali	at	the	Thiruvattay	temple	should	give	"100	...	Kottarakkara	Thampuran	Memorial	Museum	of	Classical	Arts	Kottarakkara
Thampuran	Memorial	Museum	of	Classical	Arts	dedicated	to	the	creator	of	Kathakali	(the	classical	dance	drama	of	Kerala)	Kottarakkara	Thampuran	is	a	museum	established	for	the	promotion	of	classical	arts.	The	museum	exhibits	life	size	figures	of	Kathakali	and	Mohiniyattam	characters	in	their	original	costumes;	hastha	mudras	(hand	gestures)
used	in	Kathakali	and	Mohiniyattam	and	the	books,	ornaments,	costumes	used	by	great	masters	in	this	field.	The	museum	is	established	at	the	birth	house	of	Kottarakkara	Thampuran	and	the	palace	served	as	the	headquarters	of	Ilayidathu	Swaroopam,	a	branch	of	Venad	dynasty.	More	than	350	years	old,	the	palace	is	located	...	Palayoor	Pattayam
The	Palayoor	Pattayam	(pattayam	means	title)	are	copper	plate	inscriptions	discovered	at	the	St	Thomas		Syro-Malabar	Catholic	Church,	Palayoor,	Thrissur	district.	The	church	is	believed	to	be	established	by	Saint	Thomas	the	Apostle	in	AD	52.	The	pattayam	written	in	AD	1606	(Kollavarsham	781)	says	about	Kuttancheri	Eravi	Narayanan,	an
individual,	giving	some	land	to	the	church	vicar	as	interest	towards	a	loan.	It	was	written	by	Madakkavil	Chathappa	Menon	and	a	witness	to	the	deal	named	Kothanalloor	Nambudiri.	The	pattayam	is	an	interesting	document	as	it	speaks	about	the	communal	harmony	which	existed	during	the	period	-	the	church's	money	is	...	Chinnamanur	Inscription
The	tenth	century	Chinnamanur	inscription	is	a	proof	for	the	good	relations	between	the	Chera	and	Pandya	dynasties	during	the	reign	of	Ravivarma	Kulasekharan	(AD	890-917).	The	inscription	says	that	the	wife	of	Pandya	king	Paranthaka	Veeranarayanan	(860-905)	was	Sreevanavan	Mahadevi.	A	village	at	Tirunelveli	in	Tamil	Nadu	bears	the	name
"Cheran	Mahadevi"	(Sherma	Devi	in	local	parlance).			On	the	basis	of	the	reference	to	"vanchi	on	the	banks	of	the	Ponni	river"	in	the	inscription,	some	claim	that	Vanchi	is	Karur,	a	place	on	the	banks	of	the	Ponni	river	(Amaravathi)	in	Tiruchirappalli	district.	Some	others	claim	that	as	Vanchi	(Vanchimuthoor)	...	Veluthampi	Dalawa	Memorial	Museum
Veluthampi	Dalawa	Memorial	museum	is	a	museum	dedicated	to	the	renowned	freedom	fighter	of	Travancore,Veluthampi	Dalawa	at	Mannadi	in	Pathanamthitta.	Started	functioning	from	14	February	2010,	Veluthampi	was	the	Dalawa	or	Prime	Minister	of	the	Indian	kingdom	of	Travancore	and	is	best	known	as	one	of	the	earliest	individuals	to	rebel
against	the	British’s	supremacy	in	India.	The	historical	museum	set	up	here	by	the	archaeological	department	has	an	open	air	gallery	which	includes	portraits	of	all	the	Travancore	rulers	from	Marthanda	Varma	to	Sree	Chithra	Thirunal.		The	museum	also	has	numerous	artifacts	like	stone	statue	of	Buddha,	ancient	agriculture	utensils,	...	Kazhukumala
inscription	The	Kazhukumala	inscription	refers	to	the	attack	of	Pandya	king	Jadilavarman	Paranthakan	aka	Maranchadayan	(765-815)	on	south	Kerala.	It	says	that	the	king,	on	the	twenty-third	year	of	his	rule,	successfully	attacked	Malanadu	king	and	set	the	Ariviyoor	fort	ablaze.	The	Malanadu	king	referred	in	the	inscription	is	believed	to	be	Ay	king
Karunandan.	Vellayani	Inscription	The	inscription	issued	by	the	Venad	king	Veera	Ravivarma	(AD	1195-1205)	throws	light	on	the	activities	of	Arunoottavar.	Veera	Ravivarma,	a	successor	of	Udaya	Marthandavarma,	had	another	name	-	Manikanda	Ramavarma.	Manalikkara	inscription	The	Manalikkara	inscription	issued	by	the	Venad	king	Ravi
Keralavarma	(AD	1215-1240)	was	written	in	1236.	It	shows	the	king's	keen	interest	in	ensuring	people's	welfare.	The	inscription	says	that	while	fixing	the	tax	rate	for	tenants	exemptions	should	be	given	in	times	of	crop	failure.	Rock,	copper	inscriptions	Rock	and	copper	inscriptions	are	reliable	sources	of	Kerala	history.	They	speak	about	the	history	of
kingdoms,	dynasties	and	the	political,	social	and	cultural	lives	of	the	people.	The	evolution	of	the	Malayalam	language,	alphabets,	grama	sabhas,	coins,	rituals,	superstitions	and	power	structure	can	be	learnt	from	them.	The	inscriptions	also	speak	about	the	development	and	evolution	of	Malayalam	and	ancient	alphabets.	The	language	of	many	of	the
inscriptions	is	Malayalam	and	the	alphabet	is	Vattezhuthu.	Some	inscriptions	are	in	Tamil	and	Sanskrit	(grantha	alphabet)	while	others,	a	combination	of	Sanskrit	and	Malayalam.	When	kings,	members	of	the	administration	committees	or	other	...	Mural	Painting	Museum,	Thrissur	Mural	Painting	Museum	(Chuvarchitra	Kala	Museum)	houses	at
Kollencode	House,	built	by	King	Vasudeva	Raja	of	Kollemcode	dynasty	in	1904.	The	house	is	best	example	of	typical	northern	Kerala	architectural	style.	It	was	in	1975,	the	house	in	Thrissur	was	converted	to	a	museum	by	state	archaeological	department.			Kollengode	was	the	seat	of	Vengandu	Swaroopam	(Kollengode	dynasty).	Known	by	the	name
Vengandu	Nambidi’s,	they	were	the	rulers	of	eastern	side	of	Palakkad.	It	was	Mysore’s	king	Hyder	Ali	gave	them	the	title	of	‘Raja’.			Headquarters	of	mural	paintings	section	of	archaeological	department,	the	museum	replicates	some	of	the	rarest	mural	...	Chendamangalam	Synagogue	Museum	Chendamangalam	Synagogue	is	located	at	North
Paravoor	in	Ernakulam	district.	One	of	the	testimonies	of	Jewish	Culture,	the	synagogue	is	situated	near	other	historic	monuments	like	Kottayil	Kovilakam,	Vypeenkotta	Seminary	and	Jewish	cemetery.	The	Jews	reached	in	Kerala,	according	to	their	skin	colour,	were	classified	into	two	–	Black	and	White	Jews.	And	the	synagogue	at	Chendamangalam
was	the	worship	centres	of	Black	Jews.	Built	in	1614	on	the	land	donated	by	the	Paliam,	the	Chendamangalam	Synagogue	was	destroyed	in	a	fire.	The	present	synagogue	is	made	in	1830.	Recently	the	synagogue	was	restored	by	state	archaeological	department	and	is	now	a	protected	...	Thiruvalangadu	plates	The	Thiruvalangadu	plates	issued	by	Raja
Raja	Chola	(AD	1012-1044)	are	helpful	for	studying	Kerala	history.	The	inscription	describes	the	invasion	of	Vizhinjam	by	the	king	thus:	"Ee	sooryavamsha	vibhooshanante	dandadhikari,	samudraparikhavum	thungabhasuraprakaaravum	anyaveeragamyavum	vijayadevatha	nithyasankethavumaya	Vizhinjam	swadhikarathilaakki".	The	plates	describe
Raja	Raja	Chola	as	"Kanthalloor	Chalai	Kalamarutha	Rajaraja	thevar"	meaning	the	king	put	an	end	to	the	food	distribution,	Veda	learning	and	weapon	training	at	the	Kanthalloor	Sala.	According	to	the	inscription,	devadasis	were	sold	to	temples.	The	myth	that	Parasurama	created	the	state	by	throwing	his	axe	too	finds	place	in	the	plates.
Thiruvidaicottu	inscription	This	inscription	was	issued	in	the	twenty-second	and	final	year	of	the	reign	of	Ay	king	Karunandadakan.	The	inscription	dates	back	to	AD	1373	(Kollavarsham	548)	and	is	about	the	donation	of	twenty-five	cows	to	the	Thiruvidacode	temple	for	the	conduct	of	Nandavilakku	ritual.	The	language	in	the	inscription	disproves	the
theory	that	Thunchathu	Ramanujan	Ezhuthachan	implemented	modern	alphabet	in	Malayalam.	Pazhassi	Raja	Museum,	Kozhikode	Pazhassi	Raja	Museum,	situated	at	East	Hill	in	Kozhikode,	is	named	after	‘Lion	of	Kerala’,	Kerala	Varma	Pazhassi	Raja.	Building	that	house	the	museum	was	built	in	1812	and	was	then	known	as	East	Hill	Bungalow.	Later
the	state	archaeology	department	has	converted	this	bungalow	to	an	archaeological	museum	in	1975.			The	museum	has	a	rich	collection	of	historical	artifacts	from	1000	BC	to	200	AD.	The	exhibits	at	the	museum	include	mural	paintings,	ancient	stone	structure,	bronzes	artifacts,	ancient	coins,	umbrella	stones,	dolmenoid	cists	and	similar	megalithic
monuments.	East	Hill	Bungalow	was	used	as	the	residence	of	the	British	collectors	...	Avittathur	inscription	The	Avittathur	inscription	is	in	the	Thazhekad	church	at	Avittathur	near	Irinjalakuda	in	Thrissur	district,	Kerala.	It	is	about	regulating	the	Poduwal	and	Ooralanmar	in	the	administration	of	the	region.	The	inscription	made	by	Kulasekhara	king
Kotharavi	says	about	the	conditions	laid	when	the	Chrikkal	nilam	(king's	property)	was	given	to	the	Avittathur	Siva	temple.	The	rules	named	"Kadakottukacham"	shows	that	the	ooralanmar	functioned	under	strict	regulations.	Some	historians	claim	that	the	regulations	were	restricted	for	the	ooralanmar	in	the	Thazhekad	Siva	temple.	The
Kadankattukacham	is	similar	to	the	Moozhikulamkacham.	A	condition	in	the	inscription	is	that	the	Ooralnmar	and	Poduwal	...	Kunjali	Marakkar	Memorial	Museum	The	Kunjali	Marakkar	Memorial	Museum	is	located	at	Iringal	near	Vadakara	in	Koyilandi	Taluk,	Kozhikode.	The	house	which	belonged	to	the	successors	of	Kunjali	Marakkar,	the	naval
chieftains	of	the	Zamorins	in	Kozhikode,	is	a	single	storey	building	built	in	laterite	stones	and	has	been	converted	to	a	memorial	by	the	state	archeological	department.	A	museum	has	also	established	in	the	building	behind	the	memorial,	which	gives	an	introduction	to	the	history	of	the	Kunjali	Marakkars.	The	exhibits	in	the	museum	include	the	sword
used	by	the	legendary	warrior,	Kunjali	Marakkar,	and	cannon	balls	and	some	other	war	relics	belonging	to	...	Kalpathi	Ratholsavam	The	chariot	festival	(ratholsavam)	at	Kalppathi	village	marks	the	beginning	of	chariot	festivals	in	temples	associated	with	98	agraharams	(settlement	of	Brahmins)	in	Palakkad	district.	The	antiquity	of	the	festival	goes
back	to	the	Vedic	times.	The	highlight	of	the	festival	is	the	carting	of	huge,	intricately	carved	temple	chariots	through	the	streets	of	Kalppathi	by	thousands	of	devotees.			Traditionally,	the	village	of	Kalppathi	has	a	settlement	of	Tamil	Brahmins.	The	Viswanatha	temple	by	the	side	of	the	Kalppathi	river	is	the	nerve	centre	of	festivities.	The	Kalppathi
chariot	festival	was	the	biggest	of	festivals	in	the	Malabar	region,	when	the	...	Attukal	Pongala	A	festival	that	entered	the	Guinness	records	for	being	the	largest	single	gathering	of	women	for	a	religious	activity,	Attukal	Pongaala	of	Attukal	Bhagavathy	temple	in	Thiruvananthapuram	district	is	a	phenomenon	of	sorts.	The	pongaala	takes	place	on	the
ninth	day	of	the	festival	that	takes	place	in	the	Malayalam	months	of	Makaram	/	Kumbham	(February	/	March).	The	ritual	starts	with	an	offering	to	Lord	Ganapathi.	Flattened	brown	rice,	roasted	white	rice,	betel	leaf,	areca	nut,	banana,	jiggery,	flower,	incense,	traditional	lamp,	bowl	of	water,	rice	measuring	vessel	are	used	as	part	of	the	pongaala
ritual.	The	hearths	of	devotees	...	Kottankulangara	Chamayavilakku	The	Kottankulangara	temple	in	Chavara,	near	Kollam,	is	renowned	for	its	unique	festival.	Here,	hundreds	of	men	dress	up	as	beautiful	women	and	come	to	the	temple	at	night,	holding	the	chamaya	vilakku	(make-up	lamp).	This	is	a	kind	of	offering	to	the	presiding	deity	of	the	temple	-
Goddess	Bhagavathy.	This	ritual	attracts	a	great	number	of	people.	Kerala	Sahitya	Akademi	An	autonomous	institution,	the	Kerala	Sahitya	Akademi	was	established	for	the	promotion	and	development	of	Malayalam	language	and	literature.	The	Akademi	was	formally	inaugurated	by	Chithira	Thirunal	Balarama	Varma,	Raja	of	Travancore	at
Kanakakkunu	Palace,	Thiruvananthapuram	on	15th	October,	1956.	It	was	shifted	to	its	present	location	in	Thrissur	in	September	1957.	Though	the	Kerala	government	funds	and	supports	the	academy,	its	administration	is	autonomous	according	to	its	constitution.	The	Akademi	functions	under	the	overall	control	of	a	General	Council	consisting	of
eminent	persons	representing	different	branches	of	Malayalam	literature.	The	main	functions	of	the	Akademi	involves	activities	such	as	translations,	publishing	literacy	...	Ammannur	Madhava	Chakyar	The	renowned	Kutiyattam	maestro	Ammannur	Madhava	Chakyar	is	one	among	rare	artists	who	have	a	deep	rooted	devotion	to	their	art	forms.	He
hails	from	the	well-known	Ammanur	Chakyar	family,	which	played	a	seminal	role	in	giving	a	new	lease	of	life	to	one	of	the	oldest	Sanksrit	theatre	forms	of	India-	Kutiyattam.	Born	May	13,	1917	as	the	son	of	Vellarapilli	Madassi	Manykal	Parameswaran	Namboothiri	and	Sreedevi	Illodamma,	Ammanur	Madhava	Chakyar	since	his	debut	at	a	young	age	of
11	was	talent	in	abundance.	Ammanur	Madhava	Chakiyar	was	trained	by	illustrious	teachers	of	Kutiyattam	and	Koothu	like	Ammannur	Chachu	Chakyar;	...	Theyyam	of	Kasaragod	District	The	ritual	art	form	of	Theyyam	is	very	popular	in	the	northern	districts	of	Kerala.	This	art	form	combines	elements	of	dance,	music	and	drama	and	is	associated	with
the	worship	of	ancestors	and	heroes.	The	two	popular	sacred	groves,	where	Theyyam	is	performed	in	Kasaragod	district	are	Perumthitta	Tharavad	and	Kanathoor	Nalvar	Bhoothasthanam.	Perumthitta	Tharavad	is	at	Kottamkuzhi.	The	ten-day	long	festival	here	is	marked	by	the	performance	of	theyamms	like	Ilayur,	Chamundi	and	several	others.	For
Theyyam	lovers,	Kanathoor	Nalvar	Bhoothasthanam	offers	a	spectacle	of	40	odd	theyyams.	A.	S.	N.	Nambissan	Smaraka	Award	1.				Kalamandalam	Eswaranunni		Koodiyattam			2007																																																				Mizhavu	2.				Kalamandalam	Annamanada	Parameswara		Marar				Thimila				2007			Ms.	Parassala	Ponnammal	Reckoned	as	one	of	the
finest	musicians	of	Kerala,	Ms.	Parassala	Ponnammal	has	over	seven	decades	of	musical	experience	behind	her.		Enchanted	by	the,	legendary	M.S.	Subbulakshmi,	it	was	just	a	matter	of	time	for	Ms.	Parassala	Ponnammal	to	fine-tune	her	musical	prowess.	Ms.	Ponnammal	was	born	in	1924.	Her	initiation	into	music	came,	when	she	started	learning
music	from	Mr.	Paramu	Pillai	Bhagavathar.	It	was	the	fortunate	intervention	of	a	music	teacher,	Mr.	Ramaswamy	Bhagavathar	that	helped	the	young	Ponnammal	win	the	confidence	of	her	parents	to	pursue	music	as	her	main	subject	of	interest.	In	1952,	Ms.	Ponnammal	joined	the	...	Rajalekshmi	The	literary	career	of	Rajalekshmi,	a	noted	story	teller
of	Malayalam	lasted	for	hardly	ten	years.	When	she	took	her	life	at	the	age	of	35,	she	had	credited	Malayalam	literature	with	three	novels	and	a	dozen	short	stories.	Rajalekshmi	was	born	to	Tiruvambadi	Marath	Achutha	Menon	and	Kuttimalu	Amma	on	02	June	1930	at	Thekketh	Amayankodu	at	Cherupullassery	in	Palakkad	district.	As	Achutha	Menon
was	a	lawyer	at	Ernakulam,	she	spent	her	childhood	days	in	Ernakulum.	Youngest	in	the	family,	she	showed	keen	interest	in	reading	at	a	very	early	age.	From	reading	she	turned	to	writing	when	she	entered	...	Natural	History	Museum	Established	in	1964,	the	Natural	History	Museum	located	in	Museum	Compound	in	Thiruvananthapuram	and	is	one
of	the	most	exhaustive	collections	among	the	Natural	History	Museums	in	the	country.	The	display	at	museum	provides	exhaustive	information,	facts	and	figures	concerning	the	whole	of	animal	kingdom	from	the	tiny	creatures	such	as	ants	and	termites	to	that	of	the	largest	whale.	It	has	an	enormous	animal	collection	especially	for	students	of	zoology
and	other	biological	sciences.	A	good	display	of	birds	collected	by	the	famous	Ornithologist	Dr.	Salim	Ali	during	his	study	on	Birds	of	Travancore	is	very	interesting	for	Ornithologist’s	and	...	By	Centrally	Protected	Monuments	List	of	Protected	Monuments	by	Archeaological	Survey	of	India			District		Name	of	the	monument		Thiruvananthapuram
	Anjengo	Fort		Parasurama	Swami	Temple,	Thiruvallam		Rock	cut	cave,	Vizhinjanam		Kollam		Thangassery	Fort		Ernakulam		St.	Francis	Church		Mattancherry	Palace		Thrissur		Chemmenthitta	Siva	Temple		Kadavallur	Vishnu	Temple		Peruvanam	Siva	Temple		Pallimana	Siva	Temple		Thiruvanchikulam	Siva	Temple		Vadakumnathan	Temple		Triprayar
Sree	Rama	Swami	Temple		Ariyannur	Umbrella	Site,	Kandanassery		Kudakkallu	Parambu,	Chermanangand		Burial	Cave,	Chowannur		Burial	Cave,	Eyyal		Burial	Cave,	Kattakampal		Burial	Cave,	Kakkad		Burial	Cave,	Kandanassery		Avittathur	Siva	Temple		Palakkad		Yakkara	Desam	Fort	(Palakkad	Fort)		Siva	Temple,	Netrimangalam	(Kaithali	Temple)
	Kannur		St.	Angelo	Fort				Tellicherry	Fort		Wayanad		Jain	Temple,	Sulthan	Bathery				Banagudisalai		Kasargod		Bekal	Fort			Nishagandhi	Festival	A	week	long	Nishagandhi	Festival	of	the	year	2015	will	begin	on	20th	January	at	the	Nishagandhi	Open	Air	Auditorium	inside	the	spacious	Kanakakunnu	Palace	grounds	in	Thiruvananthapuram.			A	tribute
to	the	nation’s	rich	and	varied	cultural	heritage	the	Nishagandhi	festival	will	showcase	some	of	the	experts’	performances	in	classical	Indian	dance	and	music.	The	exotic	charm	permeating	the	evenings	during	the	Nishagandhi	festival	lure	many	art	and	music	lovers	to	the	Kanakakunnu	grounds.	The	inaugural	ceremony	will	be	followed	by	a	Sufi
Fusion	Music	by	Kailasa	lead	by	Kailash	Kher,	undeniably	one	of	the	most	unique	voices	in	Indian	music	...	Monthly	Programme	July	2016	Vastu	Vidya	Gurukulam	Vastu	Vidya	Gurukulam,	an	institution	functioning	under	the	department	of	Culture	which	gives	out	training	and	consultancy	services	for	Vastu	Vidya	(traditional	Indian	Architecture)	and
Mural	painting.			Located	on	the	banks	of	River	Pamba	and	on	the	west	of	Sree	Parthsarathy	Temple	in	the	heritage	village	of	Aranmula	in	Pathanamthitta,	the	Gurukulam	starts	its	functioning	from	17th	November	1993.		Vastu	Vidya	Gurukulam	is	the	only	certified	training	centre	under	the	government	of	India	which	provides	training	for	practice	of
Vastu	Vidya.	Based	on	the	ancient	texts	on	Vastu	Vidya,	the	institute	conducts	University	approved	courses	on	Vastu	Vidya.	Besides	courses,	there	...	Kerala	State	Chalachitra	Akademy	An	autonomous	non-profit	institution	functioning	under	the	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs,	Government	of	Kerala,	and	the	Kerala	State	Chalachitra	Academy	was
founded	in	August	1998	for	the	promotion	of	cinema	in	the	state.	It	was	the	first	of	its	kind	in	India	and	Kerala	was	an	ideal	setting	for	such	an	initiative	considering	the	fact	that	cinema	is	the	most	popular	art	form	in	Kerala.	The	Academy	is	an	effort	to	counter	the	gross	commoditization	of	the	film	medium	and	a	rightful	recognition	of	the
contribution	of	cinema	to	the	cultural	enlightenment	of	the	society.	It	is	guided	by	the	motto	that	...	Monthly	Programme	June	2016	Mr.	Kavalam	Narayana	Panikkar	A	leading	figure	in	the	Indian	theatrical	tradition	Mr.	Kavalam	Narayan	Panicker	is	a	leading	figure	in	the	Indian	theatrical	tradition.	A	versatile	genius	he	is	known	as	a	dramatist,	theatre
director	and	poet.	Mr.	Narayana	Panikkar	hails	from	a	village	called	‘Kavalam’	in	Alappuzha	District,	Kerala.		Kavalam	is	a	waterlogged	area	in	Kuttanadu	which	is	the	granary	of	the	state	and	also	rich	in	many	folk	arts.	He	was	born	to	Godavarma,	and	Chalayil	Kunjuleksmy	Amma.	With	bachelor	degrees	in	arts	and	law,	Mr.	Narayana	Panikkar	before
indulging	fully	into	his	artistic	pursuits,	for	a	brief	period	practiced	law	in	...	Pooram	Festivals	in	Thrissur	Thrissur	is	synonymous	with	the	world	famous	and	spectacular	Pooram	Festival.	The	word	“pooram”	is	rather	interesting	as	it	encompasses,	with	relative	ease,	a	vast	number	of	experiences	including	elephants,	traditional	music,	culture,	folk	arts,
faith,	colourful	vibrance	and	so	on,	all	in	six	letters.	This	cultural	capital	of	Kerala	has	many	significant	and	vibrant	poorams	to	its	credit	apart	from	the	world	famous	Thrissur	Pooram.		This	issue	we	list	some	of	the	pooram	festivals	that	enhances	the	charm	of	Thrissur.	Thrissur	Pooram,	the	pooram	of	all	poorams,	is	held	on	the	premises	of	the	Sree
Vadakkumnatha	temple.	An	exciting	mixture	of	pomp	...	Muloor	Smarakam	The	Muloor	Smarakam	or	Muloor	Memorial	is	the	home	of	humorous	poet,	Muloor	S.	Padmanabha	Panicker	(1869-1931)	and	is	situated	at	Elavumthitta	in	Pathanamthitta	district.	The	State	Cultural	Affairs	Department	took	over	the	house	and	converted	it	into	a	memorial	to
the	poet.	The	poet	was	popularly	known	as	Sarasakavi	(humorous	poet)	for	his	satirical	writings.		The	memorial	includes	a	‘Smriti	Kudeeram’	and	a	Muloor	Museum	consisting	of	the	memorabilia	of	the	poet	and	the	furniture	and	footwear	used	by	Sree	Narayana	Guru,	the	social	reformer	of	Kerala.		Elavumthitta	is	situated	around	12	km	from
Pathanamthitta	town.	Literature	lovers	and	tourists	frequent	...	Sargayanam	2018	Samudra	Nadana	The	Thiruvananthapuram	-	based	Samudra	Centre	for	Contemporary	Performing	Arts,	in	association	with	the	Bharat	Bhavan,	is	organising	"Samudra	Nadana"	study	camp	from	May	5-14.	Venue:	Bharat	Bhavan,	near	Police	Ground,	Thycaud,
Thiruvananthapuram	The	camp	will	be	inaugurated	on	May	5	at	6.30	p.m.	The	inaugural	function	will	be	followed	by	"Cosmic	Dance	of	Siva",	a	50-minute-long	dance	presented	by	the	Samudra.	The	"Cosmic	Dance	of	Siva"	depicts	the	various	aspects	of	Lord	Siva's	dance.	Madhu	Gopinath	and	Vakkom	Sajeev	are	the	creators.	Other	artistes	are	M.	S.
Deepa,	Aneesh	Soman,	Deepu	Bhasi,	Souparnika,	Dhanush,	Sanju	and	Ramya	Menon.	Music	is	by	Ramesh	...	Mr.	Kannan	Peruvannan	With	almost	a	variety	of	four	hundred	Theyyams	and	each	being	unique	in	its	features	only	a	genius	could	master	this	beautiful	art	form.	One	such	master	performer	of	theyyam	to	whom	Kerala	would	always	be
indebted	to	is	the	Nartakaratnam	Kannan	Pervannan.	As	a	performerMr.	Peruvannan	gave	a	new	dimension	to	theyyam	performances	and	went	on	to	inspire		generations	that	followed	him.	A	highly	respected	performer	of	Theyyam	over	the	years	had	performed	innumerable	forms	of	Theyyam	and	has	always	been	a	favourite	among	the	followers	of
Theyyam	performances.	Born	to	Mr	Pattuvath	Kannapperuvannan	and	Ms.	Athiyedath	Cheyi,	Peruvannan	stepped	into	...	M.	Mukundan	M.	Mukundan	was	born	at	Mayyazhi	in	Mahe	on	September	10,	1942.	His	first	story	was	published	in	1961.	The	72-year-old	has	to	his	credit	16	novels	and	10	short	story	collections.	His	magnum	opus
"Mayyazhippuzhayude	Theerangalil"	is	set	in	the	backdrop	of	the	social	and	political	history	of	Mahe,	a	former	French	colony.	It	won	the	M.	P.	Paul	award	and	Muttathu	Varkey	award.	The	work	was	translated	to	English	and	French.			His	novel	"Daivathinte	Vikrithikal"	won	the	Kendra	Sahitya	Akademi	award	and	the	N.	V.	Prize.	"Kesavante
Vilapangal"	won	the	Vayalar	Award	in	2003.	The	novel	"Pravasam"	is	based	on	...	Vyloppilly	Samskrithi	Bhavan	The	Thiruvananthapuram	Vyloppilli	Samskrithi	Bhavan	is	going	to	be	the	venue	of	many	diverse	programmes	in	June	and	is	sure	to	attract	the	attention	of	art	lovers.	June	2015	Thiruvananthapuram	Vyloppilli	Samskrithi	Bhavan	05	Saturday
6:30	pm	Chakyarkoothu	Performer:	Margi	Sajeev	Narayana	Chakyar	(Thiruvananthapuram)	13	Saturday	6.30pm	Bharatanatyam	Performer:	Varsha	P.	Udaykumar	(Palakkad)	15	Monday	5pm.	Evening	Poetry	Session	Participants:	Famous	Poets	20	Saturday	10.00am	Unarvu	Meeting	of	Elderly	People	(Monthly	Programme)	6.30pm	Piano	Concert	S.
Madhukumar	(Thiruvananthapuram)	25	Thursday	to	27	Saturday	-	Three-day	‘Sopanam	Sangeetholsavam’	29	Monday	5.00pm	Aksharasloka	Meeting	(Monthly	Programme)	Shatkala	Govinda	Marar	Memorial	Art	Society	Shatkala	Govinda	Marar	was	a	renowned	Carnatic	musician	who	lived	in	the	19th	century.	He	was	one	among	the	astan	vidwans
(eight	scholars)	in	Sree	Swathi	Thirunals	court/music	circuit.	There	is	a	story	of	how	Govinda	Marar	became	Shatkala	Govinda	Marar.	With	his	special	Thamburu	which	had	seven	strings,	he	could	traverse	all	octaves	from	ativilambaram	to	the	highest	or	sixth	speed,	atidrutham.	This	extraordinary	feat	earned	him	the	title	“shatkala”	(prefixed	to	his
name).	He	was	showered	with	praise	by	none	other	than	his	contemporary	and	the	king	of	Carnatic	music,	Tyagaraja	Swami.	In	recognition	of	his	genius,	a	memorial	...	Prof.	S.	Guptan	Nair	Prof.	S.	Guptan	Nair	was	an	accomplished	writer,	scholar-teacher,	critic	and	orator.	The	state	had	honoured	him	with	the	Ezhuthachan	Puraskaram,	the	highest
literary	honour	awarded	by	the	Kerala	Sahitya	Akademi.	Guptan	Nair	was	born	to	Sanskrit	scholar	and	Ayurveda	practitioner	Sankara	Pillai	and	Kali	Amma	at	Oachira	in	Kollam	on	August	22,	1919.	He	was	educated	at	the	Kayamkulam	Government	School	and	Government	Arts	College,	Thiruvananthapuram.	He	passed	B.	A.	Honours	in	1941	and
joined	the	University	College,	Thiruvananthapuram	as	a	teacher	in	1945.	Later	he	served	at	the	Government	Brennen	College,	Thalassery,	Maharaja's	College,	Ernakulam	and	the	Government	Victoria	College,	...	Kerala	Lalithakala	Akademi	Kerala	is	world	renowned	for	its	rich	heritage	of	fine	arts.	Established	in	1962,	the	Kerala	Lalithakala	Akademi
was	created	to	serve	the	objective	of	conserving	and	promoting	visual	arts:	painting,	cultural	organisation	sculpture,	architecture	and	graphics.	It	is	an	autonomous	institution	of	the	Government	of	Kerala.	The	Akademi	is	a	centre	for	cultural,	artistic,	and	educational	activities	spilling	over	to	other	fields	like	cartoon	and	photography.	While	preserving
Kerala’s	unique	traditional	fine	arts,	the	contemporary	art	scene	is	updated	by	bringing	artists	to	camps,	workshops,	exhibitions	and	seminars.	Those	who	have	steered	the	course	of	history	since	the	inception	of	the	...	Kalamandalam	Gopi	A	Maestro	of	Kathakali,	the	name		Kalamandalam	Gopi	is	etched	in	golden	letters	in	the	cultural	arena	of	Kerala.
Kalamandalam	Gopi,	doyen	among	contemporary	Kathakali	artistes,	is	unique	in	his	spontaneous	expressions	displaying	a	gamut	of	emotions.	Mr.	Gopi	is	endowed	with	a	distinguished	style	and	outstanding	performance	capabilities,	which	easily	makes	him	a	master	performer	of	Kathakali.	Born	in	1938,	Mr.	V.	M.	Govindan,	who	later	became	popular
as	Kalamandalam	Gopi	started	training	in	Ottan	Thullal,	when	he	was	nine	years	old.	He	learned	it	under	the	tutelage	of	Mr.	K.	P.	Parameswaran	Nambeesan.	Mr.	Gopi	soon	took	up	training	...	Vishu,	a	festival	of	prosperity	and	joy	Vishu,	a	major	festival	in	Kerala	falls	on	the	first	day	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Medam	(April/May).	It		marks	the
beginning	of	a	new	year	in	the	Malayalam	calendar.	The	auspicious	day	of	Vishu	also	marks	the	beginning	of	agriculture	calendar	in	Kerala	and	the	land	would	witness	the	beginning	of	many	agricultural	activities.	Cultivation	of	new	crops	commences	on	this	day	and	the	activities	would	last	up	to	the	Pathamudayam	day	or	the	tenth	day	from	the	Vishu
day.	Vishu	also	has	astrological	relevance.	People	clad	themselves	in	new	clothes	and	prepare	delicious	sadya	to	celebrate	the	joy	of	the	...	Kalamandalam-Where	Culture	Thrives!	Located	in	the	northern	fringe	of	Thrissur	District	is	a	quaint	village	called	Cheruthuruthy	nestled	on	the	banks	of	the	River	Bharathapuzha.	Here	lies	the	heart	of	culture	in
Kerala-the	Kerala	Kalamandalam.	Founded	in	1930	by	the	renowned	poet	Padmabhooshan	Vallathol	Narayana	Menon,	Kalamandalam	is	an	immortal	name	in	the	cultural	map	of	the	world.	The	birth	of	this	institution	marked	the	first	institutional	step	in	the	cultural	history	of	Kerala	to	start	training	in	classical	performing	arts,	which	were	until	then
left	to	the	patronage	of	provincial	kings	and	landlords.	Besides	a	major	centre	for	Kathakali	training,	Kalamandalam	also	...	Kandiyur	inscriptions	The	Kandiyur	inscriptions	are	two	rock	inscriptions	at	the	Kandiyur	Siva	temple,	situated	about	two	km	from	Mavelikkara	in	Alappuzha	district.	The	Kandiyur	Mattam	was	the	capital	of	erstwhile	Odanad
kingdom.	The	"Kandiyur	Sabdam",	an	year	was	started	with	the	establishment	of	the	Kandiyur	temple	which	belongs	to	the	Odanad	king.	One	of	the	inscription	that	dates	back	to	AD	946	is	in	the	Vattezhuthu	alphabet.	It	says	about	a	condition	for	Thrikkunnapuzha	Raman	Thathan	and	Kodikkulam	Eravikumaran	who	supervise	the	land	and	other
valuables	donated	to	the	temple	by	Edanad	Narayanan	Chandrasekharan.	They	are	directed	to	supply	paddy	and	ghee	...	International	Documentary	and	Short	Film	Festival	of	Kerala	International	Documentary	and	Short	Film	Festival	of	Kerala	(IDSFFK)	organized	by	the	Kerala	State	Chalachitra	Academy	for	the	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs,	Govt.
of	Kerala	is	an	annual	short	films	and	documentary	festival	held	in	Thiruvananthapuram.	Pazhassi	Tomb	Museum,	Mananthavady	The	history	of	Kerala	Varma	Pazhassi	Raja	is	one	of	the	most	remarkable	epochs	in	the	chronicles	of	Malabar.	The	tomb	of	Kerala	Pazhassi	Raja,	situated	on	the	banks	of	River	Kabani	at	Manathavady	has	been	declared	as
protected	monument	by	State	Archeological	Department.	In	1996	March	this	memorial	has	been	converted	to	museum	and	later	in	2008	it	has	been	expanded	by	adding	more	artefacts.	Today	the	museum	is	one	of	the	centres	in	the	state	which	attracts	historians,	researchers	and	students	from	far	and	wide.	The	museum	has	four	galleries	–	Pazhassi
Gallery,	Tribal	Gallery,	Heritage	Galley	and	Numismatic	...	Aranattarmalai	inscription	The	inscription	was	discovered	from	the	Aranattarmalai,	near	Pukazhur,	in	the	Karur	taluk	near	Tiruchirappalli	in	Tamil	Nadu	in	1965.	The	language	of	the	Sangha-era	inscription	is	a	mix	of	Tamil	and	Brahmi.	It	has	references	to	three	Chera	kings	-	Athan	Cheral
Irumborai,	his	son	Perumkadumko	and	the	latter's	son	Elamkadumko.	It	supports	the	Chera	dynasty	based	on	the	Sangha	era	works.	International	Film	Festival	of	Kerala	The	International	Film	Festival	of	Kerala	(IFFK)	is	a	film	festival	held	annually	in	Thiruvananthapuram	the	capital	city	of	Kerala.	Started	in	1996	and	hosted	by	the	Kerala	State
Chalachitra	Academy	on	behalf	of	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs,	Government	of	Kerala,	this	festival	is	held	in	December	every	year.		One	of	the	leading	film	festivals	in	India,	the	event	premier	several	national	and	international	films.			Tharisapalli	Plates	The	Tharisapalli	copper	plates	document	Venad	ruler	Ayyanadikal	Thiruvadikal's	donation	of	a
region	and	its	administration	to	Tharisapalli	church	in	Kollam	established	by	Marsapir	Imbo.	Venad	Adikal	was	a	ruler	under	the	Kulasekhara	king	Sthanu	Ravi	Perumal	and	the	donation	was	in	the	fifth	year	(AD	849)	of	the	latter's	reign.	It	says:	"Ee	aandil	Venad	vazhunna	Ayyanadikal	Thiruvadiyum	udyogasthanmarum	prakrithiyum	manikiramavum
anju	vannavum	punnathalapathiyum	koodi	alochichu	kurakkeni	Kollathulla	Eshodathapir	cheyyicha	Tharisapalliku	Ayyanadikal	Thiruvadi	kodutha	viduperu".	Though	the	plates	belong	to	Kollam,	these	title	deeds	are	kept	at	the	Syrian	Christian	Church,	Kottayam	and	Marthoma	Church,	Thiruvalla	and	are	called	"Kottayam	cheppedukal".	...	Sree	Chitra
Enclave	Sree	Chitra	Enclave,	located	at	Museum	Compound	in	Thiruvananthapuram,	is	a	personalia	museum	started	functioning	in	1993,	in	memory	of	Sree	Chithira	Thirunal	Balarama	Varma	(1912-1991).	He	served	as	the	last	Maharaja	of	Travancore.	This	museum	depicts	the	history	of	Travancore	royal	family	and	recalls	their	enriching
contributions	to	the	growth	of	Kerala.	It	highlights	the	landmarks	in	the	evolution	of	the	Travancore	State	and	its	geographical	and	socio-	cultural	history.	The	museum	displays	include	the	chariot	used	by	the	Maharaja	and	Amma	Maharani,	medals,	stamps,	coins,	swords	and	other	belonging	of	Maharaja.	A	series	of	narrative	Mural	paintings	unveil
interesting	and	...	Krishna	Menon	Museum	and	Art	Gallery	Krishna	Menon	Museum,	started	functioning	from	1975,	is	about	7	km	from	Kozhikode	town.	The	museum	is	noted	for	its	collection	of	paintings	of	acclaimed	artists	like	Raja	Raja	Varma	and	Raja	Ravi	Varma,	a	special	wing	of	the	museum	is	dedicated	to	late	V.K.	Krishna	Menon,	a	national
leader	from	the	state	who	became	the	Defense	Minister	of	India.	It	includes	the	personal	belongings	of	V.K.Krishna	Menon,	after	whom	the	museum	is	named.	A	visit	to	the	museum	will	help	the	students	to	know	more	about	the	contribution	of	this	great	leader	to	India	as	well	as	to	Kerala,	his	homeland.	Timings:	...	Jewish	Inscriptions	The	Jewish
inscriptions	discovered	from	Mattancherry,	Chendamangalam,	and	Paravur	are	examples	for	the	communal	harmony	promoted	by	the	Kerala	kings.	An	important	inscription	among	them	was	issued	by	Kulasekhara	king	Bhaskara	Ravivarman	(962-1021)	in	the	thirty-eighth	year	(AD	1000)	of	his	rule	at	his	capital	Mahodayapuram.	This	copper	plate
kept	at	the	Jewish	Synagogue,	Mattancherry,	is	called	"Judapattayam"	(the	title	of	Jews)	in	local	parlance.	It	describes	the	rights	and	benefits	accorded	to	Jewish	leader	Joseph	Rabban.	Historians	assume	that	the	rights	were	given	by	the	king	to	garner	the	support	of	the	Jews	against	a	possible	attack	of	the	Cholas.	The	...	Veeraraghava	Pattayam	The
Veeraraghava	Pattayam	is	a	copper	plate	inscription	issued	by	Perumbadapu	king	Veeraraghava	Chakravarthi	who	made	Mahodayapuram	as	his	capital	after	the	Kulasekhara	kings.	It	says	about	"Eravikotharthanaya	Cheraman	Lokaperum	Chetti"	of	"Makothaipattanam"	being	given	Manikkiramapattam	(Manigramam,	a	village)	and	some	other	rights.
Makothaipattanam	means	Mahodayapuram.	Dr.	Burnal	and	Dr.	Keelhone,	based	on	the	"grahanila"	(astrological	chart)	in	the	plate,	estimated	the	age	of	the	inscription	as	AD	774	and	AD	775	respectively.	Godavarma	too	shared	the	same	view.	Considering	historic	facts	and	"grahanila",	Elamkulam	Kunjan	Pillai	opined	that	the	inscription	dated	back	to
1225.	The	provinces	of	Venad,	Odanad,	Eranad,	Valluvanad,	Sukapuram	...	Department	of	Museums	and	Zoos	The	Department	of	Museums	and	Zoos	is	functioning	under	the	administrative	control	of	the	Cultural	Affairs	department.	It	has	its	head	office,	museums	and	galleries	as	well	as	Zoological	Park	in	Thiruvananthapuram	and	Art	Gallery,
Thrissur	Zoo,	and	Krishna	Menon	Museum	at	Kozhikode.	These	institutions	are	functioning	as	major	centres	of	attraction	for	the	tourists.	The	department	works	to	propagate	knowledge	about	the	importance	of	the	objects	in	respect	of	the	history,	culture,	scientific	and	artistic	excellence.	It	also	acts	as	a	cultural	centre	for	enjoyment	and	interaction
of	the	people	in	artistic	and	cultural	activity.	The	Department	of	Museums	and	Zoos	...	Paliyam	Copper	Plates	The	Paliyam	copper	plates,	also	known	as	"Sreemoolavasam	cheppedukal"	were	issued	by	Ay	king	Vikramaditya	Varagunan	in	the	fifteenth	year	of	his	rule.	The	topic	of	the	plates	is	the	donation	of	land	to	Thirumoolavadam	(Sreemoolavasam),
a	Buddhist	institution.	In	the	beginning	of	the	inscription,	Varagunan	is	described	as	"vrishnikulajathan"	and	a	Buddha	devotee.	The	plates	were	discovered	by	T.	A.	Gopinatha	Rao.	According	to	Elamkulam	Kunjan	Pillai,	the	plates	date	back	to	AD	929	(Makaram	7,	Kollavarsham	104).		But	more	credibility	is	to	the	finding	of	M.G.S.	Narayanan	that
these	date	back	to	AD	898.	According	to	the	inscription,	a	huge	...	Urali	tirbe’s	Malankoothu	Urali’s,	one	of	the	earliest	tribes	in	Kerala,	are	mostly	found	in	the	Idukki	hills.	Also	known	as	Urli,	Uraly	and	Oorali,	agriculture	is	the	main	occupation	and	is	also	experts	in	creating	household	utensils	using	cane.		Besides	this	they	are	considered	to	be	the
expertise	in	the	tradition	of	collecting	honey	from	trees.		Some	of	the	main	festivals	of	Urali’s	are	Onam,	Vishu	and	Puthari	(related	to	harvesting)	and	for	all	festivals	they	have	dance	and	songs.	One	of	the	popular	art	forms	of	Urali	tribes	is	the	Malankoothu,	which	they	will	perform	as	part	of	ritual	and	also	of	...	Hajjur	inscription	The	Hajjur
inscription	was	issued	by	Ay	king	Karunandadakan	(AD	857-83)	in	AD	866	(Kollavarsham	41).	It	documents	the	purchase	of	a	land	at	Uzhakudivila	from	Munchira	Sabha	in	exchange	of	another	land.	A	Lord	Vishnu	temple	and	a	Veda	padasala	(residential	Veda	learning	centre)	were	built	in	the	new	land.	The	Veda	padasala,	modeled	on	the	Kanthallor
Sala,	had	the	facility	to	accommodate	95	Veda	students.	The	inscription	says	that	"anekayiram	kalampadu	nilam"	(one	kalam	=	ten	para	(a	measuring	vessel))	were	provided	for	the	expenses	of	the	temple	and	the	Veda	padasala.	Besides	Veda	coaching,	weapon	training	was	also	...	Dance	and	Songs	of	Irular	Irular	is	an	ethnic	group	lives	mainly	in
Attappady,	Perinthalmanna	and	Chittoor	regions	in	Palakkad	district	of	Kerala.	A	tribal	group,	who	has	their	own	lifestyle,	less	concerned	about	the	outside	world,	worships	Nature	as	Gods.	Besides	Nature,	Irular	worships	Lord	Shiva,	Goddess	Bhadrakali	and	many	other	tribal	deities	like	Bairamma,	Mariyamma,	Ellamma	etc.	The	priest	of	Irular	is
known	as	Mannookkaran.			They	also	possess	various	superstitious	beliefs	and	also	believe	the	presence	of	spirits	in	humans	and	objects.	Irulars	treasure	and	preserve	variety	and	colourful	art	forms	which	are	related	to	various	rituals.	Mattu	Pongal	is	the	common	festival	observed	...	Nedumpuram	Tali	inscriptions	The	Nedumpuram	Tali	inscriptions
were	discovered	near	the	Vathil	Madam	(gateway)	of	Nedumpuram	Tali	temple	(the	now	Wadakkancherry	Tali)	in	Thrissur.	One	of	the	inscription	was	issued	on	the	seventeenth	year	of	the	reign	of	Kulasekhara	Perumal	Kotharavi.	There	are	differing	opinions	that	the	inscription	date	back	to	AD	900	or	AD	934.	The	temple	is	referred	as
"nithyavichareswaram	tali".	The	topic	of	the	inscription	is	a	meeting	of	taliyar	(administration	committee)	of	the	temple	and	adhikari	(also	called	taliyathiri	meaning	authority)	presided	over	by	Venpolinad	king	that	decided	to	leave	the	Ugramangalam	and	Eesanamangalam	villages	to	meet	the	expenses	of	...	Tirunelly	Cheppedukal	The	Tirunelly
Cheppedukal	were	discovered	from	the	Tirunelly	temple.	They	were	issued	on	the	37th	year	of	the	rule	of	Kulasekhara	Perumal	Bhaskara	Ravivarma	Manukuladityan.	There	are	twenty-seven	lines	on	the	copper	plate	which	is	8.75	inches	in	length	and	2.50	inches	in	width.	It	is	about	the	donation	of	"keezhkattipozhancherikkal"	a	"cherikkal"	land
(meaning	ruler's	land)	for	the	thiruvamuthin	and	vadavilaku	rituals	of	Veerakurumburayar	temple	by	Kurumpurainadu	ruler	Kunjikuttavarman	Adikal.	The	executors	and	witnesses	mentioned	in	the	deed	are		Moothakkuttil	Ezhunnoottavar,	Paniyudayanayan,	Ooru,	Moothakoorinte	Nizhalum	Paniyum,	Nadu,	Edavaka,	Prakrithi	and	Vellalar.	Nizhalum
Paniyum	are	the	followers	of	the	ruler.	The	Vellalar	...	Gadhika	Adiya,	a	tribal	community	living	in	and	around	Achukunu,	Kuppathodu,	Payyamballi	and	Thalassery	of	north	Kerala,	like	any	other	tribal’s	has	various	ritual	practices	for	invoking	their	Gods	and	Goddesses.	Gadhika	is	one	such	art	from	practiced	among	the	Adiya	community	to	drive	away
severe	illnesses	and	diseases,	which	they	believe	is	caused	due	to	God’s	dislike/anger	towards	them.	The	performers	held	under	the	leadership	Moopan,	chieftain	of	the	tribe,	will	be	dressed	up	red.	There	are	two	types	of	Gadhika,	one	is	the	Nattu	Gadhika	-	held	for	the	goodness	of	their	village	as	a	whole	and	the	other	Pooja	...	Thiruvalla	Cheppedukal
The	Thiruvalla	Cheppedukal	are	the	inscriptions	found	at	the	Sreevallabha	temple,	Thiruvalla	that	date	back	to	twelfth	century.	They	mention	about	the	social	institutions,	customs	and	practices	that	existed	then.	The	Moozhikkulam	Kacham	is	mentioned	in	the	Thiruvalla	Cheppedukal	which	points	to	the	fact	that	the	Moozhikulam	Kacham	was	not
restricted	to	checking	the	corruption	of	Ooralanmar.	A	condition	in	the	inscription	is	that	Idangazhi	(a	measuring	vessel)	of	ghee	should	be	provided	for	the	thiruvamrithu	(special	savouring)	to	the	God.	The	karalan	who	defaults	it	should	pay	50	kazhanju	gold	to	the	king,	25	kazhanju	gold	to	the	Oorala	sabha	...	Velvikkudi	Cheppedukal	The	Velvikkudi
Cheppedukal	are	copper	plates	discovered	by	the	British	from	Madakkulam.	155	lines	are	inscribed	on	the	ten	copper	plates.	The	lines	from	one	to	thirty	and	143	to	150	are	in	Sanskrit	grantha	alphabet.	The	rest	of	the	lines	are	in	Tamil	Vattezhuthu	alphabet.	The	cheppedukal	date	back	to	eighth	century.	It	says	about	Pandya	king	Palayaga
Mudikudumi	Peruvadi	giving	Velvikkudi	village	as	a	gift	to	chief	priest	Narikkoravan.	During	this	time,	the	Kalabhra	king	invaded	Tamilakam	(Tamil	Nadu).	Paranthaka	Nedumchadayan	retrieves	the	Tamilakam	from	the	Kalabhras.	Korkkai	Kamakkannu	Narasimham,	the	successor	of	Narikkoravan,	receives	the	right	of	Velvikkudi	...	Kadammanitta
Patayani	Kadammanitta,	a	village	8	km	away	from	Pathanamthitta	is	famous	for	its	annual	Patayani	festival	held	in	the	premises	of	the	Devi	temple.	The	five-day	festival	commences	on	the	first	day	(pathaamudayam)	of	the	Malayalam	month	of	Medam	(April).	The	festival	marks	the	victory	of	Goddess	Kaali	over	the	demon	Daarika	and	is	noted	for	its
traditional	orchestra	and	dance.	Makaravilakku	A	renowned	pilgrim	centre	atop	the	rugged	hills	of	the	Western	Ghats,	the	holy	Sabarimala	Temple	is	dedicated	to	Lord	Ayyappa.	The	main	pilgrimage	is	undertaken	between	November	and	January.	Devotees	undergo	rigorous	penance	before	starting	on	the	pilgrimage.	Regardless	of	caste,	creed	and
colour	they	wear	black	or	deep	blue	dhoties	(traditional	Kerala	wear	for	men)	and	carry	on	their	heads,	cloth	bundles	containing	traditional	offerings	like	coconuts	filled	with	ghee,	camphor	and	rice.	When	it	comes	to	female	devotees	only	females	who	are	past	their	menopausal	age	or	have	not	attained	puberty	are	allowed	into	the	precincts	of	...
Aarattupuzha	Pooram	Considered	as	the	mother	of	all	pooram	festivals	in	Kerala,	Aarattupuzha	Pooram	is	famous	due	to	its	sheer	magnitude	and	grandeur.	The	Sree	Sastha	Temple	at	Arattupuzha,	about	15	km	from	Thrissur	is	the	venue	of	the	festival.	Held	during	the	month	of	March,	the	eight-day	long	festival	marks	the	visit	of	gods	and	goddesses
from	nearby	temples	to	the	Arattupuzha	Sastha	temple.	The	seventh	day	of	the	pooram	witnesses	the	percussion	ensemble	of	Sastha,	which	will	also	have	caparisoned	elephants	and	brightly	lit	traditional	temple	torches	called	thee	vetti.			Next	day	early	morning	is	the	grand	spectacle,	which	will	have	...	Kaviyoor	inscriptions	The	Kaviyoor	inscriptions
are	two	rock	inscriptions	on	the	floor	of	the	sanctum	sanctorum	of	the	Sree	Mahadeva	Temple,	Kaviyoor.	They	date	back	to	AD	950	and	AD	951.	The	inscription	of	AD	951	says	that	Narayanan	Kesavan	and	Mangalathu	Narayanan	Kirittan	donated	some	land	at	Ettikkara	and	other	places	to	meet	the	expenses	for	lighting	lamp	at	the	temple.	It	warns



the	"sthanathar"	and	"ooralanmar"	against	spending	the	money	for	other	purposes	forfeiting	which	they	would	be	penalised	as	per	the	Moozhikkulam	Kacham.	The	inscription	of	AD	950	is	about	the	land	donation	to	the	temple	by	Makilancherry	Thevan	Chennan.	Perunna	inscriptions	The	Perunna	inscriptions	are	stone	inscriptions	at	the	Lord
Subramanya	temple,	Perunna,	Changanassery.	They	were	carved	during	the	reign	of	Kulasekhara	Perumal	Bhaskara	Ravivarma.	The	inscription	under	the	sanctum	sanctorum	refers	Perunna	as	"peruneythalur"	while	the	other	one	refers	Perunna	as	"peruneythal".	It	is	believed	that	the	area	was	"neythal	oor"	(meaning	coastal	area)	during	the	Sangam
period.	The	"thiruperunthura"	nearby	is	believed	to	have	been	a	port	then.	The	first	inscription	has	references	to	nantuzhainadu	ruler	and	keezhkulangara	sabha.	The	second	inscription	is	believed	to	have	been	carved	in	April	or	May,	AD	1016.	The	inscription,	as	directed	by	the	king,	...	Nenmara	Vela	A	festival	jointly	celebrated	by	the	two
neighbouring	villages	Nenmara	and	Vallangi,	Nenmara	Vallangi	Vela	is	the	annual	twenty-one	day	festival	at	Nellikulangara	Bhagavathy	Temple	in	Palakkad.	The	Vela	is	conducted	to	highlight	the	meeting	of	the	deities	of	the	Nenmara	Bhagavathy	Temple	and	Vallangi	Siva	Temple	on	the	concluding	day.		The	way	about	30	caparisoned	tuskers	line	up
in	majestic	splendour	under	an	ornate	canopy	is	a	spectacle	to	behold.		The	Nenmara	Vallangi	Vela	spectacle	is	considered	next	only	to	the	Thrissur	Pooram.	Valliyoorkkavu	Festival	The	Valliyoorkkavu	temple,	located	high	in	the	Wayanad	hills	at	Valliyoorkkavu,	3	km	from	Mananthavady	town	is	dedicated	to	Goddess	Bhagavathy.	Here	goddess	is
worshipped	in	three	of	her	principal	forms	-	Vana	Durga,	Bhadrakali	and	Jala	Durga.																																																												The	annual	14	day	arattu	festival	of	this	temple	whose	idol	is	believed	to	have	been	self-manifested	is	held	in	the	month	of	March.	Announcing	the	festival,	the	sword	of	Valliyooramma	will	be	brought	from	the	Palliyara	Bhagavathy
temple	at	Pandikkadavu	near	Mananthavady	by	the	chief	priest	on	the	first	day.	Unlike	other	temple	festivals,	here	the	kodiyettu	(the	flag	hoisting	ceremony)	is	...	Varalur	inscription	The	Varalur	inscription	is	a	Kannada	inscription	discovered	from	the	Jain	temple	atop	a	hill	at	Varalur	village	near	Panamaram	in	Wayanad	district,	Kerala.	The	temple	is
believed	to	have	been	built	in	the	19th	century.	The	inscription	provides	information	on	the	Jain	centres	and	shrines	that	existed	in	Wayanad	in	the	17th	century.	It	mentions	about	the	Jain	temples	at	Arepathi,	Bennegodu	(Vennayodu),	Hanneradubeedi	(may	be	12	veedhi	meaning	Bathery),	Puthangadi	(Hodengadi	-	Mananthavady),	Palagathu
(Palakunnu).	The	Araipathi	would	have	been	on	the	banks	of	the	Panamaram	river,	a	two	nazhika	(a	nazhika	is	roughly	24	minutes)	distance	to	the	west	...	Kolathur	inscription	The	Kolathur	inscription	is	a	stone	inscription	found	in	the	courtyard	of	Kolathurappan	temple	at	Kolathur,	north	east	of	Kozhikode.	There	are	19	lines	in	the	inscription	and
first	eight	letters	have	deteriorated	and	are	hence	unreadable.	It	says	about	an	offering	to	the	lord	by	Venattadikal	on	the	occasion	of	the	38th	anniversary	of	the	reign	of	Manukuladitya	Perumal.	The	inscription	was	carved	by	the	Kurumbranad	king	as	directed	by	the	"ooru"	of	Kolathur	and	the	Poduval.	The	Manukuladitya	Perumal	referred	in	it	is
believed	to	be	Bhaskara	Ravi	who	issued	the	Jewish	inscription.	He	started	rule	in	AD	962	and	...	Monthly	Programme	October	2016	Dr.	Hermann	Gundert	Christian	missionaries	came	to	Kerala	for	proselytizing	and	to	spread	their	religion,	for	which	they	studied	the	local	dialects.	And,	in	the	process,	they	converted	the	local	populace	to	Christianity.
If	the	aim	of	the	Portuguese	was	to	hold	sway	over	the	land	through	trade,	the	missionaries	were	only	interested	in	religious	conversion.	No	different	was	the	motive	of	the	missionaries	who	came	from	Italy,	Spain,	Austria,	Germany,	and	Holland.	Looking	back	in	history,	we	cannot,	however,	forget	the	contributions	they	made	to	our	language	and
literature.	These	polyglots	did	a	lot	in	enriching	our	cultural	firmament.	Dr.	Hermann	Gundert’s	...	Thiruvannur	inscription	The	Thiruvannur	inscription	is	at	the	Lord	Siva	temple	at	Thiruvannur	in	Kozhikode.	Some	believe	that	this	was	a	Jain	shrine	in	the	past.	The	inscription	gives	information	on	the	ancient	Jain	institutions	in	Kozhikode	and	nearby
areas.	Monthly	Programme	November	2016	Thazhekad	Church	inscription	The	Thazekad	inscription	at	the	Thazekad	church	near	Irinjalakuda	was	carved	in	the	Vattezhuthu	alphabet	during	the	third	year	of	rule	of	Kulasekhara	Perumal	Rajasimhan	(1021-1043).	As	the	Cheramanar	Rajasimhan	mentioned	in	the	Mannarkovil	inscriptions	(1034,	1036)
is	the	Rajasimhar	mentioned	in	the	Thazekad	inscription,	the	period	of	the	carving	is	believed	to	be	AD	1024.	The	inscription	is	about	conferring	some	rights	to	two	Christian	traders	named	Chathan	Vadukan	and	Eravi	Chathan	of	Manigramam.	They	were	also	given	the	right	to	build	a	shop	and	church	at	Thazekad.	The	trade	organisations	at	that	time
centred	around	main	institutions	in	the	...	Pattazhy	Chembolakaranam	The	copper	plate	inscription	dating	back	to	AD	1796	(Kollavarsham	971)	was	discovered	from	the	Pattazhy	Bhagavathy	temple	in	Kottarakara	taluk.	It	is	about	the	Akavur	Nambudiripad	imposing	a	fine	over	the	villagers	who	did	not	oblige	to	the	power	of	Kambithan	who
supervised	the	temple	properties.	The	inscription	reveals	the	relation	between	Ooralar	and	Karalar	in	the	temple	affairs	in	the	18th	century.	Thiruvattoor	inscriptions	The	Thiruvattoor	inscriptions	are	stone	inscriptions	dating	back	to	the	tenth	century	found	on	the	either	sides	of	the	sopanam,	an	inner	structure	of	the	temple,	of	the	Thiruvattor	Lord
Siva	temple	near	Taliparamba	in	Kannur	district.	The	inscriptions	say	that	24	Brahmins	were	brought	to	the	area	from	Vaikom,	Irinjalakuda	and	Peruvanam.	This	is	one	of	the	oldest	inscription	in	the	state	which	describes	the	establishment	of	a	Brahmin	village.	The	pattern	of	the	establishment	of	new	Brahmin	villages	can	be	learnt	from	them.	As	the
first	part	of	the	inscription	is	missing,	details	of	the	founder	of	the	village	or	...	Karoor	Neelakanta	Pillai	When	we	hear	the	name	of	Karoor	Neelakanta	Pillai,	the	first	thing	that	comes	to	our	mind	is	the	Sahitya	Pravartaka	Sahakarana	Sanghom	(SPSS	or	Writers'	Cooperative	Society).	To	understand	the	growth	of	Kerala's	culture	we	need	to	only
browse	through	the	history	of	SPSS.	That	will	help	us	to	understand	Karoor	better.	Neelakanta	Pillai	was	born	to	Thirumaradi	Palambadathil	Neelakanta	Pillai	and	Kunhili	Amma	of	Karoor	on	1888	February	22.	The	ancestral	house	of	Karoor	is	situated	in	the	northern	side	of	Ettumanoor	temple	in	Kottayam	district.	Karoor	Neelakanta	Pillai	was	the
eldest	of	four	children.	After	passing	seventh	class,	he	...	Chenthalai	inscription	The	Chenthalai	inscription	is	found	on	the	pillar	of	the	Lord	Siva	temple	at	Chenthalai	village	near	Tiruchirappalli.	The	inscription	is	on	the	lineage	of	"perum	pidaku	mootharayanmar".	The	last	mootharayan,	Suvaranmaran,	is	described	in	different	names	-	Kalvarakalvar,
kalabharakavalan,	kalvakalvan	-	which	mean	that	he	was	the	leader	of	the	Kalabhras.	The	Kalvars	(Kalabhras	in	Sanskrit)	had	established	their	supremacy	over	the	Chera,	Chola	and	Pandya	kingdoms.	Thirunanthikarai	inscription	The	Thirunanthikarai	inscription	is	found	on	the	wall	of	the	Thirunanthikarai	cave	temple,	situated	about	18	km	away	from
Kuzhithurai	in	Kanyakumari.	The	Thirunanthikarai	Lord	Siva	temple	was	a	Jain	temple	in	the	past.	The	inscription	dating	back	to	AD	906	was	carved	in	the	eighth	year	of	the	rule	of	Ay	king	Vikramaditya	Varaguna.	It	is	also	known	as	"Hajjur	office	cheppedu".	It	is	a	proof	for	the	existence	of	Devadasi	system	in	Kerala.	It	also	refers	to	the
Moozhikkulam	Kacham.	The	inscription	says	that	a	paddy	field	where	32	kalam	seeds	could	be	sowed	was	given	for	the	"thiruvadi	charthal"	...	Chembre	inscription	The	Chembre	stone	inscriptions	were	found	on	the	western	side	of	the	Lord	Subramanya	temple	between	Chalakkarakunnu	and	Chembrekunnu	in	Mahe.	The	inscription	in	the	Vattezhuthu
alphabet	was	issued	in	the	12th	year	(AD	955)	of	the	rule	of	Kulasekhara	Perumal	Indeswaran	Kotha.	It	says	that	those	who	violate	the	temple	rules	would	be	considered	like	"those	who	married	their	mother".	It	says	that	the	land	is	known	as	Mayyazhikkara,	the	temple	has	properties	in	23	locations	and	the	details	of	the	temple	management.	The
inscription	has	reference	in	a	Brahmin	Sabha	at	a	place	called	Edannur.	Edannur	does	not	belong	to	...	Kadamattom	inscription	The	Kadamattom	inscription	is	at	the	Saint	George	Orthodox	Church,	Kadamattom.	It	is	carved	in	the	model	of	the	cross	at	Saint	Thomas	Mount	on	a	plaque	measuring	20	inches	in	length	and	13	inches	in	width.	It	is	in	the
name	of	a	Marsapur.	Some	scholars	say	that	the	Marsapur	is	the	Maruvan	Speer	Iso	mentioned	in	the	Tharisapalli	plates.	Coins	The	coins	named	"Ponnachu",	"Panam",	"Kashu",	"Azhakachu"	and	"Thiramam"	were	popular	in	Kerala	between	the	ninth	and	13th	centuries.	There	were	separate	coins	for	the	Kolatihiri	kings	and	the	Zamorins.	The
"Pazhaya	Panam"	was	issued	by	the	Kolathiris	while	the	"Veeraraman	Puthiya	Panam"	was	of	the	Zamorins.	The	gold	coins	of	Travancore	kings	were	called	"Anantharaman	Panam"	and	"Ananthavarahan	Panam".	The	coin	of	Kochi	kings	were	called	"Puthan".	Some	coins	of	the	Roman	Empire	were	discovered	from	Kannur	in	1851.	13	gold	coins	and
and	71	Roma	Denarius	were	discovered	from	Eymal.	The	coins	of	Khalifas	between	AD	661	and	750	were	discovered	...	Kerala	State	Archaeology	Department	The	Kerala	State	Archaeology	Department	was	formed	in	1962	integrating	the	Travancore	Archaeology	Department	and	the	Archaeological	Research	Centre	of	erstwhile	Kochi.	The	main
functions	of	the	Department	include	publishing	of	volumes	on	stone-inscriptions	discovered	from	various	places,	copying	of	writings	on	copper	plates,	conducting	of	excavations	and	explorations	and	measures	to	protect	historical	monuments	dating	back	to	200	BC	onwards	which	lie	scattered	in	different	parts	of	the	State.			The	Sanskrit	inscriptions
on	the	bell	metal	installed	by	the	Venad	King	Sarvanganath	Aditya	Varma	at	Tirukurunkudi	temple	in	Tamil	Nadu,	together	with	records	maintained	at	the	Suchindram	Temple	and	an	...	Children’s	Literature	Generally,	we	can	say	that	Children’s	literature	in	Malayalam	is	about	one	hundred	years	old.	The	efforts	in	this	field	began	with	the	popularity
of	English	education.	English	medium	schools	were	established	in	the	first	decades	of	the	19th	century	in	Kerala.	For	the	first	time,	in	the	place	of	the	traditional	Gurukula	system,	a	new	kind	of	education	came	into	existence.	Under	the	planned	and	well-organised	leadership	of	Kerala	Varma	the	new	system	soon	became	popular.	Moreover,	Kerala
Varma	commanded	an	unquestionable	position	in	Malayalam	language,	literature	and	society.	But	we	should	not	forget	that	even	before	Kerala	Varma,	there	...	Kerala	Kalamandalam	By	the	close	of	the	19th	century,	Kathakali,	Mohiniyattom	and	similar	art	forms	of	Kerala	began	to	die	out.	Thanks	to	the	efforts	of	the	great	poet	Vallathol	Narayana
Menon	and	his	inseparable	companion	Manakkulam	Mukunduda	Raja,	these	traditional	art	forms	received	a	boost.	Their	years	of	hard	work	and	perseverance	together	with	determination	and	commitment	culminated	in	the	establishment	of	Kerala	Kalamandalam	at	Cheruthuruthi	village	by	the	side	of	Bharathapuzha	River	in	Thrissur	district.
Kalamandalam	began	functioning	on	09	November	1930	at	Kakkad	Karanavapad’s	Mappad	house	at	Kunnamkulam.	After	a	brief	period,	the	headquarters	was	shifted	to	Sreenivasom	Bungalow	...	Deemed	University	It	was	Vallathol’s	dream	that	Kalamandalam	should	attain	the	status	of	a	university.	That	dream	was	further	cherished	with	his	close
association	with	the	world	famous	poet,	Rabindranath	Tagore.	But	due	to	one	reason	or	the	other	that	dream	did	not	fructify.	The	debate	during	the	period	hovered	around	whether	Kalamanadalam	should	be	a	traditional	university	or	be	converted	to	a	cultural	university.	Long	and	protracted	discussions	led	to	the	idea	of	a	‘Deemed	University’.	A	draft
report	in	this	regard	was	prepared	in	2006.		In	2007,	the	government	declared	Kalamandalam	as	a	deemed	university.	A	deemed	university,	Kalamandalam,	today,	offers	...	Margi	Sathi	With	the	passing	away	of	the	Kutiyattam	-	Nangiarkoothu	artiste	P.	S.	Sathi	Devi,	famously	known	as	Margi	Sathi	on	1st	December	2015,	an	artistic	sojourn	that	lasted
for	more	than	four	long	decades	has	come	to	an	end.	Sathi	Devi	was	born	in	1965	to	the	noted	Sanskrit	scholar	Poothillathu	Subrahmaniam	Embranthiri	and	Parvathy	Antharjanam	at	Cheruthuruthy	in	Thrissur	district	of	Kerala.	It	was	a	coincidence	that	in	1965	itself	under	the	supervision	and	guidance	of	Acharya	Painkulam	Rama	Chakyar,	an
independent	department	for	Kutiyattam	began	functioning	at	Kerala	Kalamandalam.	Kutiyattam	was	presented	on	stage	in	the	past	by	persons	belonging	...	Kunjan	Nambiar	Memorials	Ambalapuzha	The	activities	of	Kunjan	Nambiar	Memorial	Society	include	imparting	classes	or	Thullal,	research	on	Nambiar’s	poems,	presentation	of	thullal	in	schools,
training	in	velakali,	chenda,	etc.	Established	by	the	Government	of	Kerala,	the	Kunjan	Nambiar	Memorial	at	Ambalapuzha	was	inaugurated	in	September	1967.	Every	year	May	5	is	celebrated	as	Kunjan	Day	and	seminars,	thullal	and	other	art	programmes	are	organised.	Killikurissi	Mangalam	In	order	to	document	the	development	and	transformation
of	modern	Malayalam	language	and	literature	and	the	place	occupied	by	Kunjan	Nambiar	in	Kerala	society,	the	Kunjan	Nambiar	Memorial	has	come	up	at	Killikurissi	Mangalam.	The	government	of	Kerala	took	...	Monthly	Programme	December	2015	Vyloppilly	Sreedhara	Menon	Vyloppilly	Sreedhara	Menon,	one	of	the	most	favourite	poets	among
Keralites,	was	a	poet	who	chose	themes	that	portrayed	the	complexities	of	human	mind	and	its	large	dimensions	together	with	varied	experiences	in	life.	He	did	it	with	profound	insight.			Vyloppilly	Sreedhara	Menon	was	born	on	11	May	1911	at	Kalapurackal	House	at	Kaloor	village	in	Ernakulam	as	the	son	of	Cheranallur	Kochukuttan	Kartha	and
Kalapurackal	Nanukutti	Amma.	When	he	was	at	the	age	of	four,	he	was	initiated	into	learning	by	Madakuzhiparambil	Kandanasan.	He	began	his	formal	studies	at	the	age	of	five	at	the	Government	Primary	School	and	...	Guru	Gopinath	Natanagramam	The	Guru	Gopinath	Natanagramam	(the	Guru	Gopinath	Dance	Village)	is	an	institute	for	art
established	in	1995	to	keep	alive	the	memory	of	Guru	Gopinath.	Founded	in	the	name	of	the	great	artist,	Guru	Gopinath,	the	objective	is	to	bring	music,	dance	and	instrumental	music	under	one	roof	and	provide	the	best	training.	Located	at	Vattiyoorkavu	in	Thiruvananthapuram,	the	Natanagramam	functions	under	the	Department	of	Culture,
Government	of	Kerala.	The	main	activities	of	the	Natanagramam	are	to	propagate	importantly	the	dance	styles	of	Kerala.	The	Natanagramam	conducts	dance	festivals,	monthly	dance	programmes,	presentation	of	other	traditional	dance	forms,	workshops	on	Kerala	dance	...	Professor	N.	Krishna	Pillai	Memorial	Cultural	Centre,	Thiruvananthapuram
Professor	N.	Krishna	Pillai	who	carved	a	unique	and	distinct	path	in	literature	was	a	doyen	of	Malayalam	Drama.	He	was	born	on	22	September	1916	as	the	son	of	Kakkattumadathil	Kesavn	of	Attingal	and	Chekala	Vilakkathu	Veetil	Parvathy	Amma	of	Varkala.	Graduated	in	BA	(Hons)	in	1938,	he	began	his	career	as	a	high	school	teacher	(Malayalam)
at	Sivagiri,	Varkala.	Later,	he	worked	as	lecture	at	Hindu	College,	Thirunelveli,	University	College,	Thiruvananthapuram,	professor	at	Government	Brannan	College,	Thalassery,	and	respectively	Principal	at	Intermediate	College,	Thiruvananthapuram.	He	retired	in	1985.	N.	Krishna	Pillai	scripted	many	plays	like	Bhagnabhavanam,	Kanyaka,
Balabalam,	Darsanam,	Anuranjanam,	...	Thakazhi	Memorial	Museum	The	Thakazhi	Memorial	Museum	functions	at	the	Sankara	Mangalam	house	of	the	legendary	litterateur	Thakazhi	Shivasankara	Pillai,	to	perpetuate	the	memory.		The	Government	of	Kerala	took	over	Shankaramangalam	in	2000	and	converted	it	into	a	museum	in	2001.	a	museum	is
arranged	in	the	four	rooms	in	the	Northern	part	of	Sankara	Mangalam.	Articles	used	by	the	writer	like	his	pen,	spectacles	and	clothes	are	preserved	in	the	museum.	Besides,	the	museum	showcases	the	awards,	prizes	and	certificates	won	by	the	writer.	It	is	the	only	museum	in	India	where	the	Jnanpith	Award,	the	highest	honour	and	award	of	India,	is
...	Unnayi	Warrier	Unnayi	Warrier	who	lived	during	the	latter	part	of	the	17th	century	was	highly	proficient	in	the	field	of	art	and	culture.	A	poet,	writer,	scholar	and	dramatist,	he	contributed	immensely	to	the	art	of	Kathakali,	the	classical	dance-drama	of	Kerala.	His	chef-d’oeuvre	‘Nalacharitham	attakatha’	combines	dexterously	acting,	music	and
literature.	Though	he	happens	to	be	one	of	the	greatest	exponents	of	‘attakatha’	in	Malayalam,	the	details	regarding	his	real	name	and	other	whereabouts	are	very	sketchy.	Some	people	believe	that	he	was	born	in	the	Malayalam	Era	(ME)	915	at	Akathoottu	Warriam,	near	Irinjalakkuda	Temple	in	Kochi.	Others	contend	that	...	Carnatic	Music	in	Kerala
Former	ruler	of	the	erstwhile	Travancore	kingdom,	Swathi	Thirunal	Rama	Varma	is	credited	with	popularising	Carnatic	music	or	the	"modern	south	Indian	music"	in	Kerala.	He	penned	several	keerthanas	and	ragamalikas	in	the	Carnatic	genre.	His	teacher	Thanjavur	Subbarayar	who	later	became	the	Diwan	of	Travancore	was	a	musician.	The	king
later	invited	Meruswamikal,	a	renowned	musician	to	Travancore	and	accepted	his	tutelage.	During	this	time	the	Maharaja	of	Thanjavur	who	was	a	source	of	inspiration	to	several	musicians	died.	Many	of	the	musicians	soon	shifted	their	base	to	Travancore.	Among	them,	the	Thanjavur	brothers	-	Chinnayya,	Ponnayya,	Sivanandam	and	Vadivelu	...
Kathaprasangam					1.				Sathyadevan				1966	2.				Joseph	Kaimaparamban				1978	3.				Kollam	Babu				1979	4.				Kadakkode	Viswambharan				1986	5.				V.Harshakumar				1987	6.				Vadakara	V.Ashokan				1989	7.				Ochira	Ramachandran				1990	8.				H.Ramlabeegam				1991	9.				Harippad	Saraswathi	Ammal				1992	10.				Thevarthottam	Sukumaran				1994
11.				Kadavoor	Balan				1995	12.				Cherthala	Balachandran				1996	13.				K.P.Chandrahasan				1998	14.				Edakkochi	Prabhakaran				1999	15.				Gopinath				2001	16.				Thodiyoor	Vasanthakumari				2002	17.				Niranam	Rajan				2003	18.				Vayalar	Baburaj				2004	19.				Seena	Pallikkara				2005	20.				Manamboor	D.Radhakrishnan				2006	21.				Ayilam
Unnikrishnan				2007	22.				Pala	Nandakumar				2008	23.				Chirakkara	Salimkumar				2009	24.				Marayamuttom	Johny				2010	25.				Edakochi	Salimkumar				2012	26.				Vinod	Chambakkara				2013	Prakshepana	Kala	1.				T.P.Radhamani				1975	2.				K.Padmanabhan	Nair				1981	3.				C.S.Radhadevi				1983	4.				Rajam	K.Nair				1987	5.				R.Rajakumari		
	1990	6.				K.V.Manikandan	Nair				1991	7.				C.P.Rajasekharan				1991	8.				A.Prabhakaran				1992	9.				Nagavalli	R.S.Kurup				1993	10.				N.K.Sebastian				1994	11.				K.S.Ranaprathapan				1999	12.				M.Thankamani				2004	13.				K.A.Muralidharan				2005	14.				Beban	Kaimaparamban				2006	15.				S.Radhakrishnan				2007	16.				Satheesh	Chandran				2008
17.				T.T.Prabhakaran				2010	18.				Ravi	Vallathole				2012	19.				Leelamma	Mathew				2013	Magic					1.				Gopinath	Muthukad				1995	2.				Prof.Padmaraj				1997	3.				Prof.Samraj				2000	4.				Pradeep	Hudino				2001	5.				Prof.P.M.Mithra				2002	6.				Nilambur	Pradeep	Kumar				2003	7.				R.K.Malayath				2011	8.				A.	T.	Shamsudheen	(Street	Magic)				2014
Mimicry					1.			Kottayam	Nazeer				2010			C.	I.	Parameswaran	Pillai	Memorial	Endowment	Award			No.		Name	Category	Year		Amount	1	D.Mookkan	Drama	1981	250/-	2	Premachandran	Actor	1982	500/-	3	R.Nambiath		Actor		1983-84	1000/-	4	Mary	Thomas	Actress	1985	2500/-	5	Cherthala	Lalitha		Actress	1986	2500/-	6	Thankam	Vasudevan	Nair
Actress	1987	2500/-	7	Biyatrese	Joseph	Actress	1988	2500/-	8	V.	T.	Aravindaksha	Menon	Actor	1990	2500/-	9	P.	C.	Soman	Actor	1991		3000/-	10	Joseph	Chacko	Actor	1992	3000/-	11	K.P.A.C.Khan	Actor	1993	3000/-	12	A.R.Anayara	Actor		1994	3000/-	13	K.P.A.C.Johnson	Drama	Actor	1995	3000/-	14	V.	D.	Sivanandan	Actor	1996	3000/-	15	Villiappally
Rajan	Actor	1997	5000/-	16	Chemanchery	Narayanan	Nair	Actor	1998	5000/-	17	O.K.Kuttikol	Drama	1999	5000/-	18	V.	P.	Ramachandran	Drama	2000	5000/-	19	Koothattukulam	Leela	Drama	2001	5000/-	20	T.K.Gopinatha	Kurup	Drama	Actor	2002	5000/-	21	Kozhikode	Sivaraman	Drama	2003	5000/-	22	V.	K.	Balachandran	Drama	2004	5000/-	23	Xavier
Pulpattu	Drama	2005	5000/-	24	Jayaprakash	Kuloor	Drama	2006	5000/-	25	Narippatta	Raju	Drama	2007	5000/-	26	Kasargod	Chinna	Drama	2008	5000/-	27	K.V.	Balakrishnan	Drama	2009			28	Babu	Parasseri		Drama	Actor	2010	15,000/-	29	Mala	Ravi	Drama	Actor	2012	7,500/-	30	M.C.Kattappana	Drama	2013	7,500/-	31	Sreeja	Arangottukara	Drama
2014								P.	Krishna	Pillai	Memorial	Endowment	Award			No.	Name	Category	Year	Amount	1	S.V.S.Narayanan	Mruthangam	1976	1000/-	2	Chalakudy	N.S.Narayana	Swami	Violin	1977	1000/-	3	M.S.Gopalakrishnan	Violin	1978	1000/-	4	Chithali	Rama	Marar	Chenda	1979	1000/-	5	Chalikkavattam	Kumaran	Bhagavathar	Nagaswaram	1980	1000/-	6
Thiruvizha	Jayasankar	Nagaswaram	1981	1000/-	7	Kachamkurichi	Echara	Marar	Thalavadyam	(Chenda,	Edakka,	Pani)	1982	1000/-	8	C.	Usha	Actress	1983	1000/-	9	Sreemoolanagaram	Vijayan	Actor	1984	1000/-	10	G.	S.	Sreekrishnan	Flute		1985	2500/-	11	M.Subramanya	Sarma	Violin	1986	2500/-	12	Koduvayoor	Radhakrishnan
Instrumental	(Mridangam)		1987	2500/-	13	Cherthala	Padmanabhan	Bhagaathar	Vocal	1988	2500/-	14	Trichur	Mohan	Mrudangam	1990	2500/-	15	T.	V.	Vasan	Classical	Music	(Ghadam)	1991	3000/-	16	M.	Krishnadas	Edakka	1992	3000/-	17	Machatt	Appu	Nair	Panchavadyam	(Kombu)	1993	3000/-	18	Dr.	M.	Hariharan	Veena,	Mrudangam	1995		3000/-
											Trichur	P.	Rajan	Memorial	Award	Leela	Panicker				Actress				1981	Trippunithura	Performing	Arts	Centre	Endowment	Award	1.				K.	V.	Pokkan	Panicker				Nadankala	-		Poorakkali				1991				3000/-	2.				M.	P.	Kannan	Muthoodan				Theyyam				1992				3000/-	3.				V.	P.	Paul				Nadankala				1993				3000/-	4.				D.V.Kumaran	Panicker				Poorakkali		
	1994				3000/-	5.				Bhavani	Premnath				Nadankala				1995				3000/-	6.				Dr.	Raghavan	Payyanad				Nadankala	-Research				1996				3000/-	7.				C.	Parameswara	Kurup				Kalamezhuthu				1997				5000/-	8.				T.H.Kunhiraman	Nambiar				Nadanpattukal				1998				5000/-	9.				Dr.	A.	K.	Nambiar				Nadankala	-Research				1999				5000/-	10.				M.	Kunjimoosa		
	Light	Music				2000				5000/-	11.				P.	Damodara	Panicker				Poorakkali				2001				5000/-	12.				Konthan	Velayudhan				Porattunatakam				2002				5000/-	13.				G.	Madhavikuttiamma				Thiruvathirakkali				2003				5000/-	14.				Droupathi	G.	Nair				Thiruvathirakkali				2004				5000/-			T.	P.	Sukumaran	Endowment	Award			1.				V.	M.Sankaranarayana	Kurup		
	Kalamezhuthupattu				2005					2.				C.	H.Gopalan	Kurikkal				Folk	Arts				2006					3.				Ravi	Manakkadan				Theyyam				2007					4.				Dr.	M.	V.	Vishnu	Namboothiri				Folk	Arts				2008					5.				Dr.	C.	R.	Rajagopalan				Nadankala-	Research				2009					6.				K.	P.	Nandhipulam				Ottamthullal				2010					7.				Keezhillam	Unnikrishnan				Mudiyettu				2012					8.				K.	K.
Ramachandra	Pulavar				Tholpavakoothu				2013					9.				Pakan	(Mani)				Porattu	Drama				2014				Puthukkode	Krishnamoorthy	Endowment	Award	1.				T.	G.	Jayasree				Ganapraveena				1987				1000/-	2.				G.	Sreeram				Ganapraveena				1989				1000/-	3.				M.	P.	Suma				Ganapraveena				1990				1000/-	4.				K.V.	Jagadheesan			Ganapraveena				1991				1000/-
5.				M.Sreeranjini				Ganapraveena				1992				1000/-	6.				M.C.Saradha				Ganapraveena				1993				1500/-	7.				V.	Johny				Ganapraveena				1996				1500/-	8.				V.	Suresh	Kumar				Ganapraveena				1997				1500/-	9.				R.	Shyamakrishnan				Ganapraveena				1998				1500/-	10.				Sandhya	B.				Ganapraveena				1999				1500/-	11.				C.Venugopalan				Ganapraveena		
	2000				1500/-	12.				P.	R.	Pushpavathi				Ganapraveena				2001				1500/-	13.				Shani.V.	K.				Ganapraveena				2002				1500/-	14.				V.	Sushamakumari				Ganapraveena				2003				1500/-	15.				Lohithakshan.M.				Ganapraveena				2004				1500/-	Samskrithi	Changampuzha	Krishna	Pillai	The	period	of	Kumaran	Asan,	Ulloor	and	Vallathol,	the	triumvirate	poets,
in	every	sense,	is	referred	to	as	the	golden	period	of	Malayalam	poetry.	After	that	another	spring	that	sprouted	in	Malayalam	poetry	was	that	of	the	Edappally	poets;	prominent	among	them	were	Edappally	and	Changampuzha	Krishna	Pillai.	This	is	not	to	deny	the	place	of	some	of	the	contemporary	poets	of	the	period.	Romanticism	was	at	the	core	of
their	poetry.	Changampuzha’s	poems	imparted	a	fresh	sensibility	and	aesthetics	to	Malayalam	language.	Changampuzha	Krishna	Pillai	was	born	on	10	October	1911	(ME	1087,	Kanni	24)	in	an	ancient	family	at	...	Cultural	Events	by	Bharat	Bhavan	Bharat	Bhavan,	a	cultural	institution	under	the	Department	of	Culture,	Government	of	Kerala,	is
organising	a	three	month	long	cultural	festival	from	March	22.	The	programme	aims	at	encouraging	a	symbiosis	between	communities	and	culture.	This	cultural	fete	envisages	at	providing	a	platform	to	exhibit	artistic	excellence	such	as	films,	dance	and	music	performances,	drama,	and	will	be	a	true	celebration	of	the	arts	and	culture	of	Kerala.
‘Kamukara	Commemoration	and	Smrithi	Gana	Sandhya’	Date:	April	1,	2017			‘Shyamamadhava	Sandhya’	Date:		April	2,	2017	Venue:	Bharat	Bhavan	60th	Anniversary	celebration	of	the	State’s	first	ministry	Date:	April	5,	2017	Venue:	Tagore	Theatre	‘Gothrotsavam’	Date:		April	6-	8,	2017	Venue:	Bharat	Bhavan	Open	...	G.	Sankara	Kurup	Widely
regarded	as	a	harbinger	of	new	line	of	thought	after	the	towering	literary	legacy	of	the	triumvirate	poets,	G.	Sankara	Kurup	with	his	large	volume	of	work,	phenomenal	ideas	and	inimitable	style	has	left	an	indelible	imprint	on	Malayalam	literature.	G.	Sankara	Kurup	entered	into	the	arena	of	literature	at	a	time	when	literature	was	flaring	up	with
romanticism	and	Marxian	ideology.	Known	throughout	his	life	as	‘G’,	the	great	poet	was	born	on	June	3,	1901	at	Nayathodu	near	Kalady,	as	the	son	of	Nellikkappilli	Varieth	Shankara	Warrier	and	Vadakkini	Veetl	Lakshmikuttyamma.	When	the	poet	was	five	years	old,	...	Dhwani	Samskrithi	Sangeetholsavam	2017	April	14,	Friday	Evening	6.00-6.15
Remembering	Neyyattinkara	Vasudevan	by	Mr.	Adoor	Sudarshan	6:30-9:00	PM	Classical	Music	Concert	by	Bombay	Jayasree		Violin																																											:		B.U.	Ganesh	Prasad	Mridangam																																:		Manoj	Shiva	Ganjira																																								:	B.S.	Purushotham	Thamburu	&	Vocal																					:	Amrith	Ramnath		
																																						2017	April	15,	Saturday	Evening	6:00-7:00	Classical	Music	Concert	by	Abhirami	Ajay	Violin																																								:		Vaikom	Padmakrishnan	Mridangam																													:	Mulangadakam	R.B.Ramjai	Khadam																																			:	Thiruvananthapuram	R.	Rajesh	7.00-7.15	PM	Remembering	M.G.	Radakrishnan	by	Dr.K.
Omanakutty	7.15-9.15	Veena	Concert	by	Anantha	Padmanabhan	Veena																																									:	Anand	Koushik	Mridangam																																:	Kadakkavoor	G.S.R.	Rajesh	Nath	Khadam																																						:	Aadhichanalloor	Anilkumar			2017	April	16,	Sunday	Evening	6.00-7.00	Flute	concert	by	Dr.	Padmesh	Violin																																								:
Muttara	B.N.Raveendran	Mridangam																															:	Nanjil	A.R.Arul	Khadam																																				:	Kottayam	Unnikrishnan			7.00-7.15	PM	Remembering	Neyyattinkara	Mohanachandran	by	Mr.	M.	Jayachandran	7.15-9.15	Classical	Music	Concert	by	Dr.	Pantula	Rama	Violin																																											:	...	Prabha	Varma	felicitated	Minister	Mr.
Ramachandran	Kadannappally	felicitated	Kendra	Sahitya	Akademi	award	winner	poet	Prabha	Varma	at	Shyma	Madhava	Sandya,	a	cultural	event	held	in	association	with	Bharat	Bhavan,	PRD	and	Vyloppilli	Samskrithi	Bhavan.	Malappulayattam	Malappulayan	is	a	tribal	group	living	in	the	hilly	district	of	Kerala,	Idukki.	It	is	believed	that	they	had	been
migrated	from	Tamil	Nadu.	Being	a	tribal	community,	Malappulayan	tribe	also	has	so	many	religious	festivals	as	they	worship	various	gods	and	goddess	like	Mariyamman,	Kaliyamman,	Meenakshi	and	so	on.	One	such	dance	they	performed	during	the	festival	is	Malappulayattam.	Wearing	traditional	costumes,	both	men	and	women	perform	this	dance
in	circle.	Tribal	instruments	like	Chikkuvadyam	(a	percussion	instrument),	kidumutti,	kuzhal,	kattavadhyam	are	accompanied	for	Malappulayan	dance.	Mannankoothu	Mannan	is	a	tribal	people	living	in	the	forest	area	of	Idukki	district,	Kerala.	Ardent	devotees	of	Madura	Meenaksthi,	Mannan	community	of	Kerala	has	a	well	established	administration
when	compared	to	other	tribal	communities.	They	even	have	a	King	as	their	head	and	Kovil	Mala	is	the	King's	headquarters.	They	still	continue	this	unique	customs	and	hereditary	traditions.	Like	other	tribal’s,	Mannan	also	has	colourful	festivals	and	one	such	festival	related	to	harvest	is	‘Kavaloottu’.	Mannankoothu,	a	ritual	art	form,	tells	the	story	of
Kovilan	and	Kannagi	(central	characters	from	the	Tamil	epic	Silapathikaram)	is	performed	during	'Kavaloottu'.	An	attractive	and	highly	...	Mudiyattam	Mudiyattam	is	a	tribal	group	dance	form	performed	widely	in	Kerala	by	women.	Moves	rhythmically	according	to	the	songs	in	the	background,	the	performance	will	be	accompanied	by	the	engaging
tunes	of	percussions.	One	of	the	main	features	of	this	dance	form	is	the	uncombed	hair	of	the	participants	which	will	swing	in	rhythmic	waves	and	is	graceful	watch.	Many	varieties	of	this	art	form	can	be	seen	throughout	the	Kerala,	it	is	also	called	Neeli	attam	in	North	Kerala.	Maddalam,	Para,	Maram,	Karu,	Kokkaro	are	the	major	accompanying
instruments	for	Mudiyattam.	In	some	places	instruments	like	Chenda,	Tappu,	Udukku,	Kadumthudi	...	Sree	Narayana	Jayanthi	boat	race	Sree	Narayana	Jayanthi	boat	race	also	known	as	Kumarakom	boat	race	is	conducted	at	Kottathodu	at	Kumarakom	on	Sree	Narayana	Guru	Jayanthi	Day,	which	usually	falls	in	August	/	September	(Chathayam
asterism	in	the	Malayalam	month	of	Chingam).	The	thrill	of	watching	this	adrenaline	rushing	sport	is	evident	in	the	power-	packed	excited	crowd.	Long	and	spectacular	iruttukuthi	boats	and	snake	boats	with	more	than	hundreds	of	oarsmen	rowing	in	the	spirit	of	vanjipattu	(boat	song)	will	surely	magnetize	one	to	its	magical	vibe.		The	event	is
resplendent	with	unique	poojas	conducted	in	Kumaramangalam	Temple	and	many	other	cultural	programmes.		The	...	Uthradam	Thirunal	Pampa	Boat	Race	Uthradam	Thirunal	Pampa	Boat	Race,	a	spectacular	event	in	which	thousands	of	oarsmen	bring	down	their	oars	in	unison	to	the	rhythm	and	gusto	of	the	frenetic	notes	of	vanjipattu	(boat	song)
along	with	countless		people	who	throng	the	banks	of	the	river	Pampa	to	cheer	the	majestic	snake	boats.	Held	every	year	during	one	of	the	most	auspicious	days	of	Onam-	Uthradam,	this	water	sport	is	held	on	River	Pampa	at	Neerattupuram	in	Alappuzha.	The	snake	boats	along	with	various	other	boats	shoot	through	the	ever	gorgeous	Pampa,
splashing	pearls	of	waters	to	the	tunes	of	exuberant	vanjipattu.	Pamba	boat	race	...	FIFA	Under-17	World	Cup	India	2017	India	is	hosting	the	FIFA	Under-17	World	Cup	India	2017	from	6th	to	28th	October	2017.	Scheduled	to	be	held	in	six	cities	namely	Delhi,	Goa,	Kochi,	Guwahati,	Kolkata	and	Mumbai,	the	mega	event	will	feature	a	total	of	52	games.
The	tournament	will	start	in	New	Delhi	and	Navi	Mumbai	with	the	first	double	headers	being	held	on	6th	October.	The	quarter-finals	will	be	played	at	Goa,	Guwahati,	Kochi	and	Kolkata,	while	Guwahati	and	Navi	Mumbai	will	host	the	semi-finals.	The	finals	of	the	FIFA	U-17	World	Cup	India	2017	will	be	held	in	Kolkata’s	iconic	Salt	Lake	Stadium	on	...
Kerala	Lalithkala	Academy	to	Hold	a	Painting	Exhibition	of	Artist	Somnath	Hore	Thrissur:	Kerala	Lalithakala	Academy	will	hold	a	painting	exhibition	of	renowned	artist	Mr.	Somnath	Hore	from	July	3	to	15.	The	exhibition	under	the	aegis	of	Kerala	Lalithkala	Academy	will	display	around	100	paintings	of	Mr.	Hore.	Most	of	the	paintings	are	themed	on
the	miseries	faced	by	the	state	of	Bengal	during	the	Second	World	War	and	the	Bengal	famine	of	1943.	The	exhibition	will	be	inaugurated	by	Kerala	Lalithakala	Academy	Chairman	Mr.	Sathyapal		at	5.30	pm	on	3rd	July	2017.					Kathaprasangam	from	July	28th	to	30th	Mahakavi	Moyinkutty	Vaidyar	Mappila	Kala	Academy	in	association	with	Sangeetha
Nataka	Academy	is	conducting	Kathaprasagnam	at	Mahakavi	Moyinkutty	Vaidyar	Mappila	Kala	Academy,	Kondatty	from	July	28th	to	July	30th.	Programme	Schedule	28.07.2017					:												Vayalar's	AYISHA	29.07.2017					:												BHISHMAR	30.07.2017					:												MAYYAZHIPUZHAYUDE	THEERANGALIL			Cultural	Programmes	at	Santhigiri	Ashram
Poorna	Kumbhamela	Event	Date:	20.09.2017			Sanyasadeeksha	Varshikam	Event	Date:	30.09.2017			Viswa	Samskarika	Dinam			Event	Date:	05.11.2017					Poojithapeeddom	Samarpanam	Event	Date:	22.02.2018				Navaolijyothirdinam(Guru’s	merger	in	Adisankalpam)		Event	Date:	06.05.2018	For	details	contact:	Darshil	Bhatt		Coordinator		Office	Of
The	Organizing	Secretary		Mob:-	+918111882397	Diamond	Jubilee	Fellowship	Program	for	1000	Young	Artists	The	government	has	come	out	with	the	‘Diamond	Jubilee	Fellowship	for	Aspiring	Artists’	to	promote	art	and	culture.	The	government	aims	to	provide,	1,000	artists	below	the	age	of	35,	who	have	passed	out	from	recognised	institutions	or
expertise	in	Folklore	arts,	a	monthly	fellowship	of	Rs.10,000	each	for	one	year.	Besides,	the	local	self-government	bodies,	government	and	aided	schools	and	cultural	organisations	across	the	state	will	host	the	artists	and	provide	infrastructure	facilities	to	train	the	students.	The	fellowship	is	given	for	a	period	of	2	years.	The	artists	who	are	interested
to	apply	for	the’	Diamond	Jubilee	Fellowship’	must	...	Kerala	Legislative	Assembly	Museum	Located	inside	the	Niyamasabha	Mandiram	(Kerala	Legislative	Complex)	at	PMG	Junction,	the	Kerala	Legislative	Assembly	Museum	showcases	the	political	history	of	Kerala.	This	huge	edifice	displays	photos,	objects	and	artifacts	which	trace	the	legislative
history	of	the	State.	The	building	once	served	as	the	headquarters	of	the	army	of	the	Nair	Brigade	of	Travancore	and	was	converted	to	a	legislative	museum	in	2006.	The	museum	also	houses	a	model	of	the	Assembly	Hall,	a	mini	theatre,	library,	research	centre	and	a	multimedia	hall.	The	museum	is	open	on	all	working	days	from	1100	hrs	to	1600	hrs.
Vigathakumaran	Vigathakumaran	(The	Lost	Child)	is	the	first	Malayalam	feature	film	which	was	released	in	1928.	This	silent	movie	was	written,	produced	and	directed	by	JC	Daniel	who	is	regarded	as	the	father	of	Malayalam	filmdom.	The	hero	is	Chandrakumar,	son	of	a	rich	man	in	Thiruvananthapuram,	who	was	kidnapped	to	Ceylon,	as	Sri	Lanka
was	known	then.	He	starts	working	in	a	tea	plantation	there	and	eventually	goes	on	to	become	its	superintendent.	Later,	one	of	his	relatives	happens	to	visit	Ceylon	and	both	become	friends.	Afterwards,	during	a	visit	to	Thiruvananthapuram,	Chandrakumar	discovers,	or	regains,	his	true	identity.	Daniel	was	born	...	Raja	Ravi	Varma	One	of	the	greatest
painters	India	has	ever	produced,	Raja	Ravi	Varma's	works	are	noted	for	the	infusion	of	European	techniques	with	Indian	aesthetics.	Varma	is	credited	with	taking	the	art	form	to	masses	by	making	lithographs	of	his	paintings	easily	available	to	people.	His	portrayal	of	Hindu	deities	and	events	in	epics	and	puranas	gained	immense	popularity	across
the	country.			His	experimentation	of	modelling	Hindu	goddesses	on	South	Indian	women	was	quite	quick	to	conquer	the	Indian	psyche.	Even	today,	Indian	imagination	of	Hindu	gods	and	mythological	events	are	largely	based	on	Varma's	portrayals.			Raja	Ravi	Varma	was	born	into	the	...	Bekal	Fort	Bekal	Fort	is	the	largest	and	perhaps	the	best-kept
fort	in	the	state.	The	fort,	in	the	shape	of	a	giant	keyhole,	was			built	in	17th	century.	The	tall	observation	towers	of	the	fort	offers	a			panoramic	view	of	Arabian	Sea.	These			towers	were	originally	built	a	couple	of	centuries	ago	for	monitoring	the	sea	and	placing	huge	cannons.	The	fort,	in	the	present	structure,	was	built	by	Shivappa	Nayaka	of
Bedanore	dynasty	in	1650	CE.	It	was	controlled	by	various	forces	in	the	course	of	time	like	the	Kadampa	dynasty,	Kolathiri	Rajas,	Vijayanagar	Empire,	Tipu	Sultan	and	the	British	East	...	Chemmeen	Thakazhi	Sivasankara	Pillai's	"Chemmeen"	is	the	narrative	of	the	fishermen	community.	Though	basically	a	love	story,	the	novel	delves	deep	into	the	lives
of	the	fisher	folk,	their	way	of	life,	customs,	beliefs	and	superstitions.	This	gripping	love	story	was	translated	into	30	languages	and	is	the	first	"bestseller"	in	the	country,	according	to	writer	and	literary	critic	Santha	Rama	Rau.	The	book	is	about	the	relation	between	Karuthamma,	daughter	of	a	poor			Hindu	fisherman,	and	Pereekkutty,	son	of	a
Muslim	fish	dealer.	The	theme			of	the	tragic	story	is	woven	around	a	myth,	popular	among	the	fishermen	community.	An	inter-religious	love	affair,	...	‘Sargam’	to	encourage	creative	talent	among	differently-abled	students	Sarva	Shiksha	Abhiyan	(SSA),	Kozhikode	has	come	up	with	a	novel	initiative	to	encourage	the	creative	talent	among	differently-
abled	students	of	Kerala.	Titled	as	‘Sargam’,	the	programme	which	will	be	launched	in	association	with	the	Kerala	Lalitakala	Akademi,	Kerala	Sangeeta	Nataka	Akademi,	and	Kerala	Sahitya	Akademi	was	conceived	after	realising	that	there	are	several	differently-abled	children	who	have	the	ability	to	write,	sing,	act	and	draw.	The	project	will	benefit
differently-abled	students	from	Class	1	to	Class	8.	Kerala	Delhi	Cultural	Heritage	Festival	Concludes	A	three-day	inter-state	cultural	festival,	inaugurated	jointly	by	Honorable	Chief	Ministers	of	Kerala,	Mr.	Pinarayi	Vijayan	and	of	Delhi,	Mr.	Aravind	Khejriwal,	was	held	at	Delhi.	Conducted	by	the	governments	of	Kerala	and	Delhi,	the	Kerala	Delhi
Cultural	Heritage	Festival	showcases	variety	of	programmes	on	language,	culture,	tradition,	art,	literature	and	events	highlighting	the	historical	time-line	of	God’s	Own	Country.	The	festival	also	had	an	exhibition	of	archaeology,	archives	and	museums	of	Kerala.		Ministers	lay	foundation	stone	for	Kadammanitta	Memorial	Cultural	Complex	A	dream
comes	true	for	Padayani	artists	and	the	people	of	Pathanamthitta	when	Cultural	Affairs	Minister	A.K.	Balan	laid	the	foundation	stone	for	the	Kadammanitta	Memorial	Cultural	Complex	at	Kadammanitta.		The	proposed	cultural	complex,	in	memory	of	the	Malayalam	poet	Kadammanitta	Ramakrishnan,	will	be	funded	by	the	Department	of	Culture.				
Archives	Department	to	develop	mobile	app	for	heritage	monuments	The	Kerala	State	Archives	Department	is	developing	a	mobile	app	with	GIS-based	atlas	featuring	around	200	destinations	of	historical	and	cultural	importance	in	the	state.		Historical	monuments,	palaces	and	ancient	centres	of	worship	will	be	included	in	the	app.	The	app,	part	of
larger	technological	intervention	of	the	department,	aims	to	bring	the	natives	and	travellers	closer	to	the	state’s	rich	archival	heritage.			Gadhika-2017	Gadhika-2017,	a	ten-day	folk	arts	festival	of	the	tribal	communities,	was	inaugurated	by	Chief	Minister	Mr.	Pinarayi	Vijayan	at	Pathanapuram	on	October	23.	To	encourage	the	art	forms	and
craftsmanship	of	tribal	communities,	the	festival	was	organised	by	the	Department	for	Welfare	of	Scheduled	Castes/Scheduled	Tribes	and	Backward	Classes	and	KIRTADS.	Gadhika	is	a	tribal	art	from	practised	by	the	Adiya	tribal	community	of	North	Kerala	to	drive	away	severe	diseases	and	also	for	the	general	goodness	of	their	village.	Fifth	century
urn	discovered	at	Panthalayani	Kollam	A	fifth	century	urn	has	been	discovered	from	Panthalayani	Kollam	of	Kozhikode,	which	was	an	ancient	port.	The	94-cm	globular	urn	with	a	pedunculated	bottom	was	discovered	last	week	and	has	now	been	shifted	to	the	Pazhassi	Raja	Archaeological	Museum	in	Kozhikode.	Ruchi	App	Privacy	Policy	This	is	the	App
Privacy	Policy	(“Privacy	Policy”)	of	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs,	Government	of	Kerala.	It	covers	information	Ruchi	collects	from	users	and	visitors	of	our	official	mobile	app	(“App”).	By	accessing	our	App,	you	are	agreeing	to	the	collection,	use,	disclosure	and	other	handling	of	your	information	as	described	below.	What	does	this	Privacy	Policy
cover?	We	process	certain	information	about	you	when	you	use	our	service	provided	by	our	App	(Ruchi).	Some	of	that	information	may	enable	you	to	be	identifiable	(“Personal	Information”).	This	Privacy	Policy	explains	how	we	collect,	store	and	use	your	Personal	Information	when	you	visit	or	use	...	New	Delhi	Art	Book	Fair	-	2018	Sahodaran
Ayyappan	A	social	reformer,	revolutionary,	poet,	rationalist,	an	impeccable	administrator	and	a	legislator	who	brought	in	several	landmark	legislations,	Sahodaran	Ayyappan	is	considered	one	of	the	foremost	figures	who	changed	the	face	of	history	in	Kerala.		Ayyappan	was	born	on	August	21,1889	in	Cherai,	Vypeen	in	Ernakulam.
Kumabalathuparambil	Kochavu	Vaidyar	and	Unnuli	were	his	parents.	After	completing	formal	education,	he	joined	for	a	pre-degree	course	at	Malabar	Christian	College.	After	completing	B.A.	in	Literature	from	Maharajah's	College	in	Ernakulam,	he	took	a	B.L.	degree	as	well.	Even	during	his	college	days,	Ayyappan	was	involved	in	public	discourses
where	he	vociferously	voiced	about	the	...	Iringal	Crafts	Village	Spread	across	20-acres	of	land	on	the	shores	of	the	Moorad	River	at	Iringal,	Kozhikode	is	a	stellar	craft	village	that	gives	a	snapshot	into	the	rich	legacy	of	craft	making	of	Kerala-the	Iringal	Crafts	Village	or	Sargaalaya.	This	Kerala	Arts	and	Crafts	village	has	been	set	up	by	the	Kerala
Tourism.	As	many	as	60	stalls	showcasing	a	host	of	crafts	and	handicrafts	dot	the	sprawling	campus.	Not	only	does	one	get	to	buy	the	art	pieces	but	also	to	understand	the	detailed	handiwork	that	goes	into	crafting	these	elegant	pieces	of	art.	The	village	also	provides	a	unique	opportunity	to	...	Agnisakshi	A	landmark	novel	that	dared	to	questioned	the
dark	practices	and	the	subjugation	women	in	the	Namboothiri	community	undergo	in	their	homes,	Agnisakshi	written	by	Lalithambika	Antharjanam	remains	one	among	the	most	celebrated	works	in	Malayalam	literature.	The	novel	chronicles	the	struggles	of	a	progressive	Namboothiri		(Brahmin)	woman	when	she	gets	married	to	a	highly	conservative
family.	The	plot	revolves	around	Thettikutty	and	her	trials	and	tribulations	in	the	highly	misogynist	Namboodiri	illoms	(houses)	and	her	journey	towards	liberation.	The	novel	depicts	her	transformation	into	a	revolutionary	and	later	on	her	resigned	life	in	an	ashram.	Other	main	characters	include	Thankam	Nair	...	Balan	Balan,	the	second	talkie	in
Malayalam	was	based	on	the	short	story	“Vidhiyum	Mrs.	Nayarum	(Fate	and	Mrs	Nair)”	by	A.	Sundaram	and	was	released	in	1938.	Directed	by	S.	Nottani,	the	movie	was	the	first	commercially	successful	film.	It	explored	the	strained	relationship	between	two	motherless	children	(Balan	and	Sarsa)	and	their	cruel	step	mother	Meenakshi.		Balan	was	the
third	feature	film.	The	first	poster	of	Balan	read	thus	Malayalathileadyathe	social	padamvegamvarunnu	(The	first	social	film	in	Malayalam	to	come	out	soon).	Unlike	Hindi	and	Tamil	movies	which	delved	on	mythological	themes,	Malayalam	industry	centred	around	social	issues.	The	abuse	...	Capital	City	Hosted	IFFK	The	capital	city	hosted	the	22nd
edition	of	International	Film	Festival	of	Kerala	(IFFK)	from	December	8,	2017.	Insult,	a	movie	by	Lebanese	filmmaker	Ziad	Doueiri	detailing	the	struggle	of	Palestinian	people	will	be	the	opening	movie	for	this	year’s	IFFK.	The	focus	of	this	year’s	festival	is	people	who	have	lost	identity	and	space.		Palestinian	film	‘Wajib'	coveted	Golden	Crow	Pheasant
(Suwavarna	Chokoram)	Award	at	the	22nd	edition	of	the	International	Film	Festival	of	Kerala	(IFFK).	Anucha	Boonyawatana,	the	maker	of	‘Malila	-	The	Farewell	Flower’,	bagged	the	Silver	Crow	Pheasant	Award	for	the	best	director,	which	carries	a	cash	...	Pazhassi	Palace	to	be	taken	Over	by	Kerala	Government	The	Kerala	government	will	soon	take
over	the	centuries-old	Pazhassi	Kovilakam	in	Kannur	district	where	the	descendants	of	the	king	Kerala	Varma	Pazhassi	Raja	lived.	In	a	high-level	meeting	chaired	by	the	Kerala	Chief	Minister	Sri.	Pinarayi	Vijayan,	it	was	decided	to	take	over	the	heritage	home	and	adjacent	properties.	It	has	been	decided	to	take	over	the	properties	as	a	protected
monument	of	the	State	Archaeology	Department.	Pazhassi	Raja	was	an	erstwhile	ruler	who	is	known	for	his	fierce	battle	against	the	British	in	Malabar	region.	The	meeting	was	attended	by	Minister	for	Archaeology	and	Archives	Sri.	Kadannappally	Ramachandran,	...	Kerala	Celebrated	125th	Year	of	Vivekananda's	Visit	to	the	State	The	State
government	of	Kerala	celebrated	the	125th	year	of	Vivekananda's	Visit	to	the	State	with	an	array	of	activities.	Titled	'Vivekananda	Sparsham',	the	celebrations	which	started	from	November	27	to	December	28	was	organised	by	the	State	Department	for	Culture.	A	statue	of	reformer	Sree	Narayana	Guru	was	also	be	erected	in	front	of	the	Assembly
complex.	This	is	in	view	of	celebrating	the	100th	year	of	the	proclamation	of	Sree	Narayana	Guru	that	‘We	have	no	caste’.	360	Degree	Cameras	Provide	Virtual	Walkthroughs	of	Indian	Heritage	Sites	and	Museums	Four	years	on,	a	partnership	between	Google	and	the	Archaeological	Survey	of	India	has	seen	374	Indian	museums	and	heritage	sites
transformed	into	virtual	walkthroughs	with	stunning	interior	and	exterior	views.	The	imagery	was	captured	by	Google's	Street	View	Trekker,	a	wearable	backpack	with	a	15-lens	camera	system.	The	camera	captures	a	360-degree	view	every	2.5	seconds.		The	panoramic	imagery	is	available	for	Taj	Mahal,	Red	Fort,	Victoria	Memorial	Kolkata,	Raigad
Ford,	Bom	Jesus	church	Goa,	Mahabalipuram	Rock	temple,	Nagarjunakonda,		Vittala	temple	Hampi	and	many	more.			All	374	India	heritage	sites	are	available	here	The	Taj	Mahal	walk	through	is	here			Palm-Leaf	Manuscript	Museum	to	Be	Set	Up	The	State	Archives	Department	under	the	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs	is	gearing	up	to	set	up	a
Churuna	Museum.	The	Central	Archives	has	a	mammoth	collection	of	11,100	churunas	(scrolls	of	palm-leaf	manuscripts),	the	largest	collection	of	palm-leaf	manuscripts	across	the	world.	At	present,	the	digitalisation	of	the	records	of	the	archives	department	is	being	carried	out.		A	Memorial	for	Music	Maestro	M.D.	Ramanathan	Noted	Carnatic
musician	Manjapra	Devesa	Bhagavathar	Ramanathan	will	get	a	memorial	in	his	village	Kannambra.	Minister	for	Cultural	Affairs	Sri	A.K.	Balan	has	said	that	the	memorial	would	be	a	centre	for	music	research.	The	construction	activities	for	the	memorial	has	already	begun.	Apart	from	preserving	the	recordings	of	the	musical	maestro,	the	memorial	will
be	equipped	with	facilities	to	train	music	enthusiasts.	Ramanathan	was	given	Padmasri	in	1974	and	also	received	Sangeeta	Natak	Akademi	Award	in	1976.	He	breathed	his	last	on	April	27,	1984.	Wajib	Wajib,	a	Palestinian	drama	film	directed	by	Annemarie	Jacir	grabbed	the	Golden	Crow	Pheasant	(Suvarna	Chakoram)	for	the	Best	Film	in	the	22nd
International	Film	Festival	of	Kerala	(IFFK).	Taken	in	the	style	of	a	road	movie,	the	film	discusses	the	socio-political	conditions	of	Israel	through	the	conversations	and	actions	of	the	father,	Abu	Shadi	and	son,	Shadi.	In	the	movie,	the	two	are	seen	travelling	from	one	location	to	the	other	delivering	invitations	for	the	wedding	of	Shadi’s	sister,	Amal.	
Set	in	contemporary	Nazareth,	the	movie	touches	the	concepts	of	discrimination,	relationships,	culture	and	tradition	with	a	tinge	of	humour.	...	Vaikom	Muhammad	Basheer	In	the	Malayalam	Literary	arena,	the	legend	Vaikom	Muhammad	Basheer	owns	a	remarkable	position.	With	his	profound	and	simple	writing,	touch	of	satire,	sarcasm	and	black
humour,	Basheer	had	woven	a	style	of	his	own	and	marked	his	presence	as	a	short	story	writer,	novelist,	humanist	and	also	as	a	freedom	fighter.	Born	in	Thalayolaparambu	in	Kottayam	District	as	the	eldest	child	of	a	timber	businessman,	Basheer	even	from	his	childhood	days	was	attracted	to	Gandhian	thoughts	and	ideologies.	He	participated	in
freedom	struggles	and	was	imprisoned	which	also	inspired	his	writings.	The	cult	classics	of	Basheer	earned	him	a	reputed	...	Mayyazhi	Puzhayude	Theerangalail	Mayyazhi	Puzhayude	Theerangalail-	a	novel	that	throws	light	on	the	hybrid	past	of	Mahe	(Mayyazhi),	a	union	territory	surrounded	by	Kerala	on	all	sides.	M.	Mukundan,	the	celebrated
Malayalam	novelist	penned	the	very	soul	and	rhythm	of	Mahe	with	great	emotional	detail.	Inspired	by	the	lives	of	the	families	out	there,	Mukundan	reveals	the	untold	story	of	Mayyazhi	through	his	masterpiece	novel.		Mahe,	a	former	French	colony	shares	a	socio-political	atmosphere	that	is	quite	different	from	other	States.		The	plot	revolves	around
the	amalgamation	of	native	myths	and	the	French	sophistication.	The	protagonist	Dasan,	symbolising	the	angry	young	man,	believed	in	the	...	More	Cultural	Complexes	to	be	Set	Up	The	State	Government	is	geared	up	with	a	number	of	new	ventures	to	acquire	tourist	attraction	to	the	cultural	bequest	of	Kerala.		As	part	of	this,	the	Department	of
Cultural	Affairs	is	ready	to	set	up	cultural	complexes	and	museums	in	every	district.	D700	crore	(D50	crore	for	each	complex)	has	been	granted	by	the	administration	and	along	with	this	a	consultancy	agency	consortium	of	Price	water	house	Coopers	(PwC)	and	Mahindra	Engineering	Services	has	also	been	appointed	to	prepare	a	Detailed	Project
Report	(DPR).	The	department	has	finalised	seven	sites	which	include	Kollam	Ashramam	Maidan,		Tripunithura	in	Ernakulam,	Thrissur	Sakthan	...	Palakkad	Literary	Festival	Rappadi	Open	Air	Auditorium	hosted	the	fourth	edition	of	the	Palakkad	Literary	Festival	on	February	2nd	and	3rd	2018.	Critic	Asha	Menon,	the	Festival	Director	and	M.	G.	S.
Narayanan	were	the	Chief	Patron.	The	function	was	inaugurated	by	the	Marathi	writer	and	Dalit	activist	Sharankumar	Limbale.		Writers	Sethu	and	C.V.	Balakrishnan	were	the	Chief	Guests.		Mr.	A.	K.	Balan,	Minister	for	Culture	was	the	Chief	Guest	at	the	Valedictory	Function.	The	function	was	organised	with	the	collective	effort	of	Santhakumaran
Thampi	Foundation,	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs,	Palakkad	Press	Club	and	the	Santham	Literary	Magazine.	This	two-day	event	had	14	sessions.	Eminent	...	Manaveeyam	Vedi	opened	in	Malappuram	A	street	named	Manaveeyam	similar	to	the	one	in	Thiruvananthapuram	has	come	up	at	Kondotty	in	Malappuram.	A	festival	of	fraternity	has	been
organised	as	part	of	the	opening.	Mahakavi	Moinkutty	Vaidyar	Mappila	Kala	Academy,	Kondotty,	an	autonomous	institution	under	the	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs,	and	the	Manaveeyam	Theruvorakkoottam	jointly	organised	this.	Mr.	M.	A.	Baby,	former	Minister	for	Culture	inaugurated	the	‘Manaveeyam	Isalimbam’.	The	Moinkutty	Vaidyar	Festival
celebrated	the	works	of	the	poet	who	had	written	numerous	songs	under	the	genre	‘Mappilappattu’.	This	was	followed	by	similar	festivals	at	Eerattupetta	in	Kottayam,	Perumbavoor	in	Ernakulam	and	in	Kondotty.	The	festival	...	Workshop	for	Government	Staff	The	State	Archives	Department	has	organised	a	three-	day	workshop	for	employees	of
various	government	departments	in	four	districts	for	managing	and	maintaining	their	records.	Mr.	Kadannappally	Ramachandran,	Minister	for	Archives	inaugurated	the	workshop.		The	Minister	said	that	the	records	trace	the	history	of	a	country	so	measures	should	be	taken	to	preserve	and	protect	them.	Every	employee	should	recognise	its
importance	and	the	need	for	its	preservation.	Mr.	V.	Karthikeyan	Nair,	Director,	State	Institute	of	Languages,	who	delivered	the	keynote	address,	pointed	out	the	need	of	computer	literacy	in	this	fast	growing	digital	world.	Mr.	K.	Muraleedharan,	MLA,	Mr.		P.	...	A	Tribute	for	Pallavur	Trinity	An	institution	named	Vadya	Kala	Kshethram	will	be	opened
soon	in	Pallasana	Village	in	Palakkad	as	a	tribute	to	the	Pallavur	trinity	to	train	Kerala’s	youth	in	the	traditional	percussion	instruments	of	the	State.	The	institution	aims	to	protect	and	promote	traditional	percussions	like	Thayambaka,	Edakka,	Sopanam	Music,	Melam	and	Panchavadyam.	Apart	from	training,	the	institution	will	have	facilities	to
manufacture	and	sell	instruments.	It	will	also	have	a	museum	and	research	centre	to	display	books	and	musical	instruments.	The	institution	will	also	house	a	space	exclusively	for	the	Pallavur	Trinity:	Appu	Marar,	Manian	Marar	and	Kunjukutta	Marar.	Kunissery	Chandran,	percussion	artist,	...	Government	Aims	to	Launch	Digital	Marketing	The
opportunities	in	‘Digital	Download’	were	discussed	in	the	Loka	Kerala	Sabha	meeting	conducted	in	the	capital	city.	Academic	institutions	and	government	departments	such	as	the	Kerala	Kalamandalam,	Sree	Sankaracharya	University	of	Sanskrit,	University	of	Kerala,	Chalachitra	Academy,	State	Archives	Department,	and	the	Kerala	State	Film
Development	Corporation	is	immense	with	digital	collection	of	exclusive	artistic	works.	The	government	through	this	new	digital	marketing	aims	to	launch	a	single-window	system	for	this	massive	archived	data.		Technology	News:	PDF/A	–	For	Archiving	Documents	The	International	Standards	Organization	has	come	up	with	a	new	format	titled	PDF/A
for	archiving	documents	for	a	long	term.	This	is	a	division	of	a	PDF	format	that	is	introduced	to	eliminate	the	problems	created	due	to	the	constant	change	in	formats.	PDF/A	files	are	platform	independent.		A	PDF/A	reader	will	help	one	to	open	a	PDF/A	file.	Companies	like	Civision	Technologies	have	created	special	software	to	save	documents	in
PDF/A	format.	A	free	tool	for			PDF	Compressor	and	Online	Conversion	is	now	available	online.	Adobe	Acrobat	software	helps	to	save	PDF	documents	in	PDF/A	format.	See	PDF/A		archiving.		A	...	Rank	List	of	Fellowship	of	Young	Artists	Published	Rank	list	published	for	the	artists	who	have	successfully	qualified	for	the	Fellowship	Program	of	Young
Artists.	The	fellowship	is	given	for	a	period	of	2	years.		Rank	list	of	various	categories:			Classical	Arts	Kathakali	Character	Chenda	Maddalam	Song	Make-up	Kutiyattam	Character	Mizhavu	Melam	Chenda	Melam	Panchavadyam	Music	Vocal	Violin	Mridangam	Veena	Dance	Mohiniyattam	Kerala	Natanam	Thullal	Performing	Art	Drama	Fine	Arts
Painting	Sculpture	Cartoon	Applied	Art	New	Media	Wall	painting	Folklore	Arts	Theyyam	Thira	Marathukali	Kanyarkali		Folk	song	Mudiyettu	Padayani	Muslim	arts	Kolkali	Thiruvathirakali	Vanchipattu	Neelakuyil	Neelakuyil,	a	realistic	melodrama	released	in	1954,	is	the	first	film	which	brought	the	National	Award	(President’s	Silver	Medal)	to
Malayalam	cinema.	Based	on	the	story	of	the	same	title	written	by	Uroob	(P.	C.	Kuttikrishnan),	the	film	was	jointly	directed	by	P.	Bhaskaran	and	Ramu	Kariat.	Set	in	a	small	village,	the	film	narrates	the	story	of	the	love	affair	between	a	lower	caste	girl,	Neeli	and	an	educated,	higher	caste	school	teacher,	Sreedharan	Nair.	Miss	Kumari	gave	life	to	the
character	Neeli	while	Sathyan	portrayed	the	role	of	Sreedharan	Nair.	Neeli	and	Sreedharan	Nair	fall	in	love	and	Neeli	...	Oru	Deshathinte	Katha	For	readers	in	Malayalam,	Oru	Desathinte	Katha	(The	Story	of	a	Locale),	is	a	window	to	the	world.	It	is	also	one	of	the	five	best	novels	ever	written	in	Malayalam.		Penned	by	Sankaran	Kutty	Pottekkatt,
popularly	known	as	S.	K.	Pottekkatt,	the	novel	is	about	the	“Tales	of	Athiranippadam”,	the	name	of	the	locale	where	the	writer	grew	up	as	a	child.	Published	in	1972,	the	story	revolves	around	the	life	of	the	protagonist,	Sreedharan.	Even	though	the	story	takes	place	in	Athiranippadam,	the	reading	of	it	takes	the	reader	to	North	India,	Africa,	Europe,
and	other	places,	making	it	...	Kamala	Surayya	Kamala	Surayya,	the	woman	who	used	her	pen	as	a	sword,	is	a	name	written	in	Indian	literature	among	writers	who	tried	to	the	essay	harsh	realities	of	life.	Kamala	Surayya	is	prominent	in	Indian	literature	for	her	poetry	and	short	stories.	Widely	known	by	her	pen	name	Madhavikutty	and	Kamala	Das,
she	was	born	as	Nalapat	Kamala	in	a	Hindu	family	in	Thrissur	district	of	Kerala	on	31st	March	1934.	Her	father	V.	M.	Nair	was	the	Managing	Editor	of	the	Malayalam	daily	Mathrubhumi,	while	her	mother	Balamani	Amma	was	a	renowned	poet.	Her	maternal	great	uncle	was	the	famous	...	Documents	on	Gandhi’s	Death	Handed	over	to	Archives
Department	On	the	occasion	of	the	70th	death	anniversary	of	Mahatma	Gandhi,	rare	documents	related	to	his	death	were	handed	over	to	the	State’s	Archives	Department.	Documents	issued	by	the	erstwhile	Kochi	kingdom	on	January	30,	1948,	were	handed	by	Mr.	Imbashekhar,	Sub	Collector,	Ernakulam	to	the	Department.	These	documents	refer	to
the	announcement	of	the	death	of	Mahatma	Gandhi.	Facelift	for	Zoos	in	Kerala	The	Department	of	Museum	and	Zoo	has	got	Rs.	11.5	crore	in	the	State	budget	for	the	next	fiscal	year.		The	authorities	said	that	the	budget	will	be	used	for	the	construction	of	enclosures	and	import	of	wild	animals	from	South	Africa.	The	amount	will	also	be	used	for
developing	interpretation	centres	to	educate	visitors	coming	to	the	Thiruvananthapuram	Zoo.	The	Thrissur	Zoo	will	also	get	a	new	aquarium	at	an	estimated	cost	of	Rs.	1.8	crore	which	is	expected	to	attract	more	visitors.	Swayamvaram	Swayamvaram,	the	directorial	debut	of	the	legendary	film	maker	Adoor	Gopalakrishnan,	is	considered	as	a
landmark	film	within	the	parallel	cinema	movement	of	India.	Released	in	1972,	the	film	opened	up	new	platform	in	Malayalam	Cinema.			The	film	pictures	the	story	of	a	couple,	Vishwam	(enacted	by	Madhu)	and	Sita	(enacted	by	Sharada),	who	have	married	against	the	preference	of	their	families,	and	left	their	hometown.	The	film	begins	with	a	series
of	abstract	sequences	of	Viswam	and	Sita,	the	lovers	who	have	eloped	to	the	city	in	search	of	love	and	a	new	life.		He	starts	looking	for	a	job,	...	Khasakinte	Ithihasam	A	legendary	novel	from	the	legendary	writer,	O.V.	Vijayan.	Vijayan	won	the	hearts	of	Malayalis	with	his	debut	novel	Khasakinte	Ithihasam	(The	Legends	of	Khasak)	which	is	even	now
considered	as	one	of	the	most	celebrated	and	much-acclaimed	novel	ever	written	in	Malayalam	literature.	The	novel	pictures	the	journey	of	Ravi’s	life	-	the	main	protagonist	-	that	finally	ends	in	Khasak,	a	sleepy	hamlet	in	Palakkad	district	where	his	actual	life	begins.	Ravi	is	introduced	as	a	tormented	guilt	filled	soul	who	leaves	all	his	education	and
career	half	way.	At	Khasak	he	starts	a	single-teacher	school.			The	novel	that	lacks	...	V.	T.	Bhattathiripad	Vellithuruthi	Thazhathillathu	Raman	Bhattathiripad	or	V.	T.	Bhattathiripad	or	V.	T.	was	a	social	critic,	well-known	dramatist	and	one	of	the	leading	lights	of	social	reforms	in	Kerala,	especially	in	the	Namboodiri	community	of	the	State.		Born	on
March	26,	1896	as	the	son	of	Thuppan	Bhattathiripad	and	Sridevi	Andarjanam	in	Kaippilly	Mana	at	Mezhathur	in	Malabar,	he	started	his	Vedic	education	at	the	age	of	five.	Later	he	continued	and	completed	his	Vedic	studies	under	the	patronages	of	Pathakkara	Manaikkal	Meledam	and	Muthukurissi	Mana	Kunjunni	Namboothirippad.		After	his
studies,	he	worked	as	a	priest	at	the	Mundamuka	Sastha	Temple.		It	...	Community	Archives	Programme	to	Trace	Mahatma	Gandhi	Memorabilia	The	Kerala	State	Archives	Department	is	soon	launching	a	project	under	its	Community	Archives	programme	to	trace	Mahatma	Gandhi	memorabilia.		The	department	plans	to	implement	this	programme	in	a
three-fold	system,	one	is	to	digitise	the	content	and	next	initiate	a	conservation	programme	to	preserve	the	document	and	finally	to	create	a	register	of	the	finds	so	that	they	can	be	traced	easily	in	future.	During	Gandhiji’s	visits	to	Kerala	he	has	met	many	social	reformers	like	Sree	Narayana	Guru	and	Ayyankali,	planted	trees	and	addressed
gatherings,	and	interacted	with	school	children.	History	unfolds	that	Gandhi	had	visited	the	State	5	...	Iconic	Photographer	Nick	Ut	Honoured	Pulitzer	Prize-winning,	Vietnamese-	American	photographer	Mr.	Nick	Ut	during	his	visit	to	the	State	was	honoured	by	the	Kerala	Lalithakala	Akademi	at	a	special	function	held	in	Thrissur.	The	picture	of	the
‘Napalm	girl’	in	the	Vietnam	War	jolted	human	conscience	against	the	atrocities	of	war	is	famous	work	done	by	Mr.	Nick	Ut.							Diamond	Jubilee	Fellowship	Rank	List	Published	The	final	rank	list	has	been	published	for	the	‘Diamond	Jubilee	Fellowship	for	Aspiring	Artists’	invited	by	the	Department	of	Cultural	Affairs,	Government	of	Kerala.	A	monthly
fellowship	of	Rs.10,000	each	for	one	year	will	be	provided	for	the	artists.	To	view,	the	list	click	here	Supplementary	Rank	List	of	Fellowship	of	Young	Artists	Supplementary		Rank	list	published	for	the	artists	who	have	successfully	qualified	for	the	Fellowship	Program	of	Young	Artists.	The	fellowship	is	given	for	a	period	of	2	years.		Supplementary
Rank	list	of	various	categories:			Classical	Arts	Kathakali	Chenda	Maddalam	Melam	Thayambaka	Panchavadyam	Music	Vocal	Mridangam	Veena	Dance	Mohiniyattam	Thullal	Fine	Arts	Painting	Applied	Art	Folklore	Arts	Poorakali	Mudiyettu	Yakshiyanam	For	details	visit:-		Kerala	Cultural	Institutions	App	Privacy	Policy	This	is	the	App	Privacy	Policy
(“Privacy	Policy”)	of	Department	of	Archaeology,	Government	of	Kerala.	At	authentic	we	take	your,	and	your	visitors	privacy	seriously.	We	only	store	and	use	data:	to	provide	Kerala	Cultural	Institutions	service	to	you	and	to	communicate	with	you.	By	accessing	our	App,	you	are	giving	permission	for	the	app	to	access	your	location	and	storage.		What
does	this	Privacy	Policy	cover?	We	process	certain	information	about	you	when	you	use	our	service	provided	by	our	App	(Kerala	Cultural	Institutions)	How	will	we	notify	you	of	changes	to	this	Privacy	Policy?	We	may	update	this	Privacy	Policy	from	time	to	...	COVID-19	Distress	Relief	Assistance	for	Artists	The	application	for	Covid-19	Distress	Relief
assistance	to	artists	of	different	art	forms	and	crafts	men	of	various	handicrafts	can	be	done	through	Kerala	Lalithakala	academy,	Kerala	Sahitya	academy,	Kerala	Folklore	academy,	Kerala	Chalachitra	Academy	and	Kerala	Sangeetha	Nataka	academy.	Further	details	regarding	the	procedure	of	application	had	been	published	in	respective	websites.
From	Kerala	Lalitha	Kala	academy(		For	further	assistance	please	contact:		0487	2333773	From	Kerala	Sangeetha	NatakaAcademy	(	For	further	assistance	please	contact:		0487	2332548	From	Kerala	Sahitya	Academy(	20appln%2016.04.2020.pdf)	For	further	assistance	please	contact:		0471	2541355	From	Kerala	Folklore	Academy	(	For	further
assistance	please	contact:		0497	2778090	From	Kerala	ChalachitraAcademy(	For	further	assistance	please	contact:		0471	2754422			E-brochure	Welcome	to	the	e-brochure	section	of	Kerala	Culture.	Here	you	will	find	the	e-brochure	associated	with	Kerala	Culture.	You	may	download	it	and	browse	through	the	interactive	digital	brochure	to	know	more
about	Kerala's	cultural	heritage.		
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